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Abstract 
Revelation, Truth, Canon, and Interpretation are four fundamental issues in 
pre-Nicene Christianity. This dissertation seeks to examine these in Justin Martyr's 
Dialogue with Trypho. 
The INTRODUCTION indicates the impetus for this investigation and 
reviews the pertinent secondary sources and their contributions to these issues. A 
review of Justin's life and his extant writings is also included. 
CHAPTER ONE examines Justin's concept of Revelation. Justin's conversion 
to Christianity is placed in the context of his Middle Platonism. From this context we 
learn that, as a philosopher, Justin's primary goal was knowledge of God. The case 
Justin builds throughout the Dialogue is that the true philosophy, the incarnate Logos, 
is witnessed to only in the Prophets and the Apostles. The incarnate Logos is seen as 
the culmination in God's plan for salvation and is thus revelation. 
CHAPTER TWO examines Justin's concept of truth. From the genre that 
Justin chose and his understanding of the attainment of truth as the goal of a 
philosopher, we see that Justin saw truth as located in the Logos. Justin is 
differentiated from the Hebrew and the Platonic concepts of truth and continues the 
line of argument established in the NT writers. Truth is fulfilled and found in Jesus 
Christ, through his pre-existence and his incarnation. 
CHAPTER THREE examines Justin's concept of canon. Justin did not 
conceive of a closed collection of Christian writings. While his references to Memoirs 
are important, they should not be seen as implying a closed collection of Christian 
writings. Concerns about this belong to an age later than Justin's. 
CHAPTER FOUR highlights the foundations upon which Justin interpreted 
the Hebrew scriptures. The determining factor here is the new Covenant which was 
vi 
Christ himself. Because of Christ, the old Law has become obsolete and a new Law 
has replaced it. This is why the Jew and the Christian can use the same scripture yet 
end up with differing interpretations. 
APPENDIX ONE is a listing of Gospel quotations and allusions in the 
Dialogue. 
APPENDIX TWO is a review of the issue of the primary audience of the 
Dialogue. Here arguments are offered for an audience that is primarily Jewish. 
vii 
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INTRODUCTION 
It is not uncommon to hear Justin Martyr referred to as the most important of 
all the second century Apologists. ' A main reason for this judgment may be the sheer 
volume of Justin's extant writings as compared to other second century writers. But 
volume of writings without substance would be little reason for such a judgment, and 
to judge Justin's writings as being without substance would be to misjudge them. 
In Justin we have a man who sought to commend Christianity as the only true 
and pure philosophy to the contemporary Greek mind. This is clearly exemplified in 
Justin's Apologies. In the Apologies, Justin attempts to answer those misconceptions 
about Christianity that were floating around the popular understanding of the 
movement 3 Yet in the midst of this defense, Justin also presents the gospel in a way 
that, in his mind, would commend itself to this Greek mind. 
But Greek philosophy, as influential as it was, was not the only mode of 
thought to which Justin sought to communicate the uniqueness and utter importance 
' See e. g., F. L. Cross and E. A. Livingstone (eds. ), The Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church 
(rev. ed.; New York/Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989) 770; R. M. Grant, Greek Apologists of the 
Second Century (Philadelphia: The Westminister Press, 1988) 50. 
2 The contemporary Greek mind of which I speak here is explained in more detail on pp. 45-74; 108- 
118; 125-145. 
By their refusal to worship state deities Christians were accused of being atheists. Their gatherings for 
worship, instruction and participation in the eucharist were being construed as gatherings for incest, 
child murder and cannibalism. See L. W. Barnard, Justin Martyr. His Life and Thought (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1967) 2-4; H. Chadwick, "Justin Martyr's Defense of Christianity, " BJRL 
47 (1965) 279. Justin himself alludes to these popular misconceptions in Dial. 10.1. Trypho agrees that 
they are, indeed, misconceptions. 
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of Christ. The Jewish mind, out of which Christianity grew, also garnered the 
attention of Justin in his writings. This is exemplified in his Dialogue with Trypho 4 
Granted, the Jew to whom Trypho directed the Dialogue was a Hellenistic Jew, 
meaning he was influenced by the Greek thought of the second century. Justin's 
desire was to communicate to the Jew the centrality of Jesus in the economy of God. 
Just as every individual, Justin is a child of his times. He was influenced by 
his culture and made decisions, both consciously and unconsciously, from within that 
culture. The Dialogue with Trypho was written from within an era that was 
influenced, on the one hand, by the prevailing Greek philosophic thought of the day. 
This mode of thought is seen in the Dialogue as influencing not only Justin, the 
author, but also Trypho and his Jewish companions. Yet, on the other hand, as a 
Christian Justin was also influenced by Jewish scripture. This is fundamentally seen 
in his desire to remain faithful to the Jewish scriptures interpreted through the event of 
Jesus Christ. Thus, we see a situation in the Dialogue which is unique to it when 
compared with Justin's Apologies. 
I. Revelation, Truth, Canon, and Interpretation 
The purpose of this introduction is five-fold. First, I will briefly explain the 
foundation upon which this thesis rests and the rationale for its title. Second, past 
works on Justin Martyr and their contributions to the study at hand will be examined. 
Third, a biography of Justin will be provided in order to place him in his proper 
context. Fourth, Justin's extant writings will be reviewed. And finally, The Dialogue 
with Trypho will be introduced as it fits into this corpus of writings. 
Justin Martyr is a Christian. As a Christian, he was seeking to make the 
message of Christ applicable to all of humanity-both Jew and Greek. Justin's extant 
`1 am fully aware of the discussion concerning the intended recipients of the Dialogue. My position is 
that the primary recipients are neither primarily Christians, nor pagans, but Jews. A summary 
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corpus of writings reveals this by their very existence, written as they are to the Greek 
and to the Jew. I have chosen herein to focus on Justin's communication of the gospel 
message to the Hellenistic Jew. And it is from within this context that an introductory 
explanation of the title of this dissertation is necessary. 
Christianity is based on a person. "But to me the charters are Jesus Christ, the 
inviolable charter is his cross, and death, and resurrection, and the faith which is 
through Him. "s Ignatius of Antioch states well the understanding that must 
accompany any study of Christian theology in the patristic age. Difficulties with this 
foundational understanding begin to appear, however, when Christianity is described 
as a "Religion of the Book. "6 This designation, while not altogether inaccurate, tends 
to "cook the books" in favor of a position with which Justin, and other Fathers, may 
not be entirely comfortable. That position centers on the relationship between Jesus 
Christ, revelation, and canon. 
Here is where the impetus for this dissertation stems. Justin resides in his 
thinking with the Greek Fathers who "did not lose sight of the fundamental point that 
Christianity is the religion not of a book but of a Person, that the Bible has its unique 
and irreplaceable authority in the Church because the prophets and apostles bear 
witness to him"7 
What follows in this dissertation stems from that foundational concept and 
grows to form what may be called the four pillars of the development of Christian 
discussion of the intended audience is presented in Appendix 11. 
' Ignatius of Antioch, Phil. 8.2. ET from K. Lake (ed. ), The Apostolic Fathers (2 Vols.; LCL; London: 
William Heinemann/New York. The Macmillan Co., 1914). 
° C. A. Cory and D. T. Landry, The Christian Theological Tradition (Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice 
Hall, 2000) 101. 
7 H. Chadwick, "The Bible and the Greek Fathers, " in D. E. Nineham (ed. ), The Church's Use of the 
Bible (London: SPCK, 1963), 39. This, of course, must be understood in the context that Justin did not 
know of a closed New Testament canon. Thus, when we speak of a Justin in this regard we must 
understand his relationship with Christian writings that were later to be part of the NT canon. See 
Chapter 3. 
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theology in the patristic age. ' Everything stems from the revelation of Jesus Christ as 
truth. "The supreme end to which Christian theology is directed is to the full 
intellectual expression of the truth which was manifested to men, once and for all, in 
the person and life of Jesus Christ. "9 Thus, the revelation of truth was manifest in 
Jesus Christ. 1° At first, traditions and teachings about Jesus Christ were spread 
orally-through the kerygma. But as time and distance separated that revelation a 
more reliable form of teaching became necessary-written documents. " But even this 
more reliable form of teaching is subject to differing interpretations. 12 
Thus, we may at once see the relationship and the tension that is present 
within these four concepts of Revelation, Truth, Canon, and Interpretation. If Jesus is 
revelation and the embodiment of truth, how did the early church regard the writings 
about Jesus? Further, what norms were in place to ensure a unified understanding or 
interpretation of these writings? Justin Martyr provides a good case study of these 
issues. 
These concepts represent and exemplify something that is fundamentally 
essential to the faith known as Christianity. It is certainly not my intention to force 
this schematic upon the conscious thought of any writer in patristic Christianity. It is, 
however, my intention to show what Justin Martyr's understanding of these concepts 
a It is not the purpose of this introduction or dissertation to expound a history of Christian doctrine. 
However. it is necessary here to provide a brief rationale for the title of this thesis. 
° J. F. Bethune-Baker, An Introduction to the Early History of Christian Doctrine to the Time of the 
Council of Chalcedon (London: Methuen & Co., 1962) 2. 
10 See Cory & Landry (eds. ), The Christian Tradition, 69-120; W. H. C. Frond, The Rise of Christianity 
(Philadelphia: Fortress, 1984) 11-270; J. Riches, "The Birth of Christianity, " in 1. Hazlett (ed. ), Early 
Christianity: Origins and Evolution to AD 600 (London: SPCK, 1991) 28.39. 
" See H. Y. Gamble, Books and Readers in the Early Church: A History of Early Christian Texts (New 
Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1995); R. P. C. Hanson, Tradition in the Early Church 
(London: SCM Press, 1962); J. T. Lienhard, The Bible, the Church, and Authority: The Canon of the 
Christian Bible in History and Theology (Collegeville, MN: The Liturgical Press, 1995). 
12 See R. M. Grant, The Letter and the Spirit (London: SPCK, 1957); J. N. D. Kelly, Early Christian 
Doctrines (rev. ed.; San Francisco: Harper); T. G. Stylianopoulos, The New Testament An Orthodox 
Perspective. Volume One: Scripture, Tradition, Hermeneutics. Brookline, MA: Holy Cross Orthodox 
Press, 1997). The classic example of this is found in the fact that the initial desire of the Nicenes at the 
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was. In so doing, it is my desire to show how Justin contributed to the development of 
Christian theology in the second century. 
A. Revelation 
By investigating a particular writer's concept of revelation one is really asking 
some pertinent foundational questions. In order to understand revelation, therefore, it 
is important to understand who is doing the revealing. The concept of revelation also 
requires an understanding of the very nature of revelation-what is it? When these 
questions are answered we are then in a position to examine where a writer presents 
this revelation as being available. Thus, revelation is a foundational concept because it 
is here that a basic understanding of a writer's concepts of God, epistemology and the 
message are found. 
Surprisingly little has been said about Justin Martyr's concept of revelation in 
Justinforschung. '3 This is not to say that a concept of revelation has been ignored. In 
fact, the very opposite is true-most commentators on Justin Martyr simply assume a 
certain concept of revelation with no meaningful discussion concerning how Justin 
came to this concept of revelation or even what it is, i. e. its relationship to 
epistemology. For example, Goodenough makes the blanket statement in reference to 
Justin that "not by the efforts of man's own reason, but through revelation... is the 
truth to be had by men. "14 The type of assumption is also made by Shotwell who 
claims that Justin "had no need to state a concept of revelation, for both he and his 
opponents [in the Dialogue] used the Old Testament as the basis of their 
Council of Nicaea was to combat Arianism using purely scriptural terms. But this was precisely where 
the problem lay-with the interpretation of scriptural terms. See Athanasius, Ep. Afr. and Deer. 
" J. C. M. van Winden, An Early Christian Philosopher. Justin Martyr's Dialogue with Trypho 
Chapters One to Nine (Philosophic Patrum 1; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1971) 1. "The works of Justin have 
already been the object of intensive study. The list of books and articles is so great that one rightly 
speaks of a Justinjorschurtg " 
E. R. Goodenough, The Theology of Justin Martyr. An Investigation Into the Conceptions of Early 
Christian Literature and Its Hellenistic and Judaistic Influences (Amsterdam: Philo Press, 1968) 72. 
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discussion"'s Shotwell does maintain that revelation for Justin was two-fold in nature 
(the Logos and the Prophets), 16 but this assertion gets lost in the unexplained claim 
that Justin has a verbal theory of inspiration. " While Goodenough makes no such 
claim to verbal inspiration for Justin, both he and Shotwell assume a concept of 
revelation without really explaining what it is. 
A detailed examination of Justin Martyr's concept of revelation has, in fact, 
been a neglected aspect of the study of his theology. But herein it will be shown that 
Justin's concept of revelation is the result of his conversion from Middle Platonism to 
Christianity. The prologue to the Dialogue with Trypho (Chaps. 1-9) is important in 
this regard. Two monographs have appeared in the last 40 years that have examined 
this section of the Dialogue in great detail. 18 Van Winden claims that he and Hyldahl 
are in basic agreement in their examination of the text, but thinks that Hyldahl is 
overly influenced by theological presuppositions. 19 This being the case, van Winden 
offers a philological investigation of the prologue, in addition to an inquiry into 
Justin's philosophical ideas and their internal cohesion. Both commentators have 
contributed much to the understanding of the prologue to the Dialogue. However, the 
relationship between it and revelation has been overlooked. Both do recognize the fact 
that the aim of the prologue is to bring philosophy to the fore 
'20 but the relationship of 
is W. A. Shotwell, The Biblical Exegesis ofJustin Martyr (London: SPCK, 1965) 2. 
'ß Shotwell, The Biblical Exegesis of Justin Martyr, 3. 
" Shotwell, The Biblical Exegesis ofJustin Martyr, 4. 
11 N. Hyldahl, Philosophie und Christentum. Eine Interpretation der Einleitung zum Dialog Justins (Acta Theologica Danica 9; Copenhagen: Munksgaard, 1966); van Winden, An Early Christian 
Philosopher. 
'9 Van Winden, An Early Christian Philosopher, 2. 
20 Hyldahl is intent on minimizing the influence of Platonism on Justin before his conversion because 
of his underlying assumption that the prologue is literary fiction. This is based on the fact that the 
Dialogue was written some 15 to 20 years after the initial conversation with Trypho. Hyldahl sees the 
prologue as an idealized conversion story of Justin, not necessarily grounded in fact. Thus Hyldahl 
claims that Justin is refuting the philosophers of his time through this prologue. But van Winden claims 
that Justin is refuting nothing here, but rather, he is claiming that most philosophers are not concerned 
with the proper task of philosophy. 
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philosophy to the epistemological question and to Justin's concept of revelation Is not 
addressed. 
The fact that van Winden fails to address the epistemological significance of 
revelation is puzzling in light of some of his findings. He states, "The problem of God 
had, indeed, a central place in the Middle Platonic philosophy, the most important 
system in Justin's day. God, the ideas which are his thoughts, and the human soul in 
kinship with Him are precisely the main problems of this philosophy. "2' If this is so, it 
appears to me that the connection between Justin's concept of philosophy as a search 
for God and his concept of revelation needs to be examined. Both van Winden and 
Hyldahl overlook this important aspect of Justin's thought. 
This is not to say that Justin's connection to the Middle Platonic philosophy of 
Justin's day has not been examined. There has been little doubt among Justin 
commentators that Justin was influenced by the Platonism of his day. "There seems to 
be no mystery about where Justin derived his ideal of philosophy that was so 
important to him and prominent in his writings. He was a Platonist and these were 
Platonic ideas. " The various opinions concerning Justin's Platonism can be grouped 
under one of three categories: 23 total assimilation, 24 total rejection, 25 or assimilation 
with a critical reserve. 26 Those who put forth the total assimilation view aim to show 
11 van Winden, An Early Christian Philosopher, 23. 
22 M. 0. Young, "Justin, Socrates, and the Middle-Platonists, " StudPat 18 (1989) 163. 
13 C. Nahm, "The Debate on the 'Platonism' of Justin Martyr, " SecCent 9 (1992) 151. 24 See e. g., Andresen, "Justin und der mittlere Platonismus" ZNW 44 (1952/53) 157-195; A. Harnack, 
History of Dogma (7 vols.; 2nd ed; ET N. Buchanan; London: Williams & Norgate, 1905) 2.179-188.; 
W. Jaeger, Early Christianity and Greek Paideia (Cambridge, Mass. /London: The Belknap Press, 
1961); R. Joly, Christianisme et philosophie. Etudes sur Justin et les Apologistes grecs du deuxltme 
sie cle (Bruxelles: Editions de I'Universitf de Bruxelles, 1973). 
2$ See e. g., H. Dörrie, Platonica minora (M(Inchen, 1976); Hyldahl, Philosophie und Christentum; van 
Winden, An Early Christian Philosopher. 
26 See e. g., Barnard, Justin Martyr, H. Chadwick, Early Christian Thought and the Classical Tradition: 
Studies in Justin, Clement and Oxigen (Oxford: Clarendon, 1984); J. Danif lou, Gospel Message and 
Hellenistic Culture (The Development of Christian Doctrine Before the Council of Nicaea Vol 2; ET J. 
A. Baker, London: Darton, Longman & Todd, 1973); R. Holte, "Logos Spermatikos: Christianity and 
Ancient Philosophy According to St. Justin's Apologies, " StudTh 12 (1958) 109-168; R. A. Norris, 
God and World in Early Christian Theology. A Study in Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, Tertullian and Origen 
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that Justin's attempt to preach the message of Jesus Christ resulted in a disintegration 
of the Christian message into existing Greek philosophical categories of thought. In 
reaction to this there arose the total rejection theory. The proponents of this view 
claimed that Christianity and Platonism were incapable of dialogue or assimilation 
because they were diametrically opposed to one another. Most recently, however, a 
mediating position has largely won the day. This being that the most likely description 
of Justin's post-conversion Platonism is that of partial assimilation. In this position it 
is stated that certain Platonic categories of thought were adopted as theological tools 
that did not override the pure Christian message. The Platonism of which this position 
speaks, however, is that of Middle Platonism. In fact, Goodenough has been credited 
with being the first commentator on Justin who recognized that the Platonism of the 
Middle Platonic period was an eclectic blend of Platonism, Aristotelianism, and 
Stoicism?? 
The influence of Middle Platonism on Justin should not be overlooked. But 
Goodenough appears to do just this when he claims that Justin says very little about 
the world of Ideas, except to say that he had been thrilled by the contemplation of 
them (Dial. 2.6)28 Goodenough claims that they appear to have played no essential 
part in his system and that he is puzzled about why Justin would be confused on 
where to find truth after his conversation with the old man 29 Surely Goodenough 
misses the point here. I contend that Justin makes a great deal out of the Platonic 
Ideas. In fact, the entire prologue hinges on the differences between the Platonic 
theory of epistemology, which is represented by Justin the Platonist, and what may be 
(Studies in Patristic Thought; London: Adam & Charles Black, 1966); E. F. Osborn, Justin Martyr 
(BHT Gerhard Ebeling; Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 1973); G. L. Prestige, God in Patristic 
Thought (London: SPCK, 1965); C. J. de Vogel, "Platonism and Christianity: A Mere Antagonism or A 
Profound Common Ground? " VC 39 (1985) 1-62; H. A. Wolfson, The Philosophy of the Church 
Fathers I: Faith. Trinity, Incarnation (2d ed. rev.; Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1964). 
27 This thesis was significantly carried forward by C. Andresen, "Justin und der mittlere Platonismus". 
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considered as a Christian theory of epistemology, which is represented by the old 
man. 
For Justin epistemology centers on the question of how one may know God. 
And this is the very point of the prologue. While this is recognized by many 
commentators, 30 they fail to make a connection between it and revelation, which is the 
connection that Justin himself (through the old man) wishes to make. Osborn comes 
closest to recognizing the significance of this connection. 3' He explains that in the 
prologue Justin is, in fact, relating a theory of knowledge. Thus, Christianity is 
recognized by Justin to be the only sure philosophy because through it one may 
receive knowledge of God. But again, Osborn falls short in explicitly relating this to a 
concept of revelation in Justin. 
Writings about Justin's theology are replete with the assertion that the Logos is 
God's revelation to humanity. But Justin also places a great deal of emphasis on the 
writings of the Prophets and the Memoirs of the Apostles. Are these revelation as 
well? Much discussion has surrounded the Prophets and Memoirs, but there has been 
a lack of attention to this simple question. 
Van Winden claims that writers on Justin Martyr generally fall into two 
groups: theologians and philologists, and their specialized points of approach are a 
constant threat to a correct understanding of the text 32 Thus, theologians usually start 
from an actual theological problem, 33 rather than from within his historical context. 
On the other hand, philologians tend to place Justin in the shadow of the classical era 
is Goodenough, The Theology ofJustin Martyr, 65. 
29 Dial. 7. 
30 See e. g. Barnard, Justin Martyr, 36-37; C. I. K. Story, The Nature of Truth in "The Gospel of Truth" 
and in the Writings ofJustin Martyr (NovTSup 25; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1970) 66. 
" Osborn, Justin Martyr, 66-73. 
32 Van Winden, An Early Christian Philosopher, 1-2. 
33 Van Winden specifically mentions the problem of the relationship between Christianity and 
philosophy. In this case he states that this approach causes theologians (usually Lutherans) to blame 
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and see him simply as a second rate author and a plagiarist. Perhaps van Winden 
would object on these grounds that the approach I take herein distorts the true picture 
of Justin. But the attempt has been made to approach the Dialogue with Trypho from 
an historical perspective that is sensitive to both approaches while avoiding the 
pitfalls of each. This, in fact, is what van Winden himself attempts to accomplish. 
In this light, I would assert that Justin's prologue must be taken seriously. It is 
an attempt, whether literary fiction or factual event, 74 to espouse a certain theory of 
knowledge. It has a logical sequence that posits philosophy as a search for God based 
on an understanding of a progression from a Middle Platonic epistemology to a 
Christian epistemology. Thus, Justin's epistemology informs us as to his concept of 
revelation. 
In Chapter One of this dissertation I ask how Justin's Middle Platonism 
affected his concept of epistemology, that is, how does one know God or how does 
God reveal himself? This is important background in understanding why he chose 
Christian revelation over Middle Platonic. It is concluded that Justin has two 
witnesses to revelation, or two places where the ultimate revelation of the Logos is 
predicted (the Prophets) experienced (the Apostles). It is, however, ultimately in the 
incarnate Logos that revelation resides. Piper claims that the Memoirs are valuable 
merely for historical data about the life of Christ 35 But on the basis of my 
examination of the Dialogue I claim in Chapter One that the Memoirs must in fact be 
considered a witness to the Logos, and thus a witness to revelation. This aspect of 
Justin for an alliance between philosophy and faith and distort a balanced historical approach to the text 
(pp. 1-2). 
On the question surrounding the historicity of Justin's conversion account see O. Skarsaune, "The 
Conversion of Justin Martyr, " ST 30 (1976) 53-57. 
" O. Piper, "The Nature of the Gospel According to Justin Martyr, " JR 41 (1961) 159. Also Shotwell, 
The Biblical Exegesis ofJustin Martyr, 25. 
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Justin's theology seems to have been missed by most, if not all, commentators on 
Justin Martyr. 
B. Truth 
Investigation into the concept of truth is the logical step taken after an 
understanding of revelation simply because truth is based upon revelation. The 
message of truth is fundamentally related to revelation because the message of truth is 
that which is revealed. Understanding what that message of truth entails is the 
ultimate goal of investigation into the concept of truth. 
The above statement may seem obvious. But the situation with Justin Martyr 
needs some clarification at the point of where his Middle Platonism comes into 
contact with his Christianity. Justin Martyr's connection to Middle Platonism has 
been seen as influential upon his theology. His theology is the result of revelation, in 
other words, he believes it to be truth. This being the case, it is surprising to see 
commentators neglecting the Justin's pre-conversion concept of truth. As it was with 
the study of Justin in relation to his concept of revelation, so it is with Justin's concept 
of truth-it is simply assumed by most. 
Barnard's investigation into Justin's concept of truth can be summed up in the 
undeveloped statement, "Only by revelation can we find truth-and this revelation is 
enshrined in the teaching of the Prophets and Jesus Christ. , 36 When this statement is 
placed into the context of second century Greek thought37 it becomes a powerful 
argument against those who would argue that Justin was unduly influenced by Middle 
Platonic philosophy. But Barnard fails to do this and his statement lacks the 
significance it should truly have. 
76 Barnard, Justin Martyr, 80. Also, "Christianity was, for him, truth itself and this he served with 
unswerving devotion and courage" (p. 169). 
37 As I do below on pp. 103-123. 
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Similarly, Osborn has failed to do justice to the concept of truth in Justin. He 
recognizes the fact that Justin believed that truth can only be directly known. And that 
it is not an abstract thing but a loving person. 38 Osborn has two chapters devoted to 
the theme of truth39 which do a fine job of multiplying references in Justin to his love 
of truth as argument and truth being the best argument, but they never really explain 
the OT, NT, and Hellenistic concepts of truth in relation to Justin Martyr. 
In Chapter Two I argue that it is entirely necessary to relate the differing 
concepts of truth that were prevalent in Justin's day. Certainly, this is not a new thing. 
It is, however, attended to in relation to Justin Martyr only sporadically. Thus, Piper 
recognizes the important distinction between Plato and Christianity. 0 In Plato no 
historical fact can be interpreted as the manifestation of truth. Plato is dominated by 
the ontic contrast between Idea and historical event. This is a very important 
statement because it illustrates the extreme difference between the manifestation of 
truth (Christian) and Being as truth (Plato) 41 
Richard Norris's valuable book entitled God and World in Early Christianity 
includes a section on Justin. But its limited scope (in connection with the topic at 
issue here) still leaves the important connection untouched. Norris's first chapter42 
does an excellent job of explaining the importance of Plato's doctrine of Forms and 
Middle Platonism. This informs his treatment of Justin in relation to his concept of 
God and world. But it is certainly asking more of this work to relate the issue to 
Justin's concept of truth. 
" Osborn, Justin Martyr, 70; 80. 
39 Chapter 5, "The Knowledge of Truth" (pp. 66-76); Chapter 6, "The Love of Truth" (pp. 77-86). 
'0 Piper, "The Nature of the Gospel According to Justin Martyr, " 158. 
41 J. Zizioulas recognizes the importance of this distinction in Being as Communion: Studies in 
Personhood and the Church (Crestwood, NY: St. Vladimir's Seminary Press, 1997 [1985]) 67-122. I 
summarize the importance of Zizioulas for this study below, pp. 115-118. 
""Greek and Hellenistic Cosmology, " pp. 8-32. 
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Story, in the promising monograph, The Nature of Truth in the "Gospel of 
Truth "and in the Writings of Justin Martyr, offers a similar, if not longer, 
explanation 43 Ostensibly the book is a comparison between two mid-second century 
authors concerning their concepts of truth. While we are not concerned here with the 
Gospel of Truth, the work does give us a good picture Justin's concept of truth in the 
Dialogue. He thus makes the important statement hat truth is manifested in the realm 
of divinely ordered events. 4 But, unlike Barnard, Story recognizes some of the 
necessary background to properly understand this statement. Accordingly, in a very 
important part of his monograph, he discusses the idea of truth in the OT, the 
Intertestamental period, and in the NT. 45 Contained in the section on the NT concept 
of truth, Story contrasts it to the Greek concept to conclude that "Whereas Plato 
viewed truth as the dialectical process leading from real existence to the ideal, Paul 
understood truth to be the historical process leading from the provisional event (God 
the redeemer of his people Israel) to the final consummation (Christ the redeemer of 
the world)"46Later Story correctly transfers the Pauline understanding to Justin. He 
continues, however, to claim that as both a Christian and a philosopher, Justin 
attempts to do justice to both the NT (Pauline) conception and the Greek conception. 
He thus claims that by expressing truth in a static or propositional format, Justin is 
trying to do justice to the Greek concept of truth 47 This is a puzzling statement. 
Simply because Justin expressed truth in propositions does not mean that he is trying 
to justice to the Greek concept of truth. Story himself has expressed the fact that Plato 
had no room for truth as a historical manifestation. This simple fact should indicate 
that, by claiming that truth is manifested in Jesus Christ, Justin has radically altered 
41 Story, The Nature of Truth in "The Gospel of Truth" and in the Writings of Justin Martyr. 
" Story, The Nature of Truth in "The Gospel of Truth " and in the Writings of Justin Martyr, 68. 
's Story. The Nature of Truth in "The Gospel of Truth " and in the Writings of Justin Martyr, 177-199. 46 Story, The Nature of Truth in "The Gospel of Truth" and in the Writings of Justin Martyr, 177-196. 
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his previously held Middle Platonic conception. This is pivotal, and it is something 
which Story fails to recognize. Thus, this promising and very informative monograph 
somehow falls short in placing Justin's concept of truth in its propcr second century 
contcxt. 
The present dissertation thus makes the important distinctions between the 
OT, NT, and Hellenistic concepts of truth. This is nothing new. However, in relating 
these conceptions to Justin with the result that Justin's conception of truth as a 
manifestation radically altered his Middle Platonism is something that has been 
missing from other treatments of Justin. Justin simply could not have remained a 
Middle Platonist and accepted the manifestation of truth in the person of Jesus Christ. 
Further, the dialogue genre that Justin chose to express the truth he found in 
revelation is important. Hirzel makes the claim that Justin wrote the Dialogue with 
Tr) pho in an unsuccessful attempt to imitate Plato's Phaedrus. 48 But he does not 
pursue the issue with any great fervor. The only commentator to pursue this aspect of 
the Dialogue with Trypho in any depth is Sarah Denning-Bolle. 9 While Denning- 
Bolle's purpose was not to relate the genre of dialogue to Justin's concept of truth, it 
actually dovetails with that very issue. 
Denning-Bolle briefly traces the history of the dialogue genre through the 
Ancient Near East and then moves right into the Platonic dialogues. She concludes 
that Justin's dialogue and Plato's dialogues display some astonishing similarities. 50 
But they also reveal some important differences. 51 She concludes that in the hands of 
Justin the dialogue becomes a tool for apologetic. With this conclusion I cannot 
"Story, The Nature of Truth in "The Gospel of Truth" and in the Writings of Justin Martyr, 209-210. 
" R. Hirzel, Der Dialog. Ein literarhistorischer Versuch (2 Vols.; Leipzig: S. Hirzel, 1895) 2.368. 
"9 S. Denning-Bolle, "Christian Dialogue as Apologetic: The Case of Justin Martyr in Historical 
Context, " BJRL 69 (1987) 492-510. 
Denning-Bolle, "Christian Dialogue as Apologetic, " 500-501. 
" Denning-Bolle, "Christian Dialogue as Apologetic, " 504-505. 
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disagree. But, as I shall point out in the second chapter, Denning-Bolle does not 
explain the significance of pre-Socratic and Socratic dialogues in her brief history of 
the dialogue genre. If this is done one may see that the dialogue genre was instigated 
as a way to search for truth. But Justin goes beyond the normal purpose of the 
dialogue genre because he believes he has actually found truth. So, Justin actually 
uses the Platonic dialogue genre to eventually discredit Middle Platonic doctrine. This 
is something that has not been addressed in Justinforschung but which is seen as an 
important underlying raison d'etre in choosing the dialogue genre. In other words, by 
choosing the dialogue genre, Justin was claiming to say something about truth. 
C. Canon 
Understood as "rule" or "standard, " this concept is perhaps more of a modern 
preoccupation which is deemed necessary in light of the development of the NT 
canon of writings. 52 The pivotal point here is discerning a particular author's views of 
documents of the era that are becoming more and more useful to Christian churches. 
The wider context of the development of the NT canon must be kept in view here, for 
if the canon of NT writings was not fully developed at the time of Justin Martyr's 
contribution to theology, it is anachronistic to think of him as conceiving of a written 
canon. This is important because, in the absence of a defined collection of Christian 
writings, there must be some standard to which that particular author turned for 
direction. 
32 [ mean here that in looking back at Justin with our written canon in hand, we tend to force questions 
about canon directly in the category of writings. This neglects the important aspect of Rule of Faith. 
The Greek term Kav4, v originally meant "reed". Especially a reed as a tool for measurement or 
alignment, and therefore acquired the basic sense of "straight rod". From this literal sense there arose a 
metaphorical sense where it came to mean a "norm" or "ideal" or "standard" a firm criterion against 
which something could be evaluated or judged. In this broad sense, the word was used in a variety of 
contexts including art, music literature, ethics, Law, and philosophy. Early Christians first took up the 
word in the sense of a "norm" but not in connection with written materials, but rather with the Rule of 
faith. We find the substantive first applied to the Sacred Scriptures in the fourth century by Athanasius 
of Alexandria. See B. M. Metzger, The Canon of the New Testament: Its Origin. Development, and 
Significance (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1987) 289-293. 
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Justin's references to the dirogvrlµove0gaTa (r(Zv dTrovTbXwv) and their 
relationship to the developing NT canon have long been a lively topic of research, as 
witnessed by the plethora of books and articles, whether in whole or in part, which are 
devoted to that topic S3 In the present study I am not purporting to add new research to 
this somewhat crowded field. Rather, I am dependent upon many of the works 
53 See e. g. A. Baker, "Justin's Agraphon in the Dialogue With Trypho "JBL 87 (1968) 277-287; A. 
I3aldus, Das Verhältnis Justins des Martyrers zu unsern synoptischen Evangelien (MOnster, 1895); A. 
J. Bellinzoni, "The Source of the Agraphon in Justin Martyr's Dialogue With Trypho 47: 5; VC 17 
(1963) 65.70; idcm., The Sayings of Jesus in the Writings of Justin Martyr (NovTSup 17; Leiden: E. J. 
Brill); W. Bousset, Die Evangeliencitate Justin des Martyrers in ihrem Wert fur die Evangelienkrilik 
(Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1891); E. R. Buckley, "Justin Martyr's Quotations from the 
Synoptic Tradition, " JTS 36 (1935) 173-176; C. H. Cosgrove, "Justin Martyr and the Emerging New 
Testament Canon. Observations on the Purpose and Destination of the Dialogue with Trypho, " VC 
(1982) 209.232; C. A. Credner, Beiträge zur Einleitung in die biblischen SchrIJten (Halle, 1832); M. 
von Engelhardt, Das Christentum Justins Märtyrers. Eine Untersuchung Ober die Anfänge der 
katholischen Glaubenslehre (Erlangen: A. Deichert, 1878); D. A. Hagner, "The Sayings of Jesus in the 
Apostolic Fathers and Justin Martyr, " in D. Wenham (ed. ), Gospel Perspectives Vol. 5: The Jesus 
Tradition Outside the Gospels (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1984) 233-268; A. Hilgenfeld, Kristische 
Untersuchungen Ober die Evangelien Justin's, der Clementinischen Homilien und Marcion's (Halle, 
1850); C. E. Hill, "Justin and the New Testament Writings, " StudPat 30 (1997) 42-48; L. L. Kline, 
"Harmonized Sayings of Jesus in the Pseudo-Clementine Homilies and Justin Martyr, " ZNW 66 (1975) 
223.241; H. Koester, Ancient Christian Gospels. Their History and Development (London: 
SCM/Philadelphia: Trinity Press International, 1990); E. Lippelt, Quae fuerint Justini Martyris 
APOMNHMONEUMATA quaque ratione cum forma Evangeliorum syro-latina cohaeserint (Halle, 
1901); E. Massaux, The lq luence of the Gospel of Saint Matthew on Christian Literature Before Saint 
/renaeus. Book 3: The Apologists and the Didache (ET N. J. Belval & S. Hecht; New Gospel Studies 
5/2; Leuven: Peeters, 1986); idem, "La Texte du Sermone sur la Montagne de Mattieu utilisd par Saint 
Justin, " EThL 28 (1952) 411.448; E. F. Osborn, Justin Martyr, 120-138; W. L. Petersen, Gospel 
Traditions in the Second Century. Origins, Rescensions, Text and Transmission (Notre Dame: 
University of Notre Dame Press, 1989); idem., "From Justin to Pepys: The History of the Harmonized 
Gospel Tradition, " StudPat 30 (1997) 71-96; idem., "Textual Evidence of Tatian's Dependence upon 
Justin's 'AI IOMNHMONETMATA, " NTS 36 (1990) 512-534; W. Sanday, The Gospels In the Second 
Century (London: Macmillan, 1876); K. Semisch, Die apostolischen Denkwardigkeiten des Martyrers 
Justinus (Hamburg, 1848) 389-392; G. N. Stanton, "The Fourfold Gospel, " NTS 43 (1997) 317-346; A. 
Thoma, "Justin literarisches Verhältnis zu Paulus und zum Johannesevangelium, " Zeitschrift für 
wissenschaftliche Theologie 18 (1875) 383-412; G. Volkmar, Ober Justin den Märtyrer und sein 
Verhältnis zu unsern Evangelien (Zurich, 1853); 1. C. Zahn, "Ist Ammon oder Tatian Verfasser der ins 
Lateinische, Altfrankische und Arabische übersetzten Evangelien-Harmonie? Und was hat Tatian bei 
seinem bekannten Diatessaron oder Diapente vor sich gahabt und zum Grunde gelegt? " in C. A. G. 
Keil and H. G. Tzschirner, Analekten fur das Studium der exegetischen und systematischen theologie 
2/1 (Leipzig, 1814). As well as the numerous histories of the NT canon, J. Barton, Holy Writings, 
Sacred Text. The Canon in Early Christianity (Louisville, KY: Westminister John Knox Press, 1997); 
F. F. Bruce, The Canon of Scripture (Downers Grove: Inter-Varsity press, 1988); H. F. von 
Campenhausen, The Formation of the Christian Bible (ET J. A. Baker; London: Adam & Charles 
Black, 1969); H. Y. Gamble, The New Testament Canon. Its Making and Meaning (Guides to Biblical 
Scholarship; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1985); A. von Harnack, The Origin of the New Testament and the 
Most Important Consequences of the New Creation (ET J. R. Wilkinson; London: Williams & Norgate, 
1925); L. M. McDonald, The Formation of the Christian Biblical Canon (rev. ed.; Peabody: 
Hendrickson, 1995); B. F. Westcott, A General Survey of the Canon of the New Testament (5`h ed.; 
Cambridge and London: Macmillan, 1881); T. Zahn, Geschichte des neutestamentlichen Kanons, 1.2 
(Erlangen: Andreas Deichert, 1881). 
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mentioned above to provide a foundation upon which I build an argument regarding 
Justin's relationship to the state of the developing NT canon. 
Central to Justin's relationship to the developing NT Canon is his use of the 
term evayyiXLov. The scholarly consensus concerning Justin's references to 
the EvayyEXLov" is that he is indeed referring to a written document. Further, the 
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Memoirs of the Apostles are probably synonymous with this designation. " Recently, 
however, this assertion has been challenged by C. H. Cosgrove who believes that 
Justin is actually reluctant to call any writing EüayyAtov. 56 
According to Cosgrove, this reluctance can be seen in the predominance of the 
term "Memoirs" over against the use of the term "gospels". He states that it is 
inconclusive to what gospel (if any) Justin refers in Dial. 100. Further, Cosgrove 
believes that this statement should be understood in light of the preceding statement 
of 10.2 where Trypho speaks of the precepts that are written in the "so-called gospel". 
This suggests, to him, a certain reticence on the part of Justin to apply EvayyALov to 
any writing. " 
The position advocated by Cosgrove is subtly arrived at through an 
investigation of some particularly salient points. At the outset, Cosgrove states the 
position that he will defend, 
This general consensus that Justin regards certain apostolic writings as 
Scripture or `almost Scripture' must be given up in light of what will be shown 
to be the probable purpose and audience of the Dialogue with Trypho, the 
primary document upon which judgments concerning Justin's ` canon' are 
based. It will be argued that not only are the apostolic writings not esteemed as 
s` Dial. 10.2; 51.2; 100.1; 136.3; 1 Apol 66.3. 
ss See e. g., Barnard, Justin Martyr; Gamble, The New Testament Canon, 28-29; G. M. Hahneman, The 
Muratorian Fragment and the Development of the Canon (Oxford Theological Monographs; Oxford: 
Clarendon, 1992) 96-98; Hill, "Justin and the New Testament Writings, " 42-48; Koester, Ancient 
Christian Gospels, 40-43; Sanday, The Gospels in the Second Century, 88-137; Stanton, "The Fourfold 
Gospel, " 329-332; Westcott, A General Survey of the History of the Canon of the New Testament, 96- 
179. 
ss Cosgrove, "Justin Martyr and the Emerging Christian Canon, " 209-232; esp. 221-22. 
s' This is a reasonable argument, but the fact remains that these are Trypho's words in 10.2, not 
Justin's. 
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Scripture by Justin, but that he is in fact moving in an opposite direction from 
regarding them as such. Indeed, Justin represents a reversal of the trend of the 
church in the second-century toward regarding apostolic writings as canon S8 
Evaluation of Cosgrove's position is best done under five main headings. I 
believe that the weakness of his position is seen in every point thus leading to a faulty 
foundation and conclusion to the issue of whether Justin actually calls the Memoirs 
"Gospels. " In the form of questions, the five main headings are: 1) Who is the 
intended audience of the Dialogue?; 2) How much importance should be attributed to 
Marcion in NT canon formation?; 3) Did Justin employ a harmony?; 4) Is the use of 
the singular/plural of EvayyAtov significant?; 5) Does Justin reverse the trend of 
placing apostolic writings on par with the Prophets? 
1. Duo is the intended audience of the Dialogue? 
In pursuing the proof of his position Cosgrove opens the discussion with a 
section entitled, "The Legitimacy of Joining the Canon Question with Respect to 
Justin" S9 The issue of the intended audience of the Dialogue is examined in 
considerable detail. This is so because for Cosgrove the intended audience will reveal 
whether Justin intended to address the issue of canon in the document. In this respect, 
it is often assumed that because the Dialogue with Trypho was written to non- 
Christians, we should not expect Justin to address the internal issue of canon. On the 
other hand, if it can be shown that the Dialogue was, in fact, written to and for 
Christians, then we should expect the issue of canon to be present in the document. 
Thus, according to Cosgrove, the implications of a non-Christian destination 
of the Dialogue are: 1) Statements about canon gain more weight by virtue of the fact 
that the global context militates against their introduction; 2) Absence of statements 
regarding canon are not an argument against the importance of the concept for the 
" Cosgrove, "Justin Martyr and the Emerging Christian Canon" 209. 
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author. We simply do not know his views on the matter. 6° But, if the Dialogue is 
written to Christians, different implications result: 1) Statements regarding the 
author's conception of the canon tend to reflect more accurately his own opinions on 
the subject; 2) Absence of reference to the question of canon, where it would be 
expected in light of the audience, does suggest something about the author's thinking 
on the topic 61 
At this point Cosgrove goes into the necessary examination of the destination 
of the Dialogue. He summarizes the history of the discussion well and argues for a 
strictly Christian audience 62 Thus, because of his understanding that issues of canon 
will be addressed in a writing to Christians, Cosgrove believes he has good reason to 
proceed to the second part of the article entitled, "Justin's Canon" 63 He states, "The 
results of the foregoing suggest that Justin writes for Christians, and we may expect 
that he does so with the special problem of canon at least to some extent in mind. s64 
Cosgrove admits that his argument depends fundamentally upon the assertion 
that the intended audience of the Dialogue are in fact Christians 6S While he does 
admit that this answer must be received somewhat guardedly, " he still places 
fundamental importance on the assertion. It is because he believes the Dialogue to be 
written to Christians that he can then pursue the issue of canon. For if Justin is writing 
to Christians it would be obvious to speak of a subject so important to the Christian 
cause. Even silence on the canon, according to Cosgrove, suggests Justin's view on 
the subject. 
so Cosgrove, "Justin Martyr and the Emerging Christian Canon, " 210-219. 
Cosgrove, "Justin Martyr and the Emerging Christian Canon, " 211. 
" Cosgrove, "Justin Martyr and the Emerging Christian Canon, " 211,221. 
02 I summarize the history of the discussion and argue for a Jewish/Christian audience below in 
Appendix II. 
63 Cosgrove, "Justin Martyr and the Emerging Christian Canon, " 219-225. 
" Cosgrove, "Justin Martyr and the Emerging Christian Canon, " 219. 
`s I would add that it also fundamentally depends on the issue of whether or not Justin mean to pursue 
canon questions. 
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But the question must be asked, "What if Cosgrove is wrong in his assertion of 
the intended audience? " I argue in Appendix II that the intended audience is primarily 
Jewish. If this is the case then, by Cosgrove's own admission, it would be illegitimate 
to ask questions about the canon with respect to Justin. For Cosgrove asserts that if 
the audience arc non-Christian we should not expect Justin to argue for a concept that 
was unimportant to the audience. 7 But even aside from the issue of intended audience 
this line of argument is fundamentally flawed. 
Attention must be drawn to the way Cosgrove simply assumes that the 
establishment of a written NT canon was an issue in Justin's day. This not only 
misrepresents a proper distinction between "scripture" and "canon, "68 but it is also an 
anachronistic view of the history of the canon. In Chapter 3 of this dissertation I argue 
that the issue of a closed canon of NT scripture was neither conceived of nor debated 
during Justin's day. 69 Arguments with heterodox movements were not settled by an 
appeal to a canon of written documents, but with an appeal to the doctrine of the 
church, the rule of faith. This was occurring even after Justin's era and on into the 
third century. 7° It was only with Athanasius in the mid-fourth century that canon was 
applied to a closed set of apostolic writings. ' 
This must cause revision in Cosgrove's assertion of the legitimacy of pursuing 
issues of canon in Justin. Cosgrove states that because the Dialogue was written to 
Christians, Justin's conception of the canon will be accurately reflected, and that 
silence on the issue of canon in itself is part of this reflection in that it speaks of a 
pattern in Justin to relegate the apostolic writings to a position of merely historic 
6° Cosgrove, "Justin Martyr and the Emerging Christian Canon, " 225. 
°' Cosgrove, "Justin Martyr and the Emerging Christian Canon, " 210-211. 
°i See below, pp. 210-215. 
0° See below, pp. 206-210. 
7° See e. g., Irenaeus, Haer. 1.8.1; 1.9.1-4; Tertullian, Proescrip. 8-9; Eusebius, He. 6.12.3-6. 
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documents 72 But if a written canon was not a conception in the thought of second and 
even third century writers how can Justin's silence on the matter be manipulated to 
form an opinion? Approaching Justin with questions of the NT canon may only be 
done in the proper historical context 73 Failure to do so results in an anachronistic 
view of the history of the NT canon, and leads one understand second century writers 
to speak of a written NT canon when the concept was not even part of the 
contemporary thought. 
2. How much importance should be attributed to Afarcion in NT canon formation? 
Cosgrove supports the presupposition that issues of canon will be addressed in 
the Dialogue by an appeal to the effect that Marcion had on the Roman church around 
the height of his anti-Jewish program. This assertion, of course, assumes a date for the 
writing of the Dialogue with Trypho sometime after 153.4 The appeal to Marcion 
proceeds on the contention that he was the first to promulgate a fixed written canon. 
Because of this Justin would have found it necessary to deal with the question of 
canon as posed by Marcion. In stating this, Cosgrove has placed definitive importance 
on Marcion as the main motivation in the development of a new canon to counter 
Marcion's "canon". 
The idea that Marcion was definitive in the decision of the church to form a 
NT canon is somewhat overstated by Cosgrove. Certainly no one can dispute the 
chronological priority of Marcion's "canon"-nothing like it precedes him. But this 
chronological precedence must be distinguished from the question of its influence on 
" See Athanasius, Ep. Fest. 39. Irenacus argued for a four Gospel collection in Haer. 3.1.1.2. While 
this shows a conscious attempt in the year 180 toward a fixed Gospel collection it is decidedly less 
developed than Athanasius's list in the year 367. 
72 Cosgrove, "Justin Martyr and the Emerging Christian Canon, " 221-223. 
"This proper historical context is presented below, pp. 210-219. 74 See below pp. 37-39 for a discussion on the date of the Dialogue with Trypho. 
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the church 73 The fixation of a canon by Marcion did not lead to an immediate or 
concerted effort in the church to delimit its own literature. In fact, the number of 
writings valued by the church remained fluid for a long period after Marcion posited 
his collection. 76 The fact that the church catholic eventually decided upon a larger 
canon is adequately explained on the grounds that these documents were the ones 
which the church found most useful to their purposes" 
The influence of Marcion on the formation of the NT canon continues to be 
debated among scholars. By and large, the view promulgated by Harnack, 71 
Goodspeed, 79 and Campenhausen, E° that Marcion's collection virtually forced the 
church to form its own canon, has, to varying degrees, been revised $' The revision to 
see Marcion more modestly, as perhaps not the crucial factor, but nevertheless 
hastening the canon's development causing the church to do what it would have done 
already seems to be the general tone of the revisions. 82 But Gamble believes even this 
judgment unjustified "since it is not possible to know whether the process of canon 
formation would have moved at a different pace had there never been a Marcion. In 
the absence of stronger evidence, it is gratuitous to see in Marcion a decisive factor in 
the history of the NT canon. "83 Thus, with his dependence on Campenhausen's 
's See Gamble, The New Testament Canon, 59-62- 
76 Two good examples of this fluidity are the Apocalypse of John in the East and Hebrews in the West. 
See Gamble, The New Testament Canon, 23-56; L. M. McDonald, The Formation of the Christian 
Biblical Canon, 191-226. 
"This point is emphasized as the ultimate criterion of canonicity by McDonald, The Formation of the 
Christian Biblical Canon, 246-249. 
" A. von Hamack, Afarcion. The Gospel of the Allen God (ET J. E. Steely & L. D. Bierma; Durham, 
NC: Labyrinth, 1990); idem., The Origin of the New Testament. 
79 Goodspeed, The Formation of the New Testament (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962). 
so H. F. von Campenhausen, The Formation of the Christian Bible. 
" For discussion on this and other revisions of Harnack see D. L. Baläs, "Marcion Revisited: A 'Post- 
Harnack' Perspective, " in W. E. March (ed. ). Texts and Testaments: Critical Essays on the Bible and 
Early Church Fathers (FS S. D. Currie; San Antonio: Trinity University Press, 1980) 95-108. 
12 See e. g., E. C. Blackman, illarcion and His Influence (London: SPCK, 1948) 39; F. V. Filson, Which 
Books Belong in the Bible? (Philadelphia: Westminister. 1957) 120. 
23 Gamble, The New Testament Canon, 62. G. M. Hahneman (The Muraturian Fragment and the 
Development of the Canon, 90-93) even argues that it is a misnomer to call Marcion's collection a 
"canon" and certainly misleading to credit him with creating a NT canon. 
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overstated view of the influence of Marcion on the NT canon Cosgrove has similarly 
overstated his case. 
3. Did Justin employ a harmony? 
Cosgrove now moves into a discussion on Justin and the Gospels. Two of 
Cosgrove's conclusions must be challenged here. First, he states that the 
singular e iayyALov cannot refer to a Gospel harmony since Tatian's Diatessaron 
had not yet been produced. But it is incorrect to posit Tatian's Diatessaron as the first 
Gospel harmony. While the Diatessaron may be the first extant Gospel harmony, 
W. L. Petersen84 has clearly shown that the harmonized tradition antedates Tatian and 
probably even Justin. Second, in light of the first point, it is highly probable that 
Justin employed a harmony as a source for his quotations in the Dialogue with 
Tnphoas 
4. Is the singular/plural of EtkayyeAcov significant? 
Still in the context of the previous point, Cosgrove believes that the 
singular EvayyEXLov in Dial. 10.2 is best explained as reflective of Justin's 
disinclination to equate the "gospel" with the apostolic writings themselves. "The 
singular connotes a certain element of abstraction as regards the idea of the gospel 
itself over against discrete Gospels. "86 In other words, Justin's avoidance of applying 
the term E6ayyjXLov to the Gospels is because of the dynamic sense in which the 
gospel is conceived by him. 7 
" W. L. Petersen, 'From Justin to Pepys: The History of the Harmonized Gospel Tradition, " 73. 
"The probability that Justin did employ a harmony is more fully discussed below, pp. 191-201. 16 Cosgrove, "Justin Martyr and the Emerging Christian Canon, " 222. 
"This point is also emphasized by 0. A. Piper ("The Nature of the Gospel According to Justin 
Martyr"). "This whole activity of announcing the saving work of God is what Justin 
calls Tb EUaylIXtov, and of it Jesus is both proclaiming agent and subject matter" (pp. 162-163). 
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Cosgrove seems to argue here for more than Justin himself states. Of the five 
instances where c1 ayy1XLov Is used, only one is plural. " Cosgrove asserts that the 
plural is used there as an accommodation to a pagan audicnce. '9 This is possible, but 
it does not necessarily follow that Justin does not accept the appellation himself. The 
singular uses of the noun also do not support Cosgrove's assertion. The fact that the 
statement in 10.2 is uttered by Trypho should at least warn us of placing the statement 
in Justin's realm of understanding. But, aside from the fact that Trypho is a Jew and 
would not accept Christian writings, we cannot conclude from the statement alone 
that Trypho did not accept the appellation, for accepting the appellation does not 
necessarily imply acceptance of the teachings and narrative contained therein. The 
remaining use of the singular noun in Dial. 100.1 contains a possible quotation of the 
Gospel of Matthew or Luke, or a harmony of the two. The probability that Justin is 
quoting from this type of source can thus explain the use of the singular here 90 
The point here is that the uses of the singular and/or plural forms 
of E6ayy0Aiov are little support for the conclusion that Justin did not accept the 
appellation "Gospel" for a written source. Cosgrove appears to making too much out 
of a rather insignificant point. The fact is that each time Justin uses the term it is in 
reference to a written source, and in 1 Apol. 66.3 he equates the memoirs, Gospels, 
and that which was handed down (napaSt& 
. 
LL). 
I' ! ApoL 66.3. It should be noted here that two of the five references are clearly not references to 
written documents-Dial 51.2; 136.3. Cosgrove agrees. t° Cosgrove, "Justin Martyr and the Emerging Christian Canon, " 230, footnote #47. Cosgrove may be 
alluding here to the fact that the Greek usage of the term cCayy1Xtov carried with it the idea of a 
message of victory. But Cosgrove himself makes no explicit equation. See, U. Becker, "Gospel, 
Evangelize, Evangelist, ' in C. Brown (ed. ), The New International Dictionary of New Testament 
Theology (3 vols.; Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1976) 2.107-115; G. Friedrich, "c6ayy0aov, " in G. 
Kittel (cd. ), Theological Dictionary of the New Testament (10 vols.; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1964) 
2.721-737. 
'° This point must, of course, be seen in the context of the previous one which argues that Justin did, in 
fact. employ a harmony. 
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S. Does Justin reverse the trend of placing apostolic writings on a par with the 
Prophets? 
After explaining that the gospel is conceived by Justin in a more dynamic 
sense than simply apostolic writings, Cosgrove relates Justin's view of the OT to his 
view of apostolic writings. In this respect he employs Campenhausen's discussion of 
Justin's view of the OT 91 Cosgrove states, "Von Campenhausen demonstrates how in 
Justin's response to Marcion's prediction fulfillment, inspiration by the ` prophetic 
Spirit, ' non-contradiction, the appellation `the Scriptures, ' the doctrine of the Logos, 
and a salvation-history solution to the problem of the Mosaic law combine in what 
may be called a `doctrine of holy scripture'. "92 To Cosgrove the remarkable thing is 
that Justin employs no similar defense of the apostolic writings, even though they 
were equally endangered by Marcion. This is accentuated by the fact that Justin has 
adopted the general church practice of reading the OT writings together with the 
apostolic writings at worship services. According to Cosgrove this, in essence, 
represents the church's general trend toward placing the OT writings on the same 
level as the apostolic writings. 3 
In light of this Cosgrove asks why Justin then refrains from reinforcing this 
tendency by constructing for the Memoirs a doctrine of scripture commensurate with 
or approaching that which he formulates for the OT. "Why does he neglect to rescue 
Matthew, Mark, Luke, and Paul from Marcionite rejection or unorthodox editing? 
Although the genre of `dialogue with a Jew' may have put some restraints on Justin's 
. 
presentation, he does not hesitate to introduce considerations which are relevant to his 
Christian audience but not to a debate with a Jew"94 This is then understood to mean 
91 Campenhausen, The Formation of the Christian Bible, 88-102. 
92 Cosgrove, "Justin Martyr and the Emerging Christian Canon, " 222. 
97 Cosgrove, "Justin Martyr and the Emerging Christian Canon, " 223. 
94 Cosgrove, "Justin Martyr and the Emerging Christian Canon, " 223. 
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that there is no reason why Justin could not have developed some theory of "canon" 
for the Gospels. But, according to Cosgrove, Justin does less than fail to defend the 
Apostolic writings, he actually dethrones them from what actual status they may have 
attained by calling them "Memoirs". The widespread use of the term "Gospel(s)" in 
the church during Justin's time and his own appellation "Memoirs, " suggest that he 
conceives of them as purely historical documents. 
The idea that Justin actually "dethrones" the apostolic writings ignores a very 
important aspect of Justin's view of the Apostles and their writings. It is true that 
Justin employs the Memoirs in an historical manner 95 But I will show in Chapter One 
that the apostolic writings were not in any sense viewed by Justin as inferior to the 
Prophetic writings. 96 The Apostles themselves were held in very high esteem by 
Justin. 7 It is significant, in this respect, that following closely on the heels of the 
section which contains the concentrated references to the Memoirs written by the 
Apostles, 98 that Justin claims that the Gentiles repent of their sins as a result of 
hearing and learning the doctrine preached by the Apostles 99 The esteem with which 
the Apostles are held by Justin is clearly transferred to the documents that were 
written by them and their associates. This is shown in the fact that both the Prophets 
and Apostles possessed the qualifications for communicating God's revelation 
because of the fact that they had both seen and heard God. 1°° So rather than 
"dethroning" the apostolic writings, Justin views them as valuable. In fact, it can be 
93 See below, pp. 81-86. 
96 See below, pp. 81-86. 
91 Dial. 42.1; 110.2; 119.6. 
98 Dial. 99-107. 
99 Dial. 109.1. See also Dial. 114 where Justin claims that the words uttered by the Apostles of Jesus 
circumcise Christians from idolatry and sin. 
100 See below, pp. 81-95. 
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stated that Justin actually views them as going hand in hand with the Prophetic 
writings in salvation-history. 1°' 
Cosgrove's assertion that Justin himself did not employ the 
term evayyEXLov as an appellation for Christian writings has many foundational and 
conceptual faults. As shown above, these include the following: a misunderstanding 
the chronology of canon formation which results in an anachronistic context in his 
discussion on Justin addressing the canon issue; an overstated understanding of the 
importance of Marcion in the formation of the NT canon; an apparent incognizance of 
Justin's use of a harmony; an inconsequential stress on the use of a singular noun and; 
a misunderstanding of the high esteem in which Justin held the Apostles and their 
writings. But even in light of the problems with Cosgrove's thesis it must be asked if 
the question of whether Justin accepted the appellation EüayyEXLov is almost 
irrelevant in the grand picture. For even Cosgrove admits that some in the Christian 
community are using the appellation of Christian writings. ' 02 
The issue of canon in Justin cannot be pursued without the proper historical 
and chronological context in full view. Cosgrove has failed to do this in many ways. 
By attempting to argue for a "dynamic" Gospel Cosgrove wants the reader to place 
the understanding of canon in his misunderstood context. Certainly the gospel of 
Jesus Christ is a concept that steps outside the boundary of mere writings, but in 
attempting to relate this dynamic Gospel to the question of canon Cosgrove has 
placed the question in a context to which it does not belong. This is his major fault 
and the one which renders his perceived problem moot for our discussion. 
In many ways, Cosgrove is a good illustration of the misunderstandings that 
Chapter Three is attempting to correct. He represents a tendency of some scholars to 
101 See below, pp. 146-178. 
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equate the use of scripture with canonical status in the 2nd century. ' 03 But canon issues 
must be understood within a certain historical process that avoids an anachronistic 
view of the state of the canon in the second century. Foundational to this is proper 
historical context within which the relationship of the Rule of Faith and Canon 
functioned. Further, there must be a proper distinction between Canon and Scripture. 
This is all taken into account in Chapter Three to conclude that Justin's contribution 
to the NT canon is best seen as a process toward a fixed collection rather than an 
example of a fixed collection. 
D. Interpretation 
Early Christianity claimed the Jewish scriptures as their own. In so doing, they 
were claiming that the message brought by Jesus fulfilled what the Prophets 
proclaimed. This certainly appeared presumptuous to the Jew. Thus, the Christians' 
task in claiming the Jewish scriptures as their own was to show how they spoke of 
Christ, and to convince the Jew that the Christian interpretation of the Hebrew 
scriptures was the true and proper interpretation. This necessitates explanation of the 
reasons why Christians thought they had the right to usurp the Hebrew scriptures as 
their own. 
There have been many studies on Justin Martyr that attempt to locate 
background influences on his interpretation. ' 04 But the concern in Chapter Four is 
102 Cosgrove, "Justin Martyr and the Emerging Christian Canon, " 223. 
103 See e. g., E. J. Goodspeed, Formation of the New Testament (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 
1962) 37-38; R. L. Harris, Inspiration and Canonicity of the Bible. An Historical and Exegetical Study 
(Contemporary Evangelical Perspectives; Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1968) 213. 
10' See e. g., D. E. Aune, "Justin Martyr's use of the Old Testament, " BETS 9 (1966) 179-197; Barnard, 
Justin Martyr; idem, "The Old Testament and Judaism in the Writings of Justin Martyr, " VT 14 1964) 
395-406; B. Z. Bokser, "Justin Martyr and the Jews, " JQR 64 (1973-74) 97-122; 204-211; Danidlou, 
Gospel Message and Hellenistic Culture; P. J. Donahue, Jewish-Christian Controversy in the Second 
Century: A Study in the Dialogue of Justin Martyr (Yale University Ph. D. Dissertation, 1973); 
Goodenough, The Theology of Justin Martyr, A. J. B. Higgins, "Jewish Messianic Beliefs in Justin 
Martyr's Dialogue with Trypho, " NovT9 (1967) 298-305; M. Hirschman, "Polemic Literary Units in 
the Classical Midrashim and Justin Martyr's Dialogue with Trypho, " JQR 83 (1993) 369-384; W. 
Horbury, "Old Testament Interpretation in the Writings of the Church Fathers, " in J. M. Mulder (ed. ), 
Mikra: Text, Translation and Interpretation in the Hebrew Bible in Ancient Judaism and Early 
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motivated by the question, "How is it possible that two different interpretations 
(Trypho's interpretation vs. Justin's interpretation) can arise from the same scriptural 
passage? " This question must be answered, of course, based on the assumptions and 
presuppositions that each brings to scripture. This necessitates acontextual 
examination of the text that is sensitive to the reasons Justin himself gives for his 
Christian interpretation of the Hebrew scriptures. 
In 1975 Theodore Stylianopoulos stated that one of the most distinctive 
aspects of Justin's contribution to the ongoing Christian interpretation of the Law was 
his historical conception of the purpose of the Law. 1°5 But Stylianopoulos bemoans 
the fact that the Law in Justin has received little attention in secondary literature. 106 
This is not to say that there has been a complete disregard for the Law in Justin 
Martyr. ' 07 But still, even Goodenough, who produced arguably the most important 
monograph on Justin this century, says virtually nothing about the problem of the 
Law. ' °8 
Since the publication of Stylianopoulos's monograph the scene has changed 
little. Barnard's standard on Justin Martyr does contain a chapter on the Apologist's 
Christianity (Assen, The Netherlands: Van Gorcum/Philadelphia: Fortress, 1988); T. W. Manson, "The 
Argument From Prophecy, " JTS 46 (1945) 129-136; D. de Margerie, An Introduction to the History of 
Exegesis Vol. 1: The Greek Fathers (ET L. Maluf; Petersham, MA: Saint Bede's Publications, 1993); 
Osborn, Justin Martyr; H. Remus, "Justin Martyr's Argument with Judaism, " in S. G. Wilson (ed. ), 
Anti-Judaism in Early Christianity Vol. 2: Separation and Polemic (Studies in Christianity and Judaism 
2; Waterloo: Wilfred Laurier University Press, 1986); D. T. Runia, Philo in Early Christian Literature: 
A Survey (CRINT 3/3; Assen: Van Gorcum/Philadelphia: Fortress, 1993); H. P. Schneider, "Some 
Reflections on the Dialogue of Justin Martyr with Trypho, " SJT 15 (1962) 164-175; Shotwell, The 
Biblical Exegesis ofJustin Martyr; M. Simon, Verus Israel. A Study of the Relations Between 
Christians and Jews in the Roman Empire (135-425) (ET H. McKeating; The Littmen Library of 
Jewish Civilization; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1986); P. R. Weiss, "Some Samaritanisms of 
Justin Martyr, " JTS45 (1944) 199-205; P. Widdicombe, "Justin Martyr, Allegorical Interpretation, and 
the Greek Myths, " StudPat 31 (1997) 234-239; R. L. Wilken, "The Old Testament in Controversy with 
the Jews, " SJT 8 (1955) 111-126; S. G. Wilson, Related Strangers. Jews and Christians 70-170 CE 
(Minneapolis: Fortress, 1995). 
105 T. Stylianopoulos, Justin Martyr and the Mosaic Law (SBLDS 20; Missoula, MON: Scholars Press, 
1975) 1. 
106 Stylianopoulos, Justin Martyr and the Mosaic Law, 2. 
107 As witnessed in the older monographs of K. Semisch, Justin des Märtyrer (2 Vols.; Breslau, 1840- 
1842) 2.58-70; von Englehardt, Das Christentum Justin des Mdrtyrers, 241-270. 
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relationship to Judaism but offers nothing on his interpretation of the Law. 109 Pierre 
Prigent offers a brief analysis of the problem of the Law in Justin, ' 10 but his main 
purpose was not a study of Justin's interpretation of the Law, but rather the discovery 
of a foundational document behind the Dialogue and the Apologies. ' 
Stylianopoulos's work filled a much needed gap in Justin studies by answering three 
foundational questions: ' 12 1) Why is the Law a problem for Justin?; 2) What is 
Justin's conceptions of the Mosaic law?; 3) What arguments does Justin marshall to 
demonstrate the invalidity of the Law, on the one hand, and its purpose on the other? 
The fourth chapter of this dissertation recognizes the debt owed to 
Stylianopoulos in formulating the above questions and providing answers. I would be 
cautious, however, and assert with Stylianopoulos113 that Chapter 4 is not a study of 
the scriptural exegesis of Justin, nor of his use of the OT as such. Rather, it is an 
analysis of his theological foundations for christological interpretation of the OT. 
Central to the discussion is the "pattern of twoss114 which I suggest are the 
hermeneutical key to Justin's OT interpretation. The two Laws and the two advents 
are the two most important concepts with which Justin deals. 
Following the examination of these pattern of twos Chapter Four then moves 
into a key, and much discussed, concept in Justin's interpretation of scripture-- 
illumination. My discussion here seeks to relate Justin's doctrine of illumination to 
the centrality of Christ. It is Christ who is the illuminator and any Christian possesses 
this illumination. 
los Goodenough, The Theology ofJustin Martyr. Also, A. von Harnack, Judentum und 
Judenchristentum in Justins Dialog mit Trypho (TU 39; Leipzig, 1913) 47-92. 
109 Barnard, Justin Martyr, 39-52. 
10 P. PrigentJustin l'Ancien Testament (Paris: Gabalda, 1964), 234-285. 
"' Stylianopoulos, Justin Martyr and the Mosaic Law, 3. 
112 Stylianopoulos, Justin Martyr and the Mosaic Law, 4. 
113 Stylianopoulos, Justin Martyr and the Mosaic Law, 4. 
114 See below, p. 224-244. 
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The above four concepts are seen as foundational because they get to the heart 
of the issues in early Christianity. Who is God? How do we know him? What is his 
message? Who is Jesus? What writings are authentic expositions of the faith? To what 
standard do we look for direction in belief? How are the Jewish scriptures Christian if 
their message is different than the Jewish writings? Is the Law still valid? These and 
many other questions are paramount as Christianity attempted to establish itself as the 
one true religion. They are represented and answered within this schematic of the four 
pillars. 
This is the reason why I have approached Justin Martyr's Dialogue with 
Trypho with a view to discerning his concepts of revelation, truth, canon, and 
interpretation. They are windows into a larger world-a world which explains Justin's 
theology as it is presented in the Dialogue. 
II. The Life of Justin 
The details of Justin Martyr's birth, life, and death are relatively obscure and 
sketchy. Any understanding of the life of Justin must be examined from two types of 
sources. First, we can piece together a rather skeletal amount of autobiography from 
Justin's extant works, 1 Apology, 2 Apology, and Dialogue with Trypho. Second, 
events of Justin's life can also be gleaned from a few ancient writers who mention 
Justin in their own writings. These include mainly Eusebius, but Justin is also 
mentioned by Irenaeus and Tatian. In this vein, we will first examine Justin's 
autobiographical sections and then Move on to these other writers. In this fashion a 
summary "life" of Justin can be constructed. 
Introduction 
A. Justin's Autobiography 
1. Birth 
32 
Justin offers no hint to the date of his birth. Most have been satisfied with the 
simple and broad conclusion that he was born near the end of the first century or the 
beginning of the second. ' 15 He does state that he is the son of Priscus and the 
grandson of Bacchius. 1 16 His grandfather's name is thus Greek, while his father's, as 
is his own, is Latin. In the same passage in J Apology Justin states that he was born in 
Flavia Neapolis in Palestine. Flavia Neapolis, which was not far from Shechem and 
was established by the Emperor Vespasian as a colony in 72 AD, "7 was in Samaritan 
territory. ' 18 Today the town is known as Nablus, Israel. 
2. Life 
Justin claims that he is a Gentile convert to Christianity, 119 and is thus 
uncircumcised. 120 Dial. 2 indicates that he received a Greek education while the entire 
prologue to the Dialogue (chaps. 1-9) shows that he lived the life of an educated 
pagan. Also, in the prologue we see that he showed intellectual vigor in his 
investigation and successive rejection of most of the established schools of 
philosophy. 121 Justin certainly considered himself a philosopher. The prologue clearly 
indicates that he was a follower of the philosophy of Plato, ' 22 and that after his 
15 H. Chadwick ("Justin Martyr's Defense of Christianity, " 276) simply asserts a second century 
birthdate. E. F. Osborn (Justin Martyr, 6) claims that Justin was born in the early second century. L. W. 
Barnard (Justin Martyr, 5) states that because we only know that Justin taught at Rome during the reign 
of Antoninus Pius and that he was martyred under Marcus Aurelius, we can infer that his birth occurred 
either in the late first century or the early second. 
116 1 Apol. 1.1. 
ý7 Barnard, Justin Martyr, 5; Osborn, Justin Martyr, 6. 
"' Chadwick, "Justin Martyr's Defense of Christianity, " 276. This is probably the reason why Justin 
refers to himself as a Samaritan in Dial. 120.6. 
119 1 Apol. 53; Dial. 41.3. 
120 Dial. 28.2; 29. 
'21 Osborn, Justin Martyr, 6. 
122 Cf. Also 2 Apol. 12.1. 
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conversion he still considered himself a philosopher. In fact, Justin, even after his 
conversion, wore the philosopher's cloak. 123 
Justin actually gives two reasons for his conversion to Christianity. The first, 
as seen in the prologue to the Dialogue, is because of the arguments of the respectable 
old Christian man whom he met by the sea. The man recognized Justin's Middle 
Platonic leanings and proceeded to refute Justin's Platonism and convince him of the 
necessity of the Prophets and Apostles in the true philosophy. The second reason for 
his conversion to Christianity is that even though he had seen the Christians slandered 
and persecuted, he saw that they had fear neither of death nor of terrible harm. In this 
fearlessness Justin saw that it was impossible that they could be living in the 
wickedness that was so often portrayed of them. 124 
B. Justin's Biography 
1. Birth 
No ancient writer even mentions an approximate date of Justin's birth. 
2. Life 
As for Justin's life, however, more is stated in the ancient writers. But the 
information about Justin's life, which is found mainly in Eusebius' Ecclesiastical 
History 125 is largely what we have already learned from Justin himself. From the 
passages in Eusebius it is confirmed that Justin was converted from philosophy to 
Christianity. He thus became a lover of the true philosophy. After his conversion he 
continued to wear the philosopher's cloak and was still involved in the study of Greek 
literature. 
123 Chadwick ("Justin Martyr's Defense of Christianity, " 277) states that during this time the 
philosopher's cloak possessed something of the significance of the modern clerical collar and provoked 
the same kind of mixed reaction in the public mind. 
1242Apol. 12.1. 
`5 H. e. 4.8.3-5; 4.11.8-11; 4.16.1-4.18.10. 
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In addition to these details that are mentioned by Justin himself, Eusebius also 
tells us that Justin was especially prominent during the days of Antoninus Pius 
(reigned 137-161). Further, we learn that Justin lived at Rome. This is confirmed in 
The Martyrdom of the Holy Martyrs126 which states that, at the time of Justin's trial, 
he was in Rome for the second time. From this, Barnard posits that Justin appears to 
have stayed in Rome for some time. The fact that Justin resided in Rome twice is 
consistent with what is known of the various schools of thought which were 
established by Christians in Rome. Thus, while Valentinus used Rome as a base, he 
also had connections with Alexandria and Cyprus. Marcion's nickname, "sea- 
captain, " suggests that he made a number of voyages away from Rome. And Greek 
philosophers such as Lucian of Samosata taught in province after province. It is 
therefore more probable that Justin did not establish a permanent school in Rome, but 
that he was more of an itinerant teacher who traveled while using Rome as more of a 
base. ' 27 
3. Death 
Justin's martyrdom, as stated above, is recorded in The Martyrdom of the Holy 
Martyrs. It is a rather short account of the beheading of Justin and six others after 
being questioned by the prefect Junias Rusticus. The account relates how decrees 
were passed against Christians in Rome to force them to offer libations to idols. The 
men are questioned and subsequently asked to offer sacrifice to the gods. Each refuses 
and each is therefore decapitated. 
126 ET found in A. Roberts & J. Donaldson, Ante-Nicene Fathers (10 Vols.; Peabody, MA: 
Hendrickson, 1994 [Originally: Buffalo, NY: Christian Literature Publishing Company, 1885]) 1.303- 
306. 
127 Barnard, Justin Martyr, 12. 
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The account of Justin's death is consistent with various statements of 
Eusebius, '28 Tatian, 129 and with the mind of Justin himself. 130 Because the account 
clearly states that Justin was martyred during the reign of Junias Rusticus as prefect 
(162-168), this gives us a fairly narrow window for the actual date of his death. 131 
Justin was martyred while Antoninus Pius was Emperor (161-169). Eusebius 
claims that he was martyred as a consequence of a plot by the Cynic Crescens, whom 
Justin is said to have publicly refuted on a number of occasions. 132 This piece of 
information is also related by Tatian. 133 But Eric Osborn believes that Eusebius has 
"exceeded the evidence for the cause of his death. " 134 
Osborn accepts the fact that Justin himself claimed that he expected to be 
plotted against by someone like Crescens. 135 And Justin's pupil, Tatian, even claims 
that Crescens' plots were directed at him as well. 136 But Osborn does not trust 
Tatian's account because of the "wild hyperbole" employed by Tatian in describing 
Crescens' character. 137 But in light of this even Tatian does not claim that Crescens is 
responsible for Justin's death. Eusebius, argues Osborn, can only have made this 
claim based on his misinterpretation of Tatian. Besides, even if Tatian were correct in 
claiming that Crescens plotted against both he and Justin, the fact that he failed in 
getting Tatian suggests that he also failed in getting Justin. 138 
As proof of his misgivings about Crescens being responsible for Justin's 
death, Osborn suggests a closer look at the account of Justin's martyrdom. In this 
12$ K. e. 4.16. 
I29 Or. 19. 
130 Osborn, Justin Martyr, S. 
131 Chadwick ("Justin Martyr's Defense of Christianity, " 278) states that this is why most 
encyclopedias record the date of Justin's death as 167. 
132 H. e. 4.16.1. 
133 Or. 19. 
174 Osborn, Justin Martyr, 9. 
"s 2 Apol. 3.1. 
136 Or. 19. 
137 Osborn, Justin Martyr, 9. Tatian refers to Crescens as a "sodomite" and a "money grabber. " 
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respect, Osborn offers two reasons to reject Crescens' responsibility for Justin's 
death. 139 First, the martyrdom account clearly shows that Justin was condemned with 
six others in a normal legal process. At the outset of the account a decree is pointed to 
as the "culprit" of the martyrdom. Second, there is no hint of a suggestion that one 
particular person had especially accused Justin. 
Osborn proceeds to support this argument by calling into question Eusebius' 
claim that Justin frequently debated with Crescens. 140 On this Osborn suggests that 
"Justin claims to have interrogated him [Crescens] more than once and to have found 
him ignorant; but Justin is not sure whether this ignorance is due to a failure of 
Crescens to read the teachings of Christ or a failure to understand them. If there had 
been protracted disputations, Justin could not have been uncertain concerning these 
alternatives. " 141 
III. The Writings of Justin 
Of Justin Martyr's writings only three are extant, his two Apologies142 and his 
Dialogue with Trypho the Jew. This, however was not the extent of Justin's literary 
activity. 143 Justin himself claims to have written a treatise against all heresies., 44 
Eusebius indicates that he wrote at least seven more which have subsequently been 
lost to US. 145 They include a third Apology, a work against the Greeks, a work entitled 
13$ Osborn, Justin Martyr, 9. 
139 Osborn, Justin Martyr, 9. 
110 H. e. 4.16.1. 
141 Osborn, Justin Martyr, 9-10. 
142 What are commonly referred to today as Justin's two Apologies are, in fact, one Apology which has 
been divided into two-the text and the Appendix. This dissertation will retain the accepted titles I 
Apology and 2 Apology for these respective works. 
1" In addition to these extant works there are four fragments of Justin preserved in later writers which 
are almost certainly genuine. See R. M. Grant, "The Fragments of the Greek Apologists and Irenaeus, " 
in J. N. Birdsall and R. W. Thompson (eds. ), Biblical and Patristic Studies in Memory of Robert Pierce 
Casey (Freiberg: Herder, 1963) 182-188. 
44 1 Apol. 26. 
ga5 He 4.11.7-11; 4.16.1-9. 
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Refutation, one under the title On the Sovereignty of God, a work entitled Psaltes, a 
"disputation on the soul, " and a writing against Marcion. '46 
The texts of all our extant writings of Justin are available in the single 
medieval manuscript, Paris 450.147 Also contained in that manuscript are the texts of 
nine other documents reputed to be Justinian. Justin became a fairly well-known 
author and because of this his fame grew in the later church. It is not surprising, 
therefore, that many writings were either deliberately or mistakenly attributed to him. 
This is the case with the nine other writings included in Paris 450.148 The arguments 
against accepting any of these works as genuine have been conclusively stated by 
Harnack. 149 
IV. The Dialogue with Trypho 
A. Date 
The date of the composition of the Dialogue cannot be nailed down with any 
precision. There is a significant piece of evidence within the work itself where Justin 
refers to his 1 Apology. 150 Because Justin refers to his previous writing in the 
Dialogue it is therefore certain that he composed the Dialogue with Trypho after he 
penned 1 Apology. This being the case, it is helpful to ascertain the date of the writing 
of Justin's 1 Apology. 
The address of 1 Apology is to Antoninus Pius and to his two sons, Verissimus 
and Lucius. Antoninus' son Lucius was born in 130, and Antoninus reigned from 137- 
161. In the address of the Apology Justin claims that Lucius was a "philosopher" and a 
146 Irenaeus (Haer. 4.6.2) also mentions Justin's work against Marcion. 
141 The date on the manuscript itself is II September 1363. It is beyond dispute that of all the extant 
works attributed to Justin only the Apologies and the Dialogue are genuine. See Barnard, Justin 
Martyr, 14; J. Nilson, "To Whom is Justin's Dialogue with Trypho Addressed? " TS 38 (1977) 539. 
"'8 These spurious writings are: Address to the Greeks; Hortatory Address to the Greeks; On the Unity 
of God; A Fragment on the Resurrection; Exposition of the True Faith; Letter to Zenas and Serenus; 
Refutation of Certain Aristotelian Doctrines; Questions and Answers to the Orthodox; Christian 
Questions Asked to the Greeks. 
"" See Barnard, Justin Martyr, 172. 
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"lover of learning. " Barnard thus reasons that allowing time for Lucius to attain this 
description, the writing of the Apology cannot be placed earlier than 145.151 
Along with this is the reference of Justin in 1 Apology to Marcion and his 
following as "spread over every race of men. " 52 Marcion came to Rome and taught in 
the reign of Hyginus (139-142). This fits well with a composition date after 145 
because sufficient time needs to be allowed for Marcion's teachings to receive such a 
wide audience. 153 Further, Justin states' 54 that he is writing 150 years after Christ's 
birth. 
Finally, Justin makes reference to a petition recently presented to Felix, the 
governor of Alexandria. 155 Cullen Story explains that a number of papyri establish the 
date of the prefecture of this Felix with considerable certainty. '56 
(1) In 1896, Frederick Kenyon' 57 identified the Felix of 1 Apol. 29.2 with a 
Munatius Felix who succeeded Honoratus. 
(2) The Berlin Papyrus 265 shows Honoratus to have been prefect in 148 
, 
ßw. 158 But according to another papyrus, Felix's date of ascension was 151.159 
(3) Another papyrus with the date 186 AD mentions a trial held in 151 before 
the prefect of Egypt, Munatius. 
(4) Another Berlin papyrus (no. 448) gives the first name of the prefect 
Munatius Felix as Lucius. 
(5) Kenyon160 cites another papyrus which mentions a prefect Lucius of the 
reign of Antoninus Pius, probably the same as Felix. 
'50 Dial. 120.5. 
'S' Barnard, Justin Martyr, 19. 
152 1 Apol. 26. 
iss Barnard, Justin Martyr, 19. 
154 1 Apol. 46. 
iss 1 Apol. 29. 
156 C. 1. K. Story, The Nature of Truth in "The Gospel of Truth" and in the Writings ofJustin Martyr. 
's' F. Kenyon, "The Date of the Apology of Justin Martyr, " The Academy 49 (1896) 98. 
158 Story, The Nature of Truth in "The Gospel of Truth" and in the Writings of Justin Martyr, XIV. 
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In light of the above, it is probable that Felix held office between 151-154. 
Thus, the date of the Apology lies somewhere between these two dates. 
If) Apology lies between 151-154, and because the Dialogue mentions the 
Apology it is certain that the Dialogue was composed after that date. Any conjecture 
regarding a more exact date than 155-167 is only that. We must, therefore, be satisfied 
with an imprecise date for the Dialogue with Trypho. 
B. Text 
As mentioned above, the text of the Dialogue comes to us in Paris 450, a 
medieval manuscript dated 1I September 1363. Unfortunately, the state of the text of 
Dialogue leaves something to be desired. Some have suggested that because there is 
no introductory dedication preceding the Dialogue that this has been lost from the 
original. 16' But there is more definite evidence of mutilation of the text. There appears 
to be a lacuna in Dial. 74.3 which Chadwick believes extended for several pages. 162 
There is a further lacuna in Dial. 73 where the exposition of Ps 96 is suddenly 
interrupted, never to be resumed again. There is also internal evidence that suggests 
the discussion between Justin and Trypho lasted two separate days. 163 But the 
Dialogue, as we have it, shows no trace of either the end of the first day or the 
beginning of the second. In light of this, perhaps the words of Schneider are 
appropriate, "Solutions in this field are difficult and must be left to the technical 
experts. While it would be of immeasurable gain if the mutilations of the text could be 
139 Barnard, Justin Martyr, 19. 
160 F. Kenyon, Greek Papyri in the British Museum, 11 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1898) 171. 
161 On this point Schneider ("Some Reflections on the Dialogue of Justin with Trypha " 166) expresses 
his agreement with Goodenough (The Theology of Justin Martyr, 97). Agreement on this point is far 
from uniform. 
162 Chadwick, "Justin Martyr's Defense of Christianity, " 278. 
163 Dial. 56.16; 85.4; 95.2. See also the same assertion by Eusebius, He. 4.18.6-8. 
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resolved, they are fortunately not of such an extent as to make any attempt at 
evaluation and interpretation useless or grossly inaccurate. " 164 
Throughout this dissertation the Greek text used for Justin's extant works is 
Goodspeed's. 165 All English translations of the Dialogue are my own while English 
translations of the Apologies are from Roberts and Donaldson, 166 unless otherwise 
noted. 
164 Schneider, "Some Reflections on the Dialogue of Justin Martyr with Trypho, " 166. 
105 E. J. Goodspeed (ed. ), Die ältesten Apologeten. Texte mit kurzen Einleitungen (Gottingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1915). 




The Concept of Revelation in Dialogue with Trypho 
I. Introduction 
"In most versions of Christianity, revelation has served as the epistemological 
basis for theology; that is, an appeal has often been made to revelation in order to 
account for knowledge of God. "' It is my contention that this line of thinking 
coincides with Justin Martyr's in the Dialogue with Trypho. It must be remembered, 
however, that because the Dialogue is not a systematic presentation of Justin's 
theological beliefs, it was not necessarily Justin's intent to espouse his understanding 
of revelation in the pages of that work. Rather, in the Dialogue, Justin covers topics 
and issues pertinent to the existing context. The task in this chapter is to examine the 
context of the Dialogue with the view to understanding how Justin understood 
revelation. 
At its root, the idea of revelation carries with it the disclosure of something 
which was previously only partly known. For whatever reason something is disclosed 
that was previously hidden from knowledge or understanding. Knowledge, therefore, 
appears to be the goal in revelation. Knowledge of something or someone which was 
previously incomplete or partly known. In what follows, this link between revelation 
' G. Stroup, "Revelation, " in P. C. Hodgson & R. H. King (eds. ), Christian Theology. An Introduction 
to Its Traditions and Tasks (London: SPCK, 1983) 88. 
2 W. Pannenberg, Systematic Theology (3 vols.; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1991) 1.189. 
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and epistemology take center stage as we discuss Justin Martyr's concept of 
revelation. 
In Christian theology the focus of revelation has been the self-revealing God. 
As sovereign creator, God is viewed as eternal and without equal, wholly other than 
humankind's existence. Because of this we are utterly unable to understand God on 
our own. The need to know who God is, what God does, and our relationship to him 
therefore rests in God's self-disclosure. In other words, only God can reveal himself. 4 
The OT scriptures are illustrative of this focus. God's self-disclosure can be 
seen in his activity-his mighty acts. This is emphasized in many ways throughout the 
OT. The call of Abraham, through whom God would build his nation, showed the 
Israelites that God revealed his purposes to them. The miraculous provision of Isaac 
as an heir to the promise further showed his nation that God carried out his promises 
to them. The deliverance of Israel from Egypt and the conquest of the promised land 
further strengthened the Israelite dependence on God's self-revealing acts. These, and 
many other, mighty acts by God on behalf of the nation of Israel revealed God's care 
and plan for it, they are not only revelations of his power, but are also revelations of 
his character. God's self-disclosure can also be seen in his speech. The Prophets were 
very conscious that the message they were delivering was not their own, it was from 
God. The Prophets could therefore state, "The word of the Lord came to me, 
3 Biblical passages often presented as exemplary of this belief include: I Chr 29: 11; Isa 40: 22-23; Ps 
22: 28; 47: 7-8, Dan 5: 21; Ps 75: 7; Jer 30: 24. For the relationship of these and other verses to this 
concept, see e. g., D. G. Bloesch, Essentials of Evangelical Theology Volume I: God Authority, & 
Salvation (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1978) 24-50; L. Gilkey, "God, " in Hodgson & King (eds. ), 
Christian Theology, 62-87; S. J. Grenz, Theologyfor the Community of God (Nasville: Broadman & 
Holman, 1994) 35-161; J. N. Hart, "Creation and Providence, " in Hodgson & King (eds. ), Christian 
Theology, 115-140; T. C. Oden, The Living God Systematic Theology: Volume One (San Francisco: 
Harper, 1992) 15-82,270-316; Pannenberg, Systematic Theology, 1.337-421. 
4 Pannenberg, Systematic Theology, 1.1-2. 
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saying... " 
.5 God, therefore, was not only revealing himself but also his plan and 
purposes. 
Justin Martyr reflects this focus that views God as wholly other, yet as one 
who chooses to make self-disclosure through his mighty acts. Concerning Justin's 
concept of revelation in the Dialogue with Trypho, W. A. Shotwell has stated, "In the 
Dialogue with Trypho there was no need for Justin to state a concept of revelation, for 
both he and his opponent used the Old Testament as the basis for their discussion. "6 
Shotwell proceeds to explain Justin's concept of revelation based upon the Apologies 
with little reference to the Dialogue. As this chapter will show, Shotwell is correct in 
his statement that Justin considers the OT scriptures as a witness to God's character. 
However, he has neglected to mention and give account for two other very important 
issues that must be discussed in connection with Justin's concept of revelation in the 
Dialogue with Trypho. First, the concept of revelation must be placed within Justin's 
understanding of philosophy as a search for God. Justin's background and the 
influence of Middle Platonic philosophy upon him cannot be disregarded in the 
Dialogue. Failure to do so oversimplifies the issue to the extreme of misunderstanding 
it. Second, the importance of the Logos in Justin's concept of revelation must also be 
examined, for, it will be shown, the Logos is the glue which holds Justin's concept of 
revelation together. 
The purpose in this chapter is not to discuss modern views of revelation, or 
even the general theme of revelation. The task before us here is to discuss Justin's 
foundational understanding of God's revelation as presented in the Dialogue with 
Trypho. We will see that Justin understands this revelation in terms of salvation 
history in which the incarnation of the Logos is central. Under-girding Justin's 
s See e. g., Jet 18: 1; Ezek 12: 1,8,17,21,26; Hos 1: 1; Joel 1: 1; Amos 3: 1. 
W. A. Shotwell, The Biblical Exegesis ofJustin Martyr (London: SPCK, 1965) 2. 
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understanding here is the belief that God actually breaks into the human situation 
from beyond-God acts in the human situation. Justin claims that God has acted, and 
is acting, historically to rescue humanity from its plight.? 
This chapter has three main foci. First, by way of background, the 
foundational issue of epistemology must be discussed with a view toward how Justin 
believed knowledge of God is attained. In this section, Justin's connection with the 
Middle Platonic theory of knowledge will be explained and its significance stated. 
Second, also by way of background, Justin's concept of God will be discussed with a 
view toward seeing the link between it and the Platonic concept of God. Both of these 
first two main sections will show that even though Justin retained some Platonic 
categories of thought after his conversion to Christianity, he could no longer call 
himself a true Platonist. 8 This has significant implications for his view of 
epistemology and its relationship to revelation. The third major section will discuss 
the implications of Justin's epistemology and Theology Proper on his concept of 
revelation. In other words, the Dialogue with Trypho will be examined with a view 
towards seeing how Justin practically works out his concept of revelation. 
7 G. D. Kaufman, Systematic Theology: A Historicist Perspective (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 
1968)13-40,378-388. Kaufman claims that because man and woman are historical beings, salvation 
from humanity's plight must also be historical-it must come through events which further transform 
history, thus finally healing humanity itself. He identifies several of the most important stages in this 
salvation history. "The first, symbolized in Genesis by the `call of Abraham, ' was the preparation of a 
certain receptiveness in man to the fact that God's requirements are distinct from man's (autonomous) 
desires" (p. 379). "The second stage or event of salvation-history 
... 
is the exodus-covenant complex 
through which the people of Israel bound themselves in a historical compact to the God Yahweh. Here 
the totalitarian character of the loyalty claimed by God began to become apparent, together with the 
genuinely personal character of the relation between God and man" (p. 380). "With this development 
we are into the third stage or event of salvation-history. Yahweh, it now became evident, is the absolute 
Lord of all history, the whole course of history, therefore, must be understood as working out his 
personal purposes" (p. 381). "The fourth stage of this historical movement toward man's salvation 
bears the name Jesus Christ... This event includes the actual 'bridging of the gap' between God and 
man, and the broadening out once again of what had seemed to be the particular history of an obscure 
nation into universal history, with the emergence of a community destined to include all nations" (p. 
383). 
$ It will be shown that Justin is indebted to the more eclectic form of Platonism of the second century 
that has been described as Middle Platonism. 
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II. Background-Epistemology 
In the prologue to the Dialogue with Trypho (chaps. 1-9) the reader is 
immediately ushered into the philosophic tone of the treatise. A detailed examination 
of the prologue will arrive in due course as this chapter progresses. However, the 
somewhat latent philosophical presuppositions upon which the entire prologue is 
based must be understood in its relationship to Justin's conversion. In other words, we 
must ask how Justin's philosophical presuppositions affected his conversion and, 
ultimately, his conception of revelation. This is the foundational issue upon which and 
from which all thought and argument progress in the prologue. 
I have suggested above that the root idea of revelation carries with it 
disclosure of something that was previously hidden or partly known. We have thus 
entered into the epistemological question= `How do we know what we know? " In a 
very real sense, this is Justin's concern in the Dialogue with Trypho. It is my 
contention that Justin retained certain Platonic presuppositions even after his 
conversion to Christianity 9 However, in order to show this, certain aspects of Platonic 
thought must be explained within the context of its contact with Justin. At the top of 
the list is Platonic epistemology. Justin's conversion from Platonism to Christianity 
cannot be properly understood without understanding the Platonic theory of 
knowledge. His conversion indicates a fundamental shift concerning how one attains 
knowledge of God. This shift, in turn, is foundational to the concept of revelation in 
the Dialogue. 
9 As will be shown below, Justin's Platonic epistemology is radically altered while his Platonic concept 
of God is, by and large, retained. 
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It is clear that Justin considered himself a philosopher-both before and after 
his conversion to Christianity. 10 As a philosopher, he believed it was his task (along 
with philosophers in general) to inquire about God. In fact, according to Justin, this 
inquiry is necessary for happiness. " Trypho becomes intrigued by this assertion and 
asks him to define God and philosophy. Justin does so by recounting his trek through 
the philosophies of his day and through his meeting with a certain respectable old man 
who would eventually convince him to accept Christianity as the true philosophy. It is 
by way of Justin's recounting his meeting with the old man that Justin answers 
Trypho's questions of definition. Justin states that philosophy "is the knowledge of 
that which is (EVTt), and knowledge based on truth. " 2 In his reply to Justin's 
definition the old man seizes upon a very important issue for revelation- 
epistemology. And it is in this reply that we see the foundational importance of 
epistemology in Justin's concept of revelation. 
By replying that philosophy is "knowledge of that which is" or "knowledge of 
that which exists, " Here Justin is recalling his debt to Middle Platonism. He had 
already offered an indication of this debt to Middle Platonic thought in Dial. 2.6, 
I thereupon spent as much of my time as was possible with one who had lately 
settled in our city-a sagacious man, holding a high position among the 
Platonists, 
-and I progressed, and made the greatest improvements daily. And 
the perception of immaterial things quite overpowered me, and the 
contemplation of Ideas furnished my mind with wings, so that in a little while 
I supposed that I had become wise; and such was my stupidity, I expected 
forthwith to look upon God, for this is the end of Plato's Philosophy. 13 
1° Dial. I. 
11 Dial. 1.3. 
12 Dial. 3.4 ETTLQT1 VT1 iaTL TOO ÖVTOS Kal TOO a. x eoDT ETTt -fVWQLT. 
13 Kal 8i VEWUTi EILLSTjIu aa1TL Tt 1 lETEp¢ TTOXEL OWETW 4v6pI Ka. TTpoixovTL & TOIS 
flXaTWVLKOIS aW6LETPL1OV (. JS TQ I. d. XWTa, Kai TTp0EKOTrTOV Kai TTXE aTOV ÖQOV EKd(TTTS 
hVipaT ETTESISOW. Kai I1E ljpEL a468pa h TWV dac iIQTWV vÖrrnS. Kal 1 6EWpCa T(hV ISEWV 
dvETTTEpov VOL TT'v 4P6VT1aw, öX(YOV TE &Tbs Xp6vov 0i1TIV (746T yEyovivaL, Kal. )1T 
ßXaKEIaS TXnLCoV allTEKa KaT6I, EaeaL TÖV BEbV' TOl1TO yelp T4XOS TfS fXdTWVOS <LXoa#la$. 
Cf. Albinus, Didask 2. 
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Justin's Platonism was distinctly the eclectic Middle Platonism of the second century. 
He employs the same terms in describing the act of knowing the Christian God14 as he 
uses of knowing philosophical truth. Both passages are based on a passage in Plato. 15 
This text was a favorite among Middle Platonists. 16 For the Middle Platonic school 
the experience of the highest good in the intelligible world was central. Thus, Justin's 
interpretation of Plato here is in line with the Middle Platonic thought of his day when 
he describes the experience of the Idea as the end of Platonic philosophy. When Justin 
understands Plato's ontological sentences as theological it is an interpretation that is 
well-known in Middle Platonism. For example, when Albinus speaks about God 
being discernable to the mind alone, he is using as his base Phaedr. 247C. But he 
(like Justin) applies the passage which deals with knowledge of the intelligible world 
of the True and the Good to the knowledge of God. '7 Celsus uses the passage from 
Plato in a similar way. '8 Thus, while it is true that the telos of Platonism was not to 
look upon God, it must be remembered that Justin was not a Platonist in the pure 
sense of that school of thought. He was a Middle Platonist and his understanding of 
Plato was an interpretation. The central metaphysical theme for Justin is no longer, as 
it was for the historical Plato, the doctrine of Ideas, but God. For Plutarch 
the öv-rws öv is God. 19 But for Plato it was the Ideas 20 This fact should not cause 
surprise since Justin is here recording his own words prior to his conversion to 
Christianity. By answering in such a way, Justin has exposed himself as espousing, to 
14 Dial. 8. 
13 Plato, Ep. 7.341D. 
16 Albinus, DidasL 10; Maximus of Tyre, Or. 29.5; Plut. De Is. Et Osir. 77. 
'7 Albinus, Didask 10. 
"Celsus, Fr. 6.64. 
19 Plutarch, de E. ap Delph. 19,20. 
20 Plato, Phaedr. 247E; Tim. 27D; 28A. 
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a certain degree, the Platonic theory of knowledge? ' This, in turn, is important when 
we look at Justin's Christian epistemology. 
Plato presents the world in which we live as a product of the interaction 
between two distinct principles=`Becoming" and "Being. " Becoming is defined as 
the visible, tangible reality which is perceived by the senses. Of the two, this kind of 
reality is lower and inferior to Being. Being, on the other hand, is a higher reality that 
is found in the intelligible realm, the realm of Forms or Ideas. 22 
"Becoming" 
Becoming has two essential characteristics: 23 (a) it is physical or material in 
nature and thus occupies both space and time and, (b) because it occupies both space 
and time it is always in a state of flux or change. Because nothing is permanent or 
stable, nothing quite succeeds in being what it is. This is because it is always in the 
state of becoming something else. The result of this state of becoming is that because 
of this state of flux or change there is no basis for reliable knowledge of any kind 24 
The crux of the issue here is that of sensible perception, or knowledge of 
objects of which we are made aware of by our senses. Plato sets out to show that 
knowledge gained by perception does not fulfill the requirements of true knowledge at 
21 For more on Justin's Middle Platonism see above, pp. 61-66. For the relationship between Justin's 
Platonism and Middle Platonisn see also, C. Andresen, "Justin und der mittlere Platonismus, " ZNW44 
(1952/53) 157-195; Barnard, Justin Martyr, 34-37; J. Danidlou, Gospel Message and Hellenistic 
Culture. (The Development of Christian Doctrine Before the Council of Nicaea Vol 2; ET J. A. Baker; 
London: Darton, Longman & Todd, 1973) 107-113; Droge, "Justin Martyr and the Restoration of 
Philosophy, " 304-307; G. May, Creatio Ex Nihilo: The Doctrine of 'Creation out of Nothing' in Early 
Christian Thought (ET A. S. Worall; Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1994) 1-5; Story, The Nature of Truth in 
"The Gospel of Truth" and in the Writings of Justin Martyr, 58-59. 
22 Plato states, "Now first of all we must, in my judgment, make the following distinction. What is that 
which is Existent always and has no Becoming? And what is that which is Becoming always and never 
is Existent? Now the one of these is apprehensible by thought with the aid of reasoning, since it is ever 
uniformly existent; whereas the other is an object of opinion with the aid of unreasoning sensation, 
since it becomes and perishes and is never really existent. Again, everything which becomes must of 
necessity become owing to some Cause; for without a cause it is impossible for anything to attain 
becoming" (Plato, Tim. 27D-28A). 
23 R. A. Norris, God and World in Early Christian Theology: A Study in Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, 
Tertullian, and Origen (Studies in Patristic Thought; London: Adam & Charles Black, 1966) 13. 
24 Plato, Theaet. 181-183. 
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all, since, according to him, knowledge must be infallible and of what is (Being). As 
far as knowledge of sensible things go, Plato is quite fond of pointing out how fallible 
this knowledge is. One such example is found in Theaetetus 25 Here, Theaetetus has 
just asserted to Socrates that "knowledge is nothing else than perception. "26 In reply, 
Socrates points out that sometimes when two men are feeling the same wind blow, 
one may feel cold while the other does not, or, one may feel only slightly cold while 
the other is exceedingly cold 27 "Then in that case, shall we say that the wind is in 
itself cold or not cold; or should we accept Protagoras's saying that it is cold for him 
who feels cold and not for him who does not? "28 
The point here is that for Plato sense-perception is not infallible. This is 
because one object can be described as being two opposite things. This is expanded 
upon by Plato (through Socrates) when he states that 
. 
you could not rightly ascribe any quality whatsoever to anything, but if you 
call it large it will also appear to be small, and light if you call it heavy, and 
everything else in the same way, since nothing whatever is one, either a 
particular thing or of a particular quality; but it is out of movement and motion 
and mixture with one another that all those things become which we wrongly 
say "are"-wrongly, because nothing ever is, but is always becoming. 29 
Further, if knowledge must be knowledge of that which is, then sense- 
perception fails again, because the fact that two people can perceive the same object 
in contradictory ways proves that the objects of sense-perception are always in a state 
of change or flux. Since sense-perception is built on opinion rather than knowledge30 
it is not reliable. Opinions are not "real". They may, therefore contradict one another. 
23 Plato, Theaet. 152. Other examples of Plato pointing out the fallibility of sensible knowledge include 
Tim. 48-51; Theaet. 182-188; Phaed 73-75; Rep. 413,475-480. See also, F. Copleston, A History of 
Philosophy (9 vols.; new rev. ed; Garden City, NY: Image Books, 1962) 1/1.167. 
26 Plato, Theaet. 151 E. 
2' Plato, Theaet. 152B. 
2$ Plato, Theaet. 152B. 
29 Plato, Theaet. 152D-E. 
30 Plato, Rep. 357C; 402C-D; 475-480; 585C; Tim. 53; 121-123. 
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Thus, perception is not knowledge because it is fallible and is not knowledge of Being 
but only of Becoming. 
2. "Being" 
This state of affairs leaves one thinking that any search for a stable knowledge 
is a vain search. But Plato offers a remedy to this. True knowledge, to Plato, is 
knowledge that can be comprehended by reason, by the powers of the mind. This 
higher reality is that of Being, 31 and is described as the realm of Forms or Ideas. 
For Plato, Forms (Et8rl) or Ideas (i6Eat) are neither physical nor mental-they 
are outside of space and time. It is the Forms that are real while the physical and 
material world is but a poor reflection. 32 Plato was here influenced by the methods 
and achievements of mathematics in his day. The truth of mathematics were of a 
special sort-they are grasped intellectually, by a process of intuition and deductive 
reasoning. They are reflected or illustrated in the physical world, but only imperfectly. 
They can only be truly understood by the mind which abstracts from the unreliable 
evidence of sense and relies on the capacities of reason alone. 33 And Plato thinks that 
as it is with the truths of mathematics, so also with other matters as wel1.34 Thus, 
objects of true knowledge must be stable and abiding, fixed, capable of being grasped 
in clear scientific definition. This knowledge which is attained of the stable is 
knowledge of universals, of Forms or Ideas 35 
" Plato, Rep. 575-580. 
32 Plato, Parm., passim. 
33 Plato, Rep. 434D-435E; Theaet. 165. 
34 Norris, God and World in Early Christian Theology, 14. 
33 Copleston, History ofPhilosophy, 1/1.174. 
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3. Plato's Allegory of the Cave36 
51 
Plato himself offers an allegorical explanation of how his theory of knowledge 
should be understood. His allegory of the Cave37 may thus be seen as a summary of 
his theory of Forms or Ideas and his mission as a philosopher. If one were to diagram 
this allegory, it would look like this: 38 
Wall on which Shadows are Thrown 
Plato asks the reader to imagine a cave which has an opening towards a light. 
In the cave are living human beings where, from birth, their legs and necks have been 
chained in such a way that they can look neither lefft, nor right, but only forward to the 
back wall of the cave. The prisoners have thus never actually seen the light of the sun. 
Between the prisoners and the mouth of the cave is a fire, and between the fire and the 
prisoners is a raised way and a low wall like a screen. Along this raised way people 
pass carrying statues and figures of animals and other objects. They are carried in 
36 Plato actually related 3 different comparisons to help express various aspects of his epistemology. In 
addition to the Allegory of the Cave (Rep. 514-519) Plato also used the Divided Line (Rep. 510-511) 
and the Simile of the Sun (Rep. 505-509). The Divided Line and the Simile of the Sun will be discussed 
in Chapter 2 as they apply to Justin's concept of truth. 
" Plato, Rep. 514A-519A. 
38 Copleston, A History of Philosophy, 1/1.185. 
Cave Entry 
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such a way that they appear over the top of the screen. Because the prisoners are 
facing the inside wall of the cave, they neither see one another nor the objects being 
carried, but only shadows of themselves and of the objects which are thrown on the 
wall they are facing. 
The prisoners represent he majority of humankind who are in a state in which 
they see only shadows of reality and hear only echoes of truth. It is a distorted view of 
the world. If these prisoners were to suddenly break free and told to look at the 
realities of which they had only formerly seen shadows, they would be blinded by the 
glare of the light, and would imagine that the shadows are far more real than the 
realities. But if one of the escaped prisoners grows accustomed to the light, he would 
be able to look at the concrete sensible objects, of which he had formerly only known 
shadows. This escaped prisoner can now see his fellow prisoners in the light of the 
fire (which represents the visible sun). He has thus been "converted" from the shadow 
world to the real world. He now sees the prisoners for what they really are. If this 
converted prisoner now comes out of the cave into the sunlight, he will see a world of 
sun-illumined and clear objects (which represent intelligible realities), and will 
eventually be able to see the sun itself, which represents the Idea of the Good, the 
highest Form. If someone, after ascending to the sunshine, were to go back into the 
cave, he would be unable to see properly because of the darkness. If he tried to free 
another and lead him to the light, the prisoners, who love the darkness and consider 
the shadows to be true reality, would put the offender to death. 
So, from the allegory of the cave, one sees that the philosopher who has seen 
the world of Ideas is in the best position to explain the realities better than those who 
have only seen the shadowy world of sense. 39 The allegory also makes it clear that 
'9 Ferguson, Backgrounds of Early Christianity, 314. 
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there is a concept of progress which requires great effort and mental discipline. This is 
why Plato insists on the importance of education. For it is through education that the 
young may be brought, through progression, to behold eternal and absolute truths and 
values, and so saved from passing their lives in the shadowy existence of sense 4° 
B. Justin's Platonic Epistemology 
Justin uses his meeting with the old man by the sea41 to introduce a Christian 
epistemology, as opposed to the Platonic epistemology described above 42 The old 
man is given some initial indication of Justin's Platonic leanings in two ways upon 
their meeting. First, when the old man asks Justin why he is walking alone, Justin 
replies that he likes to walk alone by the sea because his attention is not distracted and 
dialogue with himself is uninterrupted 43 Second, Justin declares reason (Xdyog) to be 
the source which governs all. Once a person has laid hold of reason he or she is able 
to look down on the errors of others. But without reason prudence would not be 
present in any man. 4 These two indications show that Justin is concerned with using 
the faculty of his mind to inquire and progress in philosophy-a matter that sounds 
very much like Plato's philosophy outlined above. 
At this point in the Dialogue it appears as though Justin is presenting the old 
man as slowly trying to press Justin concerning his Platonism, and the next two 
indications confirm this. The first indication, which has already been discussed, is 
Justin's definition that philosophy "is the knowledge of that which is (EVTI). s45 The 
second indication is Justin's definition that God is "That which always has the same 
'0 Copleston, A History of Philosophy, 186. 
" Dial. 3.1. 
42 It should be noted that at this point in the Dialogue Justin is using the old man as a "foil" for Platonic 
epistemology. Therefore, Justin is reflecting back on his conversion from Platonism to Christianity. It 
is thus Justin the Platonist here. 
a' Dial. 3.2. 
" Dial. 3.3. 
45 Dial. 3.4. The dependence of this statement upon Platonic philosophy is discussed above, pp. 46-53. 
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manner and existence and is the cause of all other things. i46 From these two further 
indications, the old man's suspicions are confirmed that Justin is, in fact, a Platonist. 
Justin has just stated a belief in the higher order of knowledge-Being. Thus, for 
Justin the Platonist, God is that which is and that which remains the same-Being. 
The old man recognizes that Justin has placed himself within Plato's theory of 
knowledge. 7 Therefore, he presses the epistemological question-How do we know 
God? According to the old man knowledge is not always apprehended in the same 
ways. Justin is therefore asked if knowledge is not a word applied commonly to 
different matters. Some knowledge, such as military strategy, navigation, and 
medicine comes from study and practice. But some knowledge, specifically 
knowledge in Divine and human affairs, cannot be gained in this way, it must be 
gained by sight or hearing from someone who has seen. The example given by the old 
man for this type of knowledge is the idea that, hypothetically, there exists an animal 
in India which is different than any other. If one had not seen this animal he would 
have no definite knowledge of it. The only other way one could describe it therefore is 
if one had heard of it from someone who had seen the animal 48 Justin agrees with the 
old man's reasoning, and upon this agreement the old man gets to the heart of the 
issue: "Then how... can philosophers set forth truthfully or speak that which is true 
concerning God when they have no knowledge of him, having never seen or heard 
him? "49 
Justin's reply, once again, is Middle Platonic, "... the Divine is not visible to 
the eyes, as other living things, but is discernible to the mind alone, as Plato says- 
4" Dial. 3.5. Tb Ka r& T& 6Ta Kal 4 aaim dd. EXOV Kai TOO EZVat Trä L Tdi dXXOIS atTLOV 
"As it has been understood in second century Middle Platonism. See pp. 45-53; 61-66. 
18 Dial. 3.6. 
19 Dial. 3.7 U ouv äv, ir471, trEpl 6Eoü 6pewc 4povoEiv of cLX6QOOOL rl X yOE(V TL dXnOdT, 
ETrtan l1Tjw a&ro EXOvrEc, µ11& 186VTET nOTi A QKo1aavTES; 
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and I believe him. "50 If old man had any doubt as to Justin's philosophical bias, it has 
now been answered. The phrase "discernible to the mind alone" embodies the core of 
Platonic philosophy. 5' Now that the old man can place Justin as a follower of Plato, 
he knows what Justin believes regarding the attainment of knowledge. And it is these 
beliefs that the old man sets out to discredit in favor of a Christian epistemology. 
C. Toward a Christian Epistemology 
The old man starts discrediting Justin's Middle Platonic epistemology by 
questioning Justin's belief that the mind actually has the power to do such a thing. He 
counters Justin's belief with his own that the mind of man cannot see God without the 
aid of the Holy Spirit. Justin then replies that the mind is of such a nature that it has 
been given for this end-to see that very Being when the mind is pure. This Being 
actually comes into the souls on account of their affinity to and desire for seeing 
God. 2 For Plato, and thus for Justin here, the soul is immortal (having neither 
beginning nor end). But not only is the soul immortal, it is also immaterial or spiritual 
and therefore belongs to the same reality as Forms or Ideas. This is important, for 
"Only like can know like; only a subject which is itself eternal and incorporeal can 
grasp the truth of an eternal and incorporeal reality. "53 
The old man then seizes upon Justin's statement about the soul. He recognizes 
that Justin is claiming that the soul is immaterial, immortal, and eternal, i. e. that it is 
uncreated. This is why, in Dial. 4-6 Justin uses the old man to discredit the Platonic 
idea that the soul is part of the order of Forms or Ideas. For if the soul is not immortal 
then it cannot be a part of the Platonic version of reality. Thus, neither the soul nor the 
50 Dial. 3.7. 'AXA' 6K iaTLV 6ýOaXILOIS, TjV 6' 4 yW, 6rötc, 1TdTEP, 6paTÖV T6 e(OV WS TQ dAXa 
r(pa, dXM L6v V(J KaTaXijTTTOV, C 4Yiai. llXdm V, Kai 4-yea trELOop. aL 6T 
. 
van Winden, An Early Christian Philosopher, 69. 
57 Dial. 4.1. 
53 Norris, God and World in Early Christian Theology, 16. See also, van Winden, An Early Christian 
Philosopher, 74-75. 
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mind has affinity to God. And if the soul and the mind has no affinity to God, if it is 
of a different order of reality, then there is no chance that the mind may see God 
because "only like can know like. P)54 The old man is making an argument that could 
conceivably cause Justin's entire epistemological framework to collapse. 
The climax to the old man's argument is found in chapter 7, where he offers 
his alternative Christian epistemology. But the summary of his argument against 
Middle Platonic epistemology is found in chapter 6. It is well worth quoting. 
The soul certainly is, or has, life. If, therefore, it is life, it would cause other 
life, not itself-just as motion moves something other than itself. No one 
denies that the soul lives. But if it lives, it does not live as being life, but rather 
as a partaker of life. And the one partaking of something is different from that 
of which it partakes. So the soul partakes of life because God wills it to live. 
Thus, it cannot partake of life if God does not will it to live. For to live is not 
its own [attribute] as it is God's. " 
The old man is placing the soul within the realm of the will of God, in other words, 
the soul lives only because God wills it to live. It is not an uncreated reality, but 
rather, it is subject to the will of God as the giver of life. The soul and God are 
different, thus, the soul has no affinity to God. 
Immediately after the old man's summary of Platonic epistemology the climax 
of his argument is reached. Justin is introduced to the Prophets and Apostles of Christ 
who can actually relate knowledge of God. Justin rejects his previously held Platonic 
epistemology and accepts the old man's argument-a Christian epistemology. 56 
By eventually accepting this Christian way of attaining knowledge about God 
Justin has severed an important link to his Middle Platonism. Plato did not believe in 
a God who reveals himself in time and history, much less in theophanies, as did 
54 Norris, God and World in Early Christian Theology, 16. 
ss Dial. 6.1-2. f 4SUXý ATOL Co 4aTLV Ti CWhV 9XEL' EL ph' OW [6T1 EUTLV, U\0 TL dV 1TOLYUELE 
Cu v, 6X Eatmiv, WS Kai KLVijlS W0 TL KLVi CrCLE jidXXOV A iauTT v. ÖTl [TJ týJU)(ij, O1 6E1 
dVTELiTOL. EL & OuJ Co Oka CTS, dXX& JIETaXaµßduouaa TfS [WýS' ZTEpOV U TL Tb 1ETt)(OV 
TLVÖS EKELVOU OÜ 1. LETiXEL. CWfS & OUXý P. ¬TEXEL, i1TEL (TiV a11T1jV 6 OE63 NÜXETaL. oüTWS dpa 
Kai 6 I1EAEIEL TTOTE, 6Tav a1Tf v lLf BExOL CV. oi) 'ap Moo alJTýS EOTL TÖ'iV 69 TOD eEOÜ' 
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Jewish and Christian writers. Basically "god, " for Plato, was anything which 
participates in Being as opposed to Becoming. "God" is thus anything which belongs 
by nature to the realm of immortal and intelligible existence. 57 As we have seen, 53 it is 
the Forms or Ideas which belong to this realm of immortal and intelligible existence. 
All of these Forms or Ideas are summed up in the ultimate ideal, which Plato calls the 
Good. Even though this idea of the Good has been thought of as the nearest 
approximation in Plato to the biblical idea of God, it must be remembered that the 
Good is a Form, and not a living God. Strictly speaking, Plato does not have a 
personal God, rather, only an impersonal principle. 59 It is out of these concepts that 
Justin emerged to maintain a belief in the personal God of the Prophets and Apostles. 
His task, therefore, was to transform Platonic notions of this impersonal "god" into a 
more acceptable personal God of the scriptures of Christianity. 
D. Concluding Remarks on Epistemology 
The differences here between Middle Platonic epistemology and the old man's 
Christian epistemology, which Justin accepts, are foundational to understanding why 
Justin uses both the Prophets and Memoirs of the Apostles as sources of the 
knowledge of God, and, most importantly, the incarnation of the Logos as revelation 
of God 60 The old man builds upon a common ground between Middle Platonic 
epistemology and his Christian epistemology. That common ground is found in the 
definition of philosophy as "knowledge of that which is (EQTT)"61 and the belief that 
God is that which remains the same (Being). 2 
56 Dial. 7-8. This is discussed in more detail below, pp. 74-96. 
57 Norris, God and World in Early Christian Theology, 20. 
s° See above, pp. 45-53. 
S° Ferguson, Backgrounds of Early Christianity, 313. 
bo These 3 subjects form the headings for the section below on the Witnesses to Revelation and the 
Logos as Revelation. See pp. 74-96. 
B1 Dial. 3.4. 
62 Dial. 3.5. 
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But from this common ground arises the question, "How do we know God? " 
This is the real crux of the issue between Middle Platonic and Christian epistemology. 
The old man discredits the Platonic idea that the soul and the mind have an affinity for 
God because they are of a different order of reality. Thus, the only way gain 
knowledge about God is from those who had seen or heard him. 3 This is a major 
difference in how to attain knowledge about God. No longer is the intelligible world 
seen as deceptive. Rather, it is this very intelligible world that gives us knowledge 
about God. Simply stated, one cannot accept the Christian epistemology described by 
the old man and still remain a Platonist. 
III. Background-Theology Proper 
This issue of epistemology must never be far from a contextual reading of the 
Dialogue with Trypho regarding revelation. The old man's Christian epistemology 
literally revolutionized the way Justin acquired knowledge about God. It is quite clear, 
therefore, that Justin has not retained his previously held Platonic epistemology. Can 
the same be said, however, for his concept of God? 
A. Common Staring Point? 
Having placed Justin's conversion to Christianity in its proper context of 
epistemology and his discussion with the old man, we may now turn to Justin's 
discussions with Trypho and his companions. It is clear, once again, that this 
discussion also centers on the concept of epistemology. 
In Dial. 10 Justin asks Trypho for an explanation of the accusations he and 
other Jews make against the Christians. Trypho's answer is that the Christians live a 
life that is no different than the Gentiles, neither keeping the feasts and Sabbaths, nor 
practicing the rite of circumcision. Therefore, what Trypho requires of Justin is an 
63 Dial. 7.8. This is discussed in greater detail below, pp. 74-96. 
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explanation of why he, as a Christian, can scorn the covenant of circumcision, spurn 
the commands that come after it, and still think that he knows God. To Trypho it is 
impossible for a person to know (EtBÖTes) God without practicing those things which 
God requires. In Trypho's eyes, Justin is no different than the Gentiles. He and other 
Christians do not segregate themselves from other Gentiles, and really live a life that 
is no different from them. This is evidenced for Trypho in Justin's disregard for the 
feasts and Sabbaths, as well as his disregard for the rite of circumcision. For Trypho, 
knowledge of God is attained through adherence to the Law. Therefore, failure to 
practice the Law results in a failure to know God. Following this explanation of his 
accusations Trypho then sets the stage for the ensuing dialogue, "If, therefore, you 
have satisfactory verbal defense of these [accusations], and can show in what way you 
hope for anything whatsoever, even though you do not observe the Law, we would 
most willingly listen to you, and we will also make similar investigations. s64 
Justin begins his reply by focusing in on the common ground between Trypho 
the Jew and Justin the Christian. That common ground relates to God. 
There will never be, Trypho, nor has there ever been from eternity (I thus 
addressed him), any other except the one who created and arranged all. Nor do 
we think that our God is different from yours, for this is the God who, with a 
strong hand and outstretched arm, led your fathers out of the land of Egypt. 
Nor have we placed our hope in any other (for there is no other), but in this 
same one in whom you also have placed your hope, the God of Abraham and 
of Isaac and of Jacob 65 
64 Dial. 10.4 Ei OÜV EXELS 1TP63 TaDTa QTrOXO 'yi aa09at, Kal ir8E'LtaL LEITLVL T(61TW iX1T({ETE 
ÖTLOÜV, KQV 11l'j 4 uXd aOVTES TÖV VÖi. OV, TOVTÖ a0U hSEWS QKo aatvEV 1thALQTa, Kal TQ CUAa Si 
ÖµOIWSEETC1QWjlEV. 
6S Dial. 11.1 O11TE EOTaL TTOTi Wos OEOS. W Tp 4WV, OTTE inV thT' aL(BVOS, Ey() OUTus npbS 
6T0V, Trki V TOD 1TOLýUa)TOS Kai SLaTd aVTOS Td& Tb 1TQY. 681 QXAOV giV 14U L', OV & 
11i1WV f1yo lµ¬Ba BEOV, dXX' 6T6Y EKE4VOV TÖV ita'ya'y6VTa TOÜS TTar pas UIIWV & 7f AL-y imTOU 
EV XELPL KpaTQL¢ Kai ßpaXIOVL i*)TlXZ 01)8' ELT dXAOV TLVa AXTTIKaIiEV, 00 'yap EOTLV, dXX' EIS 
TOÜTOV Etc ÖV KQL Ü1169, TÖV eEÖV TOD 'Aßpaäµ Kai 'lCQQK Kal 'laK64. 
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Here Justin is attempting to begin on the same footing with Trypho by stating 
that his doctrine of God is the same as Trypho's. As a philosopher, 66 God was one of 
Justin's main concerns. 7 But can Justin's statement be taken at face value? Is Justin's 
conception of God the same as the Trypho's conception? This question is best 
answered under three main headings: Justin's Concept of God, Trypho's Judaism, and 
Apophatic Theology. 
1. Justin's Concept of God 
a. Pre-Conversion 
In Dial. 5.4-6 Justin appeals to Plato's Timaeus for support in his belief that 
only God is unbegotten (dy4vv7lToS) and incorruptible (d4Gapros)"Because of this 
God is God, and all other things after him are created and corruptible. "" This idea is 
the Platonic premise that what has a beginning must have an end 69 The world or 
anything else is not God and continues to exist only by God's will-only God is 
without beginning and end 70 The dependence on Plato then continues in the same 
vein, 
Hence there are not many things which are unbegotten. For if there was 
difference between them, you could search and not find the difference, but 
after sending the intellect always to the infinite, you would become weary and 
take your stand on the one unbegotten, and say that this one is the cause of all 
things. Did such things escape the notice of Plato and Pythagoras, the wise 
men who became just like a wall and a bulwark to our philosophy? 71 
66 Dial. S. 
67 Dial. 3. 
63 Dial. 5.4 6 OEÖS Kal &L TOÜTO OE65 EQTI, T& & XoLTT& TTQVTa ILETCI TOÜTOV yEVVTITa Kai 
teapTd. 
Plato, Tim. 52. 
70 E. F. Osborn, Justin Martyr (BHT Gerhard Ebeling; Tübingen: J. C. B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1973) 
21. 
7' Dial. 5.6 ÖAEV oll& TroXd EaTL TQ dyEVVT)Ta' EL yelp SlacopdI TLS iv JV a11TOtc. Ok at, 
EÜpOLS dVaC1yT(cV Tb atTLOV TY S SLa4OpäS, dux', 4Tr' QTTEtpOV QEL TtlV bLdVOLQV TrEI11TWV, 41Tl EvÖ 
S 
ITOTE CTT O" &YEVVTjTOU Kal1WV Kal TOtrrO 4ýUELS aTrdVTWV atTtOV. A Taüra Eaa9E. 41111t 4ycil, 
TTXdTWva Kai TTuOaydpav, aO4)OJ dv6paS, Ol GIaTTEp TEIXOS flICLV Kal ipELa. La 4tXOaOVQS 
EI: E'yEVOVTO; 
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Here, Justin describes God as the First Cause72 upon whom all else is 
61 
dependent. The argument that God is the First Cause of all things had been stated in 
its simplest form by both Plato and Aristotle. 3 Justin takes this concept and 
appropriates it to his understanding of the Christian God. 74 
b. Post-Conversion 
In piecing together Justin's post-conversion understanding of God it is 
necessary to proceed from his Middle Platonism. It is not difficult to maintain that a 
complete intellectual break from a previous world-view is practically impossible- 
regardless of whether the retention of certain ideas is intentional or unintentional. 
When Justin accepted Christianity as the true philosophy he did so from the position 
of one influenced by the Platonism of his day. It would therefore be understandable if 
certain Middle Platonic categories of thought manifested themselves in certain areas 
of Justin's thought. Most scholars have come to the conclusion that there was some 
retention of Platonic categories of thought following Justin's conversion. 5 
The Platonism of which this speaks, however, is not the Platonism of an 
earlier age, but that of Middle Platonism. The period of Middle Platonic philosophy 
72 While Justin does not necessarily employ the term "First Cause, " the concept is definitely present. 
Note the text quoted in the passage above (Dial. 5.6) where Justin states that the "unbegotten" is the 
"cause (atTloc) of all things. " See also Dial. 3.5, "That which always has the same manner and 
existence and is the cause (atTtos) of all other things-this indeed is God. " 
"Aristotle Metaphysics 1071-1075; Plato, Laws 893-896. Barnard (Justin Martyr. His Life and 
Thought [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1967] 35) states, "Both Justin and Albinus combine 
Platonic and Aristotelian elements in their systems, which strongly suggests the eclecticism of Middle 
Platonism. " 
" For a more detailed discussion on the similarities and differences between Plato and Aristotle on this 
point see, G. Ryle, "Aristotle, " in P. Edwards (ed. ), The Encyclopedia of Philosophy (8 vols.; New 
York: The Macmillan Company and the Free Press, 1967) 1.151-162; R, Taylor, "Causation, " in The 
Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 2.56-57; A. D. Woozley, "Universals, " in The Encyclopedia of 
Philosophy, 8.194-198. 
's Some of the more notable contributions include, C. Andresen, "Justin und der mittlere Platonismus, " 
ZNW 44 (1952/53) 157-195; Barnard, Justin Martyr; A. J. Droge, "Justin Martyr and the Restoration of 
Philosophy, " CH 56 (1987) 303-309; M. J. Edwards, "On the Platonic Schooling of Justin Martyr, " JTS 
ns 42 (1991)17-34; C. Nahm, "The Debate on the ` Platonism' of Justin Martyr, " SecCent 9 (1992) 
131; Osborn, Justin Martyr; C. 1. K. Story, The Nature of Truth in "The Gospel of Truth" and in the 
Writings ofJustin Martyr (NovTSup 25; Leiden: Brill, 1970); van Winden, An Early Christian 
Philosopher; D. F. Wright, "Christian Faith in the Greek World: Justin Martyr's Testimony, " EvQ 54 
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was an eclectic blend found in those philosophers who wrote before the Neo-Platonic 
philosopher Plotinus, and exhibit an important debt to Plato. 76 F. Copleston calls the 
period to which Middle Platonism belongs the second major phase of Hellenistic- 
Roman Philosophy. During this time, 
Eclecticism on the one hand and skepticism on the other hand continue into 
the second period (from about the middle of the-first century BC to the middle 
of the third century AD), but this period is characterized by a return to 
philosophical "orthodoxy. " Great interest is taken in the founders of the 
Schools, their lives, works and doctrines, and this tendency to philosophical 
"orthodoxy" is a counterpart o the continuing eclecticism. But the interest in 
the past was also fruitful in scientific investigation, e. g. in editing the works of 
the old philosophers, commenting on them and interpreting them. 77 
The era of Middle Platonism was a time marked by a weakening in the 
original creative thought of Plato. The change can be seen in three distinct ways: 78 (1) 
it was an era of skepticism in the Academy; (2) it was an era of commentaries and 
introductions to both Plato and Aristotle which corroded the dogmatism and anti- 
conformity so essential to the Platonic and Aristotelian schools and gave way to the 
teaching of transmitted doctrine; and (3) it was an era of syncretism. These three 
changes combined in Justin's era to form what has come to be known as Middle 
Platonism. 
The main beliefs of Middle Platonism included an insistence on Divine 
transcendence, a theory of intermediary beings, and a belief in mysticism 79 The 
Middle Platonists devoted much time to studying the dialogues of Plato which 
resulted in a reverence for his person and actual words. Consequently, there arose a 
tendency to stress the differences between Platonism and other philosophies. Thus, 
the syncretism and the movement toward philosophical "orthodoxy" was in obvious 
(1982) 77-78; M. O. Young, "Justin, Socrates, and the Middle Platonists, " StudPat 18 (1989) 161.189. 
For a discussion on the opinions concerning Justin's Platonism see above, pp. 5-11. 
76 M. J. Edwards, "Justin's Logos and the Word of God, " J Early Chr St 3 (1995) 264. 
" Copleston, A History of Philosophy, 1/2.126. 
78 Story, The Nature of Truth in "The Gospel of Truth" and in the Writings of Justin Martyr, 61-62. 
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conflict. The result of the conflict was that the movement did not represent the 
character of a unitary whole. In fact, different thinkers amalgamated various elements 
in different ways. Thus, 
Middle Platonism is accordingly Middle Platonism; that is to say, it bears the 
mark of a transition stage: it is only in Neo"Platonism that anything like a real 
synthesis and fusion of the various currents and tendencies can be found. Neo- 
Platonism is thus like the sea, to which the various contributing rivers are 
flowing in and their waters are at length mingled. B° 
Many scholars agree that the best example of Middle Platonism in Justin's day 
can be found in the second century philosopher Albinus. 8' Albinus distinguished 
the Trp&ros Ms, vovs, and jsvXrj. 82 The npwTOs e¬ds is unmoved (Aristotle) but is 
not mover. Since the TrpwTOS AEds is unmoved but not mover, it operates through 
the Novs or World-Intellect. 83 Between God and the Platonic Ideas are the star-gods 
and others, of YEVV1)TCL GEOL. In his fusion of Platonic and Aristotelian elements 
Albinus helped to prepare the way for Neo-Platonism. 
Middle Platonism had a strong tendency towards theology which gave it a 
strong affinity with Christianity in the second century. 84 Whereas Plato's central 
79 Copleston, A History of Philosophy, 1/2.195. 
8° Copleston, A History of Philosophy, 112.196. See also, Norris, God and World in Early Christian 
Theology, 8. 
81 Andresen, "Justin und der mittlere Platonismus"; Barnard, Justin Martyr, 29-30; E. R. Goodenough, 
The Theology of Justin Martyr. An Investigation Into the Conceptions of Early Christian Literature and 
Its Hellenistic and Judaistic Influences (Amsterdam: Philo Press, 1968) 21-32; Norris, God and World 
in Early Christian Theology, 27-28; R. E. Witt, Albinus and the History of Middle Platonism 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1937) 144. 
112 The following description of Albinus' Middle Platonism is dependent on Copleston, A History of 
Philosophy, 1/2.199-200. 
S3 G. B. Kerford ("Logos, " in The Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 5.83-84) explains 
that voiS and X6yos both have a similar background understanding in philosophy as the rational 
governing principle of the universe. The logos doctrine of Heraclitus combines three ideas: our human 
thought about the universe, the rational structure of the universe itself, and the source of that rational 
structure. To Heraclitus, the logos as source of rationality in the universe was an immanent principle, 
neither conscious nor intelligent. Anexagoras took this same type of principle and called it nous and not 
logos. The identification of logos and nous was perhaps first made in the pseudo-Platonic Epinomis 
986c4, although Plato had treated the two terms as meaning very nearly the same thing in his account 
of the human soul in the Republic. See also, Origen of Alexandria, "Dialogue with Heraclides, " in H. 
Chadwick and J. E. L. Oulten (eds. ), Alexandrian Christianity (2 vols.; Library of Christian Classics; 
London: SCM, 1954) 2.430-455. 
34 G. May, Creatio Ex Nihilo: The Doctrine of 'Creation out of Nothing' in Early Christian Thought 
(ET J. S. Worall; Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1994) 3. 
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metaphysical theme was the doctrine of Ideas, 85 for Middle Platonists, like Plutarch, it 
was God 86 Albinus shows that Middle Platonists identified the Demiurge of Timaeus 
with the Supreme God, who is thought of as Nous and the sum of Ideas. 87 
When the Platonism of Justin is discussed, therefore, it must rest on the 
understanding that it is not the earlier "orthodox" Platonism, but rather the Middle 
Platonism of the second century CE. It is quite clear that, even in the Dialogue, Justin 
still displays some affinity to this philosophy, but not to the extent that it dilutes the 
Christian message. This can be seen in Justin's description and understanding of God. 
Justin appropriates to Christianity the Middle Platonic concept of God as the 
First Cause or Unmoved Mover in two ways in the Dialogue. First, in his descriptions 
of God it can be seen that Justin has retained, and even expanded on these concepts. 
Because God is unbegotten there has never been, nor will there ever be any other God 
except the one who created and formed the universe. 88 He asserts that God is 
immutable, benevolent, prescient, needful of nothing, just, and good. 89 These are all 
concepts which inherently speak not only of God's supremacy as First Cause, but they 
also speak of God's character as good and just. 
The second way in which Justin uses the concept of an unbegotten God as 
First Cause or Unmoved Mover is in stating that because of this everything exists or 
occurs according to his will or purposes. In this respect, God is said to have 
foreknowledge of future events and that he prepares beforehand what individuals 
deserve 90 For example, in explaining the incarnation of the Logos and the creation of 
Adam and Eve, Justin states that God foretold these events would occur and that they 
t5 Plato, Phaedr. 247E; Tim. 27D; 28A. 
86 Plutarch, de E. ap Delph. 19,20. 
" Albinus, Didask. 10. 
" Dial. 11.1; 34.8; 116.3. 
89 Dial. 23.2. 
90 Dial. 16.3. 
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happened according to his purpose. Thus, if God wills it, nothing is impossible for 
him 91 More specifically, the place of Jesus in God's plan and will is of importance to 
Justin. In explaining the meaning of Ps 22 to Trypho Justin asserts that "the Father 
decreed that the one whom he had begotten should be put to death, but only after he 
had grown into manhood and proclaimed the word which went out from him. "92 In 
fact, throughout chaps. 97-107 Justin demonstrates from Ps 22 that the life, death and 
resurrection of Jesus was according to the will and plan of God. And this, in turn, is 
ultimately in accordance with the divine plan of redemption for humankind. 3 
Justin's understanding of God is that he, as the Supreme Being, is in control 
and that all things work according to his will and purpose. In Justin's mind, therefore, 
revelation of his character and plan flow from this God. It is in this understanding of 
God that the epistemological question becomes relevant to Justin's understanding of 
revelation. In philosophy, epistemology is concerned with the nature and source of 
knowledge. It asks, "How do we know what we know? " In a very real sense this is 
Justin's concern in the Dialogue with Trypho. 
It was also from Plato that Justin retained the idea that God is the Maker and 
Father of al1,94 a concept manifestly biblical as well (Gen 1). In fact, Justin's most 
frequent description of God is as Father and Maker of all things-terms which link 
fatherhood with creation 95 Even though Justin usually couples these terms with a 
biblical quotation, they are most likely ultimately derived from Plato. In the Republic 
(506E) he speaks of the Form of the Good as "Father, " and in the Timaeus (28C) he 
1 Dial. 84. 
92 Dial. 102.2.41ETQ 'yap Tb KTjpi tat al1TÖV TÖV iTap' 6TOÜ X6^JOV QV6piOEVTa 6 iTaThp 
OavaTWOi aEaOm al/TÖV &EKpLKVEI 6V b yEj'EVV1 KEL. 
93 Dial. 103; 120.1. 
94 See Osborn, Justin Martyr, 17-20; Plato, Tim. 33D. 
93 Dial. 7.3; 56.1; 60.2,3; 117.5. 
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describes the creator as "the Maker and Father of this Universe. "96 The creator of the 
world is its Maker and its Father. After Plato the concept of divine fatherhood can be 
traced through Middle Platonism. Thus, Justin makes use of it because it is common 
in his day. 
Another example of the appropriation of Middle Platonic concepts in Justin's 
theology can be seen in his understanding of God being unbegotten-that God has 
neither beginning nor end. 7 In Justin's appropriation of this philosophical concept, 
however, it is clear that he has used it to strengthen the Christian understanding of 
God 98 
2. Trypho's Judaism 
The type of Judaism represented by Trypho has been debated for many years. 
Basically, two opposing schools of thought have been offered 99 One school of 
thought presents Trypho's interpretations of the Bible and the Law as closely 
resembling those of the rabbinic tradition and being completely dependent on his 
teachers. t°° The second school of thought views Trypho as a fully Hellenized Jew and 
minimizes the rabbinic elements stressed by the former school. M. Freimann is 
representative of this view. Freimann believed that Trypho was a part of Hellenized 
Judaism of the diaspora which long had little contact with rabbinism. 101 It was the 
Judaism of the diaspora which was the foundation of the spread of Christianity 
96 See also Plato, Tim. 50-51. Troirlrrly icai iraTipa roü&e Too Travrbg 
97 Osborn, Justin Martyr, 20-27. 
98 Dial. 5.4; 5.6; 6.2; 114.3. 
99 This debate is succinctly summarized by E. R. Goodenough, Jewish Symbols in the Graeco-Roman 
Period Vol. 1: The Archeological Evidence From Palestine (New York: Pantheon, 1953) 42-44. See 
also Goodenough, The Theology of Justin Martyr, 33-56 where these two opposing schools of thought 
are identified as Judaism proper and Hellenistic Judaism, or Palestinian Judaism and Alexandrian 
Judaism. 
10° See e. g., A. H. Goldfahn, "Justinus Martyr und die Agada, " MGWJ22 (1873) 49-60,104-115,145- 
153,193-202,257-269; A. Harnack, "Judentum und Judenchristentum in Justins Dialog mit Trypho, " 
TU39,1.47-92. 
101 M. Freimann, "Die Wortführer des Judentums in den ältesten Kontroversen zwischen Juden und 
Christen, " MGWJ 55 (1893) 555-585. 
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because the rabbis gradually withdrew from relations with the world. But by no means 
did all of these Jews become Christians. Concerning Freimann's understanding of this 
Judaism Goodenough comments, 
Many of them had a deep commitment to the Jewish group, and even though 
they had a philosophic training like Philo, they wanted as far as possible to 
observe the ceremonial law dear to their ancestors, and could have no use 
whatever for a gospel which preached the end of the Law and a crucified 
Messiah. It was these Jews who became the chief opponents of Christianity in 
the Roman world, and they attacked Christianity on broad hellenistic grounds 
rather than on a narrow Pharisaic level. 102 
Goodenough states that he has much sympathy with this view but that it suffers from 
putting too wide of a cleft between "hellenistic" and "rabbinic" Judaism. Therefore, 
these are not two sharply defined categories into which all Jews should fit. Justin 
simply tried to reproduce the attitude and arguments of the Jews he knew and this is 
why the evidence must be taken from the Dialogue itself to ascertain the type of 
Judaism to which Trypho adhered. 
If this direction is pursued one can deduce from the Dialogue that Trypho was 
a Jew who fled from the war in Palestine, ' 03 and now resided in Corinth. 104 He 
obviously had philosophic training, for upon his chance meeting with Justin he started 
the conversation because he was taught in Argos by Corinthus the Socratic to 
converse with anyone wearing the philosopher's cloak, like Justin. 105 Thus, from the 
first chapter of the Dialogue we know not only that Trypho was a Jew, but one with 
philosophic training, in other words, he was a Hellenistic Jew. But even in light of the 
probability that Trypho is a Hellenistic Jew, Justin's arguments are constantly made 
102 Goodenough, Jewish Symbols in the Graeco-Roman Period, 44. 
103 Dial. 1.3; 9.3; 16.2; 18.3. In all probability, the war referred to is Bar Kochba, 132-135 CE. 
104 Dial. 1.3. 
105 Dial, 1.2. 
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with reference to the Jewish scriptures, a fact which Trypho recognizes and 
appreciates. 106 
Trypho is often presented as one who is not an independent thinker, dependent 
entirely upon his teachers for his understanding of Judaism. To a certain degree this is 
correct, for in many instances Trypho expresses what he believes to be the collective 
Jewish doctrine on a matter. 107 But to state, as some do, 108 that Trypho was entirely 
dependent upon his teachers may be overstating the case. In fact, there is evidence to 
the contrary. At one point in the Dialogue Trypho and his companions express a 
dissatisfaction with the Jewish interpretation of a scriptural passage. 109 He also states 
that he has read the Gospels) 10 and in the very act of conversing with Justin has 
disobeyed his teachers. "' Further, even though Trypho often clearly disagrees with 
Justin, he is not afraid to show his agreement on some matters. ' 12 This assent on 
Trypho's part is most likely due to his concern for being informed, 113 a concern that 
appears to fly in the face of his teachers. ' 14 
Trypho's Judaism has been expressed by some scholars as unclassifiable and 
difficult to define. ' 15 But these sharply defined categories of Hellenistic and Rabbinic 
Judaism are perhaps too sharply delineated. The mixture of philosophy, metaphysical 
and mystical allegory along with bits of halakoth that were accepted or created by the 
106 Dial. 56.16; 80.1. 
107 See e. g., passages where Trypho makes reference to his beliefs as those of a group ("we' ; "we 
Jews"; "our belief"; "we doubt"), Dial. 46; 49; 56; 64; 79; 89; 90; 94; 142. 
ios See e. g., J. Nilson, "To Whom is Justin's Dialogue with Trypho Addressed? " TS 38 (1977) 541. 
109 Dial. 94.4. 
"o Dial. 10.2. 
111 Dial. 38.1. 
112 See e. g., Dial. 36; 39; 49; 57; 60; 63; 65; 67; 77; 89; 123; 130. 
1" Dial. 87.1. "Do not now suppose that I am endeavoring, by asking what I do ask, to overturn the 
statements you have made; but I wish to receive information respecting those very points about which I 
now inquire. " Mlj ILE XouthV imoX. ißave, QVQTpETTELV 1rELp(JiLEVOV Ta imb Qob XE'y611EVa, 
TruvedveaeaL öaa di, truv8dvo iial, aXa ßoi XEo8aL p. avO v¬w TTEpI ToÜm)v 6T(JV 41V dV IpWTW. 
4 See also Dial. 9.2 where Trypho is unwilling to participate in the rude behavior of his companions. 
Rather, than laughing and shouting rudely at Justin Trypho appeals to Justin to remain and continue the 
conversation on the controversial issues. 
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rabbis is perhaps exactly what we should expect Hellenized Judaism to have been. It 
is quite probable hat Trypho is valuable in that he shows that no single "norm" or 
"orthodoxy" dominated Judaism in the diaspora. The goal of historians to set up one 
single point of view for all Hellenized Judaism serves only to violate the complexities 
of the data. Perhaps the chief value of Justin's Trypho is that we get a complex picture 
of the Judaism that he represented. Trypho is thus quite typical of diaspora Judaism 
not because of the specific points of Hellenism or legalism that he represents, but 
rather, because his Judaism is a mixture of Hellenistic and halachic traditions. 116 
3. Apophatic Theology 
As we now return to our original question of a common starting point between 
Trypho's Jewish conception of God and Justin's Christian conception of God we find 
that there are, in fact, commonalities between the two. In fact, "the contacts between 
Judaeo-Christian thought and Hellenistic philosophy were much closer than had been 
supposed"' 17 These commonalities converge in what has been called apophatic 
theology. When dealing with the concept of God in the second century the central 
issue is God's transcendence and the language used to express it. 
In his rrhpL µvUrLKýS 6EOxoyiaS (The Mystical Theology), 118 Pseudo- 
Dionysius indicates two methods of speaking about God. ' 19 He made a distinction 
i's See e. g. L. W. Barnard, Justin Martyr, 398; D. Trakatellis, "Justin Martyr's Trypho, " HTR 79 
(1986) 289-297. 
116 Goodenough, Jewish Symbols in the Graeco-Roman Period, 42-53. See also R. M. Price, 
"'Hellenization' and Logos Doctrine in Justin Martyr, " VC 42 (1988) 18-19. 
117 J. Danidlou, Gospel Message and Hellenistic Culture, 323. 
'18 The Mystical Theology in C. Luibheid (ed. ), Pseudo-Dionysius: The Complete Works (Classics of 
Western Spirituality; New York: Paulist Press, 1987) 133-141. 
119 The history of Pseudo-Dionysius, or Dionysius the Pseudo-Areopagite, (c. 500) is a fascinating one. 
This is the name given to the author of a corpus of theological writings (Corpus Areopagiticum) to 
which the Monophysites appealed at an assembly in the year 532. It seems as though the Monophysites 
believed the writings to be from Dionysius the Areopagite who was converted by Paul as recorded in 
Acts 17: 34. Through the efforts of many scholars, the works of the Corpus have conclusively been 
found not to be of the first century. On this see, H. Koch, "Der pseudo-epigraphische Character der 
dionysischen Schriften, " Theologische Quartalschr f 77 (1895) 353-421; J. Stiglmayr, "Der 
Neuplatoniker Proclus als Vorlage des sog. Dionysius Areopagita in der Lehre vom Übet, " 
Historisches Jahrbuch 16 (1895) 253-273. For more on Pseudo-Dionysius see, R. F. Hathaway, 
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between what he called KaTaxaaLs and an64aci 
. 
120 At its most basic level, the 
kataphatic (or affirmative) approach believes that we can attain some knowledge of 
God, even though it may be limited, by attributing the created order to him as source. 
Apophatic (or negative) affirms God's absolute transcendence and unknowability to 
such an extent that no affirmative concepts may be applied to him. Both ways take 
creation as their starting point, yet end up at either end of a pole. Kataphatic asserts 
that since God is creator, he can be known through his creation. Apophatic, on the 
other end of the pole, asserts that God is beyond creation, that he cannot be known in 
any way through it. 
Danidlou has shown that Hellenistic Judaism and Middle Platonism of the 
second century both exhibit a sudden and simultaneous emergence of negative 
phrases (apophatic) for describing God. 12' Thus, theology is defined by terms applied 
to the divine that emphasize his "otherness" such as God being timeless, invisible, 
impassible etc. The importance of Danielou's study for our purposes lies in his 
detailed comparison of God's transcendence in Hellenistic Judaism and Middle 
Platonism, thus corresponding to both Trypho's understanding and Justin's 
understanding of God. In the following, it will be clearly seen that there is tremendous 
overlap in both concepts of God. For it is in "the development of the theology of 
Hierarchy and Definition of Order in the Letters of Pseudo-Dionysius (The Hague, 1969); A Louth, 
Denys the Areopagite (Outstanding Christian Thinkers Series; London: Geoffrey Chapman, 1981). 
120 "What has actually to be said about the Cause of everything is this. Since it is the Cause of all 
beings, we should posit and ascribe to it all the affirmations we make in regards to human beings, and, 
more appropriately, we should negate all these affirmations, since it surpasses all being. Now we 
should not conclude that the negations are simply the opposites of the affirmations, but rather that the 
cause of all is considerably prior to this, beyond privations, beyond every denial, beyond every 
assertion" (Myst. 100013). See also, D. Carabine, The Unkown God Negative Theology in the Platonic 
Tradition: Plato to Eriugena (Louvain Theological & Pastoral Monographs 19; Louvain: Peeters 
Press/Grand Rapids: Eerdmans) 2-7. 
"' Danidlou, Gospel Message and Hellenistic Culture, 323-333. See also, D. W. Palmer, "Atheism, 
Apologetic, and Negative Theology in the Greek Apologists of the Second Century, " VC 37 (1983) 
234-259. 
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God's transcendence, that the influence of Hellenistic Judaism is... at its most 
pronounced. " 122 
There were three contexts in which the vocabulary of negative theology was 
elaborated which all have links to Hellenistic Judaism. ' 23 The first of these three 
contexts was the polemic against idolatry. 124 Within Hellenistic Judaism there was a 
large amount of this type of literature. This also constitutes the setting of the work of 
the second century Apologists, who, in this respect are dependent upon Hellenistic 
Judaism. In this polemic both the Jewish and the Christian writers were seeking to 
establish opposition to things like idolatry, mythology, astrology, and demonology by 
asserting the spiritual, unique, and uncreated nature of God. '25 
The second context of this negative theology was Philo. 126 Danidlou calls 
Philo "the first theologian to treat fully the divine transcendence. s127 As time 
progressed, the need to demonstrate that God was spirit, in opposition to paganism, 
was not enough. It soon became necessary to prove God's transcendence in order to 
combat philosophic rationalism. Philo made a monumental contribution to the 
creation of a vocabulary for use in negative statements about God. He did this either 
by adapting to the subject of God terms originally used for other purposes, or by 
inventing new ones. Philo used three categories to describe God apophatically. First, 
for Philo, God is "the one who cannot be circumscribed" (dEEpLyp#o3). 128 Second, 
Philo uses terms which assert that God transcends any name given to him 
122 Danidlou, Gospel Message and Hellenistic Culture, 324. 
123 Danidlou, Gospel Message and Hellenistic Culture, 324. 
12' Daniilou, Gospel Message and Hellenistic Culture, 324-326. 
125 Danidlou goes on to cite some examples of the kind of language used by these writers in this 
context, pp. 324-326. $26 Danidlou, Gospel Message and Hellenistic Culture, 326-327. 
127 Danidlou, Gospel Message and Hellenistic Culture, 326. 
123 De Sacrif. 59; 124. 
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((ivwvöµaQTOS, dKaTov6µaaTos). 129 Third is the term which Philo did the most to 
enhance, aKaTaxT Trros. 130 
The final context in which the vocabulary of apophatic was elaborated relates 
to certain epithets which stress the unapproachableness of God. 131 These terms 
originate from Palestinian apocalyptic. Also in this category may be included certain 
Paulinisms. '32 
We can see, therefore, that negative theology in the second century arose from 
the influence of Hellenistic Judaism. This means that both Justin and Trypho would 
have used and understood this type of vocabulary. Similarly, there are other terms that 
derive from Middle Platonism. Certainly the development of apophatic in Middle 
Platonism owed a great deal to the Jewish sense of God's transcendence. But 
nonetheless, this Middle Platonism influences the Apologists also, and has left 
discernible traces in their vocabulary as wel1.133 
Justin sees no conflict in this description of God in comparison with what he 
believed Trypho's understanding of God to be, influenced as it was by Hellenistic 
Judaism. The essential point in both understandings is that God is sovereign in 
carrying out his will and his purposes. Danielou has shown that many of the terms 
used in the apophatic theology of the second century were understood in the same 
manner by both Hellenistic Jews and by Christian Middle Platonists such as Justin. ' 34 
It is quite reasonable, therefore, for Justin to compare his understanding of God with 
the Trypho's understanding of God. 
129 De soma. 1,67. 
110 De soma. 1,67; De mut nom. 10; De post. Cain! 169. 
131 Danidlou, Gospel Message and Hellenistic Culture, 327-328. 
132 E. g., dveILXviavros, "untraceable" (Rom 11: 33; Eph 3: 8); dve e eßprlTOs, "inscrutable" (Rom 
11: 33); dnpöavTOT, "unapproachable" (I Tim 6: 18). Danidlou continues on to cite examples of the 
terms used in second century writers. 
133 Danidlou, Gospel Message and Hellenistic Culture, 329-333. 
134 Danidlou, Gospel Message and Hellenistic Culture, 322-333. 
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In light of Danidlou's informative study the question posed earlier becomes 
somewhat clearer. The question concerned the accuracy of Justin's statement of 
whether the doctrine of God in Christianity and Judaism is the same. When taken in 
the context of Trypho's Hellenistic Judaism and Justin's Middle Platonism, it appears 
that Justin is making an accurate statement. Both Trypho's and Justin's understanding 
of the nature of God is comparable. 135 
B. Knowledge of God and Revelation 
If we now relate Justin's concept of God with the conversation between the 
old man and Justin, we can see that because of it the old man can enter into the 
epistemological question with relative ease. Justin's definition of philosophy is that it 
was knowledge of all that which exists. 136 But in Justin's concept of God existence 
was dependent on a personal God as the First Cause, the Unmoved Mover, or as the 
Unbegotten and Incorruptible. Everything which exists does so because of him and 
through his will. Existence was dependent on the sovereign God. Therefore, in 
defining philosophy as knowledge of that which exists, Justin was postulating a 
definition which had the knowledge of God at the very center. Granted, his concept of 
God had changed from Middle Platonic to Christian, but this does not negate the fact 
that, as a philosopher, he felt it was his task to seek knowledge of God. This is what 
he was concerned with before he was a Christian in his philosophical travels, and this 
"s Carabine (The Unknown God, 6-7) stresses the fact that both kataphatic and apophatic theology 
belong together since they are two aspects of the one divine truth of revealed religion: God is both 
hidden and present, known and unknown, transcendent and immanent. "Any failure to take both 
aspects of this simultaneous truth into account in a discussion of the divine nature could result in a 
distorted view" (p. 6). G. L. Prestige (God in Patristic Thought [London: SPCK, 1956] 4) emphasizes 
the fact that negative forms are enriched with a wealth of positive association. Thus, "when it is 
asserted that God is free from various limitations and controls, the effect is to assert his entire freedom 
to be Himself and act according to His own nature and will. " This fits well with Justin's negative 
theology. His apophatic is balanced well by his kataphatic. As will be seen below, his negative 
theology proceeds into positive theology because of the incarnation of the Logos, which, in turn, has 
tremendous importance in his understanding of revelation. This will be evident as the chapter 
progresses. 
16 Dial. 3. For a fuller treatment of Justin's understanding of philosophy see below pp. 125-145. 
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is also what he was concerned with in his acceptance of Christianity as the true 
philosophy. In actuality, Justin was defining philosophy as knowledge of God. 
In defining philosophy as knowledge of God (or a search for knowledge of 
God) Justin has given a strong indicator concerning his view of revelation. '37 When 
Justin recounts his discussion with the old man to Trypho he does so in order to show 
Trypho where he attains knowledge about God, which is the goal of his philosophy. 
The remainder of the Dialogue consists of Justin's explaining this knowledge of God, 
his concept of truth. How this knowledge of God is attained, therefore, is revelation. 
This will be made clear in the following sections concerning the witnesses to 
revelation which Justin presents. The following sections will therefore answer the 
question: How and where does God reveal knowledge about himself and his plans or 
will? 
IV. Witnesses to Revelation 
A. The Prophets 
In light of the relationship between revelation and epistemology the old man 
expands on his initial request for Justin to define philosophy. He asks, "How do you 
define God? " 138 This question is entirely legitimate for he understood that, as a 
Middle Platonist, Justin was concerned with knowledge of God. God was the First 
Cause of creation, therefore he was also the First Cause of knowledge about himself. 
The old man's position is that only those who have seen God or heard from someone 
137 As will be explained below in this chapter, Justin's concept of revelation is connected with 
epistemology-the nature and source of knowledge about God. This knowledge cannot be attained 
through philosophy. The sources of this knowledge are the Prophets and the memoirs of the Apostles. 
The Prophets are witnesses to revelation because they saw and heard God, thus qualifying them to 
communicate knowledge about God and the incarnation of the Logos. The memoirs of the Apostles are 
witnesses to revelation for two reasons: First, they bear witness to that which the Prophets foretold and; 
Second, they saw and heard the ultimate revelation of God-the incarnate Logos. The Apostles 
witnessed that which the Prophets foretold. 
13 8 Dial. 3.5 AEov & (Tb TI KCAEIS: 
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who has seen God can know him. 139 Because the philosophers have done neither they 
do not qualify. Justin's response is to defer to agreement with Plato who states that 
God cannot be perceived in the same way as other things. He is to be perceived with 
the mind alone. 140 
Justin proceeds to give a Middle Platonic understanding of how God is 
known. 14' The mind is thus given a special power to see the very being who is the 
cause of everything (God). This power is given to souls who are well disposed 
because of their affinity to and desire of seeing him. This is clearly in the tradition of 
the above mentioned representative of Middle Platonic philosophy, Albinus. In his 
Didaskalikos, Albinus states that God, 
... 
is ineffable and apprehensible by the mind alone, as has been said, because 
He is neither genus nor species nor specific difference. We cannot predicate of 
Him evil (for it is unholy to utter such a thing) or good (for in this case He 
would have to participate in something else, namely goodness). Nor does He 
experience anything indifferent (for this is not in harmony of our notion of 
Him). We cannot predicate of God qualities since His perfection is not the 
result of having received qualities, nor can we say He lacks qualities since He 
has not been deprived of any quality the befits Him. God is neither a part of 
something else nor a whole having parts; He is not the same as anything nor 
different from anything, for nothing can be predicated of Him which would 
separate Him from other things. He does not move nor is He moved. 142 
The old man refutes this idea and concludes that the philosophers who propound such 
a doctrine know nothing. 143 
In refuting the ideas of these philosophers the old man refuted Justin's way of 
acquiring knowledge about God. Justin realizes this and asks, "What teacher should 
one avail oneself to, or where can one be aided if these ones [the philosophers] do not 
139 Dial. 3.5-7. 
140 Dial. 3.7. 
"' Dial. 4.1. See above, pp. 53-55. See also Norris, God and World in Early Christian Theology, 13- 
32; Van Winden, An Early Christian Philosopher, 69-118. 
142 Albinus, Didask 10.3. ET in J. P. Hershbell (ed. ) The Platonic Doctrines ofAlbinus (ET J. Reedy; 
Grand Rapids: Phanes Press, 1991). The Greek text of this work can be found in P. Louis, Albinos 
Epitome (Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1945). 
Dial. 4-6. 
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know what the truth is? s144 The truth which Justin inquires about is the knowledge of 
God. The old man's reply is worth reproducing at length. 
There were some men who existed long before the time of all those reputed 
philosophers, men who are ancient, blessed, just, and loved by God, speaking 
by the spirit of God and prophesying things which were about to take place 
which, indeed, are now taking place. We call these men Prophets. They alone 
both saw and announced the truth to men, neither fearing nor reverencing 
anyone, and not overcome with a desire for glory. But they alone, being filled 
with the holy spirit, communicated that which they heard and saw. Their 
writings are still now unchanged, and the one reading them is greatly aided 
concerning the beginning and end of all things, and that which the philosopher 
needs to know, believing these things. For they did not give proof at that time 
of their words, for they were above all proof, being higher witnesses to the 
truth. And these things which have happened and are now happening force 
you to agree with what they are saying. Indeed, because of the powers which 
they displayed they are worthy of belief, since they glorified God, the creator 
and father of all, and also announced the Christ, his son. 14S 
Within the context of epistemology several things merit attention in this 
quotation. First, the Prophets existed "long before" all the philosophers. Second, they 
predicted things that would take place in the future, these things were consequently 
taking place in Justin's era through the Son. Third, the filling (TrXTpdw) of the Holy 
Spirit was key in what they saw and heard. It was through this filling that the Prophets 
were able to see and hear the truth about God. 146 Fourth, the truth about God that the 
Prophets saw and heard through the filling of the Holy Spirit was communicated to 
1 44 Dial. 7.1 T[VL OW. 4Tjµt, 9TL TLS xp alTO SLSaaKdXtO ý Tr6OEV (4EXnOELTI TLS Et lITIR .V 
T6TOL5 Tb dXTj6ES iaTLV; 
143 Dial. 7.1.3 'E-yEVOVT6 TLVES Trpb TrOk\00 Xp0VoU irdVTWV TOIlTWV T(ZV VOµLCOlL VWV 4Lkoa 4WV 
TTaXaL6TEpOL, llaKdpLOL KOl SLKaLOL Kal BEO$LXETS, Oe[4 TiVEUgarl XaXT as 'ES Kal T& lAXXoVTa 
ecomCaavTES, a& VÜV 'YLVETat* TrpO4)4Tac & airoÜS KQxoEuty. OUTOL lidVOL Tb dXtiRS Kal 
EISOV Kal ElEliroV QVBp(TTOLS. ILýT' E1JXaßrlO&VTES $I1TE 8UUWTMe4vTCV TLVd, µr} 11TT lµivol 
86ric, 6Aa 110Va Talmo Etir6VTES Q AKOUaaV Kai a EI8OV ( yt(P 1TXT1PWO4VTES TTVE( LaTL. 
vuyypdµµara & aJT@V ETL Kai vüv &aµtVEt, Kai ? OTW IVTUXbvTa TOllTOLS 7iXE1aTOV 
6(b&1OTivaL Kal TTEpi dpX(ZV Kal TTEpi TEÄOUS Kal WY Xpl EI&EVai. TÖV 41X&QO4OV, irLQT6QaVTa 
&EIVOLT. OU YaP tLETQ QTrOSE(IEWS Tre7ToiT1VTaL TOTE TOÜS X&'YOUS, äTE dVWTIpW ndOTIS 
dTTOWICWS ÖVTES dILOTTIaToL I. LdpTUpES 1-1S dXTl8EtaS' T& R dlTOßdVTa Kal dlTOiiaCvovTa 
iýava-yKdCEL aUVTCOEaOaL TOTS XeX AriµEVOLS Si' allTWV. Ka(TOL 'yE Kai SL& TCtV SUVdiiei 
, 
aS 
ETTETEÄOUV, 1TL6TE)eaOai &Kalol Tjaav, ETTELSI'j KQL TÖV 1TOLIJTTIV T41V 8XWV Oebv Kai 7raTEpa 
EÖ( a[OV Kal TÖV Trap' allTOÜ XpLaTÖV ULÖV aÜTOÜ KaTT YTC 10V 
I'0 it appears here that Justin is speaking of prophetic inspiration, i. e., a state of ecstasy. Justin does 
explicitly state that the prophets Daniel and Zechariah were in a state of ecstasy when they received 
their prophecies (Dial. 31.7; 115.3). In this light it is probable that he viewed other Prophets as 
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men. And fifth, the communication of the Prophets is still extant. These are the 
reasons that the Prophets know God. They are in the position to communicate this to 
others because they fulfil the old man's requirements. 
In the above quotation the issue of epistemology has come full circle. 
Knowledge about God and his truth cannot be known through the mind alone. If we 
recall Justin's concept of deity this becomes much clearer. God, being outside of our 
existence and wholly other cannot be known through the usual means (the mind 
alone). He must be known through someone who has had access to him. The 
philosophers do not know God but the Prophets do because they had this special 
access through the filling of the Holy Spirit. The Prophets look forward to the Logos 
incarnate. It was this philosophy that gripped Justin. Dialogue 8 shows that Justin 
accepted the old man's arguments concerning the truth and knowledge of God being 
apprehendable through the Prophets. The knowledge contained therein was a 
knowledge that regarded the salvation of souls and a knowledge of the Christ of 
God. '47 It is this knowledge that leads one to enjoy a happy life. '48 
Justin's acceptance of the old man's argument changed the way he acquired 
knowledge. Because the philosophers had no knowledge of God, Justin turned to 
those who witnessed and predicted his coming in the Logos, the Prophets. The 
receiving their prophecies in the same manner. See R. M. Grant, The Letter and the Spirit (London: 
S. P. C. K., 1957) 75-78. 
"" Justin's concept of Salvation is discussed below, pp. 96-105. 
16 Dial. 8.2. Philosophical discussion of the concept of "happiness" is associated primarily with the 
names Jeremy Bentham and John Stuart Mill. Mill attempted to combine two traditions of thought 
about happiness-the identification of happiness and pleasure, what we may call "hedonism. " This can 
be contrasted with what has been called the "eudaimonistic" conception of happiness. The word comes 
from the Greek eudaimonia, literally "having a good guardian spirit, " i. e., the state of having an 
objectively desirable life which was universally agreed by ancient philosophical theory and popular 
culture to be the supreme human good. Thus, the term eudaimonia refers not so much to a 
psychological state as to the objective character of a person's life. The classic account of eudaimonia is 
found in Aristotle who emphasizes that it has to do with the quality of one's life as a whole. Happiness 
is to be identified above all with the fulfillment of one's human potentialities which are located in the 
exercise of reason. See Aristotle, The Nicomachean Ethics, Book I and X; R. J. Norman, "Happiness, ' 
in T. Honderich (ed. ), The Oxford Companion to Philosophy (Oxford/New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1995) 332-333; C. C. W. Taylor, "eudaimonia, " in The Oxford Companion to Philosophy, 252. 
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knowledge that the Prophets communicated was true and reliable because "they alone, 
being filled with the Holy Spirit, communicated that which they heard and saw. 99149 
The knowledge which the Prophets communicated is said to be written down and still 
available for study. 150 And it is this communication from the Prophets upon which 
Justin places a great deal of weight for the acquisition of knowledge about God and 
his plan of salvation. 
There is little doubt that Justin believed the writings of the Prophets to be a 
primary place from which to obtain knowledge about God. The culmination of the old 
man's argument above was not simply that the Prophets were qualified to provide 
knowledge about God, but also that we have access to this knowledge in written form. 
The old man tells Justin that their writings (auyypdµµaTa) are still extant and can be 
read (Evrvxöv-ra). '5' It is these writings to which Justin continuously refers. After his 
encounter with the old man Justin accepted the argument concerning the writings of 
the Prophets because Justin believed these to be a place to attain knowledge of God. 
The entire focus of the Dialogue confirms that Justin has indeed understood 
the writings of the Prophets to contain knowledge about God because they witness to 
the coming of the Logos. In Dial. 8 Trypho explains to Justin that he does not think 
that Jesus is the long awaited Jewish messiah. He believes that Christians have simply 
believed a foolish rumor and have invented a messiah whom they blindly worship. 
Justin's answer in Dial. 9 is that the Jews have been instructed by teachers who are 
ignorant of the meaning of scriptures. This is significant in setting the playing ground 
on which the following discussion will ensue, the interpretation of the scriptures and 
the importance of the Law. 
149 Dial. 7.1 dÄ R6va TaOTa ElTrdlTES a ýKOUQav Kal EI6OV dy't) 1TXnpteEVTES 7w¬tiµan. 
Iso Dial. 7.2. 
151 Dial. 7.2. 
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Justin included the account of his conversion with the old man to show that the 
Prophets are integral in a proper understanding of God and his plan for salvation. This 
belief is made manifest through his constant use of and reference to OT scripture as 
the basis of his claims. So, following his claim that the Jewish teachers are ignorant of 
the true meaning of scripture he proceeds to support his arguments by using 
scripture. 152 Thus, immediately in Dial. I1 Justin introduces the discussion 
concerning the obsolescence of the old Law and the superiority of the new Law with 
words from the Prophets Isaiah and Jeremiah. This method of argument is typical 
throughout the Dialogue. 153 In so doing Justin makes clear the importance of the 
Prophets for the knowledge of God. "Their (the Prophets] writings are still now 
unchanged, and the one reading them is greatly aided concerning the beginning and 
end of all things,, and that which the philosopher needs to know, believing these 
things. " 154 The things which the philosopher needs to know center around God. Thus, 
Justin is stating that things about God can be known through studying the Prophets 
and their witness to the Logos. In his presentation of truth to Trypho Justin thus 
attempts to convince him that he must disregard the teachings of the rabbis and apply 
himself to the study of the Prophets, for they possess a special knowledge. 'ss 
The knowledge that the Prophets possessed was, in Justin's view, knowledge 
that is accessible to all because it was written down, communicated to humanity. But 
the knowledge that is now accessible was not always so. Because of this Justin often 
couches statements in terms of making something that was previously hidden or 
Ise While it is Justin's particular interpretation that is important for his understanding of the OT 
scriptures as Christian, the point still stands that he attempts to use the OT as the basis for his 
F resentation. The specific issues of interpretation will be discussed below in Chapter 4. 
s3 Instances of this method of argument are so numerous that only a few will be listed as exemplary. 
See e. g., Dial. 14; 16; 22; 28; 34; 43; 58; 80. 
154 Dial. 7.2 atr fpd1L. LaTa & allTWV ITL Kat VEW 6LagVEL, Kal IOTtv EVTUX6vTa TOIITOLS 
TTXEiGTOV (4EX1)9$)Ot Kai TTEpt TEAOUS KQL iv xpý EI&VQI TÖV 4LX60`o#V, TTLOTE)am, Ta 
&EIVOLS. 
15' Dial. 112. 
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misunderstood more clear. For example, he explains that the mysterious meaning of 
the rites of the external Law were "revealed" or "displayed" (4TrL8e(KvvpL) through 
the Prophets. 136 Ostensibly, the rite of the external Law existed only for the Jews and 
prefigured a greater purpose. 157 But through a study of the Prophets it can be shown 
what the true meaning of these rites were. ' 58 A knowledge of the previously hidden 
plan of God can therefore be attained. 
Many times Justin refers to various prophecies which "show" or "display" 
(dTroSECKWv L) that something has occurred or will occur. 159 In other words, Justin 
uses scripture to prove the attainment of some kind of knowledge. Further, Justin 
often describes scripture as "making something clear" (SrlXöw) through a Prophet. 160 
In each case the item that was made clear was knowledge that was previously hidden 
or misunderstood. The same can be said in passages where scripture is claimed by 
Justin to "make manifest" or "make clear" (4avEpds, (ýa(vw, 4av&ToS, EKjatvw) 
events which were misunderstood or hidden. 161 
The point here need not be pressed. As any cursory reading of the Dialogue 
with Trypho will attest, Justin believed knowledge about the plan of God could be 
ascertained from the Prophets. This plan centered on the incarnate Logos. The 
Prophets possessed a special knowledge because they had seen and heard the truth 
about God. This knowledge is to be seen as a witness to revelation for three reasons. 
156 Dial. 24. 
1" Dial. 11. 
'5e It should be noted here that this is only half of the argument. The study of the Prophets was 
accomplished through decidedly Christian tradition. Therefore, it was not necessarily the Prophets 
alone, but rather the Prophets through the lens of Christian tradition. See pp. 148-149; 157-160. 
1S' See e. g., Dial. 39.5; 39.8; 43.1; 54.2; 59.1; 72.3; 85.4; 92.6; 99.1. 
160 See e. g., Dial. 62.1; 75.1; 75.3; 85.6; 99.3. 
161 See e. g., Dial. 56.12; 70.4; 89.1; 90.3. 
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1) In personal revelation one must choose to reveal oneself. 162 Thus it is 
through the Logos that God has chosen to reveal himself. 163 In Justin's estimation 
philosophy is properly concerned with the knowledge of God. Therefore, because the 
Prophets attained their knowledge of God from him, '" it is God who chose to reveal 
himself. In other words, the knowledge about God came from God-it was revealed 
by him. 
2) The knowledge that was revealed to the Prophets was not self-evident. It 
was not knowledge that could be attained by the Prophets on their own. Because of 
the "otherness" of God only he can reveal himself. Thus, what God reveals about 
himself is knowledge that only he knows and is able to reveal. This is what 
necessitates the revelation. Just as God revealed the Law at Horeb, he also revealed 
the fact that the old Law would be surpassed and made obsolete. But still contained in 
the old Law were the hidden precepts of the new Law. 165 Thus, revelation was a 
knowledge of the plan (otKovoµ(a) of God. 
3) The Prophets saw and heard what they communicated to humankind. This 
gave the Prophets a qualification that the philosophers did not possess. No one could 
claim to communicate knowledge of God that was audibly and observationally 
received except the Prophets. This, in turn, allowed those who heard and read the 
Prophets to communicate this same knowledge based on their qualifications. 
162 For an outstanding discussion concerning the philosophical/theological presuppositions of the 
concept of revelation see, C. E. Gunton, A Brief Theology of Revelation (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1995) 
passim., esp. 20-39. 
163 As I explain below, the Logos is God and this is the ground and climax of revelation. See pp. 168- 
178. 
'64 Dial. 7. 
165 The old Law is witness to revelation because it contained "hidden precepts. " These hidden precepts 
are discussed in detail below, pp. 224-233. 
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B. The Memoirs of the Apostles166 
82 
References and allusions to OT scripture are plentiful in the Dialogue. But it 
also contains numerous references and allusions to written documents that are not 
found in OT scripture. Even though references to these other documents are not as 
frequent as those to the Prophets it is clear that Justin placed a great deal of 
importance on these documents as well. 
Following his conversion to Christianity Justin makes the above mentioned 
appeal to the Prophets as a place to gain knowledge about God. 167 The appeal, 
however, does not end at the Prophets. He also states that his "heart was set on f ire" 
and that an affection for the "friends of Christ" took hold of him. This addition cannot 
be a description of the Prophets because Justin is clearly differentiating between 
Prophets and friends of Christ. Later in the same chapter, Trypho accuses Justin of 
following "worthless men" who propagate false teachings. In Trypho's expression the 
same holds true because it is difficult to accept that a Jew would call the Prophets 
worthless men expounding false teachings. 
G. Stanton believes this is a reference to the Apostles. ' 68 One would be hard 
pressed not to agree with him. The Apostles do figure quite prominently in certain 
places throughout the Dialogue as followers of Jesus who preach the same message as 
the Prophets-169 In one instance Justin even states that the Prophets preached the 
gospel of Jesus and proclaimed him to all men. 170 This is a significant description in 
light of the use of the terms "Gospel" and "Memoirs of the Apostles". 
'66 A more detailed examination of the Memoirs of the Apostles as they relate to issues of the NT 
canon can be found below in Chapter 3. 
167 Dial. 8. 
iaa G. Stanton, "The Fourfold Gospel, " NTS 43 (1997) 332.0. Skarsaune ("The Conversion of Justin 
Martyr, " ST30 [1976] 58) along with van Winden (An Early Christian Philosopher, 118) believe that 
the phrase "friends of Christ" refers to Christians in Justin's own time, and especially their capacity as 
martyrs. My reasons for disagreement with Skarsaune and van Winden follow. 
"" See e. g. Dial. 42.1-2; 76.6; 88.3; 106.1; 109.1; 110.2; 119.6. 
170 Dial. 136.3. 
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Justin uses the term EvayyEXtov (gospel) and its derivatives a total of four 
times in the Dialogue. One of the four has already been mentioned as a description of 
what the Prophets proclaimed. '7' Dial. 51.2 states that part of John the Baptist's 
prophetic ministry was preaching the gospel. The description of the gospel which 
follows is that the Kingdom of Heaven is imminent, that Jesus had to suffer, be 
crucified, and rise the third day, and that he would appear again to his disciples at the 
second advent. It is, therefore, not a great stretch to say that the Prophets preached the 
gospel, for this is Justin's whole point in the argument from prophecy. '72 
The two remaining uses of eiiayyUtov differ from the ones above. 
Trypho said... But I believe your precepts in the so-called Gospel are so 
wonderful and so great that no one is able to keep them for I have carefully 
read them. '73 
but also in the Gospel it is written that he [Jesus] said, "Everything has been 
handed over to me by the Father... " 174 
Here it is apparent that the references are to some sort of written document(s). Justin 
makes many appeals to the words of Jesus and proceeds to quote them. 175 While these 
quotations aren't explicitly stated to come from a written document, it is hard to 
conceive of Justin not obtaining these words of Jesus from a written document- 
especially in light of some of the detail included in them. In reading the Dialogue 
Justin makes many appeals to these words of Jesus and to events that occurred 
throughout his lifetime. 176 It is natural to inquire about the source of these words and 
events. 
171 Dial. 136.3. 
172 For a discussion on Justin's "Argument from Prophecy, " see below, pp. 145-160. 
173 Dial. 10.2 b[16 V& Kai TCl 4V TW Xcyo41Evly El ayyEX Ci 1Tapay-yUgaTa eavpaaTdt oiTWS Kal 
µEydXa imaTaµaL Eias, cis inroaap. dvELv µrl&Va SinraaOw. $ukdIaL 6rä' i1101 yap ig&laEv 
9VTUXEIV arroL5 
"' Dial. 100.1 Kai 4V T(J 6ayyeXL4) &Y YpaTrTQL EI1TWV' irdvTa got Trapa&ÖOTaL im TOO 
irarpd,... 
175 See e. g., Dial. 17.3-4; 35.2-3; 51.3; 76.3-6,7; 81.4; 93.2; 96.3; 99.1-2; 100.1,3; 103.5; 105.5-6; 
107.1; 115.6; 122.1; 125.1,4. 
176 See e. g., Dial. 35; 39; 78; 82. 
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The dTroµvrlµovEV LaTa Twv ärroaTaXwv (Memoirs of the Apostles) appear 
to be the best explanation of the source of these words and events. Justin makes 
reference to the Memoirs in one concentrated section of the Dialogue a total of 13 
times. '77 These Memoirs were written documents which were composed by the 
Apostles and those who followed them. We know they are written because Justin 
quotes from them as written. 179 
84 
The cluster of references to the Memoirs of the Apostles found in Dial. 100- 
107 informs us that these written documents record the life of Jesus. From them we 
learn, among other things, that he is the Son of God, that he was silent before Pilate, 
that he sweat drops of blood, and that at his nativity a star arose. Much discussion has 
surrounded the question of locating exactly what these Memoirs are. While this is not 
the place for that type of discussion179 it must be stated that in all probability the 
Memoirs are the Synoptic Gospels (and possibly the Gospel of John). ' go 
More important for the purpose in this chapter is the connection that these 
Memoirs have with the prophecy of Ps 22. In each of these references to the Memoirs 
of the Apostles the phrase serves to quote, or refer to Christian writings which 
demonstrate that the prophecy of Ps 22 has been fulfilled in Jesus. Thus they are used 
177 Dial. 100.4; 101.3; 102.5; 103.6; 104.1; 105.1,5,6; 106.1,3,4; 107.1. 
"' Justin uses various formulas to introduce a quotation from the memoirs. Dial. 100.1 yiypaTttaL 
Etv6v, 103.3 Ev relic anollVljlIove LaaL TWV diioaTdXt v 6ro ytypaiTTaL. 103.6 & TdLT 
dTroµv1jjL0V VµaaL TWV dTroaTdkC V 7EyparrraL. 104.1 8rrEp Kat TOTS dT01J, i LoVEt111UL T(ZV 
QttoaT6Xwv a&rou yEypanTaL yEVal. EVOV. 105.6 TQÜTa etpr1K4vaL & T&T &1T011VrlIiot/e (la0'L 
YEYPaTrraL. 106.4 ws 'YEYParrTaL iv Toig ditoµvrlµovc6VaoL TwV ätrooröXa van oü. 107.1 
yEypaTrraL Ev Tots dTroµvrlµov6tLaaL T( L' drroo-ToXwv airroi). Justin claims that the Memoirs 
were aUVTETdXeaL (lit. "put together") by the Apostles and their followers-in other words, they were 
written by them (Dial. 103.8). 
19 A detailed examination of what exactly the Memoirs may be is discussed below in Chapter 3. 
130 See Barnard, Justin Martyr; H. Y. Gamble, The New Testament Canon. Its Making and Meaning 
(Guides to Biblical Scholarship; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1985) 28-29; G. M. Hahneman, The 
Muratorian Fragment and the Development of the Canon (Oxford Theological Monographs; Oxford: 
Clarendon, 1992) 96-98; H. Koester, Ancient Christian Gospels. Their History and Development. 
London: SCM/Philadelphia: Trinity Press International, 1990) 40-43; W. Sanday, The Gospels in the 
Second Century (London: Macmillan and Co., 1876) 88.137; B. F. Westcott, A General Survey of the 
History of the Canon of the New Testament (5th ed.; Cambridge and London: Macmillan and Co., 
1881) 96-179. 
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as reliable records, as written documents which are accessible to all. The authors of 
these documents were men who lived with Jesus or, as their followers, received their 
information from them as reliable witnesses. 181 In this sense the Memoirs serve as 
good examples of Justin's argument from prophecy. '82 
The Memoirs of the Apostles are put to significant use by Justin in his 
argument from prophecy. As reliable records the Memoirs prove that the events 
predicted by the Prophets have actually occurred-they witness to these events. The 
question may justifiably be asked, therefore, whether the significance of the Memoirs 
lies solely in their historical verifiability. There is strong indication that this is not the 
case. Certainly there is great significance in the fact that the Memoirs verified the 
Prophets. But Justin did not view the Apostles as simply recorders of history or 
inferior to the Prophets in what they communicated. 
Rather, the Apostles are also held in very high esteem. In explaining the bells 
of Exod 28: 33-34 that are attached to the robe of the high priest, Justin states that this, 
"was a symbol of the twelve Apostles-the ones depending on the eternal priest and 
through whom all the earth has been filled with the glory and grace of God and of his 
Christ. "' 83 This type of language describing the work of the Apostles is reminiscent of 
how Justin describes the Prophets. Justin also describes the Apostles as supplying 
knowledge of true worship of God, ' 84 a task presumably accomplished (in part at 
least) through their written Memoirs. 
Another very strong indication of the high esteem in which the Apostles were 
held by Justin is found in Dial. 119. There Justin begins developing the theme of 
181 Dial. 103. 
1$2 See below, pp. 145-160. 
I13 Dial. 42.1 TWV 41a46EVTWV dirÖ Tfc SWQIiEWT TOD atWV(Ou IEPWS XpLQTOÜ, SLR WV TfjS 
ý4JV1'ýS i TrdQa yTic 86tins Kat XQPLTOS TOD OEOÜ Kal TOD XpwToO aliToO i7TÄT1p 011, 
0611poxoviV. 
184 Dial. 110.2. 
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Christians being the True Israel. The patriarch Abraham is recalled to mind as 
receiving God's promise that he would be the father of many nations. It is stated that 
Christ called Abraham with his voice, and it is with this same voice that Christ calls 
the True Israel. "For that manner in which he (Abraham] believed the voice of God, it 
was reckoned to him as righteousness; in this same manner also we have believed the 
voice of God, which was spoken through the Apostles of Christ and through which it 
was further proclaimed to us by the Prophets. "185 Here the Apostles are said to have 
performed the same function as the Prophets, that is, they communicated knowledge 
of God. So, in Justin's thinking, there was no hierarchy of status between the Prophets 
and the Apostles, both communicated the voice of God. 
Thus, the Memoirs of the Apostles are witnesses to revelation. The Memoirs 
can be so described for two main reasons. First, they supply knowledge of God in a 
manner similar to the Prophets. ' 86 Second, as will be explained in more detail in the 
following section, the writers of the Memoirs pass the epistemological test of 
witnessing the Logos. 
V. The Logos as Revelation 
The crux of the relationship between the Prophets and the Apostles is located 
in the epistemological significance of seeing and hearing. In other words, the 
qualification of the Prophets for communicating revelation rested in the fact that they 
had seen and heard God. This is the key issue. The qualification of the Apostles rested 
in their witness to the Logos incarnate. This is shown in two ways. First, one of the 
old man's requirements for gaining true and accurate knowledge of anything, in this 
case God, was that the knowledge had to be communicated by someone who had 
'" Dial. 119.6 ÖV 'fdp Tp67TOV IKEIVOT Tt 4WVQ TOO AEOÜ inCaTEUaE Kat ikoytaO abT(C Etc 
SLKaLOaMV, TÖV 6T6V Tp6TTOV Ka. Y1J, LEic I CC)t' TOO OEOO, Tt SL& TE T(BV QTTOaTbXWV TOO 
XPLQTOÜ XaAfOELQ[1 TTdALV Kai. if BLQ T(BV TrPO T(iV "PUXAE(a Tj LV... 
186 Dial. 110.2. 
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heard from someone who had seen. 187 For this requirement the Apostles rested on the 
communication of the Prophets. They had seen and heard that which they 
communicated, therefore the Apostles were able to use their writings for gaining true 
and accurate knowledge of God. 
The second way in which the qualification of the Apostles rested in seeing and 
hearing is somewhat more significant and requires more explanation. This second 
demonstration is anchored in the event of Jesus Christ. Justin's Logos theology has a 
great deal of significance in Justin's understanding of truth. 188 The ultimate 
importance of the Logos, who is identified as Jesus, is seen in his incarnation in space 
and time. The Logos became human and fulfilled the will of the Father. 
In becoming human the Logos fulfilled the predictions of the Prophets. One of 
the functions of the Logos prior to the incarnation was to point to the coming of the 
full manifestation of the Logos through the Prophets. With the coming of the man, 
Jesus, that function of the Logos was no longer needed. With the incarnate Logos 
came the full manifestation of the Logos in Jesus Christ. ' 89 Justin expresses this full 
manifestation of the Logos through his concept of the "resting" of the spirit. 190 
In Dial. 87 Trypho requests of Justin an explanation of Isa 11: 1-3.191 The 
context of chap 86 indicates that Trypho's question stems from Justin's interpretation 
of the phrase which indicates that Jesus would come as a rod from the root of Jesse. 
Through this statement Justin finds Jesus prefigured in a number of different 
187 See Dial. 3,7 & 8. 
is' For a detailed presentation Justin's Logos theology see below, pp. 168-176. 
119 As opposed to a germ of the Logos which was the possession of every person. See pp. 133-135; 177; 
252-255. 
190 . A. Piper, "The Gospel According to Justin Martyr, " JR 61 (1961) 158. 
191 Dial. 87.2. "Explain tome the following words of Isaiah, `There shall come forth a rod out of Jesse, 
and a flower shall rise up out of his root. And the spirit of God shall rest upon him, the spirit of wisdom 
and understanding, the spirit of counsel and fortitude, the spirit of knowledge and piety; and he shall be 
filled with the spirit of the fear of the Lord. ' ". 
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scriptural references, 192 and ultimately fulfilled in his crucifixion on a cross made of 
wood. Thus, it is because Justin initially brought this passage in Isaiah into the 
discussion that Trypho desires to pursue it in Dial. 87. 
In Dial. 87 Trypho clarifies what he believes Justin to be saying-that Jesus 
already existed as God, that he was incarnate according to the will of God, and that he 
became human by the virgin. Trypho then asks his question: "How can it be 
demonstrated that he is able to be pre-existing, he who is filled with the Holy Spirit 
(as the word by Isaiah enumerates) as if he were in need of possessing this [Holy 
Spirit]? "193 Trypho sees a difficulty here with Justin's claim of pre-existence and 
Justin's interpretation of Isa 11. For if Jesus pre-existed as God then he lacked 
nothing. But, Isaiah states that the Holy Spirit would rest upon him, as though Jesus 
lacked the Spirit. 
Justin recognizes Trypho's difficulty and replies that these powers of the Spirit 
came upon Jesus, not because he stood in need of them, but because they would find 
their rest in him. 194 With the coming of Jesus all prophecy had ceased because he was 
the fulfillment or accomplishment of the spirit of prophecy, he was the new covenant 
(icaivr1 Sia9rjtcrl) which was previously announced by the Prophets. 195 This is why 
there are no more Prophets after the baptism of Jesus. ' 96 With the coming of the man 
Jesus, a goal or a fulfillment had been reached. In the will of God the incarnation of 
the Logos signified the accomplishment of humankind's redemption. 
The significance of this goal or fulfillment cannot be overstated, for it centers 
on the relationship of the Father and the incarnate Logos. This relationship is 
192 Ps 1: 3; 92: 12; Gen 18: 1; Ex 1527; Num 33: 9; Ps 23: 4; 2 King 6: 1-7; Gen 38: 25. 
197 Dial. 87.2 TrwS &'vaTal d1ro&Lxefi /al lrpou rczpXWv, 6aTLS SLa TLJV SuvdgcWV TOD TTVE6FLaTOS 
TOD C. yLOU, QS KQTapL8IEI 6 Xbyoc ML 'Haa(OU, TTXIPOÜTaL WS MC c TO&TWV jj dpxwv; 
194 Dial. 87.3. 
195 Dlal. 51.3. 
196 Dial. 51; 52.4; 87.3. 
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expressed by Justin in two ways. First, Justin is sure to retain the numerical distinction 
between the Father and the Logos. 197 The Logos is "different from God, the creator of 
all things; different, I mean, numerically but not in will. For I affirm that he has at no 
time ever done anything which he who created the world (above whom there is no 
other God) wished him to perform or associate with. "198 Second, even though he is 
sure to retain this numerical distinction, he is also sure to state that the Logos is to be 
worshipped as God. 199 The importance of the Logos is that through him humankind 
attains salvation, we come to God through the Logos. 200 But this salvation is not 
received by the Logos simply directing or pointing to the Father. The relationship 
between the Father and the Logos is much more intimate than that. There is no 
question that Jesus taught that which the Father willed to be taught. 201 But in certain 
places in the Dialogue the incarnate Logos himself is sometimes described by Justin 
as being the revelation of the Father to humankind. 
One description of the Logos employed by Justin is that of the Father 
begetting himself a certain rational Power, with this Power being indicated with 
various titles. Justin states, 
My friends, I will give to you another testimony from the scriptures. God 
begat a beginning before all creatures a rational power from himself, who is 
called by the Holy Spirit the Glory of the Lord, now also Son, now also 
Wisdom, now also Angel, now also God, now also Lord and Word-he even 
called himself Captain, when he appeared in human form to Joshua, son of 
Nun. For he possesses all these names because he serves the will of the Father 
and was also begotten by the will of the Father. 202 
197 Dial. 56; 61; 128; 129. 
198 Dial. 56.11 ETEpOS EQTL TOD T6 TidVTa TTOlýaaVTOT BEOD, dpt9g VyW &U OÜ yy61113' OÜ&V 
yap ýTjgt axröv TreTrpaXivaL TTOTi Yl QTrEp 6T 63 TÖV K6a. Lov iTOIfaag, 'ip BV MOT Ol1K 
EOTL k6s, ßEßoUXr raL Kai TrpQ al Kat 61, LXfpal. 
19° See e. g., Dial. 63.5; 74.3. 
200 Dial. 43.2; 64.3; 133.6. 
201 Dial. 76.3. 
202 Dial. 61.1 MapTÜplov & Kai dUO WV, ýiXol, ! #V, änb Twv ypa(pv &Saw, örl dpXhv 
TTp6 TTdVTWV TWV KTLO L dTWV 6 OE69 'YEytVVfKE S11Va11(V TLVa it iaUTOÜ XOyLOV, T TLS Kal 86a 
KUp(OU i)TTÖ TOD 1TVEl111aTOS TOD CLytOU KaXEITai, TTOTE & LOS, 1TOTt SE aO4Ia, TTOTe & äyyEXOT, 
TTOTt SE 86S, nOTi & KvpLOS Kai X6yos, TTOTý & dPXLUTpflTTfYOV EQUTÖV ÄEyEL, iv thOptiTOU 
NAp4I 4avtVTa T(, J TOD Nauf '17laOÜ' ? XEL yap TrdVTa TrpoaOvo. LdCE0aL IK TE TOD inmpETE V TO 
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The titles ascribed to the Logos are said to be appropriate because the Logos performs 
the Father's will and also because he was begotten by an act of the Father's will. 
These titles, therefore, all express Justin's understanding of the close relationship of 
the Logos with the Father. 203 The Logos witnesses to the Father, reveals the Father, 
and is paramount in the Father's plan of salvation. 
Near the end of the Dialogue Justin explains the function of this rational 
Power which is important for understanding revelation. In Dial. 128 Justin desires to 
teach that the Power was begotten of the Father and is distinct from the Father but that 
the relationship with the Father is still intimately maintained. As an illustration he 
points to fires being kindled from another. The enkindled fires are distinct from the 
original fire which, though it ignites many other fires, still remains the same 
undiminished fire. It is this close relationship, allegorized in the fire, which Justin 
retains as important in his concept of revelation. For the Power begotten by the Father 
(the Logos) announces the Father to humanity. 204 This Power has many titles, each 
corresponding to a particular function. For example, he is called Glory because he 
sometimes appears in visions that cannot be contained; is called man and human 
being because he appears in such forms as please the Father. But the Power functions 
as the Logos because "he carries communication from the Father to men. "205 It is 
important here that the "communication" (6gtkla) referred to in this context is that the 
Power, hence the Logos, does the will of the Father. Therefore, the communication is 
that which the Father wanted it to be. 
Exactly what the above communication consisted of in the form of the Logos 
has already been made clear to Trypho earlier in Dial. 69. There Justin uses Isa 35: 1-7 
TiaTpLK(il ßouXýJlaTt Ka' 4K TOO duo TOO TraTpOS OEXT JEL yE'YEWf cal. 
203 See, C. Stead, Divine Substance (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1977) 168-170. 
204 Dial. 128.2 Si' airy ý Tä Trap& TOD naTpbs TdILT di6pWTrols dyy? XXETaL 
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to show that the ones who were destitute of a knowledge of God, the Gentiles, would 
abandon their idols and put their hope in Jesus. After quoting the passage from Isaiah 
Justin explains, 
The fountain of living water which gushed forth from God on a land devoid of 
a knowledge of God, namely the land of the Gentiles, was this Christ, who 
also appeared to your offspring, and he healed those who from birth were 
disabled, deaf and lame in the body, causing them to leap, to hear and to see 
by his word. And by raising the dead and causing them to live he convinced 
men of the ascertainment of knowledge about him (God]. 06 
By becoming incarnate, the Logos provided knowledge of God to a people that were 
destitute of a knowledge of God. This knowledge of God was provided by the events 
and words surrounding the incarnate Logos and in his very person as the Logos of 
God. The Logos is the way to God. 207 
Much of the Dialogue records Trypho's objection to Justin's assertion that 
Jesus is the Christ. As the Christ Justin believes that he is intimately involved in the 
salvation of humankind. Indeed, the Son fulfilled the Father's plan of our 
redemption. 208 It is apparent that the watershed issue in the discussion between Justin 
and Trypho is over the messiahship of Jesus. Trypho simply cannot accept that the 
Christ is a suffering Christ 209 Justin employs an explanation of the events of the life 
of the incarnate Logos together with the prophecies made of him to convince Trypho 
that the one who did suffer is the one of whom the Prophets speak. This is succinctly 
exemplified in Dial 89. 
205 Dial. 128.2 Kai T&S irapä TOO TraTpöc öµla(ac $4pEL Tots aVep(L1OLS. 
206 Dial. 69.6 Ti yfl ÜÜaTOS CG TOS 'Rapä OEOÜ EV Tý ipi lltp 7V()CTEWS BEOO Tl. rZai ýAVWV yl 
QVE3XUQEV OÜTOS 6 XptO'TbS, ÖS Kai iV T(J 'YEVEL Oi. uiv 1r«#LVTaL, Kal TODS 4K 'YEVET S Kai. KaT& 
rv adpKa IM P69 Kai KW4OÜS Kal XWXObT IQQaTO, TÖV VhV QAXEO8aL, TÖV & Kal dKO1/ELV, TÖV 
SE Kai ÖpaV T4 Ä6y 6ToD TTOLTjaaS' Kal VEKpObT & dvaa n aaS Kat Cf Trou caS, Kal 8L& TWV 
Ep'yo v i5u0 1TEL TOÜS TOTE 6vTaS dv0pWTTouc iMYV(Vat a&T6v. 
207 See e. g., Dial. 30.3; 43.2; 49.8; 64.3. In Dial. 93 Justin makes reference to a knowledge in every 
type of man which knows adultery, fornication, murder, and soon being evil. Those who commit such 
acts are sinning. This reference to a conscience is the only place in the entire Dialogue with Trypho 
where Justin possibly discusses the subject of natural revelation. His silence on the matter is most 
likely due to his overriding christocentric purpose. 
208 Dial. 103.3. 
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`If, then, Christ was not meant to suffer, ' I said to him, ` and the Prophets not 
foretold that on account of the sins of the people he would be lead to death and 
be dishonored and scourged, and counted among the sinners, and be lead like a 
sheep to slaughter, whose birth, the Prophets makes known, no one can 
declare, then you might have cause to wonder. But, if these things are 
characteristic of him and disclose him to all, how can we not, with confidence, 
believe in him? Whoever understands the Prophets, upon simply hearing that 
he was crucified, will say that this is the one and none other. 
The above paragraph and quotation must be put. within the context that the 
actions of the Logos were all in accordance with the will of the Father. When this is 
done it can be seen that in these actions predicted by the Prophets, knowledge of 
God's plan was being revealed through the actions of the incarnate Logos. Because all 
that he did was in accordance with the will and plan of the Father, it logically follows 
that his life, death and crucifixion were within that plan as well. Thus in the event of 
his life, death and resurrection, the Logos fulfilled the Father's plan of humankind's 
redemption? " In so fulfilling the Father's plan the Logos was also revealing it 
through his actions. 
This intimate connection between the Father's will and its revelation through 
the incarnate logos is expressed through the oiicovoµta of the Father. Justin uses the 
term (and its derivatives) a total of thirteen times in the Dialogue212 Of these, seven 
are of special significance because Justin relates it to Christ's incarnation, birth, 
human life, and passion. 13 In its verbal form, oiKovoI. I means primarily 
209 Dial. 89.1. 
210 Dial. 89.3 EL 11EV 11TH E LEAAE 1TcIaXELV 6 XpLUT6s, 4nµi airrc Jry6,11r1& npOE-LTTOY OL 
TTpO4T Tat ÖTL Qhth TWV QVOI. LL(ilV TOD XaOÜ QX81iaETaL ELT edYaTOV Kai QTtg(. )0taETaL Kai 
[. aaTLXe1(ETaL Kal EV TOTS eLv6VOLT XOYLQ8TjaETaL Kai WS TTp6paTov ETtl Q4a fv QX8taETal, 
OÜ T6 ')'EVOS Ellj'y1 (JaO aL EXELV OÜSEVa 41jclu 6 TTPOý4T715, KaAW$ eire 8au11Q[ELV. EL SE TOÜT6 
EaTL TÖ XapaKTY)p(Cov aiTÖV Kai iräai 1U1Vt)OV, TT(ZS 6)(I Kai ýgEIS 8appoÜVTES 1TcmaTEt)Ka1. LEV 
dg 6T6v; Kal öaot VEVOT KaQL Ta TWV TTPOýTIT(BV, TOÜTOV 04GOUQLV, Ot, K allOV, EL 1t6VOV 
QKOIJQELaV ÖTL OÜTOT iaTaup( L VOS. 
211 See e. g., Dial. 30.3; 31.1; 34; 43; 45.3-4; 53; 60; 63; 67.6; 74; 76; 87.5; 92.6; 103.3; 110; 120.1; 
128; 136. 
212 30.3; 31.1; 45.4; 67.6; 87.5; 103.3; 107.3 (2x); 120.1; 125.2 134.2 (2x); 141.4. 
213 30.3; 31.1; 45.4; 67.6; 87.5; 103.3; 120.1. 
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administering or overseeing an office, like a bishopric or a civil community. 214 The 
noun thus carries the sense of administration or management. 215 But there is also an 
important theological use of term as a noun, and this is where Justin's use of the term 
becomes important in its relationship to revelation. 
Justin views God's otKovolta as his will and purposes-his plan for 
humanity. The OLKOVOµia is concerned with things as mundane as God's provision of 
the gourd to shelter Jonah from the heat 216 But ultimately the theological implications 
of the word are seen in its relationship to the incarnation, death, and resurrection of 
the Logos. "... He [the Logos] endured all these things not as if he were justified by 
them, but completing the dispensation [otKovop[av] which his Father, the Maker of all 
things, and Lord and God, wished him [to complete]. "217 God's o1KOVOgta is the 
explanation for Christ's suffering, 218 victory over demons, 219 the first and second 
advents, 220 the crucifixion, 221 and the entire incarnation. 222 All these are viewed as 
part of the plan (otKovoµia) of God. The otKOVOµta nd the will of the Father are 
thus synonymous with his plans and purposes. 
The implications of this for Justin are important. Although the Father and the 
Logos are numerically distinct, 223 the Logos always performs the will of the Father. 224 
21° For an explanation on the uses of the verb in the early Church see Prestige, God in Patristic 
Thought, 57-62. 
2'S For an explanation of the uses of the noun in the early Church see Prestige, God in Patristic 
Thought, 62-64. 
216 Dial. 107.3. 
217 Dial. 67.6. &)1A' 6X G)c 6LKaL6lIEVOV a11TÖV && TOllTWV 4Ip. oX6ynaa V1rO1LEl. EVTlK4Val TrtVTa, 
d)aä Trio oiKOVOµiav dhrapT(CovTa, ýv I8EÄEV 6 TTaTI p a&rot Kal T41V ÖXWV 1rolfTýS KaL KlJPLOS 
Kai AEÖS. 
218 DiaL 30.3; 31.1; 67.6; 103.3. 
219 Dial. 30.3; 45.4. 
220 Dial. 31.1; 45.4. 
22' Dial. 103.3. 
222 Dial. 67.6; 87.5. 
223 Dial. 56; 61; 128; 129. 
224 Dial. 56; 61.1; 76.3. 
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This is why the Logos becomes so essential in Justin's thinking. The Logos is with 
God at creation, throughout the lives of the patriarchs, and in the theophonies 225 But, 
this same Logos became incarnate through the will of the Father, 226 and ministers 
according to the will of the Father. 227 This same Logos was also proclaimed as the 
new covenant by the Prophets. 28 The incarnate Logos "announcess229 God to 
humanity and "carries communications230 from the Father to humanity. In fact, now 
that the Logos has become incarnate, humanity comes to God through him because he 
fulfilled the Father's plan of redemption. 231 It is through the incarnate Logos that 
those destitute of a knowledge of God would attain knowledge of the Father because 
he is related to the Father in will and purpose. 232 
Thus, the otKovopia, redemption, and revelation are closely connected. The 
plan of the Father was redemption accomplished through the Logos. This is why there 
are no more Prophets after the baptism of Jesus-after his baptism the Prophets had 
nothing to announce since the incarnate Logos is that to which they pointed. 233 The 
Logos is the revelation of the Father. The plan of the Father was redemption through 
the Logos. Since this Logos is the previously announced new covenant, he renders the 
old covenant obsolete and necessitates a new interpretation of the OT scriptures 234 
The Logos reveals God's oiKOVOµta to humanity. 
The knowledge that was communicated by the Logos about the Father and his 
plan is revelation. Because the will of the Logos is exactly the same as the will of the 
Father who sent him, that which the Logos reveals about the Father is that which the 
225 Dial. 56-58; 61-64; 86; 87; 113; 128. 
226 Dial. 56.11; 61.1-2; 101.1; 102.5; 127.4. 
227 Dial. 56; 61.1; 76.3. 
22$ Dial. 51.3. 
229 dyyWJUETat DiaL 128.2. 
230 bµtXtaS MMPEL Dial. 128.2. 
231 Dial. 30.3; 43.2; 49.8; 64.3; 102; 103.3; 133.6. 
232 Dial. 69.9. 
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Father wanted revealed. The knowledge is therefore ultimately revealed by the Father. 
Justin emphasizes this intimate relationship. The relationship is dependent upon the 
will of the Father for it is he who accomplishes his purposes. But his will and 
purposes are accomplished ultimately through his Power which is revealed in the 
incarnate Logos. "For he who is ignorant of Him is likewise ignorant of God's 
purpose, and he who insults and hates him clearly also hates and insults Him who sent 
Him. And he who does not believe in Him does not believe the words of the Prophets, 
who spoke the good news and proclaimed him to all men. "23S 
God's purpose is revealed through the coming of the incarnate Logos. While it 
is true that the Prophets gave us a certain amount of knowledge about God, they also 
predicted a further and more significant knowledge. The Apostles saw, heard, and 
experienced that which the Prophets predicted. With Christ the salvation of God 
through his Logos was made plain for all humankind. With the Logos, God's total 
purpose was revealed. It is this to which the Apostles bear witness and communicate 
in writing. Their writings, therefore, are linked with revelation-they communicate 
knowledge about God and his purposes, which rest in the person of the incarnate 
Logos. But more importantly, the Logos himself is revelation, for in his very person 
he carries the will of the Father and it is through him that humankind understands 
God's plan of salvation and attains life. 
The Logos appeared for the purpose of revealing the will and message of 
God. 236 But Justin does not present the Logos as revealing this message and will only 
at the incarnation. The revealing Logos is pervasive throughout salvation history. He 
233 Dial. 51; 52.4; 87.3. 
234 See Chapter 4. 
2" Dial. 136.3 6 'Y &P TOÜTOV d)'VOWV dyVOEI at ß0UXhV TOD AEOÜ, at 6 TOÜTOV Üßpl{WV at 
4LLQWV Kai Trg[L 5cwTa 6f XOV 8TL Kai µlaEl Kal if3pl[El' Kai El Ol! ITLQTECEL TLS EIS d-r6v, o, 
TrLaTEllEL TOTS TccV TTp41IT6V K1jpf yjiaai TOTS abTÖV EIJa*y'(CXLaaµIVOIS Kai KYrp aawV EiS 
Trcdvrac. 
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is thus an agent in creation, 237 and is active throughout the time of the patriarchs as 
the theophanies of God, thus revealing knowledge about God even then 238 But the 
goal of the revelation of God through the Logos is found in his incarnation where 
God's plan is made manifest in the person of Jesus. Justin's concept of the Logos as 
God's revelation can thus be seen as a process which is gradually unfolded in 
history239 
VI. Salvation 
In the preceding sections on the Witnesses to Revelation and The Logos as 
Revelation several references have been made to the significance of salvation in Justin 
Martyr's thinking. In this vein, the knowledge contained in the Prophets was a witness 
that regarded salvation and a witness to Christ. 240 The Apostles performed the same 
function as the Prophets, they witnessed saving knowledge of God. With the coming 
of the man Jesus, a goal had been reached. In the oiKOVOµta of God the incarnation of 
the Logos signified the accomplishment of humankind's redemption. In light of this 
larger section on the Witnesses to Revelation and the Logos as Revelation24, it could 
be stated that central to them is salvation. In other words, it appears that Justin is 
positing the reception of salvation as the central purpose of the Logos incarnate, while 
the central purpose of the Prophets and the Apostles was the communication of this 
event. 
If this is the case, the question quite naturally arises regarding the meaning of 
salvation for Justin. It is certainly more than just a curious incongruity that of the two 
reasons which Justin himself gives for his conversion to Christianity, neither are the 
236 Osborn, Justin Martyr, 41. 
231 Dial. 61-64. 
21 Dial. 56-58; 86; 87; 113; 128. 
239 Story, The Nature of Truth in "The Gospel of Truth" and in the Writings of Justin Martyr, 100. 
240 Dial. 8. 
241 Pp. 74-96. 
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result of conviction of sin as a state of corruption. 42 Rather, Justin has little concern 
for inherited guilt or original sin. In fact, in the pre-Nicene church, there is 
remarkably little elaboration of the doctrine of salvatjon 243 Indeed, the great creedal 
statements of the early Church show no elaboration on any specific theory of the 
atonement 
. 
244 "The development of the Church's ideas about the saving effects of the 
incarnation was a slow, long drawn-out process. Indeed, while the conviction of 
redemption through Christ has always been the motive force of Christian faith, no 
final and universally accepted definition of the manner of its achievement has been 
formulated to this day. 11245 
Some have explained that the reason for this lack of elaboration is because the 
early church was so certain that the life and death of Christ had effected an atonement 
between God and humanity. This was the very heart and strength of Christians from 
the earliest days so "they did not need to theorize about it; they were content to know 
and feel it s246 This explanation has lead some to pursue the issue further. 24' If this is 
done, two reasons may be posited as to why there is an absence of a developed theory 
of the atonement in the early Church. 248 
242 The first reason Justin gives for his conversion, as recorded in the prologue of the Dialogue With 
Trypho, is that the respectable old man by the sea had convinced him of the necessity of the 
Prophets 
and Apostles in his search for the true philosophy. The second reason Justin gives for his conversion, as 
recorded in I Apol. 12.1, was the courage that Christian converts were displaying in the m'dst of 
terrible persecution. 
243 For example, Origen dwells at length with many Christian doctrines but nowhere does he 
deal 
specifically with the death of Christ and its significance for salvation. The same is true of 
Greek 
theology in general. t 244 See J. Mclntrye, The Shape ofSoteriology: Studies in the Doctrine of the Death of Cý 
(Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1992) 1-3. McIntyre calls this lack of a specific theory of the death of Christ a 
"stumbling-block" to definitive understanding. 
245 J. N. D. Kelly, Early Christian Doctrines (rev. ed.; San Francisco: Harper Collins, 1978) 163. 
246 J. F. Bethune-Baker, An Introduction to the Early History of Christian Doctrine to the 
Time 
of the 
Council of Chalcedon (London: Methuen & Co. Ltd., 1963) 327. See also, L. W Grensted' 
hopf 
History of the Doctrine of the Atonement (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1962) 
11 It was 
not in theory but in life that the Living Fact approved itself to men, and so it is natural that 
the early 
days of the Church should be marked by emphasis on the Atonement as fact. " 
247 McIntyre, The Shape ofSoteriology, 7-8. 
218 McIntyre, The Shape ofSoteriology, 8-16. 
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The first reason lies in the eucharistic liturgies of the early Church. The strong 
connection of the death of Christ and the forgiveness of sins is central in these 
liturgies that derive from the institution narrative of I Cor 11: 23-34. In the eucharist 
the sacrificial death of Christ was grasped because of the meaning attached to it in the 
institution of the eucharist by Christ. The significance of this for our purpose here is 
that once it is understood that the eucharist was central to Christian worship249 we see 
that thinking about the atonement was more integral to the worship life of the Church 
than the thought life of the theologians. Thus, thinking about a systematic theory of 
the atonement was not necessary as it was an assumed pillar in the worship of the 
Church. At issue here is the difference between something said and something 
done. 250 If the atonement was seen as articulated in the worship of the church, the 
people felt no need to investigate it further. 
The second reason for the absence of a developed theory of the atonement in 
the early Church is the absence of any protracted heretical attacks on established 
soteriological positions. In the early Church, the doctrine of the atonement did not see 
the same level of controversy and doctrinal focus as controversy about the Son's 
relationship to the Father, as at Nicaea (325) and Constantinople (381), or the 
controversy concerning the nature of the Son, as at Chalcedon (451). This lack of 
controversy, or attack on doctrine, concerning the atonement simply did not force 
to 
Church to systematically articulate that which was being pictured in her worship. 
In 
fact, the history of theology shows us that it was controversy that forced the ChurOh 
to 
formulate the doctrine of the atonement in a more systematic manner. 5 
249 "the eucharist was Christian worship... ", McIntyre, The Shape of Soteriology , 10. 
250 G. Dix, The Shape of the Lturgy (Westminster: Dacre Press, 1947) 12. d 
291 McIntyre, (The Shape ofSoteriology, 15-25) discusses the three main issues that eventually forc1e 
the Church to formulate a position: (1) Anselm's Cur Deus-homo?; (2) The Reformation, and; (3) 
traditional metaphysical transcendental expressions of the attributes of God. 
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Justin belongs to this age of an undeveloped doctrine of the atonement. His 
description of the eucharist is testimony to the importance of it in early Christian 
worship. 252 But Justin does not present the reader with a systematic and organized 
presentation of the purpose of the incarnation. His concerns are not the concerns of 
later theology and the implications of his beliefs have not been scrutinized by the 
passage of time and the development of doctrine. 
99 
There is really only a cluster of passages in all of Justin's extant writings that 
give us indication of his doctrine of the atonement-of creation, the Fall and sin, and 
redemption. Of this cluster, two stand out as particularly relevant. The first, which 
appears in 1 Apology, is helpful as the focal point for understanding his doctrine of 
creation, while the other, in the Dialogue with Trypho, is helpful as the focal point for 
understanding his doctrines of the Fall and sin, and redemption. I shall quote both 
here. 
And we have been taught that He [God] in the beginning did of his goodness, 
for man's sake create all things out of unformed matter; and if men by their 
works show themselves worthy of His design, they are deemed worthy, and so 
we have received-of reigning in company with Him, being delivered from 
corruption and suffering. For as in the beginning He created us when we were 
not, so do we consider that, in like manner, those who choose what is pleasing 
to him are, on account of their choice, deemed worthy of incorruption and of 
fellowship with Him. For the coming into being at first was not in our own 
power; and in order that we may follow those things which please Him, 
choosing them by means of the rational faculties He has Himself endowed us 
with, He both persuades and leads us to faith. And we think it for the 
advantage of all men that they are not restrained from learning these things, 
but are even urged thereto. For the restraint which human laws could not 
effect, the Word, inasmuch as He is divine, would have effected, had not the 
wicked demons, taking as their ally the lust of wickedness which is in every 
man, and which draws variously to all manner of vice, scattered many false 
and profane accusations, none of which attach to us. 53 
Now we know that he [Jesus] did not go to the river because he stood in need 
of baptism, or of the descent of the Spirit like a dove; even as he submitted to 
be born and to be crucified, not because he needed such things, but because of 
is: 1 Apol. 66. 
253 ! Apol. 10.2-6. English translation of Justin's Apologies are from A. Roberts and J. Donaldson 
(eds. ), Ante-Nicene Fathers (10 Vols.; Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1994) 1.159.193. 
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the human race, which from Adam had fallen under the power of death and the 
guile of the serpent, and each one of which had committed personal 
transgression. For God, wishing both angels and men, who were endowed with 
free will, and at their own disposal, to do whatever he had strengthened each 
to do, made them so, that if they chose the things acceptable to himself, he 
would keep them free from death and from punishment; but that if they did 
evil, he would punish each as he sees fit 254 
A. Creation 
Justin really says three things about the creation of the world: 255 God made it, 
he made it for humanity, and he made it out of formless matter. These three are quite 
explicitly stated above in the quotation from 1 Apology. The first two points, that God 
made the world, and that he made it for humanity find little conflict with later eastern 
theology. 56 
The third of the three points above is where the difference lies between later 
eastern theology and Justin. Whereas Athanasius puts great stress on creation ex 
nihilo, 257 with Justin ex nihilo creation is absent. So, once again, from the passage in 1 
Apology Justin states that God created things "out of unformed matter. "2S8 
Also helpful in this regard is Justin's most extended account of creation. 
And that you may learn that it was from our teachers-we mean the account 
given through the prophets-that Plato borrowed his statement that God, 
having altered matter which was shapeless, made the world, hear the very 
words spoken through Moses, who, as above shown, was the first prophet, and 
of greater antiquity of than the Greek writers; and through whom the Spirit of 
prophecy, signifying how and from what materials God at first formed the 
254 Dial. 88.4. 
255 Osborn, Justin Martyr, 45. 
zsa These two points are also stated in other passages of Justin. Dial. 11.1, "There will never be, 
Trypho, nor has there ever been from eternity (I thus addressed him), any other except the one who 
created and arranged all. " 2 Apol. 4.2, "We have been taught that God did not make the world 
aimlessly, but for the sake of the human race. " 
257 Athanasius, Inc. 1-9. 
25S The assertion of creation from unformed matter is also stated in ! Apol. 67.7 where Justin, in 
explaining the weekly worship of Christians, states, "But Sunday is the day on which we all hold our 
common assembly, because it is the first day on which God, having wrought a change in the darkness 
and matter, made the world; " This creation from unformed matter is also extended to humanity in Dial. 
62.2 where after quoting Gen 1: 26-27 to support his belief that the Logos was present with God at 
creation, Justin says to Trypho, "And that you may not change [the force of the] words just quoted, and 
repeat what your teachers assert, -either that God said to himself, 'Let us make, ' just as we, when 
about to do something, often say to ourselves, `Let us make; ' or that God spoke to the elements, to wit, 
the earth and other similar substances of which we believe man was formed, 'Let us make, '... " 
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world spake thus: "In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth. And 
the earth was invisible and unfurnished, and darkness was upon the face of the deep; and the Spirit of God moved over the waters. And God said, Let there be 
light; and it was so. " So that both Plato and they who agree with him, and we 
ourselves, have learned, and you also can be convinced that by the word of 
God the whole world was made out of the substance spoken of before by 
Moses. And that which the poets call Erebus, we know was spoken of 
formerly by Moses. 259 
While this may be Justin's most extended account of creation, it still does not give an 
extended explanation on creation. According to Justin, Plato followed Moses in his 
account of creation. Plato clearly taught that the cosmos was created out of formless 
matter. 260 Justin identifies the formless state of the world as üar1v äµop4ov (shapeless 
matter). Order came through the word of God. Unfortunately, Justin does not 
specifically address the question of whether matter existed eternally in antithesis to 
God or whether God created the formless matter himself and then made it into the 
phenomenal world 
. 
261 For Justin creation is defined with reference to God's work of 
salvation. God creates and sustains the world so that humanity may turn to him and 
grasp the salvation offered through Christ 262 
B. Fall and Sin 
In the passage from Dial. 88 quoted above Justin indicates his doctrine of the 
Fall, inadequate as it is. 263 A number of things need to be highlighted in this regard. 
First, Justin asserts that humanity since Adam had fallen under the power of death. 
259 1 Apol. 59. 
260 Plato, Tim. 29-30; 32; 51. 
261 For the relationship between Hellenic understanding of creation and Justin's understanding seer 
May, Creatio Ex Nihilo, 120-133. 
262 1 Apol. 10.2-6; 2 Apol. 4.2; 5.2; Dial. 41.1. 
263 One cannot speak of a systematic doctrine of the Fall in Justin. He makes no exact reference to the 
causal link between humanity's first sin and the sin of Adam's posterity. As will be shown in the 
present section, Justin does, in some sense regard the sin of Adam as having some effect on the hamog 
race, but the specifics of this influence is not exegeted. Indeed, Justin makes more reference to the dens 
influence of evil demons in the sin of humanity than to Adam's sin. See also, N. P. Williams, The 
of the Fall and of Original Sin: ,4 Historical and Critical Study (London: Longmans, Green and Co' 
Ltd., 1927) 171-175. 
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Second, humanity is given moral freedom or free will to choose whatever he or she 
desires. Third, the serpent is the responsible agent for leading humanity astray. 
The first point, that humanity had fallen under the penalty of death, is linked to 
the latter two. Justin asserts that humanity has moral freedom to choose. This we can 
see in the two particularly relevant passages quoted above. So, in 1 Apol. 10.2-6 Justin 
states that men choose things on account of their own choice. And Dial. 88.4 shows 
that even though humanity had fallen under the power of death since Adam because 
of the serpent, it is still an act of personal transgression through humanity's moral 
freedom 
. 
264 It is important to point out here that in Dial. 88 Adam's sin is mentioned 
not as the cause of human sin, but as marking the origin of human sin and death? 6s 
This is significant because it indicates Justin's view of original sin. In Justin, because 
humanity is endowed with moral freedom, there is no inherited sinfulness apart from 
our chosen acts of sin. "The sin of Adam is typical of our sin; the sins of our ancestors 
result in an evil atmosphere into which we must be born, a constant evil influence in 
which we must grow up, there is no inherited guilt, and no racial depravity aside from 
"266 the totality of individual offences. 
1 ApoL 10.4 indicates that by virtue of the rational powers God has given 
humanity we have the choice of living a life which is acceptable to God or not. As a 
result, we are without excuse in God's eyes when we do wrong. 267 Sin, therefore is 
not choosing to live for God according to the reason implanted in humanity-an 
erroneous belief and ignorance of what is good 
. 
268 But if humanity is originally 
created with this knowledge of right and wrong, and the complete freedom to choose, 
=64 Other passages which Justin asserts humanity's moral freedom include / Apol. 28.3; Dial. 124.3; 
140.4 141. 
265 Barnard, Justin Martyr, 115. 
266 Goodenough, The Theology of Justin Martyr, 227. 
267 I Apol 28.3. 
268 See Dial. 28.4; 141.1; 2 Apol. 14.1. 
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why do we choose the wrong? The answer given by Justin is hinted at in the above 
quoted Dial. 88.4, where he states humanity had fallen under the power of death and 
the guile of the serpent. Justin asserts that demons are to blame for the fact that 
humanity chooses evil over good. 269 So, the underlying suggestion in Dial. 88 is that 
the sin of Adam and Eve, which consisted of a yielding to the devil's coaxing words, 
is the proto-type for humanity's sin. 270 "The human race has fallen under the power of 
death and guile of the serpent from the time of Adam (not from the offense of Adam), 
and each member of the race has committed personal transgression. Men and angels 
alike are free to make their own decision on the important question. That is, the 
activity of the serpent began with Adam and has continued ever since that 
time"271Thus, man is a sinner because he allows the demons to lead him into 
rebellion against the Law of God which every man has within him as a part of the 
divine equipment in life. 272 Salvation is needed because his rebellion has made him 
like the demons and worthy to share in their condemnation. 73 
Here, then we have the belief that the Fall is not an inherited guilt from Adam, 
but rather a choice every human makes to sin. Sin is rebellion against God, not a state 
of corruption. This sin results in punishment-eternal damnation. So, Justin looks for 
a salvation that will remove this penalty of sin and ensure escape from hell. 
C. Redemption 
The salvation of humanity is certainly wrapped up in the incarnation for 
Justin. But it appears as though the primary purpose of the incarnation was didactic. 
In other words, the primary purpose of Christ's coming to save men from evil deeds 
169 l Apol. 5.2; 2 Apol. 5.3f.; 17.2f. 
270 Kelly, Early Christian Doctrines, 167. 
271 Goodenough, The Theology of Justin Martyr, 228. 
272 Dial. 141.1. 
273 Goodenough, The Theology of Justin Martyr, 228. 
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and powers is to teach assured truth274 So, Christ came to impart saving knowledge21s 
which consisted of the realization of the oneness of God and the belief in a moral 
law. 276 In Justin men are saved primarily in two ways. 277 First Christ saves as teacher. 
Since the demons had lead astray humanity we have only a dim understanding until 
the incarnation of the Logos. With the coming of the Logos humanity has the whole 
truth. 278 Second, Christ saves by his cross and resurrection. Justin makes this claim 
more than any other Apologist of the second century. 279 He makes it clear that 
Christ's death and resurrection is a triumph over the demons280 and this makes the 
demons subject to Christ281 Thus, the reason why humanity needs this revelation of 
the redeeming work of Christ as teacher is that the defeat of Jesus over the demons 
and the didactic content of his truth actually brings about a real moral change in the 
heart of the believer. 282 
Justin's many references to the cross and the resurrection are a frustrating 
thing to the interpreter of Justin. He often refers to them as central to our salvation but 
fails to fit them specifically into his theology of the atonement. 283 In this regard, 
Barnard and Chadwick each state it quite succinctly, 
The significance of Justin's statements about the Cross should not be 
underestimated. In strict logic his philosophical presupposition, which 
controlled his intellectual apprehension of Christianity, had no place for any 
objective theory of the Atonement. The fact that he has so much to say about 
the cross and what it had effected is a strong proof that the Church of his day 
27' 1 Apol. 23.2; 2 Apol. 9. Barnard, Justin Martyr, 122. 
275 Dial. 18.2; 11.2; cf. 43.1; 51.3. 
276 1 Apol. 12-19. Kelly, Early Christian Doctrines, 196. 
27 Barnard, Justin Martyr, 122-125. 
2" See below, pp 168-178. 
279 Barnard, Justin Martyr, 124. For example see I Apol. 32; 56; 63; 2 Apol. 13; Dial. 13; 40; 49; 54; 
86; 94-96; 98; 103; 111; 115; 116; 143; 137; 138. 
280 / Apol. 46; 2 Apol. 6; Dial. 91; 131. 
281 Dial. 30. 
282 1 Apol. 23.2; Dial. 30.3; 83.4. 
283 Goodenough (The Theology of Justin Martyr, 258) states "Justin may have connected the cross with 
the breaking of the power of the demons because of the conspicuous part which the Cross played in 
exorcisms. The formula of exorcism which JM has preserved lays great stress upon the crucifixion 
(Dial. 85.2 cf. 30.3)... But just how Justin conceived that the Cross achieved this victory is not 
explained. " 
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held this belief. Its faith rested not only on the Word of truth which Christ had 
spoken but also on the redemption which he had wrought by his death and 
resurrection. Christ's power lay not only in his character and example; not 
only in his power to inflame and illuminate the hearts of men; but in what he 
was believed to have done for men on the cross. Justin accepted this faith as 
fundamental although it did not easily fit into the philosophy which he had 
imbibed. Justin is thus revealed as one who accepted, in this connection 
without question, the traditional faith of the Church. 284 
Justin's theology deserves the epithet "popular" in the sense that he wants to 
stress the points prominent in the mind of ordinary Christian folk with a 
practical concern for moral responsibility and a devotion quickened to life by 
the dramatic story of the divine acts of redemption through Christ and the 
work of the spirit. His faith is juxtaposed with an open optimism towards 
Greek philosophy, and he seems hardly to be aware of a deep tension between 
the two 285 
VII. Summary and Conclusion 
Justin's study of philosophy directed him to seek a revelation of God. 
Philosophy's task is to inquire about God. Only God himself is without beginning and 
end. Thus, in apophatic theology Justin found one of the main ideas that shaped his 
idea of revelation. God is the cause of all, and everything that exists does so as a 
result of his will and purposes. God himself must necessarily take the step of 
revealing his character to whomever he wills. 
Justin's concept of revelation as it is presented in Dialogue with Trypho has 
been examined through three main concepts. First, it was stated that revelation is 
closely related to epistemology-the issue of the nature and source of knowledge. 
Justin's interest in philosophy gave him an interest about where he could discover 
knowledge about God, for this was the goal of his philosophy. Before his meeting 
with the old man Justin believed he could attain knowledge about God through 
Middle Platonic philosophy. But the old man showed him the epistemological 
significance of the Prophets. In contrast to the Plato, the Prophets had actually seen 
284 Barnard, Justin Martyr, 125. See also Kelly, Early Christian Doctrines, 170. 
285 H. Chadwick, "Justin Martyr's Defence of Christianity, " BJRL 47 (1965) 293. 
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and heard God. Thus, the Prophets were qualified to communicate knowledge about 
God because they had witness to him. 
Second, in the section on the Witnesses to Revelation, the places where one 
can find witness to God was examined. As mentioned above, the Prophets were an 
obvious place to look. But there was also a brief discussion surrounding the Memoirs 
of the Apostles as places in which this witness could be attained. The connection 
between the Prophets and the Memoirs of the Apostles was made clear with the 
conclusion that the Apostles are held in high esteem because they bear witness to the 
events that the Prophets foretold. As reliable records of the events of Jesus' life they 
recount that which the Prophets predicted would occur. 
But the significance of the Memoirs of the Apostles does not lie solely in their 
function as historical records. More importantly, it rests in the fact that they saw and 
heard the ultimate revelation of God-the incarnation of the Logos. The Apostles 
witnessed that to which the Prophets pointed. The Apostles thus fulfill the criteria by 
which knowledge of God may be attained and communicated. They heard from the 
Prophets who had seen God, but more importantly, they actually saw God's will and 
plan for salvation played out before their very eyes. In other words, through the 
incarnate Logos the Apostles saw the fulfillment of God's will in his very being, and 
in his actions. He is the ultimate revelation of God because by becoming incarnate the 
Logos performed the Father's will thus providing knowledge to the Apostles. As 
witnesses to this action the Apostles were thus qualified to communicate the 
revelation of God to humankind. The Logos was also seen as a progressive revelation 
throughout God's salvation history. He was an active agent throughout God's 
oiKovogta which culminated in his becoming the manifestation of God's power. 
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Because the Prophets and the Memoirs of the Apostles witnesses to God they 
pass the "epistemological test", they are therefore qualified to communicate this 
witness to humankind. The Prophets saw and predicted, the Apostles heard the 
Prophets and witnessed the events which they predicted. The process is revealed in 
their writings. But the goal of revelation is the Logos, culminating in his becoming 
incarnate. The agency of the Logos in the oLKOVOµta of God thus reveals God's plan 
for humankind's salvation. 
The incarnation of the Logos incarnate allowed humankind to see God's plan 
of salvation acted out as event in space and time. All that was pointed in the old Law 
and the Prophets was fulfilled in the event of the incarnation of the Logos. The tiny 
nation of Israel, in effect, provided the stage for the event of Jesus. 286 
In Justin's concept of revelation both the event of Jesus and the 
communication of his coming (Prophets and Memoirs) have a place. The incarnation 
was an event limited in space and time but not limited in its significance for salvation. 
This significance for salvation necessitates its communication which, in turn, allows 
those who predicted and those who witnessed this event to speak concerning the 
revelation of God. 
286 A similar expression of this concept can be found in M. Muggeridge, "The Universe Provides a 
Stage: Jesus is the Play, " in G. Barlow (ed. ), Vintage Muggeridge. Religion and Society (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1985) 35-43. 
CHAPTER TWO 
The Concept of Truth in Dialogue with Trypho 
I. Truth in Its Second Century Context 
The concept of truth is a rather slippery one to grab hold of. It is not necessary 
here to delve into the modern discussion on this issue. But we would certainly be 
remiss to ignore the concept of truth in the era of Justin Martyr. It is highly probable 
that Justin retained a love for truth that was also the possession of Plato. Plato stressed 
the love of truth as the essential aim of the philosopher. It is truth that should be 
honored above all else. ' A love for truth and hatred of falsehood should thus dominate 
the life of the philosopher? 
It is certainly proper for the Christian to agree with the biblical assertion that 
Jesus is truth. But the question of the truth of the Christian faith and the reason why 
Jesus is that truth cannot be answered by this simple assertion. An accurate 
understanding of truth from the Christian perspective in the second century entails a 
brief look at the context in which the issue arose. This context is encompassed by the 
influence of three strands of thought-Hebrew thought, Platonic thought, and NT 
thought. 
Justin, I Apol. 3.6; Plato, Rep. 595. 
2 Plato, Rep. 585. 
3 John 14: 6. 
W. Pannenberg, "What is Truth? " in idem., Basic Questions in Theology: Collected Essays (2 Vols.; 
ET G. H. Kehm; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1971) 2.2. 
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A. Truth in Hebrew Thought 
The Hebrew concept of truth is usually described as characteristically 
concerned with history. 5 The Hebrew term rr (truth) is both a legal and a religious 
term 6 In law, it suggests veracity in speech, as well as correspondence to facts. In 
religion, the term is used in connection with God being rich in faithfulness and truth 
in relation to his promises. Thus, two things are implied: 7 (1) In the OT, truth points 
to what has occurred or what will occur in history8 and, (2) the God who deals in truth 
calls for men to respond in like manner. 9 In other words, "... it is God's promises 
which may be considered as ultimate truth, and these promises coincide with the goal 
or fulfillment in history. It is in short an eschatalogical truth which orients the human 
spirit towards the future. s10 
In the Hebrew understanding, the truth about God and who he is is revealed to 
humankind in historical events through his promises. This truth evokes relationships 
with humanity calling forth a response. The response is seen as an attitude of faith 
based on truth, i. e. the fact that God will carry out his promises., I Truth, therefore, is a 
Divine power that anticipates a future fulfillment. The Hebrew conception of truth is 
thus not only eschatological, but ontological as well. 12 It is ontological in that it 
reveals the nature of God and the way God communicates his truth to man. It is 
eschatological in that it anticipates the unfolding of God's purposes for the world. 
5 C. I. K. Story, The Nature of Truth in "The Gospel of Truth" and in the Writings ofJustin Martyr 
(NovTSup 25; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1970) 181; J. D. Zizioulas, Being as Communion: Studies in 
Personhood and the Church (Contemporary Greek Theologians 4; Crestwood, NY: St. Vladimir's 
Seminary Press, 1997) 68. 
6 G. Quell, "darieeta, dXriOi 
, 
dXr1OLv63, dXr106w" in G. Kittel (ed. ), Theological Dictionary of the 
New Testament (l0 Vols.; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1964,1.232-237. 
7 Story, The Nature of Truth in "The Gospel of Truth" and in the Writings of Justin Martyr, 181. 
H. F. von Soden, "Was ist Wahrheit? Vom geschichtlichen Begriff der Wahrheit" (Marburg: N. G. 
Elwert'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1927) 14. 
von Soden, "Was ist Wahrheit? ", 14. 
10 Zizioulas, Being as Communion, 68. 
" 0. Procksch, Theologie des Alten Testaments (Gütersloh: C. Bertalsman, 1950) 606. 
12 Story, The Nature of Truth in "The Gospel of Truth" and in the Writings of Justin Martyr, 184-188. 
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In Platonic thought, truth is intimately connected with the theory of Forms and 
the Good. This connection is best seen through the three comparisons that Plato uses 
to highlight the various aspects of his epistemology. In addition to the analogy 
discussed in Chapter 1 of the Cave, 13 Plato also used two others-the Divided Line14 
and the Simile of the Sun. 's Since the Analogy of the Cave was already discussed the 
focus here will be on the latter two. In so doing the point will be made that truth for 
Plato may only be found in the realm of Forms which is ultimately found in the Good. 
1. The Divided Line 
The Divided Line is used by Plato to illustrate the relationship of knowledge to 
opinion, reality to appearance, metaphysics to epistemology, and the worlds of Being 
and Becoming. 16 Basically, the Divided line distinguishes between degrees or levels 
of knowledge with the four metaphysical levels of reality corresponding to four 
epistemological ways of apprehending them. In a schematic, the comparison would 
look something like this: '7 
" See above, pp. 51-53. 
" Plato, Rep. 509-511. 
's Plato, Rep. 506-509. 
16 Plato, Rep. 508E-509A. 
"Adapted from F. Copleston, A History of Philosophy (9 vols.; new rev. ed.; Garden City, NY: Image 
Books, 1962) 1.1.176; D. J. Soccio, Archetypes of Wisdom: An Introduction to Philosophy (2nd ed.; 
Belmot, CA: Wadsworth, 1995) 155. 
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The concept herein explained is the development of the human mind on its 
way from ignorance to knowledge which lies over the two fields of Opinion (3Ö a) 
and Knowledge (EirLvrnjµr1). It is only the latter that can properly be termed 
Knowledge. Opinion is said to be concerned with images (EtKövcc), while 
Knowledge, at least in the higher forms, is concerned with originals or archetypes 
(apXaL)" 18 
This development of the human mind from ignorance to knowledge is 
movement through "levels of awareness. s19 The lowest level of awareness is the level 
of illusion (Eiicaata, D in the schematic). This realm is not always inhabited but we 
occasionally slip into it purposely when we watch magic shows or go to the movies. 
But Plato says that we can also slip into illusion without being aware of it when our 
" Copleston, A History of Philosophy, 1.1.176. 
19 Cf., Soccio, Archetypes of Wisdom, 136-137. 
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opinions are based solely on appearances, unanalyzed impressions, uncritically 
inherited beliefs, and unevaluated emotions. 
The second level of awareness is that of Perception (Tr(QTLV, C in the 
schematic). The objects of the Perception level are the real objects corresponding to 
the Images and Shadows of the line. Perception involves a wider range of opinions 
about what most of us think of as reality. These Opinions are based on observations of 
physical objects as distinguished from the level of Illusion which is based on beliefs, 
impressions, or emotions. Of this line Plato includes "the animals which we see, and 
everything that grows or is made 
.,, 
20 The implication here is that, for example, the 
man whose only idea of a horse is that of particular real horses, and who does not see 
that particular horses are imperfect imitations of the ideal horse, that is, the universal, 
is at the level of Perception. He has no real knowledge of the horse, only perception. 
Thus, the person who does not see that the Sensible Objects (C4 a) are imperfect 
realizations of the specific type has only Perception (TrtvrLs)? 1 This person, is one 
step up on the inhabitant of the level of Illusion, but still has not attained Knowledge. 
Of these levels Plato asks rhetorically, "Would you not admit that both the sections of 
this division have different degrees of truth, and that the copy is to the original as the 
sphere of opinion is to the sphere of knowledge? "22 
The next two levels of awareness pass from the realms of Becoming and 
Opinion and into the realms of Being (vorlyd) and Knowledge (ýTWT µrl), hence the 
bold line of demarcation in the schematic. In this section, that of Knowledge 
(Er1.07jµrl), the first level of true knowledge is acquired through reasoning 
(S&dvoia, C in the schematic). In order for this level to be true knowledge, it is not 
10 Plato, Rep. 510. 
21 Copleston, A History of Philosophy, 1.1.178. 
22 Plato, Rep. 510. 
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knowledge of those at the level of Perception or Illusion, since these levels belong to 
the realm of Becoming and thus are subject to flux. Reasoning knowledge must be of 
a Form, for the Form does not grow or change. 
The highest level of awareness is that of understanding (vdrlQts, A in the 
schematic). Here the soul has no need of perception or interpretation for it directly 
apprehends the absolute Form of the Good. 
Of this comparison of the Divided Line Plato has indicated that there is a scale 
of the faculties of our minds. These four faculties "have clearness in the same degree 
that their objects have truth. "23 In other words, each successive level of awareness is 
another step toward the ultimate truth which resides in the realm of Being in the Form 
of the Good. 
2. The Simile of the Sun 
For Plato, the Good is the absolute Form. In the Simile of the Sun he compares 
the Good to the sun. He relates the concept that just as the sun is necessary for vision 
and life, it is the Good which makes reality, truth and existence of everything else 
possible. 
The simile begins with Glaucon imploring Socrates (representing Plato 
himself) to give an explanation of the Good24 Socrates begins by reviewing some 
pertinent points that have already been presented. 5 In doing this he sums up the idea 
of universals and particulars-the concept of Forms. 
... 
but I must first come to an understanding with you, and remind you of what 
I have mentioned in the course of this discussion, and at many other times. 
What? 
The old story, that there is a many beautiful and a many good, and so of other 
things which we describe and define; to all of them `many' is applied. 
True, he [Glaucon] said. 
23 Plato, Rep. 511. 
24 Plato, Rep. 506. 
25 Plato, Rep. 507. 
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And there is an absolute beauty and an absolute good, and of other things to 
which the term ` many' is applied there is an absolute; for they may be brought 
under a single idea, which is called the essence of each. 
Very true. 
The many, as we say, are seen but not known, and the ideas are known but not 
seen. 26 
Following this contextual explanation, Socrates goes on to focus in on the sense of 
sight as a way to link the importance of that which makes things visible. It is the sun 
which makes the eye to see and the visible to appear, therefore, this great light is 
implied to be of a higher order. 27 In fact, Socrates states that "the power which the eye 
possesses is a sort of effluence from the sun. "28 Thus, the sun is not sight, but is the 
author of sight. 
At this point the Simile of the Sun is brought to a sort of climax where 
Socrates gets to the point he is trying to make. It is worth quoting at length. 
And this is he whom I call the child of the good, whom the good begat in his 
own likeness, to be in the visible world, in relation to sight and the things of 
sight, what the good is in the intellectual world in relation to mind and the 
things of the mind. 
Will you be a little more explicit? He [Glaucon] said. 
Why, you know, I said, that the eyes, when a person directs them towards 
objects on which the light of day is no longer shining, but the moon and stars 
only, see dimly, and are nearly blind; they seem to have no clearness of vision 
in them? 
Very True. 
But when they are directed towards objects on which the sun shines, they see 
clearly and there is sight in them? 
Certainly. 
And the soul is like the eye: when resting upon that on which truth and being 
shine, the soul receives and understands and is radiant with intelligence; but 
when turned towards the twilight of becoming and perishing, then she has 
opinion only, and goes, blinking about, and is first of one opinion and then of 
another, and seems to have no intelligence? 
Just so. 
Now, that which imparts truth to the known and the power of knowing to the 
knower is what I would have you term the idea of good, and this you will 
deem to be the cause of science, and of truth in so far as the latter becomes the 
subject of knowledge; beautiful too, as are both truth and knowledge, you will 
be right in esteeming this other nature as more beautiful than either: and as is 
26 Plato, Rep. 507. 
17 Plato, Rep. 508. 
2$ Plato, Rep. 508. 
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the previous instance, light and sight may be truly said to be like the sun, and 
yet not to be the sun, so in this other sphere, science and truth may be deemed 
to be like the good, but not the good; the good has a place of honour yet 
higher. 29 
You would say, would you not, that the sun is not only the author of visibility 
in all things, but of generation and nourishment and growth, though he himself 
is not generation? 
Certainly. 
In like manner the good may be said to be not only the author of knowledge to 
all things known, but their being and essence, and yet the good is not essence, 
but far exceeds essence in dignity and power. 30 
It is difficult to miss the ultimate regard Plato held for the Good. The Good transcends 
all and attains to the highest honor. 
3. Platonic Truth 
With these two comparisons we see the relationship that exists with truth, 
Forms, and the Good. The relationship of truth to Forms is seen in the fact that truth 
resides in the Forms. Truth is thus seen as changeless and eternal. With the Divided 
Line Plato shows that there are degrees of truth and that he clearly taught that the 
highest level of truth resides in the Good. With the Simile of the Sun we saw the 
utmost regard Plato held for the Good as the ultimate Form. It is the Good which 
gives the objects of knowledge their truth and the mind the power of knowing. 
So, for Plato, truth was to be understood from the side of that which was true 
itself. 31 This places us squarely within the realm of Forms 32 Thus, in contrast to the 
Hebrew conception, truth actually transcends history. Platonic thought held an 
essential unity between the intelligible world (vorlTd), the thinking mind (vovc), and 
Being (EivaL). And it is in this unity that truth is to be found. 33 Truth for the Platonist 
never really entered the world in a concrete form. The best the Platonist can say in 
29 Plato, Rep. 508. 
3o Plato, Rep. 509. 
31 Pannenberg, "What is Truth? " 11. 
73 See above, pp. 46-53. 
33 Zizioulas, Being as Communion, 69. 
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this respect is that the world contains pointers to the truth which is ultimately found in 
the world of Forms. 34 Thus, the Platonic concept of truth is that it is not historical, that 
it is not worked out in historical events. 
C. Truth in New Testament Thought 
The NT era represents a convergence of the disparate views of the Hebrew and 
the Platonic forms of thought. This disparity, then, presented the NT writers with a 
conflict which they had to somehow resolve. Greek ontology has a problem with the 
status given to history by the Hebrew concept. The conflict between the Hebrew and 
the Greek concepts of truth for the Christian are succinctly summarized in the 
question, "How can a Christian hold to the idea that truth operates in history and 
creation when the ultimate character of truth, and its uniqueness, seem irreconcilable 
to change and decay to which history and creation are subject? i35 In other words, the 
Platonic world of Forms is the realm of Being, not Becoming. The realm of history 
and creation are in the realm of Becoming and are therefore not "real. " Pannenberg 
calls this the "hidden impasse in the Greek idea of truth. v06 What he means is that the 
essence of truth for the Platonist must be its Being-its unchangeableness. The event 
character of truth must be disregarded because it stood in firm contradiction to the 
unchangeable character of truth. 
What we are left with when dealing with the Hebrew and Greek concepts of 
truth is an apparent impasse, as Pannenberg accurately identifies. It was the task of the 
NT writers to break the deadlock that existed between these two influential ways of 
conceiving truth. Many have viewed the NT writers as simply restating and expanding 
the OT concept of truth. With this assertion Zizioulas would disagree. "It would be 
wrong to deduce too easily, " states Zizioulas, "that biblical thinking, particularly in its 
14 Story, The Nature of Truth in The Gospel of Truth" and in the Writings ofJustin Martyr, 196. 
35 Zizioulas, Being as Communion, 70. 
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New Testament form, is to be identified with what one would call Hebrew or Jewish 
thought-forms. When St Paul presents the cross of Christ as the content of his 
preaching, he stands against the Greek and Jewish mentalities simultaneously. The 
Christian message may be confused neither with the ` wisdom' of the Greeks nor with 
the Jewish preoccupation with `signs' (I Cor 1: 22). "" 
For Zizioulas, the NT way of understanding truth, with its distinct 
christological character, differs from both Hebrew and Greek ideas as presented 
above. 38 Thus, by referring to Christ as the Alpha and Omega of history, 39 the NT 
radically transforms the linear historicism or eschatological aspect of Hebrew thought. 
This is because the NT asserts a realized eschatology in that the end of history in 
Christ becomes present here and now. Likewise, in affirming that the historical person 
of Jesus Christ is the truth, 40 the NT transforms and challenges Greek thought. This is 
because it is in the flow of history and through it, with all its changes and ambiguities, 
that humanity is called to discover the meaning of existence. 
In typical erudite fashion, Zizioulas sums up the issue, 
If, therefore, we want to be faithful to the christological character of truth, we 
must affirm the historical character of truth and not despise it for the sake of 
its "meaning. "... it must be affirmed if by this "historicity" of the truth we 
understand a linear, Jewish historicism, for which the future constitutes a 
reality still to come, as though it had not at all arrived in history, then we are 
departing radically from the conception of the truth found in the New 
Testament. Thus, the problem which the christological character of truth has 
presented the Church from its earliest days may be summarized in the 
following question: How can we hold at one and the same time to the 
historical nature of truth and the presence of ultimate truth here and now. 
How, in other words, can truth be considered simultaneously from the point of 
view of the "nature" of being (Greek preoccupation) from the view of the goal 
or end of history (preoccupation of the Jews), and from the viewpoint of 
sa Pannenberg, "What is Truth? " 19. 
37 Zizioulas, Being as Communion, 68. Zizioulas explains that in I Cor 1: 22 Paul says that the "signs" 
which the Jews seek are manifestations of God's presence and his activity in history. By and in these 
signs, truth makes itself known historically as God's faithfulness towards his people (p. 68). The 
Greek, on the other hand, is concerned with the wisdom of the mind in perceiving truth. 
38 Zizioulas, Being as Communion, 70. 
39 Rev 21: 6. 
40 John 14: 6. 
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Christ, who is both a historical person and the permanent ground (the Aöyos) 
of being (the Christian claim)-and all the while preserving God's 
"otherness" in relation to creation? 4' 
With this transformation of the idea of truth in the Christian era comes the 
responsibility of communicating that idea of truth. In this vein, when we come to 
Justin Martyr we must pose two questions. First, we must understand how Justin 
understood truth-Hebrew, Greek, or New Testament? Did Justin hold on to his 
Platonic way of understanding truth after his conversion or did he retain a strictly 
linear view from his reading of the Prophets? Or, is Justin in line with a 
christologically transformed view of truth in keeping with Christian writings? Second, 
What exactly is Justin's message of truth? As this chapter progresses the latter 
question will be discussed and evaluated in light of the former. 
II. Dialogue as a Search for Truth 
Justin did not casually set forth his case in the genre of dialogue. This genre 
was chosen for a reason-one that builds an important foundation in this investigation 
of Justin's concept of truth. 
A. Ancient Near Eastern Dialogues 
Relatively little research has been done in investigating the genre of dialogue 
in relation to Justin's Dialogue with Trypho. Recently, however, S. Denning-Bolle has 
offered a constructive article on this very subject 42 Denning-Bolle begins her essay 
by briefly tracing the use of dialogues before Plato. 43 Mesopotamia and Egypt are 
shown as producing a number of purely dialogic texts 44 The purpose for introducing 
and summarizing this genre in the Ancient Near East is to show that these dialogues 
" Zizioulas, Being as Communion, 71-72. Italics in original. 
42 S. Denning-Bolle, "Christian Dialogue as Apologetic: The Case of Justin Martyr Seen in Historical 
Perspective, " BJRL 69 (1987) 492-510. B. Z. Bokser ("Justin Martyr and the Jews, " JQR 64 [1973-74] 
97-122,204-211) also touches on the connection of the dialogue genre with Justin's Dialogue with 
Trypho, but not near to the extent as Denning-Bolle. 
43 Denning-Bolle, "Christian Dialogue as Apologetic, " 493-495. 
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were used for the purpose of arriving at truth. As Denning-Bolle explains, "In the 
Ancient Near East, man wrote dialogues to probe the gravest matters he encountered 
and it was through the dialogue form that he discovered solutions he could live 
with. "45 
B. Pre-Socratic and Socratic Dialogues 
The Ancient Near Eastern dialogue is presented as a prologue to the Platonic 
dialogue. But Denning-Bolle unfortunately neglects placing the Platonic dialogue 
within the context of Socrates and his predecessors. If this is done one discovers that 
the genre of dialogue contains the philosophical art of dialectic, which originates from 
the Greek expression for the art of conversation (SLaAEicrucrl TiXvrl) 46 Simply stated, 
dialectic is the art of conversation through which is developed knowledge by question 
and answer. 47 
Dialectic is believed to have originated in the fifth century BCE with the author 
of the famous paradoxes, Zeno of Elea. This was recognized by Aristotle who saw 
these paradoxes as outstanding examples of dialectic in the sense of refutation of 
hypotheses by opponents drawing unacceptable conclusions from these hypotheses. 8 
Thus, for Zeno, dialectic came to be used as logical arguments to defeat an opponent 
for purely philosophical reasons. However, later in the hands of the Sophists, it came 
to be used simply as an instrument to win arguments. Plato labeled this type of 
" Egyptian dialogues include, "The Dispute Between a Man and His Soul, " and "Eloquent Peasant". 
Mesopotamian dialogues include, "Babylonian Theodicy, " and "Dialogue of Pessimism". 
's Denning-Bolle, "Christian Dialogue as Apologetic, " 495. 
46 R. Hall, "Dialectic, " in P. Edwards (ed. ), The Encyclopedia of Philosophy Vols. 1-2 (New York: 
Macmillan & The Free Press/London: Collier Macmillan, 1972) 385. 
" Hall, "Dialectic", 385; E. Zeller, Outlines of the History of Greek Philosophy (ET L. R. Palmer; 13th 
ed. rev.; London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co. /New York: Harcourt, Brace & Co., 1931) 129. 
" Hall, "Dialectic, " 385. 
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dialectic "eristics49 from the word pis (strife). Eventually, eristic began to make use 
of invalid argumentation and sophistical tricks. 50 
Socrates stands in contrast to the Sophist use of eristic dialectic. Socrates was 
only interested in bringing the truth to light, not in winning an argument s' This is not 
to say that Socrates was above winning an argument, as can be seen in what is called 
elenchus, a major element in his dialectic. Concerning the elenchus, Hall states that it 
was a "refined form of the Zenonian paradoxes, a prolonged cross-examination which 
refutes the opponent's original thesis by getting him to draw from it, by means of a 
series of questions and answers, a consequence that contradicts it. "52 
C. Platonic Dialogues 
The choice of dialogue form was not an arbitrary one for Plato. Plato chose the 
dialogue form as nearest to the teaching method of Socrates. 53 Some even credit Plato 
as raising the form of the Socratic dialogue to an art form. 4 In general, Platonic 
Dialogues proceed in the following manner: ss Someone, generally a representative of 
an average "man-in-the-street, " brings up a subject in the realm of religion or politics 
in which some word like "just" or "true" or "beautiful" appears. Socrates, the chief 
figure in Plato's Dialogues, asks the man what he means by the word. The man 
attempts an explanation, but encounters many difficulties along the way. Other 
speakers come to the aid of the man and offer suggestions as to what he meant but 
Socrates refutes them one by one. Finally, Socrates is challenged to give his own 
'° Plato, Soph. 231E. 
so Hall, "Dialectic, " 386. 
" Plato, Gorg. 475E. P. Friedlander, Plato Vol. 1: An Introduction (ET H. Meyerhoff, Bollingen Series 
59; New York, Pantheon, 1958) 155. 
52 Hall, "Dialectic, " 386. 
s' H. Cairns, "Introduction, " in E. Hamilton & H. Cairns (eds. ), The Collected Dialogues of Plato 
(Bollingen Series 71; New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1982) xiv; E. Ferguson, Backgrounds of 
Early Christianity (2nd ed.; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1993) 312. 
s' Friedlander, Plato, 157. 
5' C. E. M. Joad, Great Philosophies ojthe World (Benn's Sixpenny Library 24; London: Ernest Benn 
Limited, 1928) 7-8. 
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meaning to the disputed term. The rest of the Dialogue is then a long explanation by 
Socrates, interspersed with objections or requests for restatement in the interests of 
clarity by the other speakers. 
The essence of Platonic dialogue is definition. In Plato's dialogues Socrates is 
presented as the midwife, aiding in the process of knowing. By his continual 
questioning of a person two things are thus brought to light: (1) a necessary 
recognition by the other person that he does not know what he thought he did 
(admitting his ignorance); and, (2) arriving at the essence of something by a careful 
definition 56 
Because dialectic literally means "conversational method, " Denning-Bolle 
continues her description of Platonic dialogues by pointing out two main 
observations. 57 First, the notion of a conversation implies a certain informality, people 
simply conversing with one another. From a chance meeting a conversation arises 
which proceeds to a specific issue. This was not the kind of conversation concealed in 
special terminology to which only a few individuals were able to participate. Rather, 
the discussion was open to whomever was able to exercise reason and enter into the 
search. Second, because dialectic is a conversational method many illustrations are 
used. Analogies, metaphors, and similes from everyday life are used when an idea is 
being explained. This infuses the conversation with life because it is adapted to the 
experiences of the listener. 
In his Republic Plato places dialectic as the supreme philosophical method, the 
coping-stone of the sciences which is set over them and over which nothing can be 
placed. SB Denning-Bolle claims that for Plato it is through the dialogue that one 
56 Cairns, "Introduction, " xiv; Denning-Bolle, "Christian Dialogue as Apologetic, " 496; Friedlander, 
Plato, 156. 
s' Denning-Bolle, "Christian Dialogue as Apologetic, " 496-498. 
58 Plato, Rep. 534E. 
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arrives at truth; through a carefully constructed conversation one finds solutions. 
However, this attainment of truth may be allowing more to the Platonic dialogue than 
Plato's philosophy itself will allow. 
In this light, certain differences between the Socratic and the Platonic way of 
philosophizing must be maintained in a discussion of dialectic or dialogue. 59 Aristotle 
described the Socratic method by stating that "Socrates asked questions, but he did 
not answer; for he professed not to know" 60 Thus Socrates, in contrast to Plato, 
concludes with an assertion of not knowing. But Plato was compelled to carry the 
Socratic dialectic beyond itself, not to a skeptically negative conclusion, but to an 
answer to the questions posed by it. 
For Plato the dialectical path leads to that which is "beyond being. " The 
"beyond" (epekeina) is not knowable; hence, not communicable. Only the way 
to it can be prepared. The dialogue, therefore, is such a way, leading, step by 
step, to a goal that, beyond the Socratic admission of ignorance and beyond 
the inexpressible [sic] of the highest Platonic vision, is ultimately vouched for 
as real by the living person of the master. And just as it is characteristic of the 
Socratic conversation to conclude with an admission of ignorance, so it is 
characteristic of Plato's dialogues to fall short of expressing the final truth; 
instead, it is brought into view as from a distance. 1 
This bringing the truth into view as from a distance, somewhat tempers 
Denning-Bolle's assertion that Plato's dialogues offer solutions. Thus, it is not that 
Plato himself offers solutions in his dialogues. Rather, using dialectic, Plato sees the 
conversation acting as a midwife through whom the pupil finds the way to truth 
through a process of questions. 62 In other words, "the dialectician is like the gardener 
who aids his plants but is unable to do for them what they must do for themselves. s63 
59 Friedlander, Plato, 168-169. 
60 Aristotle, De soph el. 183b 7. Friedlander, Plato, 157. 
01 Friedlander, Plato, 169-170. 
62 Plato, Theaet. 150C. 
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III. Justin's Dialogue and the Genre of Dialogue 
A. Similarity to Platonic Dialogue 
When this foundational understanding of the Platonic dialogues is brought into 
view with Justin's Dialogue with Trypho, the Platonic influence becomes apparent. 
Throughout chaps. 1-8 four main things stand out: 64 (1) the chance encounter setting 
the stage for the dialogue; (2) an old man ä la Socrates, engaging in serious 
discussion; (3) the question and answer format; (4) the realization on the part of Justin 
that he did not really know all that he thought he did. In so doing, Justin uses a 
Platonic form and Platonic methods to discredit, eventually, Platonic truths. 
B. Divergence from Platonic Dialogue 
However, as much as these opening chapters indicate a close connection with 
Platonic dialogues, it is much more difficult to see this connection as the conversation 
in the Dialogue progresses. Reading the Dialogue with Trypho is no easy task. The 
modern reader is distracted by the apparent planlessness of it, and is constantly 
wondering where the thread of the argument is leading, or even if there is a thread at 
al1.65 It is this wondering that causes Chadwick to state, "As a writer he lacks the 
organizing power to arrange his material with desirable clarity. Were he writing 
today, he would be one of those scholars who place one line of text at the head of the 
page and cover the rest with lumpy footnotes. "66 
As one progresses past the opening nine chapters of the Dialogue the less 
dialogic it becomes. In many ways it could rather be described as Justin's Monologue 
with Trypho, considering the paucity of any significant dialogue in the writing. 
Denning-Bolle states that this is because Justin is being carried away by his own 
63 Cairns, "Introduction, " xiv-xv. 
64 Denning-Bolle, "Christian Dialogue as Apologetic, " 500-501. 
6$ H. Chadwick, "Justin Martyr's Defence of Christianity, " BJRL 47 (1965) 281. 
66 Chadwick, "Justin Martyr's Defence of Christianity, " 276. 
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apology for Christianity. She notes that at around the middle point of the Dialogue an 
actual exchange does occur between the two men and Trypho even begins to lose his 
temper, returning Justin's comments with an irritation that was undetectable earlier 
than this point (Dial. 79-80). However, once this high point is reached, Justin's 
speeches become longer and any resemblance of a true dialogue virtually vanishes 67 
But consider this in light of how the Dialogue with Trypho progresses. As 
stated above, the opening prologue of chaps. 1-9 truly can be compared with the 
Platonic dialogue. Many of the same settings and devices are present. But the 
remaining 133 chaps. are concerned with issues that Justin believes center around his 
attainment of the truth. In recounting his conversion in truly dialogue form Justin is 
able to go beyond the Platonic dialogue and add a dimension which exists because he 
believes he has attained truth. Because he is convinced of the truth of this philosophy 
of Christianity, he is not really interested in "dialogue. " Chaps. 1-9 recount Justin's 
search and attainment of truth, after that point there is no longer any search for the 
truth. Chaps. 10-142 are the explanation of the truth that Justin has found. Thus the 
dialogue becomes a tool for apologetic. 8 
This understanding of the dialogue genre when compared to Justin's Dialogue 
with Trypho thus raises an important question: Can it still be maintained that that 
Justin chose the dialogue genre as a presentation of his search for truth when the vast 
majority of the Dialogue is not suited to the dialogue genre? 
This question can be answered by returning to the purpose of the dialogue 
genre. While the Dialogue certainly contains elements that go beyond that of the basic 
understanding of the dialogue genre, it must also be understood that Justin's search 
67 Denning-Bolle, "Christian Dialogue as Apologetic, " 504. 
6$ Denning-Bolle, "Christian Dialogue as Apologetic, " 505. E. F. Osborn ("From Justin to Origen: The 
Pattern of Apologetic, " Prudentia 4 [1972] 1) states, "The business of apologetic is argument and its 
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resulted in something that went beyond the dialogue. Platonic dialogues, it may be 
recalled, did not result in the attainment of truth, the conversation acted more like a 
midwife of words through which the pupil was led to find truth for himself, but, 
ultimately, the Platonic dialogues fall short of expressing final truth. 69 Justin, 
therefore, had to add a new twist to the Platonic dialogue. So, whereas the Platonic 
dialogues led the pupil to discover truth, Justin, in his Dialogue, knew the truth and 
wanted to explain it. This allowed Justin to use the Platonic dialogue form, to a 
certain degree, and then ultimately add a new dimension because the newly 
discovered Christian philosophy contained the truth which Justin was seeking but 
could not find in Platonism. So while we may conclude that Justin chose the dialogue 
genre for a reason, we may also conclude that the dialogue genre ultimately fell short 
of Justin's goal or purpose. He was therefore obliged to go beyond the genre's 
original purpose and present his case as an attainment of truth rather than falling short 
of the attainment and merely presenting a search. 
IV. Philosophy as a Search for Truth 
A. Justin's Post-Conversion View of Philosophy 
Justin Martyr considered himself a philosopher. Upon his meeting with Justin, 
Trypho noted that he wore the philosopher's cloak. Trypho was apparently taught by 
Corinthus the Socratic that he should take every occasion possible to converse with 
philosophers. But Justin wonders why Trypho, a Jew, would expect to gain more from 
philosophy than from his own "lawgiver and prophets. 00 
terms cannot be understood apart from the framework of argument. " See also, M. J. Edwards, "On the 
Platonic Schooling of Justin Martyr, " JTS ns 42 (1991) 20. 
69 Cairns, "Introduction, " xiv-xv; Friedländer, Plato, 169-170. 
70 Dial. 1.3 vop. o0 TOU Kai T(BV 1Tp4nT6V 
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Trypho's reply immediately steers the ensuing discussion toward philosophy. 
Trypho states, "does not the entire substance of what philosophers say concern God? 
And do they not always form questions concerning his unity and providence? Is this 
not the task of philosophy-to inquire concerning God? "71 Justin agrees with Trypho 
here but is clear in expressing that he thinks most philosophers are not interested in 
this task. 
In response to Trypho, Justin makes two statements. First, philosophers are 
neither concerned to inquire whether there is one or even several gods, nor whether all 
of mankind is watched over by divine providence. For, according to them, such 
knowledge contributes nothing to happiness 72 Second, the philosophers try to 
convince us that God takes care of the universe with its genera and species, but not for 
individuals. 3 
The general point of the passage here is quite clear-the majority of 
philosophers are not concerned with the relationship between God and humanity. 
Justin's concerns for this neglect are present because he believes it to have an effect 
on ethical behavior. Thus, for Justin, both types of reasoning lead down the same 
road, 
But it is not difficult to see where they end up. It gives them an absence of fear 
and freedom to speak, doing and saying whatever they wish, neither fearing 
punishment nor having hope for any sort of benefit from God. For how could 
it be otherwise? They say these things will always be, that you and I will again 
live in a similar manner, becoming neither better nor worse. But there are 
some others who, supposing the soul immortal and incorporeal, believe that 
even though they have done evil they will not be given punishment (for the 
11 Dial. 1.3 o11x 01 (ýLX60`0#l TTEpL BEOÜ TÖV ätia a TroLotvraL X6-yo', kElvos &E-ye, Kal. 
TTEpt p. oL apxtac afrrots Kai irpo'o(as QL CT1T1 GELS ')'(VOVTQL EKd(TOTE; f ov Toüro Ipyov 
EO'Tl 47LXoao47CaT, 41ETdCELV 1TEpl TOD 8E1OU; 
72 See above, p. 77, FN 148. 
73 Dial. 1.4. 
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incorporeal is incapý able of suffering), and if the soul is immortal it still needs 
nothing from God. 4 
2. Diversification of Philosophy 
Following this initial exchange, the conversation continues with Trypho's next 
request, "What is your opinion concerning these things, and what judgment do you 
have concerning God, and tell us, what is your philosophy? "" Already the subject has 
been steered to the issues that will dominate the entire Dialogue-God and 
philosophy. But it is apparently neither the same God nor the same philosophy as the 
majority of philosophers have investigated. This is confirmed in Dial. 2. 
In Dial. 2.1-2 Justin explains that philosophy is one's greatest possession and 
is most precious in the sight of God. He also explains that philosophy alone unites us 
to God, that philosophers (or men who have applied themselves to philosophy) are 
holy, that philosophy was sent down (KaTErrEµ49rl) by God to men, and that 
philosophy was originally one but has now become diversified or many-headed 
(TroX)Kpavoc). 
It is immediately apparent that Justin does not have a problem with philosophy 
per se, just with the path that philosophy has taken. The context in which Justin uses 
the terms KaTarrE[L rw and noXüKpavoS thus take on special significance in relation 
to Justin's concept of philosophy. 
74 Dial. 1.5 TOÜTO & Ö1TTj a11TOtS TEXEUT4, oü XaXEtrbv avvvoljaal' QSELa 'Yllp Kat AEUAEpta 
XeYELV KdL iTTEaeal TOTS SOtd(OU(TL TaÜTa, ITOLEtV TE Ö TL ßoL 
. 
ovTal Kal Xt'yELV, Iu TE KdXaaLV 
4OPOUI. LEVOLT IU TE &lyaGÖV A1TCCOUOI TL &eEOtI. TTWS 'yap; of 'ye dEl TQVTQ kaEaOal X YOUat, 
Kai ETL E4.1E Kai ai E11TfaXLV ßl4WEa8QL 6 iolWT, I. L1iTE KpEtaaovas tLTjTE XEEPOUs yE'YOVbTaS. 
QAX0L U TLVET, VROOTT1aa41EVOL di cIvaTOV Kai da(ilµaTOV Tr v OvXAv, oÜTE KaKÖV TL SpdaatTES 
tjyoüvrat &SCELV S&KTIV (dira8ES Yap Td dawµarov), oi, TE, d8avdTOU aifr T apXo qT, 
SEOVTaC TL TOO eEOt TL. 
75 Dial. 1.6 Kai ÖS QaTEIOV {J ioj. IELSLdaaS' lb & MBT, iýTl, ITEpL TOllTWV ýpoVEt Kal TCVa 
'YV. StllIV TTEPL BEOÜ EXLES Kai T(T h al 4LX0004Ia, EIiTi AgZV. 
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This is the only occurrence of KaTaTMMITrw76 in Justin's extant writings. He 
does, however, employ the term 1r4µirm without the prefixed preposition KaTd 77 
From the Dialogue we get a hint of Justin's meaning here. In Dial. 17.3 he explains 
that the Jews persecuted Jesus who was the only blameless and righteous light sent 
(1Teµu8EV-ros) by God. Similarly, in Dial. 116.1 he explains that the power of God 
was sent to us through Jesus Christ. The obvious agent in sending Jesus Christ was 
God the Father. By stating that philosophy "was sent down to men, " 78 the implication 
in this context is that it was sent down by God, to whom it leads and unites us. Thus, 
in some sense in Justin's mind, philosophy originated with God. 
But still more can be said about the possible implications of Justin's use of 
these terms as they relate to the Logos. Justin's definition of philosophy is based upon 
certain negative qualities which he believes must be corrected. The negative qualities 
are explained under the assertion that philosophy has become "many-headed" 
(rroXi Kpavoc). In Dial. 1.4 he states that philosophers neglected God, and thus their 
ethical conduct was contaminated. Now, in Dial. 2, Justin reiterates his belief that 
philosophy has taken a wrong turn. Since this science of philosophy is always one and 
the same, 79 there should not be a plethora of philosophies. He continues, 
76 In patristic literature this word is used in four basic ways: (I) Of the Father sending the Son in 
incarnation (Clement of Alexandria, Poed 1.9; Methodius of Olympus, Symp. 1.4); (2) Of the Father 
sending the Holy Spirit at Pentecost (John Chrysostom, Hom. 4 in principium Act Apost. ); (3) Of God 
sending spiritual gifts and graces (Origen, Joh. 20.17; Methodius, Symp. 1.2,4.2); Of the soul, in 
reference to transmigration of souls (Justinianus Imperator, liber adversus Origenem; Theophilus of 
Alexandria, Frog. Origen; Nemesius of Emesa, de natura hominis 2. ). See G. W. H. Lampe, A Patristic 
Greek Lexicon (Oxford: Clarendon, 1995) 714. 
" It is difficult to determine if Justin was trying to emphasize the idea that philosophy was sent by God 
by compounding KaTd with nignW. S. E. Porter (Idioms of the Greek New Testament [Sheffield: 
Sheffield Academic Press, 1992] 140-143) indicates that there are three functions a preposition serves 
when prefixed to a verb: (1) It may preserve but intensify the meaning of the verb; (2) It may transform 
the meaning of the verb into a new meaning; (3) It may retain its basic or local meaning. Since the 
basic meaning of the preposition Kald is "direction downward" (Porter, p. 162), it is probable here 
that either the first or third of the options are viable. 
" Dial. 2.1 KaTETr1µ49T) Etc TOÜS CLVOp roux 
79 Dial. 2.1. 
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It happened that the first ones who were concerned with it [philosophy], and 
were considered illustrious men, were followed by men who made no 
investigation concerning truth, but only being impressed by their perseverance 
and self-control, and by the novelty of their doctrines-each one presumed 
worthy of credit that which he had learned from his teacher. Then, the ones 
after that handed down to their followers such things and others like them, 
these then came to be named after the one who was the father of the doctrine. 80 
a. Primordial Philosophy 
The idea that philosophy was originally given at an early time as one and then 
became contaminated evokes the concept of a primordial philosophy. The concept of 
a primordial philosophy may stem from the Protrepticus, written by the Stoic 
philosopher Posidonius of Apamaea (ca. 135-151 BCE). 81 Posidonius held that 
philosophy was given to humanity in primordial times, but later became corrupt when 
it split up into various schools. Hyldahl connected this with Justin and contended that 
Justin adopted the Posidonian view in order to criticize the decadence of recent 
philosophy. Thus, the primordial philosophy has not only degenerated, it has been 
lost, and it is now to be found in the books of the Prophets82-this is the conception 
83 that Justin has in mind when he calls Christianity a philosophy. 
t0 Dial. 2.2 auWßij TOLS i pt roLT aýap VOLT a&rft Kat Std< To To &66 of YEVqLIVOts 
dKoXou0TlaaL TO)S ETTELTa liTl&&V 41ET000VTQS dXr0eias TrIpL, KaTa1TXa7EVTQS & ILÖVOV T1 v 
KapTEp(QV a rrc V KQI TT V ý'YKpdTELQV Kal Tb IEVOV T(JV X6'YWV TQtrra QArIen voplaat 
a 1Tapel 
TOD 8L8a KdAOU EKQQTOS EIiaGcv, ELTQ KQt abTOl1$, TdLT iiTELTa ttapaSOVTQS TOOL a 
QTTa Kai 
dXXa TOÜTOL TrpooEoLK6Ta, TO1rr0 KXTIOIIVQL Tot volla, ÖTIEp &QXElTO 6 irai p TOD X6'You. 
" The impetus for relating Poseidonius's concept of a Primordial philosophy to this passage in the 
Dialogue originated with N. Hyldahl, Philosophie und Christentum. Eine Interpretation der Einleitung 
zum Dialog Justins (Acta Theologica Danica 9; Copenhagen: Munksgaard, 1966) 119-140. Hyldahl is 
supported by A. J. Droge, "Justin Martyr and the Restoration of Philosophy, " CH 56 (1987) 317-319; 
0. Skarsaune, "The Conversion of Justin Martyr, " ST 30 (1976) 63-65; van Winden, An Early 
Christian Philosopher, 42-48. Posidonius's writings are extant only in fragments so it is only through 
an investigation of the literature that refers to Posidonius that we are able to reconstruct his ideas. 
These fragments are conveniently compiled in L. Edelstein & 1. G. Kidd (eds. ), Posidonius Volume I: 
The Fragments (Cambridge Classical Texts and Commentaries; Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1972). ET of the Fragments in I. G. Kidd (eds. ). Posidonius Volume /I/: The Translation of the 
Fragments (Cambridge Classical Texts and Commentaries; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1999). For more on Posidonius see Copleston, A History of Philosophy, 1.2.166-169. 
12 Hyldahl connects Dial. 7 with Dial. 2.1 here. 
13 Hyldahl, Philosophie und Christentum, 112-140; 227-255. 
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This conception of a primordial philosophy can also be found in Antiochus of 
Ascalon (d ca. 68 BCE). 84 Antiochus believed that all philosophy after Aristotle was 
decadent and that it was necessary to return to the "ancients". 8S The original 
philosophy was not broken until Zeno diverged from the teachings of his predecessors 
and established the Stoic school. 86 This view was taken up and modified in the late 
second century CE by the Pythagorean philosopher Numenius of Apamaea in his On 
the Revolt of the Academics Against Plato. 87 Numenius claimed that genuine Platonic 
doctrine had been abandoned by Speusippus, Xenocrates, and Polemo, "they did not 
abide by the original tradition, but partly weakened it in many ways, and partly 
distorting it: and beginning from his time, sooner or later they diverged purposely or 
unconsciously, and partly from some other cause perhaps other than rivalry. "88 What 
this shows is that the idea of a pure primordial philosophy was current both before, 
during, and after Justin's life. 
b. Primordial Philosophy in Justin Martyr 
Justin parallels this idea in two passages. In the first, Dialogue 35, he makes 
reference to certain men who call themselves Christians but who are really not. They 
are confessors of Jesus in name only, instead of worshippers of him-in other words, 
they say they are Christians, but they really are not. "Some are called Marcians, and 
some Valentinians, and some Basilidians, and some Saturnillians and others by other 
names; each called after the originator of the individual opinion, just as each one of 
" Droge, "Justin Martyr and the Restoration of Philosophy, " 317. Antiochus's lectures were heard by 
Cicero. Thus, his ideas are quoted from Cicero. For a list of Cicero's works that cite Antiochus see, J. 
Dillon, The Middle Platonists: A Study of Platonism 80 B. C to A. D. 220 (London: Duckworth, 1977) 
62-63. 
=s Cicero, De fin. 5.14. Antiochus thought that the true philosophy was maintained by the early 
Academics and Peripatetics (the "ancients") as late as the time of Polemo (315-270 BCE) (Cicero, De 
fin. 4.3; 5.7; Acad Pr. 1.34-35). 
ab Cicero, De fin. 4.3. 
" Relevant passages are quoted in Eusebius, P. e. 14.5-9. ET E. H. Gifford, Preparation for the Gospel 
(2 vols.; Grand Rapids: Baker, 1981) 2.727-740, 
88 Eusebius, P. e. 14.51, -c. 
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those who consider themselves philosophers, as I said before, thinks he must bear the 
name of the philosophy which he follows, from the name of the father of the 
particular doctrine. "89 
In the second passage, 1 Apol. 26, Justin mentions certain men who operated 
by virtue of the devils within them. Included in this list are Simon, Meander and 
Marcion. "All who take their opinions from these men, are, as we said before [cf. I 
Apol. 4.8; 7.3], called Christians; just as those also who do not agree with the 
philosophers in their doctrines, have yet in common with them the name of 
philosophers given to them. "9° These texts can be compared as follows: 91 
Philosophy Christianity 
one science one faith 
various schools various sects or heresies 
adherents named after adherents named after 
the "father of the doctrine" the "father of the doctrine" 
(rraTf p Tov Abyou) (dPXTl7iTr1S Tf S 'YvWifi ) 
they call themselves philosophers they call themselves Christians 
but are not but are not 
This comparison leads us to two important conclusions 92 First, Justin is clear 
that the adherents of these schools did not possess the true philosophy, that they 
wrongly called themselves philosophers, Platonists included 93 Thus, in the above 
comparison, the philosophical founders are on the same level as the heretical 
founders-though they were in contact with the true philosophy, they still are not 
philosophers in the true sense. This is why Justin distinguishes the Prophets from all 
19 Dial. 35.6, italics mine. Kal EIQIV aUTWV OIL FIEV TLVES KaXo% Le'OL MapKtavol, Ol 
O1JaXEVTLvtavoi, of & BaQLXEL6LaVOt, of U EaTOpvLXtavo(, Kai Wol bV p. aTt, dTrb TOO 
Gtpxrn' rOU Tic 'IirjS EKaaTOS 6vo LaCb41EVOS, ÖV TpbTrOV Kal e? KaQTOS '(ZV 4LXoao Ev 
VORLC6vTWV, ws & dpxn lrpoeturov, 
dttb TOO TTQTpOS TOO XyOU Tb SVolla TES 4 LXO( ýEL 
4LXojo<ia h'YCLTaL 4EPELV. 
90 1 Apol. 26.6. TrdVTES of änb TOi TWV bpµWµEVOL, wS IýrllIEV, XploTtavoi KaaoüvTal, $v 
Tp01TOV Kal OL 011 KOWWVOÜVTES TWV abTWV So'rµdTWV rots 4aXoaoOIS T6 4TiLKai-r yopojifvoV 
6volla TA; I#Xoao(ac KOLVbv EXouaLv. 
91 van Winden, An Early Christian Philosopher, 43. 
92 van Winden, An Early Christian Philosopher, 44. 
97 Dial. 2.2, "Otherwise there would be neither Platonists, nor Stoics, nor Peropatetics, nor Theoretics, 
nor Pythagoreans, this knowledge being one. " 
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philosophers, founders included. 4 And since adherents directed their attention to the 
philosophers rather than at truth (the one philosophy) they went astray. 
The above comparison also affords us a second conclusion. The "first ones"95 
of Dial. 2.2 are a reference to these fathers of the several philosophical schools. These 
first ones are only relatively first because "There were some men who existed long 
before the time of all these reputed philosophers, men who are ancient, blessed, and 
just, and loved by God... We call these men Prophets. "96 It is the Prophets, according 
to Justin, who possess and communicate the one true philosophy. 
For Justin, Christians are in possession of the whole truth 97 Greek philosophy 
has only an imperfect understanding of the truth because it is rife with contradictions 
and errors 98 The Prophets are older than the all the philosophers and it is they who 
communicate the true philosophy. Since Justin has already placed the philosophers as 
the "first ones" he quite naturally sees them as distorting the original philosophy of 
the Prophets. Thus, this relationship between Christianity and philosophy is one of 
completion and correction 99 
This relationship requires further explanation. Justin presents a theory to 
account for the similarities he sees between Christianity and Greek philosophy10° 
which harmonizes with his conception of the Prophets as possessors of the one true 




z 96 Dial. 7.1. 'E'YEVOVTÖ TLVES irW n0AAOL XpOVOV TTdVTWV TOIITWV TWV VoµtC09iVWV 4LÄOQdWV 
TraXat6TEPOL, IiaKdpLOL Kai &KaLOL KdL eEO(LxeiS... TrpOc)l Tas & 6TobT Kc koEcLV. 
9' Dial. 39.5. 
91 Dial. 2; 1 Apol. 13.2-4. 
99 Droge, "Justin Martyr and the Restoration of Philosophy, " 307. 
100 For a complete list of points of agreement between Greek philosophy and Christianity see, H. 
Chadwick, Early Christian Thought and the Classical Tradition: Studies in Justin. Clement, and 
Origen (Oxford/New York: Clarendon, 1984) 11-13. 
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philosophy. He does so by an appeal to the writings of Moses, from which the Greeks 
acquired their knowledge, or through the Logos. 1 °' 
c. The Writings of Moses (Prophets) 
The idea of the antiquity of Moses and the Greek dependence on him is well. 
attested in Hellenistic Judaism. 102 Justin extends this to insist that not only Moses, but 
all the Prophets are older than Greek poets, wise men, or philosophers. 103 Justin's 
arguments for the priority of Moses over Plato do have a precedent. 1D4 The idea that 
Plato had also read Moses was well-known. According to widespread tradition, Plato 
had visited Egypt, 105 and Justin theorizes that while in Egypt Plato had read a copy of 
the Pentateuch left behind by Moses. 
d. Logos 
But Justin's argument for historical priority and superiority of the Prophets still 
did not account for Christ who has appeared on the stage of history later than all these 
mentioned. After all, Christ was born "one hundred and fifty years ago under 
Cyrenius and subsequently, in the time of Pontius Pilate. "106 Justin's answer to this 
was to assert the historical Jesus as the embodiment of the eternal Logos. "He is the 
Word of whom every race of men were partakers; and those who lived reasonably 
(µET& X6-you) are Christians even though they have been thought atheists. ", 07 
Christianity, therefore, is as ancient as the Logos itself. 
101 Droge, "Justin Martyr and the Restoration of Philosophy, " 307-316. 
102 See, A. J. Droge, Homer or Moses? Early Christian Interpretations of the History of Culture 
(Hermeneutische Untersuchungen zur Theologie 26; Tübingen: J. C. B. Mohr. 1989). 
103 / Apo! 1.23.1; 54-60. Justin carries out his arguments for the priority of Moses mainly with respect 
to Plato. These can be found in I Apol. 44; 59; 60. 
104 See examples given in Droge, "Justin Martyr and the Restoration of Philosophy, " 310-311. 
X05 Hecataeus of Abdera, FGrHist 264 F 25 (-Diodorus Siculus 1.96.2). Compare Cicero. De fin. 5.87; 
Plutarch, De Is. Et Osir. 354e; Apuleius, De P/atone 1.3; Diogenes Laertius 3.6; Philostratus, Vita 
Apollonil 1.2; see also Cement, Str. 1.66.3; Origen, C. Cels. 4.39. 
106 l Apol. 46.1. 
107 / Apol. 46.2-3. \6-yov 6vTa, oÜ Tidi yEvoS avep6ruL geTEO(E. Kaa of VET& X6 -you ßluaavTES 
XpLanavot ELaL, KdV ä9EOI. evopiaOrlaav 
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This passage turns on the idea of the spermatic Logos. According to Justin's 2 
ApoL a share of the Logos has always been present in humankind. A germ (aTripµa) 
was seen as existing in every rational mind that testified to the divine. Justin states 
that the moral teachings of the philosophers and poets were admirable because of the 
seed of reason planted in every race of men. 108 Justin can therefore agree with certain 
teachings of Plato, Socrates, and other philosophers because they had a share of the 
spermatic Logos (aTrEpgaTLKOÜ Xbyou). But the possessors of the spermatic Logos 
often contradicted themselves. They had only incomplete or partial knowledge 
because they did not have the whole of the Word, which is Jesus. "For whatever the 
philosophers or lawgivers continually uttered well, they achieved by finding and 
contemplating part of the Word. But since they did not know all of the Word, which is 
Christ, they often contradicted themselves in what they said. $009 
Despite this innate capacity, Justin realizes that only a relatively few individuals 
actually lived in accordance with the Logos. ' 10 The reason for this is that demons have 
so enslaved humanity that little can be expected from human reason. "' So, the truth 
that does exist in the Philosophers is the result of their dependence on Moses and the 
Prophets. But Justin also identifies Christ with the eternal Logos of old and credits 
him with being the inspiration of Moses and the Prophets. 12 Thus, if Christ is 
identified both as the eternal Logos and the incarnate Logos this accounts for his 
pivotal significance in history. Since Greek philosophy is dependent on Moses and the 
Prophets, who were inspired by the Logos, Christ has been active agent since the 
beginning. Indeed, it was he who appeared to Moses who is older than the Greek 
106 2 ApoL 8.1-2. 
10 2 Apo, 10.2 öaa yap KaXL c c&L dý8e'ytavro Kai Eüpov of eLX erjQavTES A 
vo io0ET1 aVTES, KQTQ X6'YOU 11EPov 8L' E{lpEQE(JS Ka. OEWplav gait TTovrleEvTa at, TOIS. d1TEL8I1 
U 01, TTGNTa Tä TOD 16'YOU dyKi PLQav, ÖS kTL XpLQT69, Kai EvavTla daUT6t2 TroXXdKLS EtTrov. 
1°/ Apol. 46.3. 
/ ApoL 5.2-6.1; 2 Apot 5.2-5. 
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philosophers. ' 13 So, for Justin, the theory of dependence and the Logos theory serve to 
show that Christianity is responsible for whatever truth exists in Greek philosophy. In 
fact, Christianity is really the sole bearer of truth. 
e. KaraTTEµrrW 
This leads us to a better position to comment on Justin's statement that philosophy 
was "sent down" to men. The idea of a primordial philosophy in Justin is clear. That 
primordial philosophy is ultimately identified as being one and as residing in the 
eternal Logos. Departure from this originally unified philosophy has corrupted 
philosophy. Moses and the Prophets are purveyors of the original philosophy, and 
everything that the philosophers knew is credited to the Prophets and the spermatic 
Logos. The Logos becomes the common denominator because it is he who inspired 
the Prophets. 
lt is clear, then, why Justin clams that philosophy was "sent down". Philosophy is 
one's greatest possession and it unites humanity to God. ' 14 The pure philosophy is not 
the many-headed version but the one revelation of the Logos to Moses and the 
Prophets which is witnessed to in scripture. This is the only philosophy. Further, it 
was sent down to men in the person of the incarnate Logos--the true philosophy 
appeared to humanity. It is the incarnate Logos who unites humanity to God. ' 15 
'" 1 Apol. 63.10,16. 
3 Droge, "Justin Martyr and the Restoration of Philosophy, " 315. 
114 Dial. 2.1-2. 
' The concept of wisdom being a gift from the gods was known in ancient philosophy (see Plato 
Philebus 16C). The verb KaTaniµtrw gets its explanation only in light of the comparison between 
philosophy and Christianity. Just as Christianity, in the person of Christ, was sent down to mankind, so 
true philosophy appeared among men. See van Winden, An Early Christian Philosopher, 45. The 
concept of Logos in Greek thought is long and complicated. See e. g., Copleston, A History of 
Philosophy, Hatch, E., The Influence of Greek Ideas and Usages Upon the Christian Church (repr.; 
Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1995 [London: Williams and Norgate, 18951); G. B. Kerford, "Logos, " in 
P. Edwards (ed. ), The Encyclopedia of Philosophy (8 vols.; New York: Macmillan/The Free Press, 
1967.5.83-84; Zeller, Outlines of the History of Greek Philosophy. 
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As an example of the problems with contemporary philosophy, Justin briefly 
recounts his own search through the philosophical systems of his day. 116 The progress 
is well-known. His first stop, with a Stoic, was a failure because after spending some 
time with him he realized that his instructor had no knowledge about God, nor did he 
consider this knowledge necessary. Next, the Peripatetic was so concerned about 
tuition fee that Justin did not believe him to be a real philosopher. He was dismissed 
by the Pythagorean because of his lack of knowledge about music, astronomy, and 
geometry. Finally, in a troubled state of mind he decided to consult a Platonist. Under 
this philosopher Justin claims that he learned so much that in a short time he 
considered himself a wise man. 
Consider his search through these philosophical systems in the context of 
Justin's contention that philosophy has become many-headed. In so doing we can see 
that Justin was searching for two things: truth and God. The main emphasis here is 
that "philosophy is essentially the message of truth, that it proceeds from God to man, 
that it demands from man continuous and total commitment (cf. rpoacaXriK&aL in 
D. 2: 1) and careful investigation (cf. 4ýeTäaaL in D. 2: 2), and that it introduces man 
to ultimate reality, i. e. God (D. 2: 1). " 
B. Justin's Pre-Conversion View of Philosophy 
That this was Justin's emphasis is confirmed in his conversion account of 
Dial. 3-8. In Dial. 3 Justin, the Platonist, meets the "respectable old man" who would 
eventually convince him of the respectability of Christianity. During the beginning of 
their conversation the old man asks Justin to define philosophy. Justin's reply is that 
philosophy "is the knowledge of that which is, and knowledge based on truth". ' 11 The 
"6 Dial. 2.3-6. 
7 C. 1. K. Story, The Nature of Truth in "The Gospel of Truth" and in the Writings ofJustin Martyr 
(NovTSup 25; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1970) 54. 
' Dial. 3.4 imQTl liij EQTL TOO 6VTos KQI TOD dArleois JTrt yvwatc. 
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parallels here with the Platonic concept of truth' 19 are apparent. Since it is Justin the 
Platonist speaking here this should come as no surprise. "Knowledge of that which 
is, " is in the realm of Forms, of which the Good is the highest reality. "Knowledge 
based on truth, " is intimately related to this highest Form because if it is the Good 
who is the ultimate giver and goal of knowledge, then this is also where truth resides. 
Thus, both truth and knowledge are based on the ultimate Form-the Good. Since the 
Good resides in the realm of being, true knowledge of the Good cannot be 
apprehended by the senses, but only through the mind. So truth is not found in an 
event since an event is in the realm of becoming and apprehended by the senses. 
There is neither knowledge of what is real nor ultimate truth found in the realm of 
Becoming. As a Middle Platonist, this is what Justin is claiming. 
Following this definition the old man asks Justin to define God. To this 
request Justin answers, "That which always has the same manner and existence and is 
the cause of all other things-this indeed is God". 120 Why the old man asks this 
question is unknown. Perhaps he was trying to be sure of Justin's Platonic 
understanding before proceeding. Clearly the answer has confirmed this in the old 
man's mind. That which always has the same manner and that which is the cause of 
all other things is the Good. The Good resides in the realm of Being and is the 
ultimate Form. 
Justin indicates that these Platonic definitions were given hearing by the old 
man "with pleasure. "2' Exactly why this was so we can not be sure. Perhaps the old 
man knew some common ground upon which he may steer the ensuing discussion. He 
was asking probing questions of Justin to be sure of where Justin was coming from. 
"9 See pp. 110-116. 
120 Dial. 3.5 T6 KaTQ Ta 6T& KQl WQai. rrw QEl ? XOV Kal TOD E vaL TTäaL TOiS 41x101s QtTIOV, 
TOt/TO STj EQTty 6 0¬6S. 
121 Dial. 3.5. 
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He certainly got Justin to clearly state that he was concerned with truth and the divine. 
I would suggest that this is the most likely reason why the old man showed pleasure at 
Justin's answers. He now knows where he will direct the conversation based on the 
common ground the two share-truth and God. Of course, certain presuppositions and 
conclusions are not common, but the fact that both are searching for truth and God is 
enough for the old man to progress. Through this progression, Justin's concept of 
truth is quite literally radically transformed. 
The discussion following this exchange centers on God as the ultimate reality 
that the philosophers do not know. We must not miss the fact here that each are 
approaching this issue from radically different presuppositions. Justin is claiming that 
the ultimate reality is known through the mind. But the old man is making the radical 
claim that the philosophers do not and can not know the ultimate reality through the 
mind. This opens the door for the old man to introduce the truth that will grip Justin 
until his dying day-Christianity. The fact that the statements concerning truth and 
God were expressed by Justin as a Middle Platonist should in no way diminish the 
fact that his purpose in searching the philosophies of his day was essentially a search 
for the ultimate truth-a truth which he eventually found in Christianity. It is 
important to keep in mind the fact that Justin still considers himself a philosopher 
after his conversion. Following his surrender to the old man's argument and 
realization of the truth in it Justin states, "But immediately my soul was set on fire 
and a love for the Prophets took hold of me as well as [a love for] these individuals 
who are friends of Christ. While pondering on his words I discovered that this was the 
only sure and profitable philosophy. Thus indeed, it is because of these things that I 
am a philosopher. "122 Justin's pre-conversion understanding of philosophy as a search 
122 Dial. 8.1-2 iµoü U TrapaXpA La trüp b rp 4, uxn dvoAn, 'cat Ip ac JXet µE rwv trp$ IZV 
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for truth and the fact that he believed to have found this truth in Christianity, shows 
that Justin's pre-Christian and Christian concept of the task of philosophy had not 
changed. Justin could still consider himself a philosopher because he discovered in 
Christianity the ultimate reality. 
After Justin responds to the old man's request to define philosophy and God 
he then presses Justin on the issue of epistemology. 123 The old man asks Justin if 
knowledge is not a word applied commonly to different matters. Some knowledge, 
such as military strategy, navigation, and medicine comes from study and practice. 
But some knowledge cannot be gained in this way, it must be gained by sight or 
hearing from someone who has seen. Justin agrees with the old man's reasoning, and 
upon this agreement the old man drives the point home. " `Then how, ' " he [the old 
man] said, `can philosophers set forth truthfully or speak that which is true concerning 
God when they have no knowledge of Him, having never seen or heard him? ' 124 
Upon this question Justin states that he is in agreement with Plato who asserts that 
God cannot be perceived by the eyes, but is to be perceived by the mind alone. 123 As 
Story points out, the entire structure of the discussion between the old man and Justin 
the Platonist revolves around the question, "How can man know the Ultimate Truth, 
i. e., God? " 126 By way of summary, since God is the ultimate truth, the discussion 
naturally centers on God and, as we have seen above, Justin presents God in three 
ways: First, God is that which is, that which is true. 127 Second, God is that which 
KQi CWSp(ilV IKE(VWV. of elat XpLaTOIJ 4i(XOl' &aXOytC6R(VÖS TE 1Tp6c 441aUTÖV T6 TX 40V9 
allTOÜ TQlsTnV µ6VT)V EÜpLGKOV OLXoa4Iav da4aXTj TE KaL a i4 OpOV. OÜTWT 6 Kal 8L& Ta fra 
Dial. 3.5-7. 
124 Dial. 3.7 TTwS ovv äv, Ein, Trey. 6EOÜ 6pBwS 4povotEv of ýtXdaoýot n XiyotEv Ti. daLnBES, 
iITLQTT141Tnv 6Tob EXOVTES, {=q& 186VTES TTOTi ý QKo iaai. TET; 
12S Dial. 3.7. 
X26 Story, The Nature of Truth in "The Gospel of Truth" and in the Writings ofJustin Martyr, 65. 
127 Dial. 3.4. 
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"always has the same manner and existence and is the cause of all other things. "128 
Third, God can only be perceived by the mind alone. ' 29 
Dial. 4-7 continues to discuss certain Middle Platonic understandings of the 
mind and the soul, which the old man challenges and ultimately refutes. 170 Justin has 
implied that, with the help of philosophers and through the affinity that souls have 
with God, humankind can know God. Both of these implications are questioned by 
the old man. Thus, the possibility of any person (including philosophers) having 
knowledge of God through the mind is denied particularly because that mind is 
"unadorned" by the Holy Spirit. "' Further, Justin's assertion of the soul's kinship 
with God is corrected by the old man. By way of correction, the soul is not immortal, 
but is rather begotten just as the world is begotten. ' 32 However, the soul will not die 
but will live on in a better or worse place. 133 The soul lives not because it is life, but 
because it shares in life, it is entirely different from that in which it partakes. ' 34 Then, 
in Dial. 7 Justin asks the old man what teacher or method he should follow if these 
philosophers do not know the truth. The discussion is then brought around full circle 
to the issue of epistemology initiated in Dial. 3. With the old man's distinction 
between the two kinds of knowledge in mind, one by study and practice and the other 
by sight and hearing, the old man states, 
There were some men who existed long before the time of all these reputed 
philosophers, men who are ancient, blessed, just, and loved by God, speaking 
by the spirit of God and prophesying things which were about to take place 
121 Dial. 3.5. 
'29 Dial. 3.7. 
Aso Justin has interpreted and synthesized certain aspects of Albinus' philosophy. Justin had a certain 
predilection for using the term dpprIroc in reference to the unity and incomprehensibility of God. This 
coincides with Albinus' use of the same term for the same description (Didask 10.4). Further, Albinus 
states that God is comprehensible by the mind alone. This idea is virtually the same as that stated by 
the pre-Christian Justin in Dial. 4.1. See Story, The Nature of Truth in "The Gospel of Truth" and in 
the Writings ofJustin Martyr, 62-63. 
13' Dial. 4.1. 
112 Dial. 5.1-2. 
'33 Dial. 5.3. 
134 Dial. 6. 
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which, indeed, are now taking place. We call these men Prophets. They alone 
both saw and announced the truth to men, neither fearing nor reverencing 
anyone, and not overcome with a desire for glory. But they alone, being filled 
with the Holy Spirit, communicated that which they heard and saw. Their 
writings are still now unchanged, and the one reading them is greatly aided 
concerning the beginning and end of all things, and that which the philosopher 
needs to know, believing these things. For they did not give proof at that time 
of their words, for they were above all proof, being higher witnesses to the 
truth. And these things which have happened and are now happening force 
you to agree with what they are saying. Indeed, because of the powers which 
they displayed they are worthy of belief, since they glorified God, the creator 
and father of all, and also announced the Christ, his son. 135 
Seeing and hearing, the second type of knowledge of which the old man 
speaks, is here presented as occurring in the Prophets. The Prophets differ from the 
philosophers because, through the filling of the Holy Spirit, they were witnesses to the 
truth, they had seen and heard and did not need to use argument in their presentation 
of truth. Further, the writings of the Prophets are extant, and in these writings are 
recorded events that have taken place and are now taking place, forcing readers to 
believe their words. 
In being lead to the Prophets and to Christianity as the one true philosophy 
Justin came to the realization that contemporary philosophy cannot give knowledge of 
the truth directly. God as the ultimate reality cannot be known through the 
philosophers because they have neither seen him nor heard from someone who has 
seen or heard him. This is a radical departure from his Middle Platonic 
understandings. It clearly indicates a new way of thinking for Justin because he has 
135 Dial. 7.1-3 'EyivovT6 TLVET nPa TTOWO Xpdvou Trdvrwv TOi TWV TtTV VOgLCOgIvwv 4l)loa64xV 
Tra. AaLOTEPOL, llaKeLPLOL Kat S(KaLOL KC 11 O¬(y TT Cogan ipavTEs Kat Ta gt)AoVTa 
BEQTTIaaVTES. a ST} VUV YIVETaV' TTP04TaT & allTOUS KQAOIJaiV. OÜTot 4l6VOt Tb dAr1O S KQi 
EZSOV K&L 41ELr1OV QVex6TTOLS, µuT' El1XQßlje4VTES Iu TE 8UGWTM8 vrES Ttvd, J L1 hT7LEvoL 
8 nT, d 410Va Tatrra Et1T6VTES EL r Kov aV Kal Q EZSOV &yic iiXr p IAiVTES lmo{laTL. 
au ypdiiaTa SE aixr v ITL Kal V-VV SLaL uEL, Kal lcrTLV 4VTUX6vTQ TOtJTOLS nA(1aTOV 
W$EMIOe VaL Kal TTEpt QPXWV KQL crept TAOVT KOL WV XPI) ELSEVQL TÖV 41Ä6a04OV, TTLaTEIlOavTa 
4KE(VOLS. OU YaP . ETC Qtro&(EWv TTE1roLTjvTaL T6TE TOllV XdyOUT, QTE QVwTtpw trdar S 
QTTOSELIEfilS ÖVTES dILdTQTOL µdPTVPES TfiS dX OE(a Tä & tttoßdvia Kai dnoI3alvovTa 
ECaVQyKQCEI QUVTl0Ea8aL TOTS XEXaX1 1lVOLS Sl' 6T6V. Ka(TOL 'rE Kal & Tdc SwdgCL 
, 
aS 
iTTETb, OUV, TTLQTtEaOaL SIK LLOL I'naaV, ITTELSý Kai TÖV TTOtnT1' TWV ÖXV AEOV Kai TraTipa 
ESoa(OV Kai TÖV Trap' airrou XpLaTÖV tkbV a&TOO KaT1 yEXXOV 
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accepted that sensible perception is actually valid in a search for truth. This, however, 
must be understood in the context of a filling of the Holy Spirit. 
C. The Spirit 
We have now come full circle with the old man's argument. In Dial. 4.1, the 
old man begins his assault on Platonic philosophy by asking Justin how the mind may 
ever see God if it is unadorned by the Holy Spirit. Now, at the climax of the argument 
in Dial. 7.1-3, we read of those who existed before the reputed philosophers who are 
ancient, blessed, just and loved by God. These are called the Prophets who actually 
were adorned by the Holy Spirit. ' 36 The point here is that the old man introduces a 
problem into Justin's Middle Platonic epistemology-the mind cannot possibly know 
God because it has no kinship with God. The mind belongs to the created realm, the 
realm of becoming. The only way a mind may know God is if it is adorned by the 
Holy Spirit. 
The filling of the Spirit appears to be the key in the old man's argument 
against the philosophers attaining true knowledge of God. And because Justin 
eventually accepts the old man's argument, it becomes a key in the entire Dialogue 
with Trypho. The Prophets and the prophecies which the Prophets uttered were 
believed by Justin to have been given by God. Thus, the Prophets are stated to express 
the words of God137 and to speak for God. "$ The Prophets are also said to speak by 
the Spirit of prophecy. ' 39 These ways of expressing the Spirit's influence upon the 
Prophets are to be understood in the context of the Father being the originator and the 
1b The term is not "adorned" (KEK0 iii voc) as in 4.1, but rather, speaking and prophesying by the 
Spirit of God (0¬ 7n/E1J41QTt XaX aVTES Kal Ta ý. XXoVTQ 9Ea1Ttaavrc 
,a 
8Tý vDv 'yh'ETat). 
"7 DiaL 15; 62; 65. 
13e Dial. 16; 17; 20; 21; 26; 41; 44; 46; 63; 65; 77; 80; 82. 
19 Dial. 25; 32; 387; 43; 53; 73; 74; 77; 78; 84; 91; 114; 124; 139. In I Apol. 33.37 this Spirit of 
prophecy is actually identified with the Logos. 
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controller of the process140-the revealer of the process. Therefore, any statement of 
David, Isaiah, Moses, or any other Prophet foretelling by the Spirit of prophecy, or the 
Spirit of prophecy speaking from the person of Christ141 is viewed as coming 
ultimately from God because it was all done through the Spirit of prophecy. '42 
The trinitarian element of Justin's thinking here is not difficult to see. He had 
no developed doctrine of the Trinity, 143 yet the relationship between the Father, the 
Logos and the Spirit is implicit in the above explanation of the Spirit's role of 
inspiring the Prophets. The Father is shown to be the original possessor of the 
utterances of the Prophets and the controller/revealer of the process. The Prophets, 
who speak by this Spirit, communicate the Logos. 
It appears as though the Prophets are viewed by Justin as receiving their 
message/knowledge through an ecstatic experience wherein the normal activity of the 
Prophet is submerged. Justin does indicate this in two places in the Dialogue. He 
recounts the vision of Daniel in Dan 7 which is quite obviously an ecstatic 
revelation. ' And he also explains that Zechariah prophesied under a spirit of ecstasy 
when the revelation of Jesus was made known to him. 145 If Daniel and Zecharaiah 
received their revelations in an ecstatic state there is no indication in Justin that he 
believed otherwise of the other Prophets. 146 The point, however, must not be missed 
"o Dial 3; 127. 
"' Dial. 88. 
12 See also passages where God is said to speak by the Spirit of prophecy, e. g., Dial. 80. This 1s why 
Justin, in his Apology, can speak of the Prophets being inspired by the divine Logos (I Apo[. 33.9), by 
the prophetic Spirit (I Apol. 35.3), and by God himself (l Apol. 60.3). So it is not the Prophets 
themselves who speak or write, but the divine Logos, according to the will of the Father, who moves in 
them. 
143L. W. Barnard, Justin Martyr. His Life and Thought (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1967) 105. 
"` Dial. 31. 
"s Dial. 115.3. 
146 Goodenough, The Theology ofJustin Martyr, 178; R. M. Grant, The Letter and the Spirit (London: 
SPCK, 1957) 75. 
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that it is God, through the Spirit, who reveals to the Prophets that which they 
proclaim. 
The importance of the Spirit's influence on the Prophets comes to the fore in 
the climax of the old man's argument against Justin's Middle Platonic epistemology 
in Dial. 7. The Prophets, speaking by the Spirit of God, actually heard (4Kouaav) and 
saw (e! 6ov) the things of which they spoke. This should be seen as a direct response 
and contradiction to the Middle Platonic idea that God may be seen through the 
powers of the mind. 147 To see the truth with the eye of the mind was the aim and goal 
of Platonic philosophy. But, as Justin (through the old man) points out, Biblical 
revelation has another emphasis. The Prophets do speak of "seeing God" (Exod 
24: 10; Job 42: 5-6), but the vision is not related to the power of the mind, but to God's 
presence or glory, for example, that filled the tabernacle (Exod 40: 43) and the temple 
(I Kgs 8: 10), and especially to God's presence in Jesus Christ (John 14: 9). 148 Thus, it 
is through the Holy Spirit that Prophets saw and heard, not through the Middle 
Platonic nous. This is the difference between Middle Platonic epistemology and 
Christian epistemology. The Prophets, through the prophetic Spirit, revealed divine 
truth which concerns events which have happened (dTropdvra) and are still happening 
(drropaivovra), just as the Prophets predicted. 149 
With this Justin took the old man's words to heart and an affection for the 
Prophets took hold of him, so much so that he considered the message of the Prophets 
the only true philosophy. It thus became his desire to convince everyone of the same 
"' Dial. 2.6. For more on Justin's Middle Platonism see above, pp. 58-66. For the relationship between 
Justin's Platonism and Middle Platonisn see also, C. Andresen, "Justin und der mittlere Platonismus, " 
ZNW44 (1952/53) 157-195; Barnard, Justin Martyr, 34-37; J. Danidlou, Gospel Message and 
Hellenistic Culture. (The Development of Christian Doctrine Before the Council of Nicaea Vol 2; ET 
J. A. Baker; London: Darton, Longman & Todd, 1973) 107-113; Droge, "Justin Martyr and the 
Restoration of Philosophy, " 304-307; G. May, Creatio Ex Nihilo: The Doctrine of 'Creation out of 
Nothing' in Early Christian Thought (ET A. S. Worall; Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1994) 1.5; Story, The 
Nature of Truth in "The Gospel of Truth" and in the Writings of Justin Martyr, 58-59. 
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belief' so At the center of the message of the Prophets was Jesus the Christ and 
salvation through him based on the events and actions of God. Justin's insistence on 
Christ as the essential message of the Prophets caused Trypho's friends to laugh and 
state that he would have been better to remain a Platonist or adhere to some other 
philosophy. They believed that by putting his hope in Jesus Justin was turning from 
God and losing any hope of salvation. Better for Justin to observe the Law because 
the Messiah is not yet known, for the Christians have simply believed a foolish rumor 
that Jesus is the Messiah. 's' 
This, in turn, becomes the foundation upon which Justin proceeds in the 
Dialogue with Trypho. Immediately following Justin's account of his conversion he 
thus states, "For I will show proof that we believe in neither fables nor doctrines 
without proof, but in doctrines full of the spirit of God, emitting power and 
flourishing with grace. " 152 Trypho agrees that the progress of the conversation will 
thus focus on why Justin places his hope in a crucified man yet still expects to receive 
favor from God when his commandments are ignored. ' 53 On the one hand, Trypho 
states that Justin does not really know God, while, on the other hand, Justin asserts 
that he does. The discourse is thus set. Justin will prove from the Prophets that what 
he states concerning Jesus as Messiah is true. 
V. Justin's Presentation of Truth 
Dial. 39 describes Christians as "instructed in all truth". 154 In the context, all 
truth centers on Jesus as the Christ. Jesus as the whole truth thus becomes the center 
Story, The Nature of Truth in "The Gospel of Truth" and in the Writings ofJustin Martyr, 67. 
Story, The Nature of Truth in "The Gospel of Truth " and in the Writings of Justin Martyr, 67. 
s0 Dial. 8.1. 
131 Dial. 8.3. 
152 Dial. 9.1 TTQPEQTWTL 'yap 6ELEW 43Tt OL KEVOIS inLQTEIJQajIEV g0otS oi& dvairoSEIKTOLT 
X6'yots, d 41EaTOLS iN641aTOs BEtou Kal 61NQµEL ppllou K&. Tcenx6(t XdlplTt. 
153 Dial. 10.2-4. 
134 Dial. 39.5 of k TTQQTjW TfS aneElac iEµaOTITEU41EVOt TLjI(BPEV. 
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of Justin's message, it revolves around Jesus. It is through Jesus that God is known 
and man attains salvation. Therefore, this examination of Justin's presentation of truth 
will also center on Jesus as the pivotal figure in Justin's presentation of truth-Christ 
himself is truth. 
A. The Argument From Prophecy 
!. The Prophets and Jesus 
lt has been shown above that Justin was converted to Christianity through an 
understanding of the Prophets and their message of truth. '" Immediately upon 
commencing the dialogue proper (chap. 11) we get a hint of how Justin will use 
scripture in his explanation of truth. In discussing the Law he bases his assertions of a 
New Covenant upon quotations from Isaiah and Jeremiah. This type of argument is 
indicative of the entire Dialogue where Justin is dependent on the Old Testament 
scriptures, a fact that does not go unnoticed by Trypho. At one point in the Dialogue 
Trypho states that the only reason he has tolerated the conversation with Justin is 
because Justin has referred everything to the scriptures. ' 56 Later Trypho also remarks 
that Justin is very careful to keep close to the scriptures in all his statements. '57 
Even a cursory reading of the Dialogue with Trypho reveals Justin's reference 
to the OT. He explicitly alludes to and quotes from the OT (LXX) more than seven 
hundred times 1S8 from no less than nineteen different OT documents. 159 When Justin 
refers to the Prophets either prophesying, foretelling, or predicting he does not merely 
mean the major and minor Prophets of the OT, the whole of the OT writings are seen 
as prophetic. This is illustrated in Dial. 126.2 where Justin says to Trypho, "For if you 
'ss See above, pp. 125-145. 
156 Dial. 56.16. 
'57 Dial. 80.1. 
''E. J. Goodspeed, The Formation of the New Testament (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1962) 51. 
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had understood the words of the Prophets, you would not have denied that He (Jesus) 
was God, Son of the only, unbegotten and ineffable God. i160 In the context there 
exists the usual mention of the Prophets; Ezekiel, Daniel, Isaiah, and Zechariah. But 
also included among them are writings of the Old Testament (or persons contained in 
OT books) commonly referred to as Law and Writings, i. e. Moses and Solomon. 
Further, as we saw above, Justin also places the words of these OT Prophets and 
personalities on the same level as the words of God. This is because the Prophets 
spoke by "the prophetic spirit, i161 and "the (holy) spirit of prophecys112 Many times 
Justin equates the words of an OT personality with the words of God, 163 thus 
indicating his belief that the Prophets spoke God's message. " 
For Justin the OT scriptures are necessary not only because they are the words 
and message of God, but, perhaps most importantly, because they prophesy and 
testify concerning the life of Jesus. And it is this testimony contained in the Prophets 
upon which Justin focuses throughout the Dialogue. His reasoning is quite clear-the 
Jews are at fault for being ignorant of the coming of Jesus as Messiah, this is because 
it is all recorded in the Prophets. 
For you [the Jews] did not offer sacrifice to Baal, as your fathers, nor did you 
place cakes in groves and on the high places for the host of heavens. Yet, you 
have not accepted his [God's] Christ. For the one who is ignorant of this one [Christ] is also ignorant of the purpose of God, and the one who insults and 
hates this one [Christ] clearly hates and insults the one who sent him. And he 
159 Gen, Exod, Lev, Num, Deut, 1-2 Kgs, Job, Pss, Isa, Jer, Ezek, Dan, Hos, Amos, Mic, Zech, and 
Mal. 
'60 Dial. 126.2 incl El VEVOýKQTE Tel elpr i va irUb T41V Trj o itZV, 06K &V Ef r1pVE'la0E 6T&' 
eivat BEÖV, TOO I16iou Kill dyEWf TOU Kal dppjTOU 9EOÜ UIbV. 
161 Tb 1Tpo4 rrLKbv m ev,, a Dial. 43.3; 53.4; 77.3; 91.4. 
162 TOO (äyiov) Trpo4rlnKOv mEÜµaTOS Dial. 32.3; 84.2; 139.1. 
16' See e. g., Dial. 41.2; 44.2,3; 46.5; 78.8, cf. 80.4.5; 84.1; 94.1; 133.2. 
16' Justin's reference to the Law and Writings was the Jewish way of speaking of what we now call the 
canon. The Jewish Bible today is made up three divisions, whose titles are combined to form the 
current Hebrew name for the complete writings of Judaism: Torah, Nebiim, Kethubim - Tanak. This 
trilication is ancient; it is supposed as long established in the Mishnah, the Jewish code of unwritten 
sacred laws, reduced to writing, ca. 200 CE. A grouping closely akin to it occurs in the NT in Christ's 
own words (Luke 24: 44). In the prologue of Ecclesiasticus (prefixed ca. 132 BCE) we find mentioned 
"the Law, and the Prophets, and others that have followed them. " 
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who does not believe in him does not believe the Prophets, who offcrcd the 
good news and proclaimed it to all. 165 
Justin's point here is that everything asserted about Jesus in the Christian 
tradition was spoken of in the Prophets before he came and was born a man. For 
Justin the OT scriptures were Christian writings. 166 As Christian writings they needed 
to be interpreted by the Christian tradition, and this is indeed what Justin does. For 
this reason the prophecies, which are delivered or handed down (rrapa&&SwtL) by the 
Prophets, are recalled to prove the event of Jesus Christ. 
Justin's use of the prophetic scriptures in this manner has been commonly 
referred to as the argument (or proof) from prophecy. 167 Because the Dialogue was set 
within a conversation with a Jew, Justin was working from the same respect for the 
OT scriptures. In this setting the appeal to scripture was entirely legitimate. The 
Jewish and Christian frame of mind meant that world history and God's purposes 
were connected in some way and this is the way they approached scripture. In the 
historical books of the OT the connection between history and God's purposes was 
plain, but there was a large portion of prophecy to which nothing in the history of the 
world appeared to correspond, or-to put it the other way around-a large part of 
world history whose place in the divine purpose was not obvious. Therefore, the task 
was two-fold: (1) to study the oracles of God to better understand the nature of God's 
purpose; (2) to study the events in order to locate any indication that God was 
165 Dial. 136.3 oü yäp Kai i4ICLV Tß(1 Bäaa iGI rE, cS of naTEpEV iilwv, Ot & iv vuvKCOL A 
11ETEt POLS T61TOLS Trig1aTa ETTOLEITE T QTparu TOO o, pa'oÜ, dxx' 8TL 06K iUlaOQE TÖV 
XpLaT6v alJToD. 6 $p To rrov dyvowv nvoEi Kai TfiV ß011Ä1ýV TOD BEOÜ, Kai 6 TOÜTOV i43p( v Kal 
Rlo i' Kai T6V triE u avTa 8fXot ÖTL Kai iU, El Kai L0pi(EL' Kai EL' Oll TrLQT6EL TLS EIS a6T6V, 
Oll 1TtaTE IEL TOLT TWV Tp0ýT1T6V KTlp6y1aa. Td[T ai, TÖV 6ayyfXLGR4 VOLT Kai KTlpllIaaty ELT 
irdvTaS. 
166 Dial. 28-30. See also, D. E. Aune, "Justin Martyr's Use of the Old Testament, " BETS 9 (1966) 179; 
J. N. D. Kelly, Early Christian Doctrines (rev. ed.; San Francisco: Harper, 1978) 32. 
167 See, J. Danidlou, Gospel Message and Hellenistic Culture (A History of Early Christian Doctrine 
Before the Council of Nicaea Volume 2; ET J. A. Baker, London: Darton, Longman & 
Todd/Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1973) 211-220; T. W. Manson, "The Argument From 
Prophecy, " JTS 46 (1945) 129.130. 
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working his purposes out in history. This is the basis upon which the argument from 
prophecy rested and proceeded. 
2. The Argument Proper 
A large part of the argument from prophecy rested on interpretation and 
exegesis. Thus, the argument from prophecy was the result of "correctly" interpreting 
scripture in light of "correctly" understanding the event. In order to rebut this, then, 
one had to challenge the correctness of exegesis, or the justice of the interpretation of 
the event, or both-168 This challenge to produce scriptural evidence for events such as 
the cross or the virgin birth naturally led to some rather forced exegesis as well as 
some interesting literal and allegorical interpretations of prophecies. As interesting as 
the exegetical issue is, however, the present purpose does not lie there. The purpose 
here is simply to explain Justin's use of the argument from prophecy as he presents it 
as truth. 
Perhaps the best way to understand how the argument from prophecy is 
employed by Justin is through the use of the following schematic. 
Agreed Basis of Argument: The Messiah is he who corresponds to the 
picture given of him in the OT. 
A is B. 
Justin: The picture of the Messiah in the OT is X. Y. Z 
All this is applicable to Jesus, as the parallel events 
from his life to the following texts from the OT prove. 
B is C. 
Trypho: Even if we agree with a certain likeness of the 
Messianic picture from the OT to Jesus, Y. Z aspects of 
your OT Messianic picture have other applications. 
Further, there are KLM aspects of the OT picture of 
the Messiah which are obviously not applicable to 
Jesus. 
Most of B is not C. 
Therefore Jesus is not the Messiah. 
C is not A. 169 
16$ Manson, "The Argument From Prophecy, " 130. 
169 H. P. Schneider, "Some Reflections on the Dialogue of Justin Martyr With Trypho, " SIT 15 (1962) 
167. 
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The argument from prophecy generally takes form in one of the four following 
lines of argument: 170 
(1) Sometimes an issue over whether a prophecy applies to Jesus takes the 
form of a philological or textual discussion. In this case Trypho would accuse Justin 
of assigning the wrong meaning to the text he quotes. When Trypho states that the 
prophecy of Isa 7: 10-16171 is misquoted by Justin, the issue rests on text and 
interpretation. Trypho believes the correct way to understand the prophecy is to apply 
it to Hezekiah, while Justin applies it to the birth of Jesus. ' 72 Justin does state that he 
will prove to Trypho that this prophecy refers to Jesus, 173 but his proofs amount to 
textual issues that are far from convincing. Justin even goes so far as to state that the 
Jews removed or changed parts of scripture that were obvious prophecies of Jesus. 
But I am not persuaded by your teachers, the ones refusing to admit that the 
interpretation provided by the seventy elders who were with Ptolemy King of 
the Egyptians is good, and they thus try to make their own interpretation. And 
I want you to see that they have taken away many of the writings from the 
interpretation by the elders with Ptolemy, from which this one who was 
crucified is shown to be proclaimed as God and man, and as being crucified 
and dying. 174 
At Trypho's request Justin proceeds to list, in Dial. 72-73, some of the passages that 
Justin claims were entirely omitted from the elders' interpretation (41rlyeta9at). The 
list produced by Justin, however, no longer appears in our edition of the Septuagint. 
Nor do they appear in the original Hebrew. 17s 
"'M. Wiles, "The Old Testament in Controversy with the Jews, " SITS (1955) 115. 
Trypho-"Behold a young woman shall conceive". Justin-"Behold a virgin shall conceive". 
Dial. 43; 66-73; 84; 124. 
' Dial. 43.7. 
Dial. 71.1-2 'AAA' 00 Xi Toig 5L8aaKdX0LS vµwv rr¬i9oµal, µii 0wTE6EtlI VoLc Kak7n 
itrl'yclo9at TQ nh TCV TTapa 1TTOAEl. Ia(G) Tfil Ai'yulTTiwv -yEVolth 't}l BaaLkel Ep5olIAK0 Ta 
np rjpwV, äÄX' aÜTOI 
E1Tyy6LQ0aL 7TELpCvTaL. Kal ÖTL ITOW 'fPaOT TOOEOV ITEplElXOV dt6 
TWV EtryyijacwV TWV *fE'YEVIj11EVwV 
iM TWV Trapä TTTOXEIia(tt) 'fVfEIIggiVWV 1Tpca vTIpWV, It WV 
ÖLappýSrly orroc a&thc 6 aTQUp8EZS 8Tt OEÖS Kal QV8pw1TOs Kal aTaupol111EVoc KQI 
QroOVnaKWV KEKTlPVY11EV05 d1T08E(KVVraL, Et&Vai ýµds ßoiiXoµat' 
'" M. Simon, Verus Israel: A Study of the Relations Between Christians and Jews in the Roman 
Empire (135-425) (ET H. McKeating; The Littman Library of Jewish Civilization; Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1986) 
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The most likely explanation here is that early Christian writers probably did 
not draw their arguments from the text of the OT itself. A number of scholars have 
shown that many early Christian writings include groups of quotations from Jewish 
sources that occur in textual forms that often do not agree with readings of the MT or 
the LXX. Further, these are given interpretations and applications uncommon or 
unknown in Judaism. This has given rise to the testimonia hypothesis. 176 This states 
that in the early church there was a collection (or collections) of "testimonies" of texts 
that had been extracted from Jewish scriptures and put together as proof-texts for 
Christian claims and that early Christian writers were indebted to these testimonia for 
their quotations. '77 
Evidence for testimonia is actually fairly widespread in literature. Both 
Graeco-Roman rhetoric and literary genre collections have been found. 178 Collections 
have also been seen in extant patristic writings where scriptural testimonia were 
indeed topically arranged. 179 More recently, some literature at Qumran provides 
concrete evidence that a variety of Jewish scriptural collections were used at a time 
contemporary with earliest Christianity. ' so The conclusion that is widely accepted 
from this evidence is that there is strong probability that testimonia were used in the 
early church and "should be reckoned among the lost items of the earliest Christian 
literature. "' 81 
16 J. R. Harris, Testimonies (2 vols.; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1916,1920); E. Hatch, 
Essays in Biblical Greek (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1889). For extensive historiography and 
bibliography see, M. C. Albl, "And Scripture Cannot Be Broken": The Form and Function of the Early 
Christian Testimonia Collections (NovTSup 96; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1999); R. Hodgson, "The 
Testimony Hypothesis, " JBL 98 (1979) 361-378. 
'" H. Y. Gamble, Books and Readers in the Early Churek" A History of Early Christian Texts (New 
Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1995) 25. 
'» See Albl, "And Scripture Cannot Be Broken ", 70-96. 
179 Esp. Cyprian, To Quirinus; Ps. 
-Gregory of Nyssa, Against the Jews. 
"0 4QTestimonia; 4QFlorilegium. See, M. J. Allegro, Qumran Cave 4: 1(4Q153-4Q186) (DID 5; 
Oxford: Clarendon, 1968). 
'' Gamble, Books and Readers in the Early Church, 27. 
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The significance of this for our study is that Justin Martyr belongs to this cm 
when testimonia were widely used. In fact, the prevailing understanding is that Justin 
did employ a collection of testimonies. 182 Justin was relying on testimonia that were 
apparently accompanied by interpretation and arguments. '" This forms the basis of 
his argument. 
(2) Sometimes Trypho believes that the words Justin quotes are either an 
historical statement about person D or a prediction fulfilled by personage E. The 
determination of the issue then requires historical knowledge and a consideration of 
the context. In Dial. 32-33 Justin recognizes that the Jews recognize Hezekiah as the 
historical fulfillment of Ps 109: 1-7. Justin, of course asserts that the prophecy is 
fulfilled in Jesus. For proof Justin refers to the very words of the Psalm to show that 
Trypho is wrong. In so doing Justin refers to the statement, "You art a high priest 
forever according to the order of Melchizedek". Justin then appeals to historical 
knowledge and states that Trypho must admit that Hezekiah was never an everlasting 
priest of God, therefore, the prophecy refers to Jesus. 1B" 
(3) Sometimes Trypho believes that the words Justin quotes may seem to have 
a fulfillment in Jesus, but the immediate surrounding context does not, and therefore 
whatever the correct interpretation of the passage, it cannot refer to Jesus. The 
determination of the issue will again require consideration of the context. An example 
of this line of argument is found in Dial. 65, "And Trypho said, `Being puzzled by so 
This was first established by A. Benoit, Saint lrenee: Introduction d l'Ezude de sa thdologie (Paris: 
presses Universities de France, 1960) 82-87; 96-101. Dani&lou (Gospel Message and Hellenistic 
Culture, 199) states, "Justin and Irenaeus made use of these collections may be taken as definitively 
established; cf. the convincing demonstration by A. Benoit... ". More recent and detailed monographs 
arguing the position include, AN, "And Scripture Cannot Be Broken"; O. Skarsaune, The Proof from 
Prophecy. A Study in Justin Martyr's Proof-Text Tradition: Text-Type. Provenance, Theological 
Profile. NovTSup 56; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1987. Osborn also devotes a very helpful chapter on the issue, 
E. F. Osborn, Justin Martyr (BHT Gerhard Ebeling; Tübingen: J. C. B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck], 1973) 
111-119. 
193 Skarsaune, The Proof From Prophecy, 91. 
'" Another example of this line of argument can also be found in Dial. 76-77. 
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many scriptures, I do not know what to say concerning the scripture in Isaiah in which 
God says that he gives his glory to no other, saying this, ' I am the Lord God, this Is 
my name. Neither my glory nor my virtues will I ever give to any other. "' ss 
Trypho's comment and quotation of Isa 42: 8 arises because of Justin's citation 
of a number of Psalms which he believes testify to the deity of Christ. '16 Justin's reply 
to Trypho's comment relies on the context of Isa 42: 8 alone. Justin thus quotes Isa 
42: 5-13 and simply states that therein God affirms that he will give his glory to him 
alone whom he has appointed to be the light of the Gentiles, and not, as Trypho 
claims, that he will reserve his glory for himself only. Thus, from the context Justin 
argues that the passage refers to Jesus. 
(4) Sometimes Trypho believes that Justin quotes words that seem to have a 
fulfillment in Jesus, but there are other facts about Jesus which do not correspond 
with prophecy and other Messianic prophecies which have no fulfillment in Jesus. 
The argument then requires, on the one hand, the production of further appropriate 
testimonies, and on the other hand, an answer in terms of the two advents. The 
application of this argument rested on the Jewish claims that the grandeur of the OT 
prophecies did not correspond to the humility of Jesus. This is well-illustrated in Dial. 
32 where Trypho states that the OT prophecies claim a glorious and great Messiah but 
the Christians' Messiah was without glory-even to the extent that he incurred the 
last curse of God's law, crucifixion. Justin's reply was to refer to the two advents of 
Christ, the first in which he would be pierced by the Jews, and the second in which 
the Jews will look up and recognize him as Messiah. ' 87 
'sS Dia!. 65.1 Kai 6 TpCOwv Eýrl" 'TIT6 TWV Toao6TwV ypa4x v 6uaw7YoCVEVos oLJK olsa Ti $(Z 
HEpl TnS ypa4fj5 fv EýTj 11aalaS. KaO' T1v 6 (k6T olls&t' ETEpy ÖOÜVat Tilt/ ioav C&TOÜ XyEt. 
oirrws EiTT(u. 'Eyw Küpto, ö 8E6S, Toürd µou dvoµa, r' 6dt; av µov iTipy ov µßj &iew oi& 
Tac apETdS ilou. 
16 Dia/. 64. The Psalms quoted are 98: 1-7; 71: 1-5; 71: 17-19; 18: 1-6. 
A further example of this line of argument can be found in Dial. 51-52. 
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3. The Interpretation of Events and Truth 
154 
It is a truism that the crux of the argument from prophecy is the fulfillment of 
any prophecy offered in the argument. In Justin's case, his goal is to show that the 
prophecies he puts forth were foretold about and fulfilled in Christ. It has been shown 
above that the lines of argument in the argument from prophecy centered on textual, 
historical, and contextual issues. It is apparent, however, that the historical issues 
receive paramount treatment. 
Justin primarily shows that the prophecies are true and that they were fulfilled 
in Jesus through an appeal to events. This is more than simply an appeal to the context 
of a particular prophecy, it is an appeal to reality. In this vein Justin claims that the 
doctrines which he states concerning Jesus are true because even in the face of 
persecution Christians do not deny the name of Jesus. It is significant in this case that 
Justin uses the term 4aivw (visible) in this context to indicate that it is plain for all to 
see. 188 The same idea is present in Dial. 110.4 where Justin states, "Though being 
beheaded, and crucified, and exposed to wild beasts, and chains, and fire, and all other 
tortures, it is clear that we have not fallen away from the confession. "' 89 Here, the use 
of 6fiX6v (SiXos) is also used in the sense of something that is clearly visible, 
evident, or plain to see. This appeal to sensible reality is, for Justin, an indication that 
the things prefigured in the OT are fulfilled in Jesus. They arc so firm in the minds of 
Christians that they are willing to endure persecution, even unto death, for the truth of 
that proclamation. 
The appeal to events does not stop there. Based again on the fact that scripture 
foretold events, Justin also gives specific examples in this appeal to events. One such 
Dial. 30.2. 
'"Dial. 110.4 KE4a%OTOJIO 4. EVOL '76P Kal QTQUpOL IEVOL Kai BTjp(OLS ITQ 141flQl Kai 
&aI. LOiS Kai TTUPL Kai irdaaLT TatS QUQLS ßaatVOLS 
ÖTL Ot1K d4LaTd E8a T-fý 611OXOyiaS, 6A v 
Eanv 
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example is in the context about the discussion of circumcision in Dial. 23. In trying to 
convince Trypho of the needlessness of circumcision for righteousness, Justin states 
that Abraham was not circumcised when he was blessed by God. Therefore, "he 
received circumcision as a sign, not for righteousness just as the scriptures and the 
realities (rrpdyµaTa) compel us to confess. "190 It is the plain reality that proves 
circumcision to be unnecessary. 
The appeal to reality is best exemplified in instances where Justin claims that 
things predicted in scripture are actually taking place before the eyes of humankind. 
Thus, in Dial. 53 Justin quotes Gen 49: 1119' to show that this was a prophecy of 
Jesus' triumphal entry into Jerusalem. This is then used to explain that since it had 
been foretold in scripture that Christ would do this, and since he did this in the sight 
of all, he furnished clear proof that he was the Christ. 192 Later, in the same chapter, he 
makes the same type of appeal using a prophecy from Zech 9: 9, with the conclusion 
that "... the Prophet Zechariah prophesied that this same Christ would be killed and 
his disciples scattered-and it actually happened. "' 93 Several other passages in the 
Dialogue employ the same type of argument. 194 In each case Justin appeals to 
scripture for a prophecy, he interprets it christologically, then he states that the 
fulfillment has taken place or is taking place before the eyes of the world. In other 
words the reality of the event is proof that the prophecy (as interpreted by Justin) is 
true. 
Here is where the Memoirs of the Apostles become important. Each of the 
instances of the argument from events mentioned in the preceding paragraph uses 
'90 Dial. 23.4 TT}V SE TTEPLTOIL V E13 QijµEIOV, aXX' OUK ELS SLKaLoo )vrlV Xaß¬V, C Kad at 
ypa()at Kai T& TrpdyµaTCL dvayKd[EL vµäs öµoaoyEiv. 
' "Tying his ass to the vine, and the foal's ass to the tendril of the vine" 
'92 Dial. 53.2. 
193 Dial. 53.5 dUCl Kai SLCL TOG TrpO4 jTOU ZaXapLou, ÖTL TraTaxeTjaETat a6r6 OVTOT 6 XpLaTbT 
Kai SLaaKOpTrLaet aOVTat Ol µaeijTal aÜTOV, TrpOEýfTEtIOT1' ÖUTTEp Kai y4yOVE. 
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non-OT narratives or accounts as proof. In other words, Justin either alludes to or 
quotes from a source (or sources) which evidently record the life and words of Jcsus. 
These sources are the Memoirs of the Apostles. 195 Because Justin was dealing with 
unbelievers in his extant works he could make limited use of Christian writings. But 
Justin does make use of these writings, and they form a strong part of his argument. 
By calling these Christian writings "Memoirs of the Apostlesi196 it is apparent that 
Justin is presenting them to his readers as trustworthy documents. 
Justin explicitly refers to the Memoirs of the Apostles thirteen times in Dial. 
99-107. In each instance the term serves to quote, or refer to, Christian writings which 
demonstrate that the prophecy of Ps 22 has been fulfilled in Jesus. But many times 
Justin makes reference to events in the life of Jesus or words which Jesus spoke but 
neglects to give any indication of how or where he came upon them. 19' it is a valid 
conclusion that references to the words and life of Jesus were most likely found in the 
Memoirs of the Apostles. The point here is that the Memoirs are thus used as reliable 
historical records, as written documents that are accessible to all. The authors of these 
documents were men who lived with Jesus, or, as their followers, received their 
information from them as reliable witnesses. 198 So, as reliable historical records of the 
Dial. 35; 51; 78; 82; 85; 96. 
"s A detailed treatment of the Memoirs of the Apostles is presented below in Chapter 3. 
1" dlrop. vrµoveßµaTa Twv tTroorrbawv. There has been some discussion about the origin of this term. 
Some (B. M. Metzger, The Canon of the New Testament: Its Origin, Development. and Sign(ffcance 
[Oxford: Clarendon, 1987) 145; Barnard, Justin Martyr, 56) believe that the term was taken by Justin 
from Xenophon's 'ATroµvrlµovdgaTa F. wKpdTOs which was well-known during the time. Others 
(R. G Heard, "The AUOMNHMONETMATA in Papias, Justin, and Irenaeus, " NTS I( 1954.551 125; 
H. Koester, Ancient Christian Gospels. Their History and Development [London: SCMJPhiladelphia: 
Trinity Press International, 1990] 38-39) believes that the term is not derived from Xenophon because 
the Greek term does not appear in his writings, but only as a title of his work in later manuscripts. 
To 
argue that Justin used the term in order to raise the Gospels to the rank of historical sources 
is incorrect 
because the term did not have such a meaning in Justin's time. Rather, the term was most likely derived 
from the verb "to remember" (dlrop. vrlµovEi*tv). The term had been used by Papias as a technical term 
for the transmission of oral materials about Jesus. If Justin's use is derived from this usage it would 
designate the "Memoirs" as trustworthy written documents. 
See e. g., Dial. 35; 48; 49; 53; 78; 80; 82; 85; 120. 
Dial. 103. 
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words and life of Jesus they complement Justin's appeal to reality. They arc used as 
records of fact, as proof for Justin's christological interpretations of prophecies. 
The Memoirs, for Justin, are witnesses to the life, death, and resurrection of 
Jesus. This is significant because the knowledge Justin has of these events explains 
the OT prophecies. This is how the OT scriptures can be described as Christian 
writings, '" because they needed to be interpreted by the Christian tradition. 200 Justin 
claims that the teachings of Jesus have been preserved by the Apostles and 
proclaimed in the churches201 There is thus an intimate link between Tradition, 
scripture, and the Memoirs. For Justin, rrapa&6 p. m is often used in a technical 
sense to refer to the teaching of Jesus, the Apostles, and the Church. 203 Justin views 
Tradition as controlling but still substantiates his claim using written documents. The 
documents written by eyewitnesses or their nearest associates are therefore becoming 
just as reliable in Justin's proof than stories passed on orally for more than a century. 
The written Tradition and the oral Tradition are held together by Justin as equal. It is 
irrelevant to Justin whether the Trapdßovts is passed on orally or in writing. The 
important thing is the content of the TrapdSoaLc. He often refers to things which are 
taught, or teachings that are common knowledge to Christians, but this common 
knowledge was gathered from both oral Tradition and written Tradition. Therefore, on 
the one hand, he can view both the message proclaimed (MCrIpuXBEtcwv) by the 
Apostles in all the nations, 204 or the Gentiles learning doctrine which was preached 
1" Dial. 28-30. 
200 D. E. Aune, "Justin Martyr's Use of the Old Testament, " BETS 9 (1966) 179; J. N. D. Kelly ly 
Christian Doctrines (rev. ed.; San Francisco: Harper. 1978) 32. 
'01 / Apol. 66; Dial. 48. 
202 Trupa5&&41L- to teach, transmit, or hand on as instruction or tradition. napdboats- handing OVers 
delivery, hence teaching committed to a pupil, transmission, or handing down. See G. W. t(. EAmN 
(cd. ), A Patristic Greek Lexicon (Oxford: Clarendon, 1995) 1013; 1014-1016. 
201 / ApoL 6.2; 46; 49.5; 66.1; 66.3; Dial. 49.1; 69.7; 70.4; 117.1. 
10' 1 Apol. 42.4. 
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(, cnpuX6&ra) by the Apostles205 as of paramount importance. On the other hand, he 
views the written Christian message which was contained in the Memoirs written 
(ycVOIivoLS) by the Apostles206 as just as important. The reason for this is not 
necessarily the medium (aside from the fact that it was passed down through reliable 
accounts), but rather, the message. The message that is proclaimed is the same 
message that is written-this is the important thing. 207 
If the knowledge about the events of Jesus' life, death, and resurrection is 
found in the Memoirs then it is clear that the Memoirs are where the remembrance of 
Jesus takes place. It is not the textual form of the documents that are important, the 
important thing is that Jesus is remembered in the Memoirs. The same is true of other 
remembrances of Jesus like the Rule of Faith, 208 baptism 1 
09 and the Eucharist 210 
Illustrative of this point is 1 Apol. 61 and 65-67.211 
1 Apol. 61-67 is perhaps the best known passage from Justin's extant writings. 
In his defense of Christianity as non-threatening to the Empire, Justin describes what 
may be seen as a fairly typical representation of second century Christian rites. He 
thus describes the rite of baptism with the claim that it was "learned from the 
Apostles, "212 a clear indication of a Traditioning that was discussed above. Following 
his description of the baptismal rite, Justin describes the administering of prayers and 
2D' Dial. 109.1. 
206 / Apol. 66.3; Dial, 88; 105. 
S°' See also, C. 1. K. Story, The Nature of Truth in "The Gospel of Truth" and in the Writings oflustin 
Martyr (NovTSup 25; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1970) 111. 
20$ / Apol. 13; 42; 46; 63; 2 Apol. 6; Dial. 30; 51; 85; 95. Justin, unlike lrenaeus and Tertullian a few 
years later, does not explicitly refer to the Rule of Faith. The passages cited here, however, are meant to 
point out the content therein is consistent with the explicit citations of the Rule of Faith in trenacus and 
Tertullian. For more of the Rule of Faith see, pp. 201-215. 
209 l Apol. 61-66; Dial. 13; 14; 19; 43; 44; 86. For more on baptism see pp. 244-256. 
210 / ApoL61.67; Dial. 41; 70; 117; 118. 
211 Explanation of this passage as it relates specifically to baptism and illumination is discussed in 
detail below, pp. 244-256. 
211 1 Apol. 61.9. 
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the Eucharist. 213 The only persons eligible to partake in the Eucharist arc those who 
believe "that the things we teach are true, and who has been washed with the washing 
that is for the remission of sins, and unto regeneration, and who is so living as Christ 
has enjoined (T ap4SwKEV). s214 This statement follows with the creed-like affirmation 
that the Eucharist is not received as common bread and common drink, "but in like 
manner as Jesus Christ our Saviour, having been made flesh by the Word of God, had 
both flesh and blood for our salvation. "2'S This, is reminiscent of the Rule of Faith. 
Following this, a strong connection is made with the Memoirs, "which are called 
Gospels, "216 as a place where these things have been "delivered" (rrao&oicav). 
The point I am trying to make here is brought together in I Apo!. 67. So far, 
Justin has made a strong connection of Baptism, the Eucharist, the Rule of Faith, and 
the Memoirs as, not only important in the Christian rites, but also as being handed 
down through Christ and the Apostles. Justin now states that Christians "continually 
remind each other (dvallLgV jaKOiEV) of these things. "217 He then continues on to 
describe the typical Sunday gathering of Christians where the Memoirs and the 
Prophets are read, prayers are offered, and the rites are administered. This description 
of the Christian rites and Sunday services is understood with the concluding statement 
that "He [Jesus] taught them [the Apostles] these things which we have submitted for 
»218 
your consideration. 
There are three things that are important to point out here. First, the idea of 
Tradition comes to the fore. There is the clear indication that what was being done has 
been handed down from Christ through the Apostles as controlling. Second, this 
213 I ApoL 65-66. 
2`I ApoL 66.1. 
='s l Apol. 66.2. 
211 l Apol. 66.3. 
217 / Apol. 67.1. 
_1$ l Apol. 
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traditioning, whether it be in the form of Baptism, the Eucharist, the Rule of Faith, or 
the Memoirs, is where Jesus is remembered. Third, because each of these Traditions is 
where Jesus is remembered, they are all bearers of the message, they allow the 
Christian to remember the event of Jesus Christ. 
These points should temper any temptation to raise the written documents to a 
level that Justin did not. For him it is the message that is important, and because the 
Memoirs contain the message they are important. But they must be taken on an even 
plain with Baptism, Eucharist, and the Rule of Faith. It is the historical event that is 
controlling and these events are remembered through Christian rites and the service 
held on Sunday. 
Thus, it is clear within Justin's Argument from Prophecy that his concept of 
truth relied on events and history. In the Argument from Prophecy we have a concrete 
example of the radical transformation of his Middle Platonism. The argument shows 
that Justin no longer believes truth to be resident in the realm of Being with the Good. 
There is no longer any desire on the part of Justin to see God with the powers of the 
mind. Rather, truth resides in the events that have occurred and are occurring in the 
sensible realm. Their proof is shown in their fulfillment. 
In order to present his claims about Christianity as truth Justin thus uses the 
argument from prophecy with Trypho. Working within this familiar context Justin 
then uses OT scripture to show Trypho two main truths, each having a christocentric 
focus: Jesus as the New Testament or Law, and Jesus as the Logos of God. 
B. Jesus as the New Covenant or Law 
In Judaism the basis of the Law is found in the Covenant relationship into 
which Israel entered with God upon delivery from Egypt. In this Covenant, God chose 
Israel to be his people through this deliverance and this relationshiP rinds its 
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expression in the ethical decalogue of Exodus 20.219 The Law was given to make clear 
how God's people might live within the Covenant. The Law was thus given so that 
the people would know what was and what was not a breach of the Covenant 
relationship. It was the way in which the people could remain obedient and so remain 
in the Covenant 220 
Thus, in Judaism, there was a close relationship between Law and Covenant. 
From the time of Ezra onwards, it was believed that the revelation of God found its 
supreme expression in the written code of the Law contained in the Pentateuch. So, 
the word "Torah" comes to be used with special reference to the Pentateuch. As the 
post-exilic period dawned about two hundred years before the Christian era a slight 
change of emphasis occurred within Judaism from faithfulness within the Covenant to 
Obedience to the Torah. "Obedience to the Law of God was all important as the 
indispensable condition of their acceptance as heirs of the covenant; disobedience 
meant rejection of the covenant and the God-given promises that went with it. " 
This, again, points to the very close relationship between Law and Covenant in the 
mind of the Jew-to break the Law was to break the Covenant. 
For Justin the Covenant and the Law belong together. He repeatedly combines 
the terms "law" and "covenant. "m The Law which was delivered at Sinai %Vas valid 
for the Jewish people for a period of time. But this Law has now been surpassed and 
replaced by a New Covenant. This New Covenant is Christ himself and is universal in 
_" D. S. Russell, From Early Judaism to Early Church (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1936) 55- 
2" The covenant and the Law were the foundation of Judaism. See, E. P. Sanders, Jewish Z* from 
Jesus to Mishnah (London: SCM Press/Philadelphia: Trinity Press International, 1990), Idem". 
Judaism: Practice & Belief 63 BCE-63 CE (London: SCM Press/Philadelphia: Trinity 1'ßs 
International, 1992). 
u' Russell, From Early Judaism to Early Church, 60. 
2n Dial. 11.2; 24.1; 34.1; 43.1; 122. 
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scope and eternal in duration. 23 Justin recognizes that fulfillment of the Law is 
required in Jewish thought to remain in the Covenant. This is why he makes such a 
close relationship between Law and Covenant. 
1. The Problem of the Old Law 
The Mosaic Law is a problem for Justin. The reason for this is seen in chaps. 
8-10 where Justin bids Trypho to convert. Trypho's reply includes a rejection of 
Justin's bid and the offer of a counter claim as the basis of salvation-the Mosaic 
Law. Further, Trypho claims that the Messiah is yet to come. In accepting Jesus as the 
Messiah Christians have believed a foolish rumor and have invented a Messiah for 
themselves. 
The response of Trypho makes Justin's task two-fold: 224 Justin must show that 
Christ is not a matter of empty fantasy, but a divinely attested reality. This is done 
mainly in chaps. 31-118, the christological section. But first Justin must also show 
Trypho how Christians can call themselves friends of God yet still not observe the 
Law. 
Justin does not define the Law anywhere in the Dialogue with 7yypho, but the 
way in which he discusses it throughout indicates that it is the written Law of Moses. 
Even the first reference to the Law in the Dialogue shows that the discussion centers 
on the written Law of Moses. 
225 The terminology which Justin employs when 
discussing the Law also indicates that it is the Mosaic Law 226 Finally. Justin often 
refers to the Law by its specific ordinances u7 
u' E. Ferguson, "Justin Martyr on Jews, Christians and the Covenant, " in F. Manns & E. Alliata (eds. ), 
Early Christianity in Context: Monuments and Documents (Studium Biblicum Franciscanutn Collectio 
Maior 38; Jerusalem: Franciscan Printing Press, 1993) 397. 
224 T. Stylianopoulos, Justin Martyr and the Mosaic Law (SBLDS 20; Missoula: Scholars Press, 1975) 
9. 
su Dial. 8.4 Tä & Typ v6µ4 YEypaggiva irdvra 
226 (6) vdµoc (Dial. 8.4; 10.4; 11.1; 45.3; 89.2; 96.1; 122.3-5). 6 vdµoS Mwt jEws (Dial. 45.3; 52.3; 
95.1). ö v611os 6 SLaTaXBelg &ä MwÜa ws (Dial. 34.1; 45.2; 47.3). 6 vdµoc 8foü (Dial. 32.4; 
86.6). Tä WE MwiiaIwc SLaTaXAEvra (Dial. 42.4; 46.1-2). Ta iv TQ Iah(t) -feyßaligivQ (Dial. 
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In Dial. 11.1-2 Justin summarizes what he will endeavor to show concerning 
the Law and truth, 
But we hope neither in Moses nor the Law. For then we would be doing the 
same things as you. But now I have read, 0 Trypho, that there shall be a final 
and highest covenant of all, of which is binding on all men to observe, as 
many as are seeking after the inheritance of God. For the Law given on Ilorcb 
is already old and belongs to you alone, but this new one is for all without 
discrimination. But law against law has abrogated that which stood before, and 
a covenant which occurs afterwards, in like manner, has put an end to the one 
before it. 228 
In this quotation we see that hope for the salvation of humankind is not through the 
Law, a new Law is here, the old Law is obsolete; the old Law was for the Jews only, 
the new Law is for all; the new Law is in opposition to the old. Therefore, the old law 
is an inadequate Law. The old Law did come from God but it is now inadequate in 
three ways: in motive, content, and effect. 229 
a Old Law Inadequate in Motive 
The three motives of the Mosaic Law show its inadequacies. First, it was to 
soften hearts. It was imposed upon the Jews because of the hardness of their hearts 
Second, it was to set right what had gone wrong. The Law was only given when 
Moses discovered the worship of the golden calf. The patriarchs had done well 
8.4). lvvopoc noatrE(a (Dial. 47.4). voµo0Eaia (Dial. 92.2). rä vdµlµa (Dial. 29.3; 52.3; 
67.5). al ivroaal (Dial. 10.3; 67.4). Tä npoardyµara (Dial. 21.1-5; 86.6; 
124.4). Td iTaaµaTa (Dial. 46.5; 67.10). Tä &Kau p. aTa (Dial. 21.2-4; 46.2). 
u' 1TEpLTOµ1j, acißßarov, dCvlLa, vncTEiat, ttpoa4opai, fluvial, copra(, Eµµrtva. Tb ßQtrr(CECOBaI. 
and 6 noSa(. 
Dial. 11.1.2 AklAaaIEV & oü Slä MWua&wc oii& B L& Tov voµov ij ydp nv T6 a0T6 Wtt* 
jrsotoijµEv. vvvi S& dviyvwv -fdp, w Tpi4wv, ölt Iaotio Kai T(XCVTGtOs I LO' Ka1 bag fiKlj 
KuplwTdTn naawv, ilv vvv &ov 4uxdaa¬tv lydvraS dv8p(Lnoug, öaot TAT TOO &ov Klnpolroµias 
dvrttrotoüvrat. 6 yap Iv Xwpho ttaAatbs tjSr v6goc Kai j4LC)v µbvwv, 6& 1TdvTwv 41T. 
vdtiOS & KaT& V611OU TE8E1S TÖV iipÖ 6 mb IirauaE, Kat Sla0fiKTJ ILETETTElT4 Y 11(vä Týv 
TfpOTEpOV bgoioS laTT1aEv. 
2''' E. F. Osborn, Justin Martyr, 157-158. 
130 Dial. 18.2; 22; 27.2; 43.1; 44.2; 46.5; 47.2; 67.8. 
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without it. 31 Third, the Law was given for the sins of the people, but the sins still 
persisted. 32 
b. Old Law Inadequate in Content 
The content of the Law was inadequate because it was restricted in scope and 
outlook-it was only for the Jews233 
c. Old Law Inadequate in Effect 
The effect of the Law was also inadequate. It did fulfill a temporary purpose 
by hindering the hardness of human hearts but it has also prefigured the future 
realities of the new Law by preparing human minds for those future realities. 34 
2. Necessity of a New Law 
Justin insists that a new Law has been foretold, a Law that could truly give 
righteousness before God and salvation. 235 Because the old Law was for the Jews it 
did not have the power to save Gentiles. This necessitated a new Law which was 
foretold throughout scripture. The new Law is eternal and has the power to save all 
humankind. "For if the law was able to enlighten the nations and the ones possessing 
it, why is there a need of a new covenant? But since God foretold that he would send 
a new covenant, and an eternal law and commandment, we will not understand this 
[the above quoted passages] as of the old law and its proselytes, but of Christ and his 
proselytes-us Gentiles, whom he has enlightened.., s236 
2" Dial. 19.5; 20.4. 
232 Dial. 27.2. 
233 Dial. 11.2; 19.6. 
'74 B. de Margerie. An Introduction to the History of Exegesis Vol. /: The Greek Fathers (ET L. Maluf; 
Petersham: St. Bede's, 1993) 31. 
235 See e. g., Dial. 11; 24; 34; 67. 
236 Dial. 122.5 JTTEl EL V6[10S EIXE T6 4WTL(EIV TQ E0v Kai. TOÜS 1XOVTas QUTbV, T1S XpE(a 
KaLVTiS SLae KT1S; ilTE1. 
& KaiVI V SLaOýKrl Kai VbliOV aiLiIVtoV Kai. 1rp6aTayµa 6 AEÖS 
TTpoEKTipUUQE irE L JELV, Ol! )(I TÖV 1TaXatäV Vbl. loV QKouad ieea Kal TOÜT nPWTjXUTOUS allroh, dxxtl 
TÖV XPLaT6V Kal. TOÜS TTpoojkÜTOUS a&roi, TIItä TQ 
ZAVYl, ODT iýWTLQEV. 
For a discussion on the relationship between baptism, enlightenment, and Christ see Chapter 4. 
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3. Supremacy of the New Law 
The new Law surpasses or fulfils the old Law. The whole of the old Law is 
seen as a collection of symbols to prepare humankind's minds for Christ U" The Law, 
therefore, has a "true" or "real" meaning which surpasses the original intcntion. 23` it 
is by means of these precepts that, in prefiguring Jesus, God calls the Jews to know 
and remember God. 239 In each precept and prophecy there was a hidden meaning210 
which ultimately would have their fulfillment in Jesus the Christ. 24 As Justin 
succinctly states, "... from each such action certain great mysteries were 
"242 accomplished. 
This new Law is based neither on fulfilling the precepts of the old Law, nor on 
the fact that the Jews are descendants of Abraham. The first point is made clear by 
Justin in his various discussions concerning Abraham's justification. In explaining 
that Abraham received circumcision as a sign the main point is that he was justified 
because of his faith. Indeed, he was justified before he was circumcised 
. 
2'1 Thus, 
justification is not based on doing the Law but on faith in God. The second point is 
made clear when Justin makes clear to Trypho, in no uncertain terms, that no Jew will 
participate in the legacy of benefits promised by Christ simply because they are 
descendants of Abraham. The only participants will be those who have the same 
ardent faith as Abraham. 244 Therefore, the new Law is not for Jews only but also for 
those who display this same faith. This is the true spiritual Israel. The issue of faith 
:" Dial. 42.4; 111.2. 
23' Dial. 12; 14; 27; 34; 40; 41; 42; 43; 44; 52,54; 67,86; 110; 111; 112; 118; 134. 
"' Dial. 27.4. 
240 Dial 112.3. 
241 Dial. 43.1-2. 
242 Dial. 134.2 oticovoµiat TLViT 1EYd)"v PVCFTTIPtwv Ev iKdaT3 nvi Tota(. ra ttpdtcL 
diTETEk0ÜVT0. 
1'3 Dial. 11.5; 23.4-5. 
2" Dial. 44.2; 119.5-120.1. 
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and the true spiritual Israel is well summarized near the end of the Dialogue where 
Justin states, 
What, therefore, did Christ bestow on Abraham? That he, through a similar 
calling [to our own], called him with his own voice, telling him to leave the 
land where he lived. And with this voice he called all of us, and we have now 
come out of that way of life which we lived in common with the rest of the 
world-living wickedly. And we will, therefore, inherit the holy land with 
Abraham, receiving the inheritance for an unlimited age, being children of 
Abraham through the same faith. For the manner in which he believed the 
voice of God, and as it was reckoned to him as righteousness, in this manner 
also we have believed the voice of God which was being spoken through the 
Apostles of Christ and through which it was proclaimed to us through the 
Prophets. And we renounce unto death all the things in the world. Therefore, 
he promises to him a nation of similar faith-God-fearing, righteous, and 
delighting in the father. But it is not you [Jews], "in whom there is no faith. "241 
These appeals to justification before circumcision and Christians as the true 
Israel are similar to some Pauline arguments in his epistles to the Romans and to the 
Galatians 246 Both Dial. II and Rom 4 refer to Genesis for support that Abraham was 
declared righteous by God before his circumcision? {' In Dial. 11 and 23 Justin uses 
the Abraham story to argue that both the Jews and the Gentiles trace their lineage 
back to Abraham. But while Justin initially uses the Abraham story in the same way 
as Paul that Abraham received circumcision as a sign that he was already justified by 
God, he soon moves away from Paul by declaring that the church has replaced the 
245 Dia!. 119.5.6 Ti oüv nXIov MdSE 6 XptvtöS XapiCETat Tý 'Aßpadp ; 8Tt &d T fic 6 otar 
rAAaEwT wvt &dAEVEV alrrdv, ELTrmV i C(Xkiv dTrb'f c yft &j (KEI. Kai i LdV & BTTaVTas &' 
EKE(Vng TfS ýwVýS iKdXEaE, Kal WX80tEV 48T1 diT6 rft TioXITEtaT. iv J lCtBliEV K-aT& Till 
Kotvä rwv &V"V Tfs YT T o1KrIT6 UV KaKC;, s (wVTCT* Kai OuV TIi 'Aßpadµ Týv dyiav 
KXripovoiTjaoµEV yfiv. Etc rbv dirEpavrov at iva Týv KAripovoµiav XTyý6gtvot, Td cva TOO 
'Aßpa&g Stä Thv 6go(av lri0Tty 6vTcT. Ö yap Tpbtrov icc vos r 'wv Too (icon Itt{QTEUt? E Kal 
jxo-ytae q afrr E1 &KaLoa v IV, T&V a&rbv Tp67TOV Kai. 1141EtQ Tn dwv TOO O(ob, I &d TIE T4ty 
drroaT61wv roü XptoTOO Xaari9E[ala iräuv Kal Tp &ä Tt, V Trp4rlht v KllpvX8E(c0 fiµty, 
maTEvaavTES ILIXPL TOO d1T eVv CrKELV Trägt toffs iv tý K6a1L dAETatdµ(9a. ö Lolbmctov ow 
Tb EBVOS Kai BEOaE jc Kal SCKatoV, ElK patVOV TÖV TraTEpa, iflnaXwVrat a1Jt4). dX' Ok 4L& T. 
otS o11K iaTL tr[artc iv 6T6T. 
246 On the argument for Abraham's justification before circumcision see Rom 4: 10.12. cf. Dial. 11.5; 
23.4-5. On the argument for Christians as the true Israel see Gal 3: 8.9, cf Dial. 44.2; 119.5420.1. 
247 Both passages refer to Gen 12: 3; 15: 6; 174. 
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Jews as the true Israel. So here the Pauline material stands alongside the prophetic 
announcements that the Jews would reject Jesus and the Gentiles accept him. 241 
A further similarity to a Pauline argument is found in Dial. 119.5 where there 
is a citation of Gen 15: 6 that is used by Justin to claim that uncircumcised Gentiles 
who believe are like their spiritual father Abraham 249 Abraham's call parallels the 
call of the Gentiles in Justin's day. Because the Gentiles are children of Abraham 
through faith, the inheritance belongs to them. Both Justin and Paul quote the passage 
from Genesis to declare that Gentle Christians are justified like Abraham. 
Justin's use here of the Abraham story in Dial. 11,23, and 119 and their 
contexts indicate that Justin has drifted away from the original purposes of Paul's 
arguments. 250 The passage in Romans is used by Paul to show that both Jew and 
Gentile share equal standing before God because both have the same faith as 
Abraham. The passage in Galatians is used in much the same way. In neither passage 
does Paul use Abraham to argue for the exclusion of the Jews, but rather, to show that 
both Jew and Gentile inherit the promise to Abraham. But Justin has taken this 
argument and transformed it by placing it with ideas of the new covenant, new people, 
and understanding of the Prophets as witnesses to Jewish unfaithfulness and 
rejection. s' Thus, the Abraham material is linked with prophetic material to 
substantiate his claim that Christians are the true Israel. 
341 Cf. Dial. 93. See also R. Werline, "The Transformation of Pauline Arguments in Justin MAWS= 
Dialogue with Trypho, " ITR 92 (1999) 84. 
i'9 Cf. Gal 3: 8-9. 
2S0 Werline, "The Transformation of Pauline Arguments in Justin Martyr's Dialogue with Tr h0 ~ 86, 
_'I Cf. Dial. 7 where Justin claims that the Prophets announce (KarayyEXX) the Christ. Th{aýt Pit t3 
also knew about the Jews' rejection of the Messiah. Further, the Prophets also testify to the 
God will create a new people from among the Gentiles with whom he makes a new covenant and 
through which they become the new Israel (Dial. 39.1). See also Werline, "The TransformaiiOO of 
Pauline Arguments in Justin Martyr's Dialogue with Trypho. " 82; 86. 
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The explanation for this transformation of Pauline arguments is quite 
logical? 52 Since Paul's death Palestinian Jews had fought two wars with Rome 23) 
Further, by Justin's time, the church had become predominantly Gentile since the 
Jews had, in general, not embraced the gospel. Thus, the church in Justin's era had a 
different character than it had in Paul's era. The more Gentiles that entered the 
church, the more the Law faded into the background. The church became a Gentile 
phenomenon rather than a Jewish sect. 2s4 
Ultimately the necessity of faith and the expectation of an eternal Law is 
fulfilled in Jesus. He is the new and eternal Law whom the Prophets predicted. In 
many places throughout the Dialogue Justin makes this explicit claim. ISS Perhaps the 
best example of these claims is Dial. 43 where Justin states that, according to the will 
of the Father, circumcision, sabbaths, sacrifices, oblations and festivals originating 
with Abraham and Moses have their end in Him who was born of the virgin, of the 
race of Abraham, of the tribe of Judah, and of the family of David. Justin continues, 
"... in Christ, the Son of God, who was proclaimed as coming to the whole world to be 
an eternal law and a new covenant, just as the prophecies vNhich were mentioned 
before show. i256 
C. Jesus as the Logos of God 
The understanding of Jesus as the new and eternal Covenant is an important 
concept in the Dialogue as a point of contact with the Jews in his prescntation of 
truth. Justin's Logos concept, however, also remains an integral part of his 
" Werline, "The Transformation of Pauline Arguments in Justin Martyr's Dialogue with ? Jpho, ' 80" 
81. 
113 This, obviously, had a negative effect on Jewish-Christian relations and identity. See 
P. kichardson, 
Israel in the Apostolic Church (SNTSMS 10; Cambridge: Cambridge University PMO, ) 33.38. 
2S4 Simon, Perus Israel, 68. 
: ss Dial. 24; 34; 43; S1; 67; 110; 118; 121; 122. 
256 Dial. 43.1 vibe TOO OEOÜ XpiaT6v. 6anc Kai aioivtos p6µoS cat KW. vr &040 T'4' Travrl 
K6al14) kT1PU acTO ftpOEXEUQ61AEvoT, (JS at 1TPQAEÄETh val ftpO4gTEIQI CTl(lalºato1. 
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presentation of truth. In Justin's hands the Logos theology was able to explain to 
Trypho Christ's deity (pre-existence with the Father) and his incarnation. 
1. God 
lt is necessary to view Justin's Logos theology in light of a necessary 
progression from his concept of God. 2S7 In summary form Justin's basic concept is 
that God, the Creator of the universe, is unlike any other being. tic resides in the 
169 
super-celestial realms and is unseen by humankind. He is without beginning and end 
and is the cause through whom all else exists. Everything that exists does so through 
his purposes and will. 
The connection of this with Justin's Logos theology is hinted at in Dial. 59 
where Justin explains to Trypho that the theophanies which appeared to Abraham, 
Jacob, and Moses were not God the Creator. Then, in the next chapter, he states that 
his reason for this understanding is because he believes it absurd to assert that the 
Creator and Father of all things would leave the super-celestial realms to make 
himself visible in a little spot on the earth. This argument was hinted at in chap. 56 
where Justin tells us that God "... remains forever in the super-celestial realms, having 
never been seen or ever conversing with anyone, whom we understand to be creator 
and father of all. "258 And this argument appears again in chap. 114 where Justin 
criticizes Trypho's teachers for believing that the unbegotten God has hands and feet 
and fingers and a soul like a compound creature. This belief causes the Jews to assert 
that God himself appeared to Abraham and Jacob. But in Justin's Middle Platonic 
influenced concept of God it is the Logos who appears to reveal the Father to 
humanity. 
Ts' For a detailed treatment of Justin's concept of God see abom pp. 58-74. 
: s. Dial. 56.1 Tot! iv TOLS CpoupaviOts dd Vivovrov KaL oI&v 64,0VTOS A 6t tX6aavTos 
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2. The Logos as God's Mode of Expression 
170 
Rather than leaving it to rest here Justin builds upon this foundation to express 
what is perhaps the most pivotal doctrine in all of Justin's writings. 259 Because 
Justin's concept of God does not allow that the Father appear in space and time, Justin 
used the well-known Logos concept as God's mode of expression in space and time. 
What was hinted at in chaps. 56,59, and 114 is made clear in chap. 127. An extended 
quotation here well illustrates Justin's progression of thought on this matter. 
Whenever God says, "God went up from Abraham, " or "The Lord spoke to 
Moses, " and "The Lord came down to see the tower which the sons of men 
had built, " or when "God closed the ark of Noah from the outside, " do not 
think that the unbegotten God himself came down or went up from or to his 
state. For the ineffable Father and lord of all neither comes to any place nor 
walks, nor sleeps, nor rises, but remains in his own environment, wherever 
that is. Keenly seeing and keenly hearing, not with eyes or ears, but with an 
indescribable power. And he bears and knows all things and none of us 
escapes his notice. Nor is this one moved or confined to a locality in the whole 
world, for he was existing even before the creation of the world! How, 
therefore, could he be talking to someone, or be seen by someone, or to appear 
in an insignificant place on the earth...? Therefore, neither Abraham, nor 
Isaac, nor Jacob, nor any other man really saw the Father and ineffable Lord of 
all and of Christ himself. But [they saw] him who was according to his will his 
son, being God, and angel because he ministered to his purpose-the one who, 
by his (God's) will, became man through a virgin; the one who also became 
fire when he conversed with Moses from the bush. If we do not thus 
understand the scriptures, we must conclude that the Father and Lord of all 
was not in heaven when what Moses wrote took place. 60 
sl' EaUTOÜ TTOTE, bV 1TOLY1TYIV TWV 8XWV Kal Trai pa vooÜltev. 
259 1 disagree with Goodenough (The Theology of Justin Martyr, 140) who states that "the Logos is not 
fundamental for the theology of Justin... " 
260 Dial. 127.1-5 8TaV got) 6 AEbs AEyrl' 'Avßßrl 6 6EbS derb 'Aßpadp., A 'E)4XT1 E KIGptos 
TrpOS MWUUfV, KaL KaTE(1i KÜpiOS TOY rr ipyov t6Ew by t Ko86 LrIaaV OL vio. ¶WL' (11"Op61TWI, A 
ÖTE 'EKXELQEV 6 eEÖS T1V KLßWTÖV N(ZE E1WOEV, L? AyekOE ai1TbV TbV dyi TOV OrÖW KaTa 
pEpTlKEvaL t dVaßEfrlKEVQL TTOAEV. 6 72lp q. ppTITOS TTalilp Kal Ki, PLOS TWV -4VT()V GOTE 1TOL 
d4; 'LKTaL OÜTE TnEpLTraTet GÜTE Ka06SEL OLTE dv aTaTaL, dAA' 9V Tp avroü XwP4' OTTOU 1TOTI, 
LEVEL, 6ýb 6p(WV KQL 6 ti) dKOÜWV, 6K oeaxILOIS O1)6 C 1. V dW SUVdpEL )tKT) kal nävra 
Edop¢ Kai TrddvTa yLVc aKEL, Ka1 OUSELS T1116V X XI10EV 6T0V' ofre KLVOlg(VOS' 
a TdTT() TE 
dxWpnTOS KaL TLJ KÖQ[1W ÖÄW, ÖS yE ijV Kal irp. V TÖV KdaiOV yEVEQAaL. TTWS 
6V ?' OVrOc n 
XCLX aeLE TrpÖS TLVa Tl ö0E(7I TLVL fI EV EXaXIQTW I1EPEL 'yfS 4)aVEIV... OVTe ouv 
Aflpa&µ 
ovrE 
'laaalK OÜTE 'IaKWf OOTE dXXOS dV0p(CTTWV EISE TÖV TraTEpa Kal QPpTlTOV KUPLOV TLOL Tra% rWV 
d1TAI. JS Kal 6TOÜ TOO XpLQTOO, dXX' EKELVOV TÖV KaT& ßOUXf V TIV iKE(VOU Kat 
AEbv OVTa, 
ui t' 
ai)TOÜ, Kai dyyeXoU EK TOD ÜlTflpETElV TTY yVi L alToO by Kal dvepw7TOV 'YEwT1e')LQI &Let TT T 
trap6bov pEßO1JXl1Tal, bg Kai 'ROp TrOTE yEyovE It ITp69 MWUQEa 0µLX[ TO 
aTb nT ßdTOU. 
EITEL ECLV Rh OU'TW VOtiOWVEV TCLS yp#dS, QU11PTlaeTaL TÖV TTQTipa Kai INPLOV 
TWV 
aU Rh 
yEyEVIQAaL TOTE EV TOLS o pavdtS, ÖTE SLQ MWUaEWS XOEKTaL 
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The progression of thought is plain here. The understanding of God being 
unbegotten is used to differentiate between God and all other beings. 61 Thus, the 
Middle Platonic concept of God being unbegotten and not himself desiring to leave 
the heavens to make himself visible is moved to the next logical step. The Logos 
incarnate, Jesus, is the one who appeared to the OT patriarchs and ultimately became 
manifest to all humankind under the auspices of the Father's Will. 262 Thus we see that 
Justin's reliance and dependence upon his Logos theology is necessary because of his 
Middle Platonic understanding of God being unbegotten. The progression is natural 
for Justin as he uses the Logos concept to show that the Son existed with the Father 
before the creation of the world and played a significant role in carrying out the plan 
of the Father. 
3. The Logos and John's Gospel 
It is well known that out of all the NT documents only the Gospel of John 
refers to Jesus as Xöyos. But Justin develops his doctrine of the Logos beyond 
anything found in the fourth Gospel. A number of aspects of his Logos theology have 
no NT parallel: 263 the Logos as the speech and fire of God, 264 the Logos as a "rational 
power, "265 and as the angel of the Lord in the OT theophanies266 Many studies have 
been undertaken in an attempt to discern the source of Justin's doctrine of the Logos. 
From these studies five main sources or possible influences have been suggested: 
Philo, 267 Stoicism, 268 Neo-Platonism, 269 Christian tradition, 270 or a mixture of all 
261 Osborn, Justin Martyr, 21. 
262 This is made clear in Dial. 128-129. 
263 j. W. Pryor, "Justin Martyr and the Fourth Gospel, " SecCent 9 (1992) 160. 
264 Dial. 61. 
265 Dial. 61.1 Süvaµis XbyLI 
266 Dial. 56; 58; 59; etc. 
267 See e. g., L. Duschesne, Early History of the Christian Church (3 vols.; 4th ed.; London: John 
Murray, 1950) 1.221-222; R. M. Price, " `Hellenization' and the Logos Doctrine in Justin Martyr, " VC 
42 (1988) 18-23; D. T. Runia, Philo in Early Christian Literature: A Survey (CRINT 313; Assen: Van 
Gorcum/Philadelphia: Fortress, 1993). 
269 See e. g., G. L. Prestige, God in Patristic Thought (London: SPCK., 1956). 
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four. 71 To state the matter in a different way, one could ask, "Did Justin argue his 
Logos theology independent of John's Gospel272 or was the fourth Gospel the 
springboard upon which Justin progressed? "273 
The most balanced and fair assessment of the issue appears to be the last of the 
five, but this must be balanced by a distinction between a total dependence on the 
fourth Gospel and using the same Gospel as a starting point. The idea of the Logos 
was a widespread concept preceding and during Justin's era. But over against all the 
theories concerning influence upon Justin's doctrine is the fact that he ultimately 
regarded the Logos as the manifestation of the Father in space and time, that is, Justin 
identified the Logos with the incarnate Son. 274 Therefore, in attempting an 
understanding of Justin's dependence on John's Gospel five factors must be kept in 
mind 275 First, other than the Johannine tradition there is no evidence of an explicit 
Logos christology in the first century. 276 Second, the philosophical Logos speculation 
present in Justin and other Apologists is not paralleled in John's Gospel. Third, Justin 
never explicitly quotes the prologue of John. Fourth, even though Justin never quotes 
from the Prologue, verbal allusions are apparent 277 Fifth, it was not in Justin's best 
interests to quote from the fourth Gospel. Trypho would not have been impressed by 
269 See e. g., Droge, "Justin Martyr and the Restoration of Philosophy"; C. Nahm, "The Debate on the 
`Platonism' of Justin Martyr" SecCent 9 (1992) 129.151; T. F. Torrance, "Early Patristic Interpretation 
of the Holy Scriptures, " in idem., Divine Meaning: Studies in Patristic Hermeneutics (Edinburgh: T&T 
Clark, 1995) 93-129. 
270 See e. g., Barnard, Justin Martyr, M. J. Edwards, "Justin's Logos and the Word of God, " J Early Chr 
St 3 (1995) 261-290; Pryor, "Justin Martyr and the Fourth Gospel". 
"' See e. g., A. Grillmeier, Christ in Christian Tradition Vol. L" From the Apostolic Age to Chalcedon 
(451) (2nd ed. rev.; ET J. Bowden; Atlanta: John Knox, 1975) 89-113; 1. N. D. Kelly, Early Christian 
Doctrines; W. Pannenberg, Jesus-God and Man (ET L. W. Wilkens & D. A. Priebe; Philadelphia: 
Westminster, 1968); D. F. Wright, "Christian Faith in the Greek World: Justin Martyr's Testimony" 
EvQ 54 (1982) 77-87. 
272 See, C. K. Barrett, Gospel According to St. John (London: SPCK, 1978) 65; J. N. Sanders, The 
Fourth Gospel in the Early Church (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1943) 20. 
273 See, Osborn, Justin Martyr, 28-43; Pryor, "Justin Martyr and the Fourth Gospel, " 160-163. 
274 Barnard, Justin Martyr, 87; Kelly, Early Christian Doctrines, 96; Torrance, "Early Patristic 
Interpretation of the Holy Scriptures, " 94. 
275 Pryor, "Justin Martyr and the Fourth Gospel, " 161-162, 
276 Even this is limited to three passages, John 1: 1-14; Rev 19: 3; 1 John 1: 1. 
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this appeal 
. 
278 But it must be remembered that failure to cite and failure to make 
extensive use of a document are not the same thing. 
If the above five factors are taken into consideration it is not problematic to 
posit that Justin used the Johannine prologue as a starting point for his Logos 
christology. The belief that Justin did not know the Prologue simply because he went 
beyond it is not proof of Justin's teaching being independent of the fourth Gospel. In 
fact, it is perhaps more probable that since he did go beyond the Gospel Justin did 
derive his initial understanding from it. 279 
Justin is sometimes criticized for the apparent contradiction in his theory 
which states that the Logos is with God, therefore numerically distinct from the 
Father, yet is still designated "Gods280 But this corresponds to the fact that 
throughout John's Gospel the Son, on the one hand, is described as being as one with 
the Father (10: 30), and as having equal power with the Father (5: 18-24), but, on the 
other hand, the Father is called greater than the Son (14: 28), and the Son is obedient 
to the Father in the execution of his will (5: 30; 6: 38). 28 1 The writer of John's Gospel 
makes no attempt to clear up this apparent contradiction. Whatever the influences on 
Justin were in his development of his Logos theology his originality lay in drawing 
out further implications of the Logos idea in order to make plausible the uneasy 
juxtaposition expressed in John's Gospel. In other words, he wanted to explain the 
two-fold fact of Christ's pre-temporal oneness with the Father and his manifestation 
in space and time. 82 
I" See, Osborn, Justin Martyr, 138. 
271 On the status of the fourth Gospel in the second century see, H. Y. Gamble, The New Testament 
Canon: Its Making and Meaning (Guides to Biblical Scholarship; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1985) 23-35- 
279 On the improbability of Justin's dependence on Philo for his starting point see, Barnard. Justin 
Martyr, 85-100; Osborn, Justin Martyr 28-43; Pryor, "Justin Martyr and the Fourth Gospel, " 160.161. 
210 Dial. 56.1; 61.1,3; 127.4; 128; 129. 
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4. Distinction Between the Logos and the Father 
Based upon the above mentioned Middle Platonic understanding of God as 
apart from this mode of existence Justin makes use of the ambiguity of the 
term Xoyos" The term has basically two meanings subsumed under the two main 
heads of inward thought and outward expression of that thought. Logos, therefore, in 
Justin is not merely "word" or "speech", but the divine Mind or Reason expressing 
itself and acting upon us as Word. 283 In reference to Christ as the pre-existent Logos 
of God, Christ was the Father's thought or mind, and Jesus, as manifested in creation, 
was the outward expression of that thought or mind. 
In developing the theory of the Logos as the Father's intelligence or rational 
thought Justin was sure to show that the Logos was a separate person, distinct from 
the Father. 284 The proof that Justin offered of the numerical distinction of the Logos 
was three-fold285 First, he argued that the appearances of God in the Old Testament 
writings were not actual appearances of the Father. Because the Father is ineffable, 286 
unbegotten, 287 unseen and unheard, 288 and does not come or go to any place, does not 
walk, sleep, rise up and is not confined to any one spot in the whole world, 289 there 
must be some explanation for the Old Testament expressions of God doing such 
things. Justin's explanation is found in the Logos. Concerning these appearances of 
God Justin states, "Therefore, neither Abraham, nor Isaac, nor Jacob, nor any other 
man really saw the Father and ineffable Lord of all, and of Christ himself, but [they 
saw] him who was according to his will his son, being God, and angel because he 
2"' Pannenberg, Jesus-God and Man, 160-161. 
282 Kelly, Early Christian Doctrines, 96. 
233 Torrance, "Early Patristic Interpretation of the Holy Scriptures, " 94. 
2" Dial. 41; 42; 128; 129. 
285 Adapted from Kelly, Early Christian Doctrines, 96-97. 
286 Dial. 127.1. 
2'7 Dial. 127.1. 
21 Dial. 3.7. 
219 Dial. 127.1-2. 
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ministered to his purpose-the one who, by his will, became man through a virgin. "290 
The alleged appearances of the Father are therefore described as appearances of the 
Logos. 
The second proof offered for the numerical distinction of the Father and the 
Logos was the OT passages which presented God as conversing with another rational 
being. Justin argues that passages like Gen 1: 26 ("Let us make man in our image... ") 
are evidence, not only of the thought or reason (X6yos) of God being pre-temporally 
existent with the Father before creation, but also of the otherness of this Logos. After 
quoting Gen 1: 26,27 to Trypho Justin states, 
[ inquire by quoting again the words of Moses himself, from which we 
unhesitatingly learn that he [God] associated with someone who was different 
in number and a rational being. And these are the words [of Moses], "And 
God said, `Behold, Adam has become like one of us, to know good and evil. ' " 
Therefore, by saying, "like one of us, " he [Moses] has called to mind that 
[there were] a number of persons being in company with each other, and that 
[there were] at least two... but this offspring, being brought forth by the Father, 
was with the Father before all creation, and the Father associated with this one 
before [all creation], just as the word through Solomon made known, that he 
whom Solomon called wisdom was begotten as a beginning before all creation 
and as offspring by God. 291 
The Third proof offered by Justin for the numerical distinction of the Father 
and the Logos is the great Wisdom texts such as Prov 8: 22 ("The Lord created me a 
beginning of his ways"). In Dial. 129 Justin states that the only explanation for such 
texts is that "that which is begotten is numerically distinct from that which begets. , 292 
290 Dial. 127.4 OÜTE ov 'AapaQji OÜTE 'IQa&K OSTE 'IQK64 OOTE eLW dvOp4)TTWV EISE Tbv 
7raTEpa Kal dppgTOV KÜpLOV TLLV 1T6VTWV dlTXc Kat a&rot, TOO XplaTOÜ, eL)A' iKELVOV TÖV KQT(Y 
UX V TT V EKEIVOU Kai BEÖV 6vTa, u 6v 6Tot, Kal dyyExOU 4K TOO 11TTIpETELV Tt yVt LTJ airro J' 
ÖV KQL dvOpWTrov ycwgG ývaL &L TfT lTap8EVou PE4iol1ÄTjTaL 
291 Dial. 62.2-4 aöyOUS TOBT E ipro t VOUS im' airroü TOD MWUaiWT lTdXLv io'TOprjaW, it (LV 
äva L LXKTWS np6s 'nva, Kat dpiei 6VTa ETEpOV Kal XOytK6v imdpXOVTa, c LLXflc val allTÖV 
i'm. yVWVaL EXOI. LEV. EIOI Si Ol X6yOL OÜTOL' Kal ELLTTEV 6 BEB' 'ISOÜ 'A8ä11 yiyovev c; ºs Etc it 
h[LQ)V TOD yIVGWKELV KaAöV Kai TTOVTIpOv. OIJKOÜV EITT(L) '(OS JT it fl1(BV, Kai dpL%L6v TWV 
QA11jXOLv auv6VTWV, Kal T6 iXQXLaTOV UO I4EILýWKEV... QAÄa TOÜTO Tb T4l 6vTL dTTÖ TOD 1TQTpÖc 
? TpOßXnOEV yEVV1jga TTpÖ lTdVTWV TWV TTOLT14. LQTWv auv vr TraTp(, Kal TO1 T4) 6 1TaThp 
TTpoaolLLXE'l, WS 6 XbyOT SLR TOD EoXo iCvOc iSTjXWCV, O'TL Kal dpXf TTp6 rrdVTWV TWV 
TTOLTflLdTWV TOOT' 6T6 Kai 'YiWnp. a iM6 TOD eEOÜ iyE'yEWTITO, 3 OO (a 8&äi EoXo VOT KOXElTal 
292 Dial. 129.4 cf. 61.3-7; 62.4. 
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Since the Logos is numerically distinct from the Father in Justin's thought it is 
logical to ask about the generation of the Logos. With the numerical distinction of the 
Father and the Logos already in place we also see that the Logos is described by Justin 
as divine293 and that we worship the Logos as God. 294 Is it logical to conclude, 
therefore, that Justin is speaking ditheistically about another God? A number of 
passages show that Justin's comments do not merit this conclusion. For example, in 
explaining that the Logos is not sent as an inanimate power, but as one begotten from 
the Father, Justin states, 
For he possesses all these names because he serves the Father's will and was 
begotten from the Father's will. Do we not see something of like manner 
occurring in us? For when we put forth a word, we beget the word; not by 
cutting it off, in the sense that by putting forth the word in us, it is made 
inferior. And we see this occurring in a similar manner in a fire, which is not 
made inferior when it has become kindled, but it remains the same; and that 
which has been kindled by it appears on its own, not being inferior to that 
from which it was kindled. 295 
So the Logos is not another God in the ditheistic sense. The Logos has always been 
with the Father and always ministers according to the Father's will. 
6. The Logos and the Will of the Father 
Justin's intent is to show that the Logos was present with God before creation, 
active throughout the dispensation of the old covenant and the manifestation of the 
293 Dial. 56.1; 61.1,3; 63.3; 127.4. 
294 Dial. 30.3; 34.2; 63.5; 116.3. 
295 Dial. 61.1-2 ýXEL y&p Tr(iVTa TrpOQOVOlldCcc aL EK TE TOO l 711PETEiv r TTQTpuKW ßOVXT llaTL 
KQL & TOD dhth TOD TTaTpbS eEÄýaei yEyEVVY]aeaL. QAA' 0l) TOLOÜTOV OTrolov Kal 14' nµwv 
')'LV6REVOV 6p(i11LEV; X6jov ydp TLVa Trpo1Q)L10VTES, XayOV 'YEvv@gEV, 0, KaTQ Q1TOTOll1 V, ( 
EXaTTWAfVaL T6V EV TIIAW XÖyOV, TrPOfO. X6ILEVOL. Kai. &TreLOV 91ri TrUUpbc 6P(+111EV QAXO j'Lv6gcvoV, 
011K kXaTToul1EVoU EKEIVOU it OÜ Tl QVCI LT yE'yOVEV, dXAa TOD CbTOÜ giVO TOT, Kal T6 it 6roi) 
ewa4eEV Kal 6T6 6V 4ahVETaL, o1: » EXaTTGWQV iKELVO it OÜ dvi Sri. Cf. also Dial. 128.4. "It has 
also been shown at length that this power which the prophetic word calls God and Angel not only is 
numbered as different by its name (as is the light of the sun), but is something distinct in real number, I 
have already briefly discussed. For I stated that this power was generated from the Father, by His 
power and will, but not by abscission, as if the substance of the Father were divided; as all other things, 
once they are divided and severed, are not the same as they were before the division. To illustrate this 
point, I cited the example of fires kindled from a fire; the enkindled fires are indeed distinct from the 
original fire which, though it ignites many other fires, still remains the same undiminished fire. " 
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new covenant. Any time Justin discusses the participation of the Logos in these 
contexts it is always with the understanding that the Logos is carrying out the will of 
the Father, that he is a manifestation of the Father's will. Thus, in speaking of creation 
Justin points out that the Father talked with him (the Logos) before all creation 
signifying, among other things, his participation in creation 296 And the participation 
of the Logos during the dispensation of the old covenant is indicated by the various 
theophonies that Justin insists are not appearances of the Father, but rather, 
appearances of the Logos. 
But ultimately the importance of the Logos is seen in the incarnation. In 
making use of the ambiguity of the term Xdyoc as the expression of the Divine Mind 
or reason Justin claims that the Logos became incarnate through an act of the Father's 
will 297 In the Dialogue with Trypho there is no mention of the spermatic Logos that is 
present in the Apologies of Justin. 298 In the Apologies Justin uses the concept of the 
spermatic Logos to show that Jesus completed the knowledge of the Father. Here, in 
the Dialogue, Justin still desires to show that the incarnate Word completes the 
knowledge of the Father but he does so in a different way. 
Trypho and his friends are exhorted to follow Jesus because it is through him 
that people are enlightened299 and saved 300 Throughout the stress that Justin places on 
the ministry of Jesus there is the underlying assertion of the unity of his ministry with 
the will of the Father. Not only was Christ begotten by an act of the Father's will30' 
but he also ministers according to the Father's will because of his generation from the 
296 Dial. 62.4. 
297 Dial. 61.1-2; 101.1; 102.5. 
29$ For more on the Spermatic Logos see below, pp. 133-135; 177; 252-255. 
299 Dial. 127. 
10° Dial. 102. 
301 Dial. 56.11; 127.4. 
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Father. 302 It is this unity in the relationship with the Father that necessarily must be 
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stressed in Justin's presentation of the truth. The Logos does nothing that is outside 
the plan and will of the Father. 
VI. Summary and Conclusion 
If we now reflect back to what was stated earlier concerning the second 
century context of truth, 303 we can place Justin's presentation of truth into a more 
understandable framework. With the merging of Hebrew and Greek concepts of truth 
the N'T writers were seen to diverge from both thought forms. The NT presents a 
realized eschatology that the Hebrews only looked forward to in the OT, and still do 
in the second century. By affirming the historical reality of Jesus Christ the Greek 
thought form is also challenged. He is recognized and affirmed as being involved in 
the flow of history. Upon this realization, Justin's presentation of truth was 
investigated as philosophical and thoroughly christological. 
That Justin desired to communicate something about the concept of truth, or 
what he believed was truth, is seen from the very genre that he chose. The genre of 
dialogue was thus chosen to present truth. There are some similarities between 
Justin's Dialogue and the Platonic dialogues, but it is the divergences which stand 
out. Justin's Dialogue contains elements that go beyond the basic understanding of 
dialogue genre. The most important of these elements is that the Platonic dialogues 
did not result in the attainment of truth, they acted more as a midwife leading the 
pupil to find truth himself. It was left to Justin, in light of this "shortcoming, " to add a 
new twist to the dialogue genre. Because Justin believed he had found the truth, he 
wanted to explain it. He therefore chose the dialogue genre as the medium of his 
explanation. 
302 Dial. 61.1. 
'o' See above, pp. 108.116. 
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Justin's presentation of truth is philosophical in that he believed that the 
primary task of the philosopher is the investigation of truth. Even after his conversion 
Justin considered himself to be a philosopher. Indeed, he thought of himself as more 
of a philosopher than ever before because he had attained the ultimate reality in God, 
the true philosophy. For Justin, truth was one of the main areas of investigation for the 
philosopher. Through the old man he learned that the truth which philosophers seek 
cannot be attained through philosophers because they had neither seen nor heard God 
or from the Prophets. Truth can only be known directly through someone who had 
seen or heard God-the Prophets. Thus, philosophy was sent down to men by God 
(KararrEµ. nw). But the philosophy that was sent down to humanity by God was not the 
"many-headed" version of contemporary philosophy. It was rather the philosophy 
which was clearly shown by the Prophets who had seen and heard God himself. It is 
the message of the Prophets that is the true philosophy and this is what should be 
investigated and understood. 
Justin's presentation of truth is thoroughly christological in that it is centered 
on the event of Jesus Christ. Foundational to this is the fact that God is in control- 
everything functions according to his will and purposes. This will and purpose is 
ultimately presented by Justin in the historical figure of Jesus, the New covenant and 
the Logos of God as the new covenant. Thus, since the search for truth finds its 
fulfillment in Jesus Christ, and since the philosophical enterprise centers on this truth, 
truth is actually more christological than philosophical. Truth resides in the sensible 
realm in the form of the Logos incarnate. The Prophets predict this and the Apostles 
witness it. 
In this vein, Justin uses the argument from prophecy to show that the Jewish 
way of justification before God is obsolete and has been surpassed. It is based upon 
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Jewish and Christian mutual respect for the OT scriptures and the sovereignty of God 
in history. The argument proceeded by an appeal to a prophecy, a christological 
interpretation and a sign of fulfillment in Jesus. The crux of the argument rested in the 
reality of a fulfillment, in truth. This is done through an appeal to evidence and facts 
which are received through observation and the Memoirs of the Apostles as 
portraying history. Thus, it is the incarnate Logos, the historical Jesus, who is the key 
because he is the one who brings fulfillment to the Prophecies. Without the event, 
there is nothing to which the prophecies point, nothing that is fulfilled. 
Justin also employs the argument from prophecy to argue that Jesus is the 
New Covenant or Law that was prophesied in scripture. The old Mosaic Law is 
rejected because of its lack of provision of salvation. Salvation can only be found in 
the predicted New Law, which surpasses or fulfils the Old. It is based on faith, the 
same faith that justified Abraham. 
Finally, the Logos theology of Justin presents the truth of Christianity as a 
master plan in the will of the Father. Because the Father does not desire to leave the 
heavenly realm, the Logos is employed by Justin to show the partnership in 
performing and exemplifying the will of God. The Logos (Jesus) was therefore 
present with the Father before creation, was an active agent in creation, appeared in 
theophanies as a true representative of God, and ultimately became the Logos 
incarnate-God in human form. The key in understanding the incarnation of the 
Logos is that he always carries out the will of the Father, his will is the Father's will. 
Therefore, to see Jesus is to see the Father. He completed the knowledge of the 
Father. 
From the foregoing understanding of Justin's presentation of truth we return to 
the question of concepts of truth. Did Justin hold to his old Platonic way of 
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understanding truth, the Hebraic way, or, does he fall in line with the NT writers in 
creating a hybrid concept of truth? The answer should be clear that Justin rejects both 
the Hebraic and Greek concepts of truth for the NT concept. History is certainly 
central in his concept, a history that is centered in the prediction and the actual 
appearance of Jesus Christ. The Prophets predicted and the Apostles witnessed his 
coming. This is similar to the Hebraic concept, but the pivotal thing is that with the 
coining of Jesus there is a realized fulfillment of what the Prophets predicted. There 
can be no more waiting, the messiah had arrived. This is also similar to the Greek 
concept in that Justin's presentation of truth was seen as progressive. God had a will 
and a plan throughout history which would prepare humanity for the appearance of 
the messiah. But it was an actual appearance within the changing history. 
In light of this we can conclude that Justin continues the NT understanding of 
truth. He is within the tradition of transforming Greek and Hebrew thinking to 
strengthen his presentation of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. There is no "watering down" 
due to undue influence of Platonic thought. 
So we come full circle to the concept of truth in the Dialogue. That Jesus was 
an actual historical person is beyond question to Justin. He acted and spoke and these 
things are recorded in the historic writings of the Apostles. These writings testify to 
the reality of his appearing. These things have the ability to be tested. But Justin 
realizes that not everything he puts forward as truth is this clear. 
04 Much of Justin's 
presentation of truth requires a further investigation into his foundations for exegesis 
or interpretation of scripture, and this will be done in chapter four of this work. The 
fact remains, however, that Justin's presentation of truth rested on his respect for the 
Prophets as hearers and observers of the ultimate reality-God. 
304 Dial. 48. 
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The foundational understanding of Dialogue with Trypho is that it is a 
presentation of what Justin believed to be the ultimate truth-salvation for all men 
through Jesus Christ. His presentation of this truth includes the witness of scripture as 
well as philosophical underpinnings. But the key is that Justin sees these as realities 
originating with God. 
CHAPTER THREE 
The New Testament Canon and the Dialogue with Trypho 
From the perspective of the emergence of the NT canon, Justin's Dialogue 
with Trypho is important and intriguing because of the time frame in which Justin 
lived and wrote. Justin remains the most important of all the second century 
apologists. He is the first post-apostolic writer whose writings are of considerable 
size. Further, he lived in and was acquainted with the church at Rome' during a time 
when Christian oral and written tradition still existed side by side, although, "slowly 
the written documents alone were coming to be held as authoritative. ,2 It could be 
argued that this transition is best seen in the Apostolic Father Papias of Hieropolis (ca. 
60-130), but since his extant writings are only fragmentary one is better served by the 
comparatively voluminous writings of Justin. 
As will be seen later in this chapter, the deliberate closing of a collection of 
Christian writings is an event that belongs to an age beyond Justin's. This being the 
case, it is more proper to speak of the state of the NT writings in Justin's Dialogue 
with Trypho rather than the NT canon itself. 4 In other words the direction pursued 
Eusebius, He. 4.11.7-11; 4.16.1-9. 
2 L. W. Barnard, Justin Martyr: His Life and Thought (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1967) 
53. 
Greek texts and English translations of the fragments of Papias of Hieropolis can be found in J. B. 
Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers (London: Macmillan, 1907) 513.535. 
` Polemics concerning the "closing" of the canon have distracted constructive focus on the process of 
the canon closing. This is what I have in mind by using the term state of the NT canon at the time of 
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here is in the area of Justin's view of the writings that eventually became part of the 
NT canon. Did he precede Irenaeus in the conception of a four-fold gospel canon? 
Did he use any extra-canonical works in his Dialogue? These and other related 
questions will dominate the discussion as Justin's quotations, references, and possible 
allusions to NT documents are examined. 
Study of Justin Martyr in reference to the emerging NT writings has centered 
on the änoµvrjµovEÜµaTa. It is with good reason that this has been the case, for 
Justin's conception and use of the "Memoirss5 and the "Memoirs of the Apostles" 
give good indication about the attitude he had toward Christian writings of his time. 
This attitude is, of course, instructive in a study of the state of the emerging NT 
canon. 
I. The d roµvijµovEVµaTa 
A. Authorship, Reliability and Content 
1. Written Documents 
Justin presents the Memoirs of the Apostles as written documents which were 
composed by the Apostles and those who followed them. It is apparent that they are 
written documents because Justin not only quotes from them, 7 but he also states that 
they were read (dvayLvc&TKETaL), along with the writings of the Prophets, during the 
the Dialogue with Trypho. The process or state of the canon does not presuppose a closed canon, but 
rather focuses on attitudes toward and uses of early Christian literature on the way to canonization. See, 
A. C. Outler, "The `Logic' of Canon-Making and the Tasks of Canon-Criticism, " in W. E. March (ed. ), 
Texts and Testaments: Critical Essays on the Bible and Early Church Fathers (FS S. D. Currrie; San 
Antonio: Trinity University Press, 1980) 263-276. 
dTroµvrlµoveüµaTa 
6 QTrol. 1. VT1Rove LaTa TWV dTToaT6Xwv 
7 Justin uses various introductory formulas to introduce quotations from written sources which he 
identifies as memoirs: Dial. 100.1 yEypaTrrat Etnuiv, Dial. 101.3 & Tois drroµvtlµovEtiµaat 
T(ZV d TOaT6X V a11TOÜ yEypaTTTaL, Dial. 103.6 & TOLS dito w1111ovELllaat TWV d1ToaT6X4IV 
yEypalrrat, Dial. 104.1 
ÖTTEp Kal Ev TOLS dTro11vT1Rove *aaL TWV dTroor0Xwv airroü 
yEypaTTTaL yEv6gEVOV, Dial. 105.6 TaxTa ELprpc 
vaL 6 TOTS duollvrjRovEIlllart y4ypalrTat, Dial. 
106.4 wS y-ypanTat & Toih änoµvrlµovEtiµaat Twv drroardXwv avroü, Dial. 107.1 y4ypaIrraL 
Ev Tois duoµvrjµovei)µaat Twv dTroaT6Xwv 6ro0. 
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Sunday gathering for instruction and exhortation. 8 These Memoirs were literally 
created9 or put together1° by the Apostles and their followers. It is thus clear that the 
Memoirs were written by the Apostles and their followers. 
2. The Memoirs and the Argument From Prophecy 
Justin refers to the Memoirs of the Apostles a total of fifteen times in all his 
extant writings, " with the majority of references (13) concentrated in chapters 99-107 
of the Dialogue with Trypho. In each instance the term serves to quote, or refer to 
Christian writings which demonstrate that the prophecy of Ps 22 had been fulfilled in 
Jesus. It is here that the value of the Memoirs in Justin's argument from prophecy is 
seen. 12 It has already been pointed out that Justin was converted to Christianity 
through an appeal to the Prophets. This conversion, and the influence of the old man, 
sets the stage in the Dialogue for the framework which Justin would then follow 
throughout-a strong connection with the OT scriptures. As stated above, Trypho is 
clear in his appreciation of this fact. 13 
According to Justin, the Prophets spoke God's words, thus their words are 
perceived as being on the same level as the words of God. 14 This is because the 
Prophets spoke by "the prophetic spirit, "Sand "the (holy) spirit of prophecy"16 The 
prophetic writings are reliable because they are the words and message of God. 
But this is not the only significance of the prophetic scriptures. Another, and 
perhaps more important, reason is that they prophesy and testify concerning the 
life, 
death, and resurrection of Jesus. Justin uses the life of Christ, as witnessed in the 
Il Apol. 67.3-4. 
l Apol. 66.3 yevoµ&OLS 
'o Dial. 103.8 awrETdXOaL 
/ Apol. 65.3; 67.3; Dial. 100.4; 101.3; 102.5; 103.6,8; 104.1; 105.1,5,6; 106.1,3,4; 
107.1. 
Justin's argument from prophecy is discussed in more detail above, pp. 145-160. 
13 Dial. 5 6.16; Dial. 80.1. 
" See e. g., Dial. 41.2; 44.2,3; 46.5; 78.8; cf. 80.4-5; 84.1; 94.1; 133.2. 
's T6 1Tpo41TLK6v Trveüµa Dial. 43.3; 53.4; 77.3; 91.4. 
16 ro' (ixy(ou) TrpoýrlrLKOÜ TrVE6gaTOS Dial. 32.3; 84.2; 139.1. 
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apostolic writings and the apostolic tradition, as a sort of proving ground for the 
prophetic scriptures. He therefore believes that Jesus was spoken of in the prophetic 
scriptures. The Jews, therefore, cannot use ignorance as an excuse, 
For you [the Jews] did not offer sacrifice to Baal, as your fathers, nor did you 
place cakes in groves and on the high places for the host of heavens. Yet, you 
have not accepted his [God's] Christ. For the one who is ignorant of this one 
[Christ] is also ignorant of the purpose of God, and the one who insults and 
hates this one [Christ] clearly hates and insults the one who sent him. And he 
who does not believe in him does not believe the Prophets, who offered the 
good news and proclaimed it to all. '7 
This, in essence, is the argument from prophecy. Everything asserted about 
Jesus in the Christian tradition was predicted by the Prophets before he came and was 
born a man. For Justin the OT scriptures were Christian writings. 18 As Christian 
writings they needed to be interpreted by the Christian tradition. '9 For this reason, the 
prophecies which are delivered or handed down (rrapa&& ii) by the Prophets, are 
recalled to prove the event of Jesus Christ, the Logos incarnate in space and time. 
20 
When the concentration of references to the Memoirs in Dial. 99-107 are 
examined in light of Justin's argument from prophecy we see that they are vital in his 
presentation. In this sense Justin uses the Memoirs as reliable written records, as 
documents that are accessible to all. Because these documents were written by men 
who lived with Jesus or, as followers of these men, received their information frorn 
them as reliable witnesses they are considered by Justin to be valuable in proving the 
17 Dial. 136.3 oll 'yap KQL Ül1ElS 'r BdaX EAIJETE, WS OL TTaTiPES Ül1WV, OÜSE iV QUQKIOLS 
h 1LETE6POLS T61TOLS TMIIILaTQ 
ETTOLELTE Tt QTpaTLL4 TotJ o ipavOII, ' 8TL 6K i&taaef r6t1 
XPLOTÖV allTOÜ. 6 yap TOÜTOV dyL'o V QVOCL Kal Tif V POIUX V TOD 6EOÜ, Kat 6 TONTON 
WP'C 
' Kaj 
1, üa6V KQl TÖV irElL45avTa B1 XOV ÖTL KQL j na¬l Kai t13PiCEV KQL EL' 06 1rLQT6EL TLS Elc 
afT61., 
o) TTLaTEÜEL TOLS TWV TrP0$11TWV KrPlryl1aaL TOTS allTÖV EkLYYCXL(T LEVOLc Kal "pC aOLV 
EtS 
TTQVTag. 
'= Dial. 28-30. 
19 See, D. E. Aune, "Justin Martyr's Use of the Old Testament, " BETS 9 (1966) 179; J. N. 0. Kelly. 
Early Christian Doctrines (rev. ed.; San Francisco: Harper, 1978) 32. 
20 See above, pp. 154-160. 
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fulfillment of prophecy. 2' And this is exactly what Justin does with the Memoirs in 
Dial. 99-107. 
3. The Memoirs and Psalm 22 
In Dial. 99.1 Justin states that he will show Trypho how the whole of Ps 22 
referred to Christ. Following this assertion Justin makes the thirteen references 
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mentioned above to the Memoirs which, in his mind, prove that what was stated in Ps 
22 is fulfilled in the person of Jesus and the events of his incarnation. Contained in 
these Memoirs are many statements about Jesus and references to specific 
occurrences surrounding his life, death, and resurrection. Thus, from the memoirs we 
can learn about the generation, birth, life, crucifixion, and resurrection of Jesus. 
a. Generation 
From the Memoirs one can learn that Jesus is the Son of God and that he 
proceeded before all creatures from the Father by his power and will 22 Jesus is the 
only-begotten of the Father of the universe, having been begotten of him as his Word 
(Xö yos) and Power (Svva. tLs). 23 
b. Birth 
From the Memoirs one can learn that Jesus was born of a virgin24 in 
Bethlehem 25 At his nativity a star arose causing the Magi from Arabia to come and 
worship him. 6 Further, King Herod plotted to kill him, so, at God's command, Joseph 
took Mary and the child and fled to Egypt. 27 
2' Dial. 103. 
22 Dial. 100.4. 
23 Dial. 105.1. 
24 Dial. 100.4; 105.1. 
2$ Dial. 102.2. 
26 Dial. 106.4. 
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c. Life 
From the Memoirs one can learn that as soon as Jesus came out of the River 
Jordan at his baptism a voice said to him, "You are my Son, today I have begotten 
you. "28 The devil came and tempted Jesus, even so far as to get Jesus to worship him. 
But Jesus replied, "Get behind me Satan! The Lord your God you will worship and 
him only will you serve" 29 Jesus also urged his disciples to excel the Pharisees way 
of living by stating, "Unless your righteousness far exceeds that of the Scribes and 
Pharisees, you will not enter into the kingdom of heaven"30 Jesus changed the names 
of some of his disciples including Peter, and the sons of Zebedee. 1 When the Jews 
requested of him a sign, Jesus replied, "An evil and adulterous generation demands a 
sign, and a sign will not be given to them except the sign of Jonah. "32 
d. Crucifixion 
From the Memoirs one can learn that the ones who saw Jesus on the cross 
wagged their heads, curled their lips in scorn, turned up their noses, and said, "He was 
calling Himself the Son of God, let him come down [from the cross) and walk! Let 
God save him !, X In his trial before Pilate Jesus remained silent and would not answer 
his accusers. 34 It is further recorded that on the night they came to capture him on the 
Mount of Olives that Jesus' perspiration poured out like blood as he prayed, "If 
possible, let this cup pass. s35 Jesus was indeed crucified and that after the crucifixion 
those who crucified him would divide his garments among themselves. During his 
27 Dial. 102.2. 
2 Dial. 103.6 Y'Loc µou Ei C769 46 cn iepOV yEyýVVnKd CE' 
29 Dial. 103.6 °Y1rayE öir(aW µou, CaTavQ' KÜpiOV TÖV OEÖV QOU 1Tp0QKVVýUELS Kal afrr) 96v4l 
, 
XaTPEÜQELS. 
30 Dial. 105.6 'EdLV l. lfj 1TepLCaElla13 1J1. Uill T SLKQLOWVTI 1TÄEtOV T(ilV ypallllaTiWV Kai @QPLaaLcw, 
01! g ElCA811TE etc TTiV ßaaLXE(aV TWV oiipaVCiV. 
31 Dial. 100.4; 106.3. 
72 Dial. 107.1 rEVEa 1TOVTjp6L KGI VotXaXIS CTfl. LELOV ETTLCgTEI, Kai aT11lElOV 06 ÖOe1jaETaL aUTOIS 
µr} Tb vnµEiOV 'IWVä. 
Dia(. 101.3 YLÖV OEoD EauTÖV IXE'yE, KQTatQS TTEPL1TaTEITW' awadTW aOTÖV 6 6EdS. 
34 Dial. 102.5. 
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trial Jesus did not utter a word in his own defense. 6 As he was giving up his spirit on 
the cross he said, "Father, into thy hands I commit my spirit. 07 While Jesus was with 
the Apostles before his arrest, they sang hymns to God. 38 
e. Resurrection 
From the Memoirs one can learn that Jesus was resurrected from the dead on 
the third day after the crucifixion. 39 
The above information is presented by Justin in Dial. 99-107 as proof that the 
prophecies of Ps 22 had actually occurred in Jesus. No argument for the reliability or 
the existence of the Memoirs is offered, they are self-evidently presented as proving 
the occurrences of certain events in the life of Jesus. Thus, it is quite clear that these 
written Memoirs inform readers about Jesus and that the information which is related 
in these concentrated references (99-107) are said to be contained in the Memoirs. But 
can these Memoirs be more specifically identified? Much of the study about Justin 
Martyr has centered on this very issue, i. e., what are the Memoirs? 
B. Identification of the Memoirs 
For our purposes, it is best to begin discussion of this issue with the 
concentrated references to the Memoirs in Dial. 99-107. There Justin actually 
identifies the source of one of Jesus' sayings as being written in the gospel 
(Ev Tw EvayyEXLw). Justin states, "... but also in the gospel it is written that he [Jesus] 
said, `Everything has been handed over to me by the Father... ' "40 Here Justin uses 
the term EbayyEXLov as a source where one may obtain sayings of Jesus in written 
form. The use of the term is provocative in light of the fact that it is contained within 
35 Dial. 103.8 TTapeXAETW, d 6UVQT6V, TÖ TTOTTjPLOV TOIJTO' 
36 Dial. 104.1-2. 
" Dial. 105.5 Tl(iTEp, Ei XEIPQS aou TTapaT(BEµaL T6 1TVEÜgd [LOU 
38 Dial. 106.1. 
1° Dial. 107.1. b ToL 
40 Dial. 100.1 Kal & TW dajýycVo 6E y ypaTTTaL EITrtV' Ildvra jiOl Trapa&60Tal 
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those concentrated references to the Memoirs of the Apostles. We know that the 
Memoirs are written documents, and Justin has just stated that the "gospel" is a 
written document as well. We also know that just as the EvayyýXiov contains sayings 
of Jesus in a written form, so do the Memoirs 41 Could it be that the Memoirs and 
the Evayy¬Xiov are simply different terms for the same document(s)? 
Justin does use the term EvayyEXiov two other times in his writings, 
For the Apostles, in the Memoirs created by them, which are also called 
gospels, have handed down that which he [Jesus] commanded... 
Trypho said... But I believe your precepts in the so-called gospel to be so 
wonderful and so great that no one is able to keep them. For I have carefully 
read them 43 
lt does appear that these three occurrences of the term support the tentative conclusion 
above that when Justin refers to the e ayyALov he is referring to a written 
document-the Memoirs. This is indeed the scholarly consensus as 
If we know that in Justin the duoµvriµovEVµaTa and the EvayyALov are 
written documents, that both contain sayings of Jesus in written form, and that both 
record events surrounding the life of Jesus, then it is quite probable that both 
the diroµvriµovEÜµaTa and the EüayyEXtov are references to the same writing(s). 
Justin often uses these as reliable demonstration that prophecies of the OT concerning 
TraTpöc 
" See, Dial. 103.6,8; 105.5,6; 107.1. 
42 / Apol. 66.3 Ol yip a1T6aTOXOL EV TOLS ? EVolliV0L Cm' airrWV drroµvtlµov¬Üµaaly, a KaAElTat 
EÜayyEXLa, OÜTWS 1TaPE8WKaV EVTETdMaL 
6-rdts 
43 Dial. 10.2 6lL(ZV & KQL T& EV TW XEy01J. Evy EllayyeXLq Trapa'ry0. l1aTa ea aaTeL otTWS Kal 
pEydXa ETTtaTa11aL 
dual, WS moXalLßdVELV liilSEva &vaa9aL IýUMICLL at)Td" iµol yap ýµýarlaEv 
EVTUXEIV a rrc't 
" See e. g., L. W. Barnard, Justin Martyr; H. Y. Gamble, The New Testament Canon. Its Making and 
Meaning (Guides to Biblical Scholarship; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1985) 28-29; G. M. Hahneman, The 
Muratorian Fragment and the Development of the Canon (Oxford Theological Monographs; Oxford: 
Clarendon, 1992) 96-98; C. E. Hill, "Justin and the New Testament Writings, " StudPat 30 (1997) 42. 
48; H. Koester, Ancient Christian Gospels. Their History and Development (London: 
SCM/Philadelphia: Trinity Press International, 1990) 40-43; W. Sanday, The Gospels in the Second 
Century (London: Macmillan, 1876) 88-137; G. N. Stanton, "The Fourfold Gospel, " N7S43 (1997) 
329-332; B. F. Westcott, A General Survey of the History of the Canon of the New Testament (5th ed.; 
Cambridge and London: Macmillan, 1881) 96-179. 
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Jesus had taken place. They are trustworthy records because the authors of these 
documents were men who lived with Jesus or, as their followers, received their 
information from them as reliable witnesses. 45 
C. Non-Referenced Material in the Dialogue 
But the Dialogue with Trypho contains additional appeals to this type of 
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information. For example, throughout the rest of the Dialogue Justin relates much of 
the same of information that he did in Dial. 99-107 concerning the generation, birth, 
life, crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus. 6 It is only in the concentrated references, 
however, that Justin informs the reader that the information can be found in the 
Memoirs. In these other references the reader is not informed as to the source of the 
information which Justin communicates. But because this same information is later 
stated by Justin to be included in the Memoirs, we can safely conclude that wherever 
this information is given to the reader without indication of source, Justin most likely 
obtained it from the Memoirs. In other words, information that is given by Justin 
anywhere in the Dialogue with Trypho that is consistent with the information 
contained in the concentrated section of Dial. 99-107, is best understood as having its 
source in the Memoirs of the Apostles. 
This leaves open the question as to the source(s) of the other information 
about Jesus: his life, information about John the Baptist, and sayings that are 
attributed to him by Justin. For example, in reference to Jesus' life, Justin informs his 
readers that Jesus ascended into heaven, 47 that there was no lodging place at 
Bethlehem at the time of Jesus' birth, 48 and that the soldiers cast lots for Jesus' 
`s Dial. 103. 
46 Dia! 17.1; 23,3; 30.3; 32.3; 40.1; 51.1-2; 53.5; 77.4; 78.1,2,3,4,5,7; 85.2; 88.1.3; 94.5; 97.1,4. 
47 Dial. 17.1; 32.3; 85.2. 
41 Dial. 78.5. 
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garments at the cross 49 In reference to John the Baptist, Justin informs his readers that 
Elijah is a forerunner of the Christ and that John the Baptist is Elijah. 50 In reference to 
dominical sayings, one can deduce that there are no less than twenty-three sayings in 
the Dialogue that Justin attributes to Jesus. 5' The question at hand concerning the 
information contained in these references in the Dialogue centers around the source- 
where did Justin get this information? 
We do know that all the information contained in the concentrated section of 
chapters 99-107 can be found in what later became the canonical Synoptic Gospels. If 
we now compare the information that Justin cites or alludes to with no source 
reference we can also see that the majority of it is found in what later became the 
canonical Synoptic Gospels. S2 This is strong evidence that the source for this material 
is also the Memoirs of the Apostles which, ultimately, contain (at least) synoptic 
gospel material. Thus, one possible conclusion which might be reached that is Justin, 
in one form or another, knew of the Synoptic Gospels, that he used them in his 
Dialogue with Trypho, and that he referred to them as Memoirs of the Apostles. But, 
it remains to be seen that this is the most likely conclusion. 
49 Dial. 97.4. Other events referred to by Justin with no reference to source include: that he was a 
descendant of Abraham (32.3); that Pilate was governor of Judea when Jesus was crucified (30.3); that 
Christ was placed at God's right hand after the resurrection (32.3); that Christ commanded us to offer 
the Eucharistic bread in remembrance of his passion (40.1); that Jesus ordered his disciples to get an 
ass and its foal when he was about to enter Jerusalem (53.2); that the Magi presented gifts of gold, 
frankincense, and myrrh to the child (78.2); that the Magi were admonished in a vision not to return to 
Herod (78.2); that Joseph received a vision commanding him not to put Mary away for her conception 
was of the Holy Spirit (78.3); that Joseph received another vision commanding him, Mary and the child 
to go into Egypt and remain there until another vision should advise them to return (78.4); that the 
Magi failed to return to Herod as a result of the vision they received (78.7); that Herod, because the 
Magi had not informed him who the child was, ordered every boy in Bethlehem to be killed (78.7); that 
Jesus was the son of a carpenter (88.8). 
50 Dial. 49.3-5; 51.1-2. Other events surrounding John the Baptist which Justin relates with no 
reference to source include: a quotation of John the Baptist as he sat by the Jordan (49.3); that John was 
imprisoned by Herod, and while in prison the dancing of Herod's niece pleased Herod so much that he 
promised to give her whatever she desired. At her mother's prompting the niece asked for the head of 
John the Baptist (49.4); a description of John's clothing and diet, and a summary of his preaching by 
the Jordan, saying that he was not the Christ (88.7). 
" These include the following: Dial. 17.3,4 (2x); 35.2-3; 48.8; 51.3; 76.4,5 (2x), 6.7; 81.4; 82.1-2; 
88.8; 93.2; 96.3; 112.4; 120.6; 122.1; 125.1,4; 130.4; 140.4. 
52 For a comparison of Justin's NT quotes or allusions with actual NT documents see Appendix 1. 
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D. Source of the Non-Referenced Material in the Dialogue 
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The fact is that Justin's Dialogue with Trypho contains passages reminiscent 
of passages from the canonical Gospels. Few would argue with this conclusion, but 
the issue becomes a bit clouded when research is devoted to attempting to identify the 
source(s) that Justin quotes and alludes to. For the last two centuries scholars have 
been trying to ascertain the exact relationship between the writings of Justin and the 
canonical gospels. 53 
The investigation was initiated in 1814 by Johann Christian Zahn. 54 Zahn 
believed that the Gospel text from which Justin quoted was the Gospel According to 
the Hebrews. Further investigation into this Gospel caused Zahn to conclude that 
quotations from the Gospel According to the Hebrews in Epiphanius show that this 
now lost Jewish-Christian Gospel was a harmonized work, composed from three 
synoptic Gospels (or, more likely, early versions of them). 55 Since then Zahn's 
assertions have been echoed by many scholars. 
Zahn's conclusions were based on both textual and circumstantial evidence. 
The textual evidence shows that the document used by Epiphanius shares several 
distinct readings with the source Justin is citing. For example, both report that a "fire" 
(trop) or "light" ((Ps) shone in the Jordan at Jesus' baptism, and both have the full 
53 For a detailed summary of the past and present research into this area see, A. J. Bellinzoni, The 
Sayings of Jesus in the Writings of Justin Martyr (NovTSup 17; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1967); D. A. 
Hagner, "The Sayings of Jesus in the Apostolic Fathers and Justin Martyr, " in D. Wenham (ed. ), 
Gospel Perspectives Vol. 5: The Jesus Tradition Outside the Gospels (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1984) 
233-268; H. Koester, "The Text of the Synoptic Gospels in the Second Century, " in W. I.. Petersen 
(ed. ), Gospel Traditions in the Second Century. Origins, Rescensions. Text and Transmission (Notre 
Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1989) 19-37; W. L. Petersen, "From Justin to Pepys: The 
History of the Harmonized Gospel Tradition" StudPat 30 (1997) 71-76; idem., "Textual Evidence of 
Tatian's Dependence upon Justin's 'ATTOMNHMONETMATA, " NTS 36 (1990) 512-534. 
S' Peterson, "From Justin to Pepys, " 71. 
ss 1 C. Zahn, "Ist Ammon oder Tatian Verfasser der ins Lateinische, Altfrankische und Arabische 
übersetzten Evangelien-Harmonie? und was hat Tatian bei seinem bekannten Diatessaron oder 
Diapente vor sich gahabt und zum Grunde gelegt? " in C. A. G. Keil and H. 0. Tzschirner Analekten fir 
das Studium der exegelischen und svstematischen Theologie 2/1 (Leipzig, 1814), 206-207. 
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text of Ps 2: 7 when Jesus is baptized, "this day I have begotten you. 06 Textual 
agreements such as this suggest a common source. 
The circumstantial evidence shows two characteristics: First, the longer the 
citation in Justin, the more obviously it is harmonized; second, the harmonizations 
consist of passages drawn only from the synoptics, Johannine elements are absent. 
Because Zahn knew that the Gospel According to the Hebrews appeared to be a 
harmony which also incorporated synoptic texts he drew the conclusion that when 
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Justin set about to write his Apologies and Dialogue with Trypho, his Gospel citations 
were taken from an already existing harmonized source known to Epiphanius as the 
Gospel According to the Hebrews. 
Zahn's conclusions have led Petersen to draw a very important observation: " 
the Harmonized Gospel tradition antedates Tatian, and probably even Justin. Petersen 
then proceeds to show that there is good evidence for three other harmonies that 
antedate Tatian's Diatessaron. First, it is clear that the canonical Gospels are, in the 
strict sense, harmonies of earlier material. It does not matter if one argues that the 
Gospel of Matthew came first followed by Luke, and finally Mark, who harmonized 
Matthew and Luke. Nor does it matter if one argues that Luke and Matthew 
harmonized "Q" with Mark, as well as their own special traditions. The fact remains, 
in each of these hypotheses a harmony of an earlier Gospel(s) is apparent. Second, 
Eusebius mentions a man named Ammonius of Alexandria. Knowledge of this 
individual is very scarce. But Altaner believes him to be a contemporary of Origen. 58 
If this is so, then he would be a contemporary of Tatian. Eusebius claims that 
Ammonius created a Gospel "diatessaron" where he set running beside a section of 
sb Epiphanius, Panarion 30.13.7; Justin, Dial. 88.3. 
57 Petersen, "From Justin to Pepys, " 73. 
53 B. Altaner, Patrology (Frieburg: Herder, 1960) 210. 
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Matthew the same pericope from other Gospels. 39 Third, According to Jerome, 
Theophilus of Antioch composed a harmony. 60 As an opponent of Marcion, 
Theophilus would have been a contemporary of Justin. Nothing more is said of the 
work. 
The idea of a pre-Tatianic harmony is, therefore, very probable. Because of 
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this scholars have taken Zahn's conclusions as a starting point from which to proceed 
and identify the source of Justin's quotations. An informative exercise in this vein is 
collecting Justin's citations and allusions to sources other than from OT scripture 61 
Once this is done it is evident that the citations and allusions contain numerous variant 
readings and are frequently harmonized versions of other documents. 2 
For example, Dial. 78.4 contains a description of the Judean census and the 
revelation to Joseph and Mary to go into Egypt after Jesus' birth, 
Therefore, being afraid, he [Joseph] did not reject her [Mary]. But at the time 
when the first census was being taken by Quirinius, he [Joseph] went up from 
Nazareth, where he lived, to Bethlehem, to which he belonged, in order to 
register. For he was by birth of the people of Judah, which inhabited that land. 
And he was directed to go with Mary into Egypt and stay there with the child 
63 until again it was revealed to them to return to Judea. 
This is a good example of the harmonizing tendency in Dialogue with Trypho. The 
events referred to here can be found in both Matt 2: 13 and Luke 2: 1.5. The interesting 
thing when the three passages are compared is that neither of the canonical passages 
"Eusebius, Ep. ad Carpianum I. 
60 Jerome, Ep. adAlgasiam 6. 
61 This is done for the Dialogue with Trypho in Appendix I. 
62 For a complete discussion concerning the harmonizing tendencies in Justin see, A. Baker, "Justin's 
Agraphon in the Dialogue With Trypho, " JBL 87 (1968) 277-287; A. J. Bellinzoni, "The Source of the 
Agraphon in Justin Martyr's Dialogue With Trypho 47: 5, " VC 17 (1963) 65-70; idem, The Sayings of 
Jesus in the Writings of Justin Martyr; Hagner, "The Sayings of Jesus in the Apostolic Fathers and 
Justin Martyr"; L. K. Kline, "Harmonized Sayings of Jesus in the Pseudo-Clementine Homilies and 
Justin Martyr, " ZNW 66 (1975) 223-241; Koester, Ancient Christian Gospels; Petersen, "Textual 
Evidence of Tatian's Dependence Upon Justin's 'ATlOMNHMONETMATA". 
67 ýot3 6¬tS OÜV OÜK EKtE4X11KEV a1Tfl v, ýCt, ehmypaýTjS oÜaTIS ýV T(1 Iou6aL T6TE 1TPý'ý'1 
ETri KIup iLou, dveX lXÜOeL diTh NaCap4T, EVea f KEt. ElS ßijexEill, 86EV tjv, enToypol, aaeat 
dpa 
yap Ti c KaTOLKO60T)S TV 'yfV 9KEIVTWV cuXf S 'lo1JSa T6 YEVOS 
iV. Kai airröc äµa -rt 
Mapia 
KeXE' ETat ileMeIV ELS AtyuiTTOV Kai Elvat 
&EI aga r& TraL6( 
, 
dxpLT dV a&roic wdLV 
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contain every element in the passage from the Dialogue. The first part of the passage, 
which refers to the census, is found only in the Lukan passage. While the second part 
of the passage, which refers to the escape into Egypt, is found only in the Matthean 
passage. This amounts to strong evidence that Justin, or the source which Justin was 
using, harmonized the two passages. 
Another example that strongly suggests that Justin harmonized passages or 
that he used a harmony is found in Dial. 88.7, 
For John was sitting by the Jordan proclaiming a baptism of repentance, 
wearing only a belt made of skin and a garment of camel hairs, and eating 
nothing except locusts and wild honey. Men thought him to be the Christ-to 
which he cried out, "I am not the Christ, but the voice of one crying out. For 
one will come who is stronger than me, whose sandals I am not worthy to 
carry. 64 
This appears to be a harmonization of a number of verses found in the synoptics: Matt 
3: 1-6,11; Mark 1: 4-7; Luke 3: 3,15-16. The fact that the canonical versions are 
ordered differently and the fact that the canonical versions are not one continuous 
narrative, while Justin's version is, suggests harmonization. 
The examples presented above suggest that the source(s) for the harmony 
(whether it be Justin himself who is harmonizing or whether Justin is using a 
harmony) are the Synoptic Gospels. 5 But there are also examples of this harmonizing 
tendency with variants that are not found in any of the Gospels. For example, when 
relating the event of the birth of Jesus, Justin states, 
But when the child was born in Bethlehem, since Joseph did not have ready 
somewhere to stop for the night in the village, they stopped for the night in a 
cave which was near the village. And while they were there, Mary brought 
64 'IWdVVOU yap Ka8EC0µEVou ETTI TOO 'lop6dVOU Kai KTTPIJUQOVTOS BdTTTta is µETCLvotaS, Kai 
CLdvlly SEPp. aTLVYIV Kai Ev6uiia dirä TPLXWV Kal. LT XoU Ii6VOV 4opotaTOS KOl gr&v iae(oVTO5 Tr, \ýV 
QKPLSUS KQL ILEXL CyPLOV, OL 
aVOPWTTOL i, TTEXdI 3avov 6T6V EIVQL TÖV XpLQT&V' TTp6T oÜS Kai 
6T6S Eßpa" OÜK E'lWL 6 XPLUTÖc, üXXQ 4xwi OOWVTOS* ijtEL yap 6 LQXUp6TEpö I Lou, OD OÜK ELFit 
LKQVÖS TCI into 3tjl. laTa ßaaTdaaL. 
63 They also point out the fact that the verbal agreement suggests written formula as opposed to merely 
oral. 
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forth the Christ and laid him in a manger, where the Magi who came from 
Arabia found him 66 
Here we have very much the same events recorded in Matt 2: 1-25 and Luke 2: 7. 
Evidence of harmony exists by the fact that the event of laying the child in the 
manger, which is peculiar to Luke, is mentioned along with other material that is 
included in Matthew. But there are also two very important differences between 
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Justin's citation and the two evangelists. First, Justin states that Jesus was born in a 
"cave" (omnXaiov) while Matthew states that the Magi found the child in a "house" 
(olKta). Second, Justin mentions here (and several other places67) that the Magi were 
from Arabia, but none of the canonical accounts includes this detail. This supports the 
previous assertion that Justin probably harmonized sources himself or that he used a 
harmonized source. Further, because some of the information that Justin includes is 
not found in our canonical documents this indicates that Justin used sources in 
addition to the Synoptic Gospels. 
Another example of a harmonizing tendency which includes information not 
found in any of the synoptics is Dial. 88.3, 
And when Jesus came to the Jordan River, where John was baptizing, he 
stepped down into the water and a fire ignited in the Jordan. And as he was 
coming up from the water, the Holy Spirit alighted upon him like a dove [as] 
the Apostles of this very Christ of ours wrote. 8 
The mention of the fire igniting the waters of the Jordan is mentioned in no canonical 
document, yet Justin accepts the handing down of this tradition through that which the 
Apostles wrote (Eyp#av). 
66 Dial. 78.5 yewTleivTos bi TOTE TOD TTal&lov tV BE8XEi11, ETTEIÖý 'IWai 4 oCK ftXEV G T6 
KW4. u] iKE(Vn 7TOU KaTaXÜQaL, 4v arrgXaLW TIVv Q11VEy'yuT Tfj KWIITIS KaTEÄUaE' Kai T6TE. aÜTWV 
ÖVTWV kE'l, iTETOKEL h Mapla TÖV XpLQTÖV Kal & 1dTVTI a%TÖV ETEBEIKfL, ÖTTOU ? ÄeoVTCT 01 
dna 'Appaptas µdyol Eüpov avrbv. 
67 Dial. 77.4; 78.1,2.5.7; 88.1. 
6! Kal TOTE A86VTOc TOD 'ITIQOD 6fl TÖV 'IopSQVnV TTOTajx6v, JVOa 6 '1Wdwns ißatrTt{E, 
KaTEX8 WTOT TOD 'Inaov uni Tö ti& p Kai 1Ttp d' 8n iV TQ 'top8ävq, Kai dva8cvTos avroG dTrb 
TOD bBaTOS th ITEPLQTEP&V Tb Q')'LOV TTVE&La ilnTTTfVaL Eu' avrbv Eypazyav of dlT6GToXol airroü 
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When Justin's references are compared to the documents which later became 
canonical, three observations can be made. First, in all likelihood a harmony was 
employed by Justin. He may have harmonized the texts himself, or he may have used 
an already existing harmony. Second, the harmony is based on the synoptics, with 
most of the information paralleled there. Third, the harmony also employed some 
extra-canonical source(s). 
For many 
-years debate has centered on how best to understand these 
phenomena. In this vein, Justin's divergences from or additions to the text of our 
canonical Gospels has been explained from five perspectives. (1) Failure of memory. 
This perspective believes that when Justin quotes variations and diverges from 
canonical sources it is because he relies on his memory rather than referring directly 
to the document for his source. 69 (2) The use of one or more extra-canonical source. 
This perspective sees Justin as dependent on a source that was not later included in 
the NT canon. However, the source is most likely a harmony of documents that were 
later included in the canon. 70 (3) The use ofpre-synoptic harmony. This perspective 
argues that the variations in Justin are due to the fact that Justin used harmonized 
sources that were prior to the synoptics 71 (4) The use of a post-synoptic harmony. 
This perspective holds that the variations are explained by the fact that Justin used a 
TOÜTOU TOD XPLUTOL AlIcüv. 
6° See e. g., K. Semisch, Die apostolischen Denkwürdigkeiten des Märtyrers Justinus (Hamburg, 1848) 
389-392; T. Zahn, Geschichte des neutestamentlichen Kanons, 1.2 (Erlangen: Andreas Deichert, 1881) 
114-116; 463-585; W. A. Shotwell, The Biblical Exegesis of Justin Martyr (London: SPCK, 1965) 24- 
25. 
70 See e. g., E. R. Buckley, "Justin Martyr's Quotations from the Synoptic Tradition, " JTS 36 (1935) 
175; C. A. Credner, Beiträge zur Einleitung in die biblischen Schriften (Halle, 1832) 133-149,266-267; 
A. Hilgenfeld, Kristische Untersuchungen aber die Evangelien Justin's, der Clementinischen Homilien 
und Marcion's (Halle, 1850); 0. A. Piper, "The Nature of the Gospel According to Justin Martyr, " JR 
41 (1961)155-168; A. Thoma, "Justins literarisches Verhältnis zu Paulus und zum 
Johannesevangelium, " Zeitschrift für wissenschaftliche Theologie 18 (1875) 383-412; G. Volkmar, 
Über Justin den Märtyrer und sein Verhältnis zu unsern Evangelien (Zurich, 1853); Zahn, "[st Ammon 
oder Tatian Verfasser der ins Lateinische, Altfrankische und Arabische überstetzen Evangelien- 
Harmonie? " 206-207. 
71 See e. g., W. Bousset, Die Evangeliencitate Justin des Märtyrers in ihrem Wertfür die 
Evangelienkritik (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1891) 114-116. 
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harmony that was based upon the synoptics and other extra-canonical material. 72 (5) 
The use of only the canonical gospels. This position argues that Justin used only the 
canonical gospels, which he sometimes quoted exactly, sometimes harmonized, and 
sometimes modified for dogmatic or catechetical reasons. 73 
A. J. Bellinzoni, in his monograph The Sayings of Jesus in the Writings of 
Justin Martyr, has carefully examined the variations of the sayings of Jesus in Justin's 
writings. In light of the above explanations for their occurrence Bellinzoni examines 
each position and concludes that the best solution is that Justin relied on a post- 
synoptic harmony. 74 
Bellinzoni concludes that there is no basis for the position that Justin's 
variations were the result of a failure of memory. The position that Justin is dependent 
upon pre-synoptic material is also seen as without foundation because the evidence 
overwhelmingly points to a post-synoptic source. The thesis that Justin used only the 
canonical gospels is also given little credence because, even though the majority of 
Justin's sources were based upon canonical sources, there is considerable evidence 
that Justin's sources were not always the canonical gospels themselves but rather 
post-canonical sources based on the synoptics. Bellinzoni also concludes that the idea 
that Justin is dependent on one or more non-canonical gospels is also lacking in 
evidence. Not only are the parallels between the specific non-canonical gospel 
 See e. g., Bellinzoni, The Sayings of Jesus in the Writings of Justin Hartur, M. von Englehardt, Das 
Christenthum Justin Märtyrers, Eine Untersuchung fiber die Anfange katholischen Glaubenslehre 
(Erlangen, 1878) 335-348; E. Lippelt, Quae fuerint Justini Marryris APOMNHMONEUMATA quaque 
ratione cum forma Evangeliorum syro-latina cohaeserint (Halle, 1901) 35; E. F. Osborn, Justin Martyr (BHT Gerhard Ebeling; Tübingen: J. C. B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck] 1973) 120-138; W. Sanday, The 
Gospels in the Second Century, 136-138. 
 See e. g., A. Baldus, Das Verhaltnis Justins des Marterers zu unsern synoptischen Evangelien 
(Münster, 1895) 98ff; E. Massaux, The Influence of the Gospel of Saint Matthew on Christian 
Literature Before Saint lrenaeus. Book 3: The Apologists and the Didache (ET N. J. Belval & S. Hecht; 
New Gospel Studies 5R; Leuven: Peeters, 1986); idem, "La Texte du Sermone sur la Montagne de 
Mattieu utilise par Saint Justin, " EThL 28 (1952) 411-448; B. F. Westcott, A General Survey of the 
Canon of the New Testament, 96-179. 
74 Bellinzoni, The Savings of Jesus in the Writings ofJustin Martyr, 139-142. 
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mentioned by adherents different, but ultimately all the sayings in Justin are based in 
the synoptics. 
Bellinzoni places his agreement with the solution that Justin used a post- 
synoptic harmony of Matthew, Mark, and Luke. His evidence for such a conclusion 
includes the following: 75 
(1) It is easily demonstrated that Justin used more than one source. 
(2) Justin generally used as his source written tradition. 
(3) Justin's written sources harmonized parallel material from Matthew, Mark, 
and Luke. 
(4) In the case of Matthew and Luke, related material from different parts of a 
single gospel were often combined into a single saying. 
(5) Justin's sources often derived material from a single gospel (either 
Matthew or Luke, never Mark or John). 
(6) Justin's quotations of the sayings of Jesus show absolutely no dependence 
on the Gospel of John. 
It should be pointed out that Bellinzoni purposed only to examine the sayings 
of Jesus contained in the writings of Justin. He did not examine the narrative material. 
But with respect to the narrative material, I agree with many scholars who say 
virtually the same thing, i. e., that Justin's source was a harmonized account. 76 
The point in this brief recount of explanations of variants in Justin is to center 
on the fact that Justin's use of, or even composition of, a harmony is undeniable. It is 
apparent that each of the above explanations somehow allows for a harmony as a 
source for Justin's citations. Agreement on this point is quite significant when we 
" Bellinzoni, The Sayings of Jesus in the Writings ofJustin Martyr, 140. 
76 See e. g., Koester, Ancient Christian Gospels, 360-402; idcm, "The Text of the Synoptic Gospels in 
the Second Century"; Petersen, "From Justin to Pepys"; idem, "Textual Evidence of Tatian's 
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bring it into the subject of the shape or state of the NT canon at the time of Justin's 
Dialogue with Trypho. 
II. The New Testament Canon 
"When we follow the process of the formation of the canon in detail, we can 
hardly avoid the impression that the second century really had no need of a canon. "77 
This provocative statement by Kurt Aland summarizes Justin Martyr's relationship to 
the NT canon. Once we understand that the source of some his content and quotations 
was a harmony we are in the proper position to understand how Justin viewed these 
Christian writings, thus leading to a clearer understanding of the state of the NT canon 
in Justin's Dialogue with Trypho. 
Justin lived in and was acquainted with the church at Rome during a time 
when Christian oral and written tradition still existed side by side, although, "slowly 
the written documents alone were coming to held as authoritative. "78 Just as this 
relationship between oral and written tradition must be placed in its proper 
perspective in the second century, so must the relationship between scripture and 
canon. In other words, if the written documents were slowly coming to gain 
popularity and prestige, one must take care in describing or assuming how these 
writings were perceived and used. This care must be manifested in the employ of 
specific terms to describe Christian literature used during the mid-second century. 
Specifically, a proper definition of the terms "scripture" and "canon" are essential if 
one is to understand Justin's view of and possible contribution to the formation of the 
NT canon. This is precisely where Aland's statement above must come into focus 
Dependence Upon Justin's 'AITOMNHMONETMATA'; G. N. Stanton, "The Fourfold Gospel, " NTS 
43 (1997) 329-332. 
" K. Aland, A History of Christianity (2 vols.; ET J. L. Schaaf, Philadelphia: Fortress, 1985) 1.114. 
78 Barnard, Justin Martyr, 53. 
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because the only "canon" in existence during Justin's era was the canon or rule of 
faith. 
A. The Rule of Faith79 
The earliest reference to the rule of faith is found in the writings of Irenacus. 8° 
Because most of Irenaeus's works survive only in Latin the exact language used by 
him is uncertain. We know that he did use the phrase "rule of truth" 
(Kavwv Tf c dXri6E(ac) among his other expressions, because this phrase occurs in 
one extant Greek fragment-81 Irenaeus also uses the words "preaching" (icýpvy ta), 
"the faith" (h Tr(7Tts), and "the tradition" (rrapdSoais) to express the same thing. His 
Latin translator seems to have regularly translated all words used for the rule of faith 
by the phrase "rule of truth" (regula veritatis). Tertullian prefers to use the phrase 
"rule of faith". 
The rule of faith was not a fixed formula or creed. 82 This is evidenced in the 
fact that no two writers of the early church express the rule in exactly the same way. 
Further, not even the same writer in the same document states it in exactly the same 
"The following is meant only as a brief summary. For a convenient listing of the ante-Nicene rules of 
faith see P. Schaff, The Creeds of Christendom (rev. ed. by D. S. Schaff; 3 Vols.; Grand Rapids: Baker, 
1996) 2.9-41. For a more detailed discussion on the rule of faith see O. Cullmann, The Earliest 
Christian Confessions (ET J. K. S. Reid; London: Lutterworth, 1949); It P. C. Hanson, Tradition in the 
Early Church (Library of History and Doctrine; London: SCM, 1962); J. N. D. Kelly, Early Christian 
Creeds (London/New York/Toronto: Longmans, Green & Co., 1950) 30-99; idcm., Early Christian 
Doctrines, 29-108; J. T. Lienhard, The Bible, the Church, and Authority. The Canon of the Christian 
Bible in History and Theology (Collegeville, Minn.: The Liturgical Press, 1995); B. M. Metzger, 
Canon of the New Testament. Its Origin. Development Significance. (Oxford: Clarendon, 1992) 251 
253; H. A. Oberman, "Quo Vadis, Petre? Tradition from Irenaeus to Humani Generis, " in idcm., The 
Dawn of the Reformation. Essays in Late Medieval and Early Reformation Thought (Edinburgh: T. &T. 
Clark, 1986) 269-296; E. F. Osborn, "Reason and the Rule of Faith in the Second Century AD, " in R. R. 
Williams, The Making of Orthodoxy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989) 40-6 1. 
This paragraph is dependent on Hanson, Tradition in the Early Church, 75. 
" Kaer. 1.1.20. 
92 G. W. H. Lampe, "Christian Theology in the Patristic Period, " in H. Cunliffe-Jones with B. Drewery 
(eds. ), A History of Christian Doctrine (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1978) 42. Perhaps a better way to 
state this would be to say that the rule of faith was a fixed form for every local church, and that is why 
no two writers express it in the same way. 
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way either. 83 Thus, the rule of faith was expressed in a more fluid way. Its content 
was broadly the same as most later creeds, which included one God the creator, Jesus 
Christ and his coming, the Holy Spirit, the Church, and the future judgment. 84 Perhaps 
the best way to define or show the content of the rule of faith is to examine its use by 
its two main representatives, Irenaeus and Tertullian. 
1. Irenaeus and the Rule of Faith 
irenaeus is well known for his major work directed against the Gnostics, 
Against Heresies. While this work is certainly valuable for gaining information about 
the Gnostic system and how Irenaeus viewed it, it is also valuable simply because it 
contains much positive exposition of contemporary orthodoxy. In his exposition of the 
true faith in contrast to the elitism of secret gnostic revelations Irenaeus posits the 
"gift of truth". He states, "Wherefore it is incumbent to obey the presbyters who are in 
the Church, 
-those who, as I have shown, possess the succession from the apostles; 
those who, together with the episcopate, have received the certain gift of truth 
[charisma veritatis certum], according to the good pleasure of the Father. "" 
In the context Irenaeus makes reference to a process of succession from the 
Apostles to the contemporary church leadership safeguarding this gift of truth. The 
succession of which Irenaeus speaks, in his opinion, maintains the true faith. The 
succession safeguards the faith which is the tradition derived from the Apostles, or the 
apostolic tradition. 86 In opposition to those who are forming wrong doctrines 
concerning the Father and the Son Irenaeus claims that, 
" For example, compare the three delineations of the Rule of Faith in lrenaeus in Haer. 1.9.4; 1.10.1; 
5.20.1. See also, H. Lietzmann, A History of the Early Church (4 vols.; ET B. L. Woolf; Cleveland and 
New York: The World Publishing Company, 1961) 2.114-115. 
" W. H. C. Freud, The Early Church (Knowing Christianity; London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1965) 
77; S. G. Hall, Doctrine and Practice in the Early Church (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1991) 61. 
as lrenaeus, Haer. 4.26.2. ET from A. Roberts & J. Donaldson, Ante-Nicene Fathers (10 vols.; 
Peabody: Hendrickson, 1994 [Buffalo: Christian Literature Publishing Company, 1885J) 1.315-567. 
26 Irenaeus, Haer. 3.3.2. 
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... 
the preaching of the Church is everywhere consistent, and continues in an 
even course, and receives testimony from the prophets, apostles, and all the 
disciples-as I have proved-through [those in] the beginning, the middle, 
and the end, and through the entire dispensation of God, and that well- 
grounded system which tends to man's salvation, namely, our faith; which, 
having been received from the Church, we do preserve, and which always, by 
the Spirit of God, renewing its youth, as if it were some precious deposit in an 
excellent vessel, causes the vessel itself containing it to renew its youth also. 
For this gift of God has been entrusted to the Church, as breath was to the first 
created man, for this purpose, that all the members receiving it may be 87 vivified. 
In Irenaeus's thinking, church leaders are both representatives and 
spokesmen-defenders of the apostolic tradition which is consistent everywhere the 
church is present. This is in direct contrast to the secret revelations of the Gnostics 
whom Irenaeus was combating. It is apparent that this sure gift of truth which was 
entrusted to the church is the faith, or apostolic tradition, or doctrine. 
The faith which was entrusted to the church is often delineated by Irenaeus as 
the Rule of Truth. 88 A good example of Irenaeus delineating the rule is found in Haer. 
1.10.1, 
The Church, though dispersed throughout the whole world, even to the ends of 
the earth, has received from the apostles and their disciples this faith: [She 
believes] in one God, the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven, and earth, and 
the sea, and all things that are in them, and in one Christ Jesus, the Son of 
God, who became incarnate for our salvation; and in the Holy Spirit, who 
proclaimed through the prophets the dispensations of God, and the advents, 
and the birth from a virgin, and the passion, and the resurrection from the 
dead, and the ascension into heaven in the flesh of the beloved Christ Jesus, 
our Lord and His [future] manifestation from heaven in the glory of the Father 
"to gather all things in one" and to raise up anew all flesh of the whole human 
race 
... 
As I have already observed, the Church having received this preaching 
and this faith, although scattered throughout the whole world, yet, as if 
occupying but one house, carefully preserves it. 89 
" Irenaeus, Haer. 3.24.1. 
"Seethe three explicit delineations of the content of the rule in Haer. 1.9.4; 1.10.1; 5.20.1. 
'9 Irenaeus, Haer. 1.10.1-2. ET from Roberts & Donaldson, Ante-Nicene Fathers. 'H iv yap 
EKKMIQLQ, KatlTEp KaO' ÖXTIT Tf OLKOUIIEVtjc EWS nEpdTWV Tf yfii SLea1rnppAvrj, irap4 & T43V 
'ATTOaT6XWV Kai. TL. JV 4KEIVWV 1LaOr1TWV MpaXQaoÜaa TýV [TrtaTLV] ELS iva OEdV, flan pa 
TraVTOKpCiTOpa, T0V irETroLTIKOTQ TÖV o ipa bv, KQl TTIV 'YýV, Kal Täs ea>.. QaaaS, Kal iTdVTQ T& 4V 
airroiS, KaTLV* KQZ ELS 
Eva XplaTdV IraoOv, TÖV rLÖV TOO eEot, T&V aapKWO4VTQ lmip TfS 
ýIxeT4paT QWT1jptaS' KQL Etc fv611Q &yLOV, TÖ S&a TWV 1Tp0$TITWV KEKT1PU)(ÖS Tic OtKOVOIitac 
Kai TC EXEÜQELS [ThV 4XEUQIV, adventum], KQl T- v 6K TTapOE'ov YEVVInaLv, KQI Td ITC Mn, KQl 
'rh" I'y'EpaLV & VEKpf+1V, Kai ThV 
4vaapKOV ELT TOÜS OIJpavotc dvd q tv Toll i yaTMgivou 
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Here we see reference to the churches as receiving the faith from the Apostles. This 
represents a certain consistency of belief, a universal acceptance which guarantees the 
maintenance of the true faith in contrast to Gnostic systems of belief. 
2. Tertullian and the Rule of Faith 
Tertullian also appeals to a tradition that is handed down from the Apostles. 
This faith was first delivered by Christ, spread by the Apostles and finally deposited 
and safeguarded by the apostolic church 90 Tertullian expresses the rule of faith in a 
number of places, 91 of which his expression in Prescription of Heretics is exemplary. 
The Rule of faith is... namely, that by which we believe that there is one God, 
and no other besides the Maker of the world, who produced the universe out of 
nothing, by his Word sent forth first of all; that this Word, called his Son, was 
seen in the name of God in various ways by the patriarchs, was always heard 
in the prophets, at last was sent down, from the Spirit and power of God the 
Father, into the Virgin Mary, was made flesh in her womb, and born of her, 
lived as Jesus Christ; that then he preached the new law and the new promise 
of the kingdom of heaven; wrought miracles; was nailed to the cross; rose 
again on the third day; was caught up to the heavens; and sat down at the right 
hand of the Father; sent in his place the power of the Holy Ghost, to guide the 
believers; he will come again with glory to take the saints into the enjoyment 
of eternal life and the celestial promises, and to judge the wicked with eternal 
fire, after the resuscitation of both, with the restitution of the flesh. "' 
The rule of faith in Tertullian is not the same as Irenaeus in wording, but it is 
very similar in content. The key here is that the rule of faith was a guide or standard 
of right belief. Its general content was seen as flowing directly from 
Christ, through 
XpLUTOÜ 'l1laOÜ, TOO Kupiou ýµwv, Kill ThV & T(WV of paV(JV EV T &510 TOO 
tTaTP6T TTapot tav 
afroi), Etrl TÖ dvaKE4aXaL4}aaOeaL TQ 1TdVTa, Ka CIVao ri aaL iiäaav adpKa 
iTaaTIS 
dVep(31T6TT1TOS 
90 This sequence and defence of its accuracy is clearly laid out by Tertullian in Praescip. 
20-29. 
91 Virg. Vel. I; Prax. 2. 




ilia scilicet qua creditur. Unum omnino Deum esse, nec alium prater mundi conditorem, 
qui universa de nihilo produxerit, per Verbum suum primo omnium demissum; 
id Verbu, n, Filium c/us 
appellatum, in nomine Dei vane visum a patriarchis, in prophetis semper auditum. 
PO'tremo delatum, 
ex Spiritu Parris Dei et virtute, in Virginem Mariam, carnem factum in utero ejus, et ex ea ºuuum. 
egisse Jesum Christum; exinde prc dicasse novam legem et novam promissionem 
regni ccelorwn; 
virtutes fecisse; fixum cruci; tertia die resurrexisse; in calos erreptum; sedisse ad 
dexteram patris; 
misisse vicariam vim Spiritus Sancti, qui credentes agar; venturum cum claritate 
ad sumendos sanctos 
in vitro ceterna, et promissorum ccelestium fructum, el adprofanos adjudicandos lgnl 
perpetua. facta 
utriusque partis resuscitatione, cum carnis restitution. 
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the Apostles and to the church. This was the content of the true faith. In this light 
Aland's statement93 that the second century church had no need for a canon is better 
understood. The church believed that it already possessed a reliable exposition of the 
faith. Tradition had handed down the content and it was thus safeguarded. 
3. The Rule of Faith and Canon 
A proper understanding of this rule of faith is foundational to a proper 
understanding of "canon" and "scripture". The term "canon" did not come to be used 
as an appellation for a collection or list of Christian writings (the New Testament) 
until the mid-fourth century in the writings of Athanasius 94 Earlier in the second 
century, however, the word designated what the church acknowledged as having 
regulative control for its faith and life-the rule of faith 95 It was only after 
Athanasius that the term came to denote a closed collection of writings to which 
nothing could be added or from which nothing could be taken away. 
The idea that the church consciously discussed or contemplated a closed or 
fixed collection of NT writings during the second and third centuries lacks a strong 
foundation. This is well illustrated in the church's answers to Marcionism, 
Gnosticism, and Montanism. These three heterodox movements were not challenged 
by the fathers of the era with a closed collection of Christian writings. Rather, the 
fathers answered these challenges with a confession of faith which was defended by 
°' See above, p. 20 1. 
94 Athanasius of Alexandria, Decr. 5.18. Here Athanasius describes the Shepherd of Hernias as "not of 
the canon. " See also Athanasius' famous Ep. fest. 39 of the year 367, wherein he describes certain 
Christian books as "canonical". "Again it is not tedious to speak of the [books) of the New Testament. 
These are, the four Gospels, according to Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. Afterwards, the Acts of the 
Apostles and Epistles (called Catholic), seven, viz. Of James, one; of Peter, two; of John, three; after 
these, one of Jude. In addition, there are fourteen epistles of Paul, written in this order. The first, to the 
Romans; the two to the Corinthians; after these, to the Galatians; next, to the Ephesians; then to the 
Philippians; then to the Colossians; after these, two to the Thessalonians, and that to the Hebrews; and 
again, two to Timothy; one to Titus; and lastly, that to Philemon. And besides, the Revelation of John. " 
In addition to the rule as expressed by Irenaeus and Tertullian see also, Clement of Alexandria, Sir. 
7.15.90; Eusebius of Caesarea He. 6.13.3. 
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an appeal to the apostolic writings. Both Irenaeus96 and Tertullian97 are exemplary of 
this. Even as late as the third century Serapion shows this same appeal 98 In writing to 
his church Serapion wished to settle the question of whether the Gospel of Peter could 
be read there. He had previously allowed its reading but subsequently reversed this 
decision on the basis that it contained denials of the humanity of Jesus. The point here 
is that Serapion did not revoke his permission to allow the Gospel of Peter to be read 
in the church on the basis of an appeal to a closed collection of Christian writings (a 
New Testament canon), but on the basis of an appeal to a confession of faith, on the 
basis that certain doctrines contained in that Gospel were at variance with what was 
handed down through the Apostles and Bishops of the churches. The issue was dealt 
with on the basis of an appeal to orthodoxy that is represented in the rule of faith, not 
99 
canonicity. 
This assertion is not meant to disparage the use of Christian writings (writings 
that later became canonical as well as other orthodox documents) during Justin's era. 
It is meant simply to put the issue of canonicity in its proper chronology. Before there 
was a New Testament canon there existed a rule of faith which functioned as the 
guardian of proper doctrine. There is a close relationship between Christian writings 
and the rule of faith. But it is extremely important to place the relationship in its 
proper context. Again, Irenaeus and Tertullian best exemplify this context. 
lrenaeus clearly shows the importance of the rule of faith in relation to 
apostolic writings. In Haer. 3.4.1 he speaks of the church guarding Christian doctrine 
like a rich man depositing his money in a bank. It is clear that the reference is to the 
rule of faith, which is the entrance to life (salvation). For Irenaeus only the church is 
96 Haer. 1.8.1; 1.9.1-4. 
97 Praescrip. 8-9. 
91 Eusebius, He. 6.12.3-6. 
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in possession of these sacred truths. Persons who pervert this truth or add to it are 
thieves and robbers. 
To stress the importance of this "tradition of truth, " Irenaeus asks a question, 
"Suppose there arise a dispute relative to some important question among us, should 
we not have recourse to the most ancient Churches with which the apostles held 
constant intercourse, and learn from them what is certain and clear in regard to the 
present question? " We see here an appeal to the true doctrine which was faithfully 
safeguarded and handed down through the church universal to the contemporary 
church. Irenaeus then continues, "For how should it be if the apostles themselves had 
not left us writings? Would it not be necessary, [in that case, ] to follow the course of 
the tradition which they handed down to those to whom they did commit the 
churches? " The question is rhetorical here. The rule of faith is a sufficient shepherd to 
salvation. In fact, Irenaeus makes explicit reference to people who are saved through 
it in the absence of written documents. In direct reference to the course of tradition 
stated in Haer. 3.4.1 Irenaeus continues, 
To which course [of tradition] many nations of those barbarians who believe 
in Christ do assent, having salvation written in their hearts by the Spirit, 
without paper or ink, and, carefully preserving the ancient tradition, believing 
in one God, the Creator of heaven and earth, and all things therein, by means 
of Jesus Christ, the Son of God; who, because of his surpassing love towards 
His creation, condescended to be bom of the virgin, he Himself uniting man 
through Himself to God, and having suffered under Pontius Pilate, and rising 
again, and having been received up in splendor, shall come in glory, the 
Saviour of those who are saved, and the Judge of those who are judged, and 
sending into eternal fire those who transform the truth, and despise His Father 
and His advent. Those who, in the absence of written documents, have 
believed this faith, are barbarians, so far as regards our language; but as 
regards doctrine, manner, and tenor of life, they are because of faith, very wise 
indeed.. 
. 
Thus, by means of that ancient tradition of the apostles, they do not 
suffer their mind to conceive anything of the [doctrines suggested by the] 
portentous language of these teachers, among whom neither the Church nor 
doctrine has ever been established. 100 
99 L. M. McDonald, "The Integrity of the Biblical Canon in Light of Its Historical Developmcnt, " BBR 
6 (1996) 118-119. 
100 Haer. 3.4.2. 
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The point here is clear, the true doctrine of the church has been faithfully passed on 
and is sufficient to lead people to salvation. 
A similar line of argument is found in Tertullian's Prescription of Heretics 15- 
19. Here Tertullian deals with how one should conduct an argument with heretics. In 
using scripture, the heretics were leading many astray. But Tertullian states that the 
heretics have no right to do so because the scriptures do not belong to them, but to the 
church. 1°' He continues this line of argument by explaining that even though the 
heretic may use scripture in his argument it is inadmissible because the heretic has 
produced diverse interpretations. It is the church which has possessed the scriptures 
since ancient times and it is the church's ordained responsibility to correctly interpret 
scripture-'02 
The climax of Tertullian's argument appears in the nineteenth chapter. It is in 
the interpretation of scripture that the apostolic tradition plays an important role. 
Tertullian states, 
Our appeal, therefore, must not be made to the Scriptures; nor must 
controversy be admitted on points in which victory will either be impossible, 
or uncertain, or not certain enough. But even if a discussion from the 
Scriptures should not turn out in such a way as to place both sides on par, (Yet) 
the natural order of things would require that this point should be first 
proposed, which is now the only one which we must discuss: "With whom lies 
that very faith to which the Scriptures belong. From what and through whom, 
and when, and to whom, has been handed down that rule, by which men 
become Christians? " For wherever it shall be manifest that the true Christian 
rule and faith shall be, there will likewise be the true Scriptures and 
expositions thereof, and all the Christian traditions. ' 03 
For Tertullian the proper interpretation of scripture is found in adherence to 
the rule of faith which was handed down and safeguarded by the church. It is in 
dI's 
rule where one finds the true faith and one must adhere to this rule in discussions With 
101 Praescrip. 15. 
101 Praescrip. 16-18. 
103 Praescrip. 19. 
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heretics. Scripture is open to many different interpretations. It is only the apostolic 
faith, which is manifested in the rule of faith, where proper interpretation of scripture 
is manifested. 
If we now return to the statement of K. Aland at the beginning of this section 
we may see its accuracy. It was against this rule of faith which everything was 
measured, even the writings of the developing NT. 104 The danger here may be in 
pressing this too far. 105 In other words, we must not, in view of the importance of the 
rule of faith, take this to mean that Christian writings were relatively unimportant in 
the early church. In fact, the later development of a collection of these writings speaks 
volumes to the contrary. The point here in stressing the importance of the rule of faith 
in the second and third centuries is simply get a proper chronology of the 
development of the NT canon. Once we understand that the rule of faith was actually 
one of the criteria in choosing the writings which eventually made up the NT canon106 
we have the proper perspective to understand Justin's place in its history. However, 
one important distinction remains to be discussed. 
B. Scripture and Canon 
About twenty years ago A. C. Sundberg Jr. called for a more precise definition 
of the terms "scripture" and "canon" in order to distinguish some very important 
features of each. 107 Sundberg believed that much of the discussion surrounding the 
history of the NT canon inappropriately applied the terms scripture and canon as 
104 Aland, A History of Christianity, 1.114. 
X05 H. F. von Campenhausen (The Formation of the Christian Bible [ET ). A. Baker, London: Adam & 
Charles Black, 1969], 329) very succinctly expresses the proper balance between scripture and the rule 
of faith. 
106 For discussions on this and other criteria of canonicity see, F. F. Bruce, The Canon of Scripture 
(Downers Grove: Inter-Varsity, 1988) 255-269; H. Y. Gamble, The New Testament Canon, 67-72; L. 
M. McDonald, The Formation of the Christian Biblical Canon (rev. ed.; Peabody, MA: Hendrickson. 
1995) 228-249; Metzger, The Canon of the New Testament, 251-257; A. G. Patzia, The /faking of the 
New Testament. Origin, Collection, Text & Canon (Leicester: Apollos, 1995) 102-107. 
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synonyms. This, Sundberg believed, caused great confusion for those who sought to 
understand the state of the NT canon during the second century. Many simply movcd 
from scripture to canon without realizing the inherent differences betwccn the two 
terms. ' 08 
At the heart of the issue is discussions on canon which employ the two terms 
in a rather loose sense. Sundberg states, "lt is necessary to distinguish between the 
terms `scripture, ' meaning writings which are held in some sense as authoritative for 
religion and `canon, ' meaning a defined collection that is held to be exclusively, i. e. 
with respect to all other books, authoritative. "' 09 Sundberg objects to discussions 
which employ "canon" and "canonical" to written documents that were widely held 
as, in some sense, scripture without regard to a definitive and exclusive determination 
of a closed group of such documents (canon). The application of "canonical" to such 
documents is viewed as anachronistic because a written canon, by definition, is closed 
and no such canon existed in the second and third centuries. In order to avoid this 
anachronistic perspective of canon Sundberg stresses the importance of maintaining 
the above distinctions between canon and scripture. 
More recently, Sundberg's call for distinction have been echoed by L. M. 
McDonald' 10 and H. Y. Gamble. "' Taking his cue from G. T. Sheppard, 112 McDonald 
also calls for a distinction between scripture and canon. McDonald, however, prefers 
107 A. C. Sundberg, Jr., "The Making of the New Testament Canon, " in C. M. Laymon (ed. ). 7, he 
Interpreter's One Volume Commentary on the Bible (London: Collins, 1972) 1216-1224; idettt,. 
"Towards a Revised History of the New Testament Canon, " StudEv 4 (1968) 452-461. 
108 Sundberg, "Towards a Revised History of the New Testament Canon, " 452. 
109 Sundberg, "The Making of the New Testament Canon, " 1216. 
10 McDonald, The Formation of the Christian Biblical Canon; idem., "The Integrity of the Biblical 
Canon in Light of Its Historical Development". 
H. Y. Gamble, "Canon-New Testament, " in N. D. Freedman (ed. ), ABD (6 vols.; New York: 
Douleday, 1992) 1.852-861; idem., "The Canon of the New Testament, " in E. J. Epp and G. W. 
MacRae (eds. ), The New Testament and Its Modern Interpreters (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1989) 201. 
243; idem., The New Testament Canon. 
112 G. T. Sheppard, "Canon, " in M. Eliade (ed. ), The Encyclopedia of Religion (10 vols.; New york: 
MacMillan, 1987) 3.62-69. 
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to express it in terms of "canon 1, " and "canon 2". l 13 Canon 1 is essentially a rule, 
standard, or guide that functions in an controlling manner in a community. It is fluid 
or flexible and not yet fixed. Canon I is therefore present wherever there exists some 
respect for regulative control within a community, either in a written or oral form. 
Canon 2 occurs when canon 1 becomes fixed in a given community. Canon 2 thus 
becomes so well-established in a given community of faith that very little doubt arises 
about the status of a text thereafter. Canon 2, therefore, is more fixed in the 
community. 
Gamble also wishes to maintain a distinction but chooses a different way to 
express it. His starting point is the perception that by its very existence the NT canon 
"calls special attention to its form, i. e., a fixed collection of precisely twenty-seven 
early Christian documents, and to its function, i. e., literature that is normative for the 
faith and life of the Christian community. "' 14 Gamble employs the distinction with the 
terms "functional" and "fixed". Thus the importance of understanding canon as a 
fixed collection is emphasized. On the other hand, a functional canon is one which 
operated in the looser sense of a norm or standard, whether written or oral. Gamble 
stresses that a scrupulousness about such terminology is necessary so that these real 
distinctions are not blurred. The history of the NT canon is not only concerned with 
the normative use of Christian documents (scripture), but also with the delimitation of 
such documents and with its meaning and function as a collection (canon). ''' 
What we are dealing with here is really three ways of saying the same thing. 
Canon is not synonymous with scripture. McDonald has pointed out that there is 
I" McDonald, Formation of the Christian Biblical Canon, 29; idem., "The Integrity of the Biblical 
Canon, " 101. 
'"Gamble, "Canon-New Testament, " 852. 
115 Gamble, "The Canon of the New Testament, " 205. 
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considerable overlap. 116 The overlap occurs in the normative status of a document, 
that is, both scriptural documents and documents that later became canonical were 
viewed as normative in the life of the community. However, a line of demarcation 
must be understood. This line occurs when a document is chosen to be placed 
between two distinct poles. ' 7 At one end of the pole is a rule, standard, ideal, norm, 
or regulative office or literature. ' 18 The focus here is on the internal signs of an 
elevated status within a community of faith. At the other end of the pole is a fixation, 
standardization, enumeration, listing, register, or catalog of exemplary writings. 119 
The emphasis here rests on the precise boundary, limits, or measure of what, from 
some preunderstood standard, belongs within or falls outside of a specific canon. 
In this light I again call attention to the fact that the term "canon" did not come 
to be used as an appellation for a collection or list of Christian writings until the mid- 
fourth century with Athanasius. 120 Before that time, as I have shown above, the word 
designated what the church acknowledged as having regulative control for its faith 
and life. Only after Athanasius did the term "canon" come to denote a closed 
collection of writings. 
On the other hand, the term "scripture" designates writings which were 
religiously normative. They are used as such without regard to their systematic 
enumeration or limitation. This is, in fact, how Christian writings were used 
16 McDonald, Formation of the Christian Biblical Canon, 13. 
7 Sheppard, "Canon, " 64. 
I$ McDonald describes this as "canon 1" while Gamble calls it a "functional canon". lt appears to me 
that some confusion could be avoided if Sundberg's description of it as "scripture" were consistently 
and properly maintained. " 
19 McDonald describes this as "canon 2" while Gamble calls it a "fixed cý'on . Again, confusion 
could be avoided here as well if Sundberg's description of it as "canon" was 
also consistently and 
properly maintained. 
120 Athanasius, Decr. 5.18. Here Athanasius describes the Shepherd of Ilermas 
as "not of the canon. " 
See also Athanasius's famous Ep. Jest 39 of the year 367, wherein he describes 
cer n Christian books 
as "canonical". 
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throughout the second century. The concept of canon presupposes scripture, but the 
concept of scripture does not necessarily entail the notion of canon. 
C. Rule of Faith, Scripture, and Canon in the Second Century 
The two sections above on the rule of faith and on the distinction between 
scripture and canon are intended as a warning against attributing canonical status to a 
document that attained only scriptural status. The section concerning the rule of faith 
does so by pointing out the chronology of the rule of faith in relation to a closed 
canon of Christian writings. The rule of faith was actually used as a criterion in the 
eventual collection of certain Christian documents into a closed canon. The section on 
the distinction between scripture and canon warns us not to apply canonical status to a 
document that had attained only scriptural status. This is particularly important when 
dealing with the reception of Christian literature during the second and third centuries. 
This is so because of the lack of evidence that the church consciously discussed or 
'contemplated a closed or fixed collection of NT scriptures during this time. Being 
aware of the concept of the rule of faith and of the distinction between scripture and 
canon should act as a guard to an anachronistic understanding of canonicity in the 
second and third centuries. 
At the very least, the discussions above show us that the NT canon was not a 
topic of discussion during the second and third centuries. Further, the very fact that 
discussions concerning canonicity were occurring well into the fourth century make it 
extremely difficult to apply canonical status to Christian documents in the second 
century. Eusebius's famous list of recognized, disputed, and rejected books is 
illustrative of this point. 121 Since the notion of a canon of scripture entails a fixity, 
discussions of this sort, by their very occurrence, argue strongly against a closed 
I" Eusebius, H. e. 6.12.3-6. 
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canon. If this is the case in the early fourth century, it is most certainly the case in the 
second and third centuries as well. 
The above understanding of the rule of faith and of the proper distinction 
between scripture and canon has implications for the study of Justin's Dialogue with 
Trypho and the NT canon. It is in this context that our discussion of Justin's 
understanding of and contribution to NT canonicity must be placed. One must remain 
aware of the function and importance of the rule of faith as well as the 
misunderstandings that may occur in using scripture and canon synonymously in 
reference to Christian literature of the second century. 
III. Justin's Memoirs and the NT "Canon" 
E. J. Goodspeed confidently asserts that the deliberate creation of the four-fold 
Gospel occurred in AD 115-125.122 This date was chosen because Goodspeed believes 
the Preaching of Peter, 2 Peter, the Gospel of Peter, Papias, the Epistle of the 
Apostles and Justin Martyr all show acquaintance with or use of all four canonical 
documents. Similarly, R. L. Harris, in reference to the scriptures (apostolic writings) to 
which Justin refers, states, "Justin's importance lies in the fact that he refers to a well- 
defined corpus of sacred books. "123 Later, in specific reference to the four gospels, he 
claims that they are clearly a regulative corpus for Justin. 124 F. F. Bruce also indicates 
his belief that Justin knew of a gospel collection. ' 25 
All three of the above men have made statements about a fixed collection of 
Gospels based solely on Justin's use of or acquaintance with what later became 
canonical Gospels. But this confuses acquaintance with, and even use of, the Gospels 
122 E. J. Goodspeed, Formation of the New Testament (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962) 37- 
38. 
123 R. L. Harris, Inspiration and Canonicity of the Bible. An Historical and Exegetical Study 
(Contemporary Evangelical Perspectives; Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1969) 213. 
124 Harris, Inspiration and Canonicity, 213. 
125 Bruce, The Canon of Scripture, 126-127. 
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with a conscious attempt to arrange them into a collection. A fixed collection 
necessarily entails a deliberate catalog of exemplary writings, a standard which 
requires or allows no alteration. But in Justin we see no indication that it was his 
purpose to form such a collection, nor was it his assumption that this was already 
completed and accepted by him. In this respect, two issues merit attention here: The 
Apostolic Writings as Scripture; and, The Implications of Justin's use of a Harmony. 
A. The Apostolic Writings as Scripture 
There is no arguing that Justin held the Prophetic scriptures in high esteem. 126 
He used and referred to them often. This esteem goes back to his conversion to 
Christianity when the respectable old man taught Justin that only those who had seen 
or heard from someone who had seen God can truly give knowledge concerning him. 
Philosophers have no qualification in this area, but the Prophets do because "they 
alone, being filled with the Holy Spirit, communicated that which they heard and 
saw. " 127 This communication, which amounts to knowledge about God and his plan of 
salvation, is written down and still available for study-128 When Justin accepted the 
old man's argument it changed the way he attained knowledge about God. Instead of 
inquiring from philosophers who had neither seen nor heard from someone who had 
seen, Justin appealed directly to those who had seen-the Prophets. The Prophets 
were, therefore, viewed as writings which were used as scripture by Justin. 
But what about the Apostolic writings-the Memoirs? Reference has been 
made to the fact that Justin used the Memoirs as trustworthy documents which prove 
the prophecies concerning Jesus had actually occurred. This is certainly true. 
12' See above, pp. 74-82. 
127 Dial. 7.1 dXX& µaVa TatTQ ElTTOVTES 1i AKouaa i Kai El&OV Qy(I) ItXnp VTES 
TrvE1J[1QTL. 
'21 Dial. 7.2. 
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However, does this mean it is proper to speak of the Memoirs simply as "historical" 
records and viewed in a lesser light than the Prophets? 
God can be known through the writings of the Prophets, they possess a special 
knowledge which was revealed by God. Because of this they were held in high 
esteem. But in Justin's appeal to the Prophets as a place to attain knowledge about 
God, he also mentions that his heart was set on fire and an affection for the "friends of 
Christ" took hold of him. 129 This appellation can be nothing less than a reference to 
the Apostles. 130 In several places in the Dialogue the Apostles figure quite 
prominently as equal to the Prophets because they preach the same message. 1', Justin 
even states that the Prophets preached the gospel of Jesus and proclaimed him to all 
men132-a task performed also by the Apostles in their Memoirs. 
But the crux of the relationship between the Prophets and the Apostles is 
located in the significance of seeing and hearing. In other words, the qualification of 
the Prophets for communicating knowledge of God rested in the fact that they had 
seen and heard God. The qualification of the Apostles also rested in the fact that they 
had seen and heard God, as well as reading the Prophets. This is shown in two ways. 
First, because knowledge about God required communication from someone who 
heard from someone who had seen, 133the Apostles rested on the communication of the 
Prophets. The Prophets had seen and heard that which they communicated, therefore 
the Apostles were able to use their writings for gaining knowledge of God. 
The second way in which the Apostles are qualified to communicate 
knowledge about God is because the Apostles witnessed the ultimate revelation of 
129 Dial. 7.2-3. 
130 See above, pp. 82-86. 
13 ' Dial. 42.1-2; 76.6; 88.3; 106.1; 109.1; 110.2; 119.6. 
132 Dial. 136.3. 
133 Dial. 3; 7; 8. 
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God in the incarnation of his Logos. 134 Thus the significance of the Memoirs does not 
lie solely in their function as "historical" records. It rests also in the fact that they saw 
and heard the ultimate revelation of God. The Apostles witnessed that to which the 
Prophets pointed. They thus fulfil the criteria by which knowledge of God may be 
attained and communicated. 
The Prophets saw and heard. In Justin's eyes this qualified thcm to 
communicate knowledge about God. The Apostles read the writings of the Prophets 
who had seen God, but more importantly, they actually saw God's plan for salvation 
played out before their eyes. Through the incarnate Logos, the Apostles saw the 
fulfillment of God's will in his very being, and in his actions. As witness to this action 
the Apostles have the qualification to communicate this to humankind-this is the 
significance of their writings. 
Thus, in a very real sense, the Prophets and the Memoirs must be viewed 
together in that they are witnesses to God. In this respect, the Memoirs can be viewed 
as scripture. They can be viewed as scripture because they were used by Justin as 
invaluable for gaining knowledge about God and his plan of salvation through his 
Logos incarnate. 
B. The Implications of Justin's use of a Harmony 
if Justin's use of the memoirs can allow us to conclude that he used them as 
scripture can we take the next step, as Goodspeed, Harris and Bruce have done above, 
and conclude that they are a fixed collection? In light of the probability that he used a 
harmony the answer must be negative. 
If the four Gospels were all included in a fixed collection at the time of Justin 
it is highly unlikely that he would choose to use a harmony. A fixed collection 
134 This is discussed in detail above, pp. 86-96. 
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suggests a catalog of exemplary writings. If these writings were seen as exemplary 
one must ask why Justin saw fit to ignore this collection and employ a harmony which 
attempted to form an even better picture than the separate Gospels produced. '35 Even 
though the majority of the harmony was based on the synoptics, we still must 
understand that the very act of Justin employing a harmony indicates that a four-fold 
Gospel canon was not in existence, or, at the very least, not recognized. Even if we 
recognize the probability that Justin's harmony lent a certain amount of prestige to the 
Gospels it is a mistake to assume that this recognition shows that they were canonical. 
Perhaps the lines have become blurred because the main sources employed by Justin 
are known to us today as canonical. But the fact remains, Justin used the Gospels in 
much the same way that the Gospel writers employed their sources, but no one has 
ever argued that because Matthew used Mark and Luke used Mark that Mark was 
therefore canonical. 
The text of what later became the canonical Gospels was apparently not free 
from major revision in wording and context. For in harmonization both these are 
done. This very act argues against a fixed collection of exemplary writings for the 
Gospels at the time of Justin. For Justin the Memoirs were scripture, but they were not 
canonical. Because of this Justin felt free to either construct a harmony himself or 
employ a harmony upon which to base his understanding of the coming of the Logos 
of God. 
IV. Summary and Conclusion 
This chapter has focused on the Memoirs of the Apostles and the question of 
their canonical standing. The probability that the Memoirs were, in fact, the Synoptic 
'33 For the motives of harmonization see, Ti. Baarda, "Gia$vta-Evµ via. Factors in the 
Harmonization of the Gospels, especially in the Diatessaron of Tatian, " in Essays on the Dia es5fro rt. 
(Contributions to Biblical Exegesis & Theology 11; Kampen: Kok Pharos, 1994) 29-47; 0. C 
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Gospels is high. We know that they were documents written by the Apostles or those 
who followed them. We also know that the Memoirs contain information pertaining to 
the life of Jesus. As such they are treated as reliable in proving that the prophecies 
concerning Jesus actually occurred. 
But it is not enough to simply state that the Memoirs are the Synoptic Gospels. 
Investigation into Justin's method of citing the memoirs reveals that the source Justin 
used (the memoirs) was a harmony. The harmony was based on the Synoptics, with 
some indication of the use of some source which did not later become part of the 
canon. Thus, while it may be accurate to say that Justin used the Synoptic Gospels in 
the Dialogue with Trypho, it must be clarified that he used a source that was based on 
the synoptics and not actually the separate synoptics. 
This realization has implications for the emerging NT canon during Justin's 
era. And it is here that the proper distinction between scripture and canon must come 
into play. The temptation to form conclusions about canon based simply on the use of 
the synoptics must be resisted. Use or acquaintance of any document in a writer does 
not automatically imply that the writer had this in some sort of exemplary canon. At 
the most this may imply the scriptural status of a document, but even this must be 
measured by other indicators. There is indication in Justin that he held the Gospels (or 
at least a harmony of them) to be scripture. But there is no indication that canonical 
status was given to his source. In fact, the application of canonical status in Justin's 
day is anachronistic in light of later discussions concerning a NT canon. 
The application of canonical status to Justin's source is further tempered by 
his use of a harmony. If a canon of the Gospels was accepted by 1Ustin 
it would be 
"The Plurality of the Gospels as a Theological Problem in Antiquity, " in The iOrly 
C U'ch (London: 
SCM, 1956) 37-54; Petersen, "From Justin to Pepys". 
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highly unlikely that he would deviate from that accepted collection and use a different 
source which attempted to improve on the separated Gospels. 
The study of Justin's contribution to the NT canon is best understood as a 
process toward a fixed collection Christian writings. This process should be 
understood as having occurred over a fairly long period of time. The Christian 
documents that were eventually accepted into the NT canon underwent a period of use 
in the church before the closure of the canon. 136 During this time it is not inaccurate to 
say that the church viewed these writings as scripture, but it is inaccurate to say that 
these writings were canonical. The place of Justin within the history of the NT canon 
is in the period where the church was still in the position of sifting through and 
employing whatever Christian document was useful to them. 
16 The history of the NT canon has been admirably presented in recent years by J. Barton, Holy 
Writings, Sacred Text. The Canon in Early Christianity (Louisville, KY: Wutminister John Knox 
Press, 1997); Campenhausen, The Formation of the Christian Bible; Gamble, The New Testament 
Canon; J. F. Kelly, Why is There a New Testament? (London: Geoffrey Chapman, 1986); McDonald, 
The Formation of the Christian Biblical Canon. 
Chapter Four 
Interpretational Foundations in Dialogue with Trypho 
I. Introduction 
The interpretation of scripture in the Dialogue with Trypho is a study that 
could lead in many directions. A natural tendency in such a chapter is to attempt to 
boil the Dialogue down to its core method and list the interpretive rules followed by 
Justin. By so doing, Justin is then described as following the rules of typological 
interpretation, or allegorical interpretation, or Hellenistic interpretation. But this kind 
of delineation tends to overlook important contextual and motivational issues 
involved in Justin's exegesis. Here we are speaking of the difference between the 
methods or forms of exegesis and the function of exegesis. ' In other words, we must 
understand that the function of Justin's exegesis was not necessarily governed by any 
precise rules. It followed, instead, the needs which Justin was required to meets in 
situations that were apologetic rather than exegetical. 3 
1 The decisive feature of early Christian interpretation is found not in the methods or forms but in the 
function of the exegesis. See, J. L. Kugel &RA. Greer, Early Biblical Interpretation (Library of EEly 
Christianity 3; Philadelphia: Westminster, 1986) 126-128. 
2 This is not to say that Justin simply practiced a random interpretation of the scriptures. He did enlPloy 
hermeneutical principles. It would, however, be inaccurate to assume that Justin made the same 
distinction modern scholars make between different exegetical practices. See H. M. Knapp, "MelitO 
s 
Use of Scripture in Pert Pascha: Second Century Typology, " VC 54 (2000) 343.352. 
3 M. Simonetti, Biblical Interpretation in the Early Church An Historical Introduction to Patristic of 
Exegesis (ET J. A. Hughes; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1994) 24.25. Simonetti speaks generally hen 
Justin, Irenaeus, and Tertullian. I have included only Justin here for the sake of brevity. 
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This functional understanding of interpretation requires a clear understanding 
of the foundations and presuppositions of the exegete, in this case, Justin. For if the 
apologetic aspects of Justin's discussion with Trypho necessitated a certain 
explanation, it is incumbent on the historical theologian to uncover the 
presuppositions, polemics, and resulting interpretation. All three aspects arc required 
in an understanding of Justin's functional exegesis 4 
A functional understanding of Justin's interpretation of scripture in the 
Dialogue will give a clear picture of the reasons why Justin employed certain 
arguments. Its basis is in the contextual framework of the Dialogue as a work directed 
toward Jews. 5 It is this contextual basis that governs Justin's use of scripture. 
Throughout the Dialogue he is dealing with issues that are of particular concern to the 
second century Jewish/Christian debate. This type of approach necessitates some 
clarification of the presuppositions of both participants in the Dialogue as the 
foundation upon which the discussion proceeds. When these presuppositions are 
clarified, the stage is set for a discussion of the interpretation of scripture in the 
Dialogue. 
The chapter is divided into three main sections. First, the foundation of 
Justin's OT interpretation is presented under the explanatory headings of "Two 
Laws, " and "Two Advents. "6 Without a clear understanding of this foundation, one is 
ill prepared to understand Justin's exegesis. The second section discusses two 
T. Stylianopoulos, Justin Martyr and the Mosaic Law (SBL Dissertations 20; Missoula: Scholars 
Press, 1975) 9. 
' In spite of arguments to the contrary, I hold to an intended audience that is Jewish. While the Jews are 
most likely the main readers whom Justin had in mind, this does not negate the fact that any writing 
produced within the Christian community would be seen as valuable by the members of that 
community. In this respect, a Christian readership may also have been in Justin's mind. But this 
Christian readership was not primary in writing the Dialogue. A history of the discussion of the 
intended audience of the Dialogue is presented in Appendix II. There, I offer a more detailed 
explanation of my reasons for accepting a Jewish/Christian readership. 
61 would not describe theses categories as rules because they form the context through which Justin 
interprets scripture. They are the foundations upon which he proceeds to understand OT texts. 
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important concepts in Justin's presentation: baptism and illumination. These are both 
discussed in relation to his OT interpretation. The third section is an evaluation of 
Justin's OT interpretation. Here Justin is placed squarely in the typological tradition. 
One main question has governed the approach set out in this chapter-flow is 
it possible that two different interpretations can arise from the same scriptural 
passage? " This is a vital question, especially in view of the fact that both Justin and 
Trypho accept the OT as containing knowledge of God. 
II. Foundations for Interpretation 
In order to understand Justin's interpretational concerns in the Dialogue it is 
axiomatic that one should understand the audience to which Justin addresses the 
work. It has only been in this last century that scholars have seriously started to doubt 
a Jewish audience for the Dialogue. This is based on both internal and external 
evidence surrounding the document. There has been no consensus reached on this 
issue but this does not negate the fact that it is necessary to state my conclusion on the 
matter. Appendix II is devoted solely to a history of the discussion in this century, 
giving the main reasons for denying a Jewish readership. In spite of these denials, 
however, I believe that there is adequate evidence for an intended Jewish audience on 
the part of Justin. These, I would hold, are the main readers whom Justin had in mind 
upon writing his Dialogue. There is, however, a strong probability that an apologetic 
of this standard, written as it was within the Christian community, would lend itself as 
a valuable tool to that community in its proselytization of the Jews. In that respect I 
further conclude, in Appendix II, that a Christian readership may also have been in 
Justin's mind. But this Christian readership was not primary to Justin in writing the 
Dialogue. 7 
T This is also the position of Stylianopoulos, Justin Martyr and the Mosaic Law, 10-20; 169-I75" 
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Justin's presuppositions must also be clarified if we are to get an accurate 
understanding of his exegesis. Just as Trypho approached the discussion with certain 
preconceived understandings upon which he argued, so did Justin. Justin follows a 
suggestive "pattern of twoss8 in the Dialogue. This pattern is based on the two most 
important concepts with which he deals-the two Laws and the two advents of the 
Messiah. This "pattern of twos" is important because the two Laws and the two 
advents form the hermeneutical key to Justin's interpretation of OT scripture in the 
Dialogue. 
A. Two Laws 
For Trypho, the Law is all important. It is the means by which one is looked 
upon with favor by God, and is the only means by which one may attain salvation 
.9 
This creates a problem for Justin. He believes that the salvific value of the Law has 
been negated by the coming of Jesus the Messiah. 1° Hope for the salvation of 
humankind, in Justin's mind, is no longer through the Law because a new and eternal 
Law has been foretold, and only it can give salvation. " With regard to the Law then, 
Justin must show why Christians do not observe the Law and yet still claim to hold a 
privileged position before God. '2 
The covenant idea was a central category in the Jewish faith. 13 This can be 
seen in the importance placed in the Law by Trypho. But Justin's position on the 
covenant had to be carefully presented, for in accepting the Jewish scriptures as his 
own he had to explain how he could thus reject the Law that was so clearly presented 
My own designation, for lack of a better term. 
Dial. 8.3-4; 10.4. 
'o Dial. 11.1-2. 
" Dial. 11; 24; 34; 67. This new and eternal Law is Jesus Chris% see above, pp. 160-168. 
12 This will be shown as we progress. 
G. W. Buchanan, The Consequences of the Covenant (NovTSup; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1970); E. A. 
Martens, God's Design. A Focus on Old Testament Theology (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1981)65.80; T. N. 
McComiskey, The Covenants of Promise. A Theology of the Old Testament Covenants (Grand Rapids: 
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in those scriptures. 14 Justin thus had to use the common ground of the Jewish 
scriptures to show that the old Covenant had been surpassed by a new Covenant. To 
do so Justin employed four arguments: 's (1) Prophecies of a new Covenant point to 
the cessation of the Law through the coming of Christ; (2) The Law was for the Jews 
only; (3) Patriarchs such as Noah, Job, Abraham, and others were justified without 
keeping the Law; (4) The Prophets declared that God did not really desire observance 
of the ritual Law but a spiritual obedience. 
1, New Covenant Foretold 
Justin recognizes the fact that Christianity and Judaism would have the same 
rites and customs if Christianity's hope was through Moses or the Law. 16 So, in 
offering his reasons why Christians do not place their hope of salvation there, Justin 
claims that a "final Law and Covenant"" which is above all others has been 
prophesied. This new and everlasting Covenant is Jesus Christ himself, and as 
scriptural proof of his assertions Justin cites Isa 51: 4-5, Jer 31: 31-32,18 isa 55: 3-5, and 
[sa 6: 10.19 
The difference between the old Covenant and the new Covenant is decisive in 
Justin's argument-it gets right down to the issue of salvation. This is seen in Dial. 24 
Baker, 1985); D. J. McGarthy, Treaty and Covenant (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1963); idem., 
Old Testament Covenant (Richmond: John Knox, 1972). 
" In Justin's thinking the Covenant and the Law went together. In other words, in order to remain in 
the Covenant, the Jew had to fulfil the Law. See above, pp. 160-166. 
's E. Ferguson, "The Covenant Idea in the Second Century, " in W. E. March (ed. ), Text and 
Testaments: Critical Essays on the Bible and Early Church Fathers (FS S. D. Currie; San Antonio: 
Trinity University Press, 1980) 139. Arguments 1,3, and 4 are adapted from Ferguson. I have added 
Argument #2. Marcel Simon (Veras Israel: A Study of the Relations Between Christians and Jews in 
the Roman Empire (135-425) [ET H. McKeating; The Littmen Library of Jewish Civilization; Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1986] 163-169) also includes the reasons for the Christian criticism of the 
Jewish Law. His explanation, while similar, is explained under the main heads of a distinction between 
the moral law and the ritual law, a distinction between circumcision and the rest of the ritual 
provisions, and the transitory nature of the law itself. 
Dial. 11.1. 
'7 Dial. 11.2. vuvl Si dvEyvwv ydp, w Tpi4wv, ÖTL IaOLTO Kat TEXEUTalos v611OW Kal &aOjKri 
KUpLWTCiTrl Trac v. See also Dial. 34.1; 67.9. 
1 'Dial. 11.2-3. 
19 Dial. 12.1-2. 
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where Justin states that "this blood of circumcision has been rendered useless, and we 
now have come to trust in the blood of salvation. [There is] now another covenant, 
and another law has come out of Zion. s20 In Dial. 12.24 Justin has been referring to 
circumcision as symbolizing the entire Mosaic Law. So, here when Justin states that 
the blood of circumcision is abolished he is unmistakably referring to the abolition of 
the Mosaic Law. But if the old Law has been abolished, why was it instituted in the 
first place? Justin answers why the Mosaic Law was initially instituted in the second 
of his four arguments. 
2. Old Law for Jews Only 
Justin believes that the old Law was for the Jews only. ' In this context he 
gives four basic reasons for this belief. First, he states that circumcision was given to 
the Jews to mark them off for suffering. 22 The Sabbath, among other precepts, is also 
claimed by Justin to have been imposed as a sign. 23 Second, Justin claims that the 
sacrifices were commanded by God in order to keep the people from idolatry. 24 Third, 
the Law was given to the Jews so that they would remember God. In this respect, 
specific rites such as the Sabbaths25 and the eating of certain kinds of meat'6 were 
imposed so that the Jews would always remember God. But commandments in 
general are also stated by Justin to have been instituted so that the Jews may always 
have God before their eyes?? The fourth reason why Justin believes that the Law was 
given to the Jews is the one mentioned the most in the Dialogue. Justin reasons that it 
was because of sin or the hardness of hearts that God instituted the Law. He alludes to 
20 Dial. 24.1. Tb Uric( TIiS nEpLTOIfc IKEIVTIc KQTfip'yrjraL, Ka at. LaTL CWTTIP(43 1TETrLQTEVKapni. 
&Xr1 &aOfKT) Tä vÜV, icai M05 itfXeev hic Ei. wv vdµoS. 
_'Diar. 11.2. 
22 Dial. 19.2. 
23 Dial. 21.1. 
24 Dial. 19.6; 22.1; 67.8. 
=S Dial. 19.6. 
26 Dial. 20.1. 
27 Dial. 46.5. 
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this when he explains that God adapted his laws to a weak people, 2e but other 
passages make it clear that the weakness referred to here is sin. 29 
3. Justification of Patriarchs 
The third argument employed by Justin to show the obsolescence of the old 
Law is the fact that the patriarchs were justified without keeping the Law. Here again, 
circumcision functions as representative of the old Law. In Dial. 19, Justin explicitly 
states that circumcision is not necessary for salvation. If it was, God would neither 
have created Adam uncircumcised 
'30 nor would he have accepted the sacrifice of the 
uncircumcised Abel, nor would he have been pleased with the uncircumcised Enoch 
(Gen 5: 24). Further, Lot was led out of Sodom, even though he was uncircumcised, 
and Noah, the uncircumcised father of the Jewish race, was safe in the ark. Even 
though Melchisedech was uncircumcised, Abraham paid tithes to him and was blessed 
by him. Indeed God, through David, announced that he would make him a high priest 
forever according to the order of Melchisedech. Justin also explains the keeping of the 
Sabbath in the same manner. All the men mentioned above kept no Sabbaths, yet they 
were just and pleasing in the sight of God. In Dial. 23 Justin extends his argument 
from circumcision and Sabbaths to include festivals and sacrifices. He states that if 
circumcision was not required before Abraham, and if there was no need of Sabbaths, 
festivals, and sacrifices before Moses then they are not needed now. 
Yet the fact that the first Law was instituted only for the Jews and that the 
patriarchs were justified apart from carrying out the works of the Law does not fully 
explain Justin's belief in its obsolescence. It did serve its purpose for the Jews. But, in 
Justin's thinking, God's purpose in instituting the old Law was not merely to carry out 
the physical acts described therein. While it is true that the old Law was instituted to 
18 Dial. 19.6. 
29 Dial. 18.2; 21.1; 22.1; 23.2; 27.2; 44.2; 46.5,7; 47.2; 67.8; 114.4. 
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mark off the Jewish people, aid in keeping them from idolatry, and cause them to 
remember God, it is equally true that the old Law could not completely succeed in 
this 31 In this light, Justin explains the further, and perhaps most important, 
significance of the old Law. 
4. Spiritual Obedience 
The crux of Justin's argument concerning the new Covenant lies here, in its 
"true" purpose. Since a new Covenant has been foretold, since the old Law was for 
Jews only, and since the patriarchs were justified apart from the old Law, it is 
necessary for Justin to offer explanation concerning the purpose of the Law. Here 
Justin's foundation is built upon the incarnation of the Logos. 
The fact that the content of the old Law was for Jews only severely restricted 
its adequacy for a universal salvation. 32 But the effect of the Law was also inadequate. 
Its temporary purpose was fulfilled, but it also prefigured future realities of the new 
Law by preparing human minds for those future realities. 33 By insisting on the 
prediction of a new Law, Justin was thus insisting on a Law that could truly give a 
person salvation and righteousness before God. 34 This new Law is eternal and has the 
power to save all humankind, not just Jews. 35 
30 This argument concerning uncircumcision at birth is extended to all men in Dial. 29.2. 
" Proof of this is seen where Justin gives the reasons for the institution of the old Law, but also claims 
that in spite of these reasons, the Jews still failed to remember God, fell into idolatry and continued to 
sin. See e. g., Dial. 19.6; 20.1; 21.1; 22.1; 23.2; 27.2; 44.2; 46.5,7; 47.2; 67.8; 114.4. 
32 Dial. 11.2; 19.6. 
" B. de Margerie, An Introduction to the History of Exegesis Vol. 1: The Greek fathers (ET L. Maluf; 
Petersham: St. Bede's, 1993) 31. 
34 Dial. 11; 24; 34; 67. 
35 Dial. 122.5. The concept of a new law is not new to Justin Martyr. Its foundation 
is "I Jer 31: 2740. 
It is continued in the writings of the New Testament (e. g., Luke 22: 20; 2 Cor 3: 6; 
Heb 7: 11 ). The 
Epistle of Barnabas (2; 4; 13; 14), also an Adversus Judaeos writing, makes m 0y appe' "'13 to this new 
law (Greek text and ET can be found in K. Lake (ed. ), The Apostolic Fathers [LCL' 
2 
'O13"; London: 
William Heinemann/New York: The Macmillan Co., 1914) 1.335-409). Christian also illustrates 
this concept. On sarcophagus sculptures and on wall paintings and mosaics, Peter 
is frequently pictured 
as the new Moses. He is shown as receiving from Christ the lawgiver the scroll Of 
the rle"v 
covenant. 
This signifies the early Christian belief that the new law (the law of Christ) does not 
merely Oppose the 
law of Moses, rather, it replaces it. See Simon, Verus Israel, 76. 
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Fulfilling the precepts of the old Law, therefore, is not the foundation upon 
which the new Law is based. This is shown in Justin's discussions about the 
justification of Abraham. In explaining that Abraham received circumcision as a sign, 
Justin's main point is that he was justified because of his faith. Indeed, Abraham was 
justified before he was circumcised. 36 Thus, Abraham's justification was based not on 
doing the Law, but on faith in God. Further, the new Law is also not tied to fleshly 
descent from Abraham. Justin thus makes it clear that no Jew will participate in the 
legacy of benefits promised by Christ simply because they are descendants of 
Abraham. The only participants will be those who have the same ardent faith as 
Abraham. 37 The new Law, therefore, is not for Jews only, but for those who display 
this same faith. 38 
The necessity of faith and the expectation of an eternal Law is fulfilled 
ultimately in Jesus. He is the new and eternal Law whom the Prophets predicted 39 
Exemplary of Justin's claims for Jesus as the new and eternal Law is Dial. 43. There 
he asserts that, according to the will of the Father, circumcision, Sabbaths, sacrifices, 
oblations and festivals originating with Abraham and Moses have their end in Him 
who was born of the virgin, of the race of Abraham, of the tribe of Judah, and of the 
family of David. Justin continues, "... in Christ, the Son of God, who was proclaimed 
as coming to the whole world to be an eternal law and a new covenant, just as the 
prophecies which were mentioned before show. "40 
Justin thus argues that the new Law surpasses and fulfils the old. Because of 
this, he recognizes his responsibility to explain how he can use the Jewish scriptures, 
76 Dial. 23.4. 
37 Dial. 44.2. 
" Dial. 119.5-6. 
"Dial. 24; 34; 43; 51; 67; 110; 118; 121; 122. 
40Dial. 43.1 LLÖV TOD AEOÜ XpLaT6v, ÖaTLT KQt QLWVLOV VOý. LOS K&L KaL1. ' &aG4" Tf! Travfl 
K6CI14) EKT1p1 7CETO TTpOEXEuaO EL'o . 
6S OL TTPOXEXE-YµjVaL ftPOýnTdat a. µaLVOUQL. 
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which clearly argue for strict adherence to the old Law, to prove that adherence to this 
old Law is no longer necessary. In other words, Justin must offer his reasons for 
denying the continuing validity of something that is clearly commanded in scripture. 
The issue really gets down to the basic question of the purpose of the old Law. 
In this light Justin presents the old Law as a collection of symbols to prepare 
humankind's minds for Christ. He states in this connection, " 'And sincerely 
gentlemen, ' I said, `by enumerating all the other precepts of Moses, I would be able to 
demonstrate that they were types, and symbols, and proclamations of what was about 
to happen to Christ... ' '41 Without the fulfillment, the symbol is useless, there is no 
symbol without the reality. So, for Justin, the symbol is essential and the key to 
understanding the fulfillment since the fulfillment stands in direct continuity to the 
symbol. 42 The Law, therefore has a "true" or "real" meaning which surpasses its 
original intent and points to Christ. This concept is seen especially in the section 
devoted to a discussion on the Law (11-30). 
a. Perpetual Sabbath 
Thus in Dial. 12, after Justin quotes Isa 55: 3-5 in support of a new Covenant, 
he explains the new Law demands observance of a perpetual Sabbath in contrast to 
the Sabbath which requires abstinence from work. Justin states that if one believes 
this abstinence on the Sabbath leads to piety, then the real meaning43 of that precept is 
not understood. So Justin asserts that the way to keep the true Sabbath is repentance 
of evil ways. 
a' Dial. 42.4. Kai Tä äUa & ndvra draws, w d'&PET, ? ýnV, Ta itö MwuaEws blaTaXOWvTa 
$Llvallal KaTapLOj. UilV &ro&LKVIJ1IaL T61TOW Kal ai oXa Kai KaTayyEÄlaS T(JV Ttý Xptai 
yiVEQeat ILEÄÄÖVTwV 
!2 See A. Schmemann, For the Life of the World: Sacraments and Orthodoxy (Crestwood, NY: St. 
Vladimir's Seminary Press, 1995) 135-151. 
41 Dial. 12.3. gfI V00ÜVTES SlQ TL WLV TTPOCFETdyTj. 
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b. Unleavened Bread 
The same way of thinking is applied to the unleavened bread 44 Justin states 
that the unleavened bread is a symbol (avµßoXov) to teach people not to commit the 
old deeds of the bad leaven. Justin takes issue with the fact that the Jews interpret this 
in a carnal (aapKuKws) way. That is, the Jews believe that practice of the precept of 
the unleavened bread leads to piety, even when souls are filled with deceit and other 
kinds of sin. Then, in explaining the true significance of the unleavened bread, Justin 
claims that its purpose was to implore the people not to repeat old sinful deeds. 
c. Fasting and Circumcision 
Fasting is also explained by Justin as having a "true" meaning 4S In support of 
this he quotes Isa 58: 1-2. The impact of the quotation is easily observed. Isaiah states 
that it is not the action of fasting that God desires, but the practical outworking of a 
person whose heart is truly repentant. In this context, true fasting is linked with true 
circumcision, that is, circumcision of the heart 46 This is the true circumcision 4' 
d. Lasting Precepts 
In the Dialogue Justin uses circumcision as representative of the old Law and 
its stress on outward action as a sign of piety. This being the case, Justin summarizes 
his position on the old Law versus the new Law, "But even if someone is a Scythian 
or a Persian, but has knowledge of God and his Christ, and keeps the eternal righteous 
[decrees], [this one] has been circumcised with the good and profitable circumcision, 
and is a friend of God, and his gifts and offerings cause God to be full of joy. "4s The 
" Dial. 14.2-3. 
4 Dial. 15. 
46 See also Dial. 16 where Justin quotes Deut 10: 16-17 and Lev 26: 40-41 in support of a circumcision 
of the heart. 
41 Dial. 18.2; 41.4. 
41 Dial. 28.4. dXXä Käv ZKu IT Al Tls Ti MpanT. EXEL Si' T1lV TOD GEOD YVWCIV KQ1 TOD Xpto oD 
6ToO KQl 4uXd(T3Et TQ al6vta SIKaLa, 1IEPLTETgrITat Ti V KQÄýV KQl 6VXtlIOV 1TEptT04v, Kal 
4LAOc EQTI TGl BEt}), Kai EM TOis &SPols a TOO KQl TdtT npo#opaty XaipEI. 
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point here is that there are lasting precepts which render the temporary precepts 
obsolete. It is these lasting and true precepts that Justin points to when he desires to 
show the purpose of the old Law. 
In the Dialogue Justin has employed the new Covenant as a way to rescue the 
Jewish scriptures from an interpretation based on the old Covenant. Justin realizes 
that the old Law was imposed on the Jewish people for reasons that are now 
unnecessary since the coming of Jesus the Christ. Before Christ, the Jewish scriptures 
required interpretation based on the Law. But after the advent of Christ, because he 
was the new and eternal Covenant, interpretation needed to be based on him. Thus the 
old Law was seen as foreshadowing Christ or containing an underlying "true" or 
"real" meaning. It is this christocentric interpretation of the Jewish scriptures that 
Justin applies in the Dialogue. It is the key by which Justin unlocks the true and 
lasting precepts. But the Jews, because they do not accept Jesus as Messiah, 
understand everything in a carnal (aapKLK(5S) way 49 And although they read 
scriptures, they do not understand its sense or meaning (voi S). ° 
B. Two Advents 
Because the new and eternal Law is Jesus himself, Justin is obligated to 
interpret scripture christocentrically. By so doing he has already ruled Trypho's 
method of interpretation, based as it is on the old Law, obsolete. Thus, Justin's 
overarching understanding of scripture is that some passages in the Prophets refer to 
the first advent of Christ, in which he is described as coming in disgrace and 
obscurity, and mortality, while other passages in the Prophets speak of his second 
advent, when he will appear in glory. 51 
19 Dial. 14.2. 
50 Dial. 29.2. 
51 Dial. 14.8. 
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Just as the Law had a true meaning that was represented by the rituals, so the 
two advents of Jesus have been foretold symbolically by the Prophets. For example, 
the scapegoat and the sacrificial goat which had to be offered up during the fast were 
an announcement (KaTa-yyEXXc) of the two advents Jesus, "... the first in which the 
elders of your people, and the priests, sent him away as a scapegoat, laying hands 
upon him and putting him to death; and his second advent, because in that place in 
Jerusalem you will recognize him, the one who you dishonored, and was a sacrificial 
offering on behalf of all sinners willing to repent. "52 
Justin's discussion of the two advents in relation to the Law betrays an 
important aspect of his presentation. It was shown above that the core issue with 
respect to the Law was salvation. The old Law could not save people. A new and 
eternal Law was required that could provide that salvation. In placing the discussion 
of the two advents above in sacrificial language, Justin points to the issue of salvation 
as it relates to the advents as well. 
1. The Problem of a Suffering Messiah 
The implicit belief in the two advents of Jesus is dependent upon the belief 
that Jesus is Messiah. Justin adhered to this belief while Trypho did not. Trypho 
believes the Messiah is yet to come. In this light we may understand why much of the 
Dialogue records Trypho's objection to Justin's claim that Jesus is the Messiah. 
Trypho simply cannot accept a suffering Christ. 33 But Justin is clear in his 
understanding that Jesus is the long awaited Messiah and that he suffered in 
52 Dial. 40.4 tid L t', iv i'a c; dnonoµnaiov avrbv 1rapEnE 1 aVTo of 1rpEQßuTEpot Top aaoü 
i41(ZV Kai. OL . ¬p¬iS, g1TL a. AbvTES aUTW TäS xe pac Kal Oa'a x ams 6T 6p, Kal TICS &UTEQaS 
& airroü TrapouaLas1 8TL b T( a11T(j1 T61TCO T(ZV i poaoAvµwv tmyvwvflýaccBE avrßv, Tav 
dTl11wOEVTa ix ' 1)I1(V, Kal iipoa4opf tv iiifip TTdVTWV TtilV gEravotiv aoUXo116WV 2. taPTmXWV... 
53 Dial. 89.1. 
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accordance with the plan of God. 54 By denying the Messiahship of Jesus, Trypho is 
thus denying the coming of a new and eternal Law. 
Trypho has one overarching reason for denying messianic claims for Jcsus- 
the fact that Jesus was crucified. Trypho believes that Justin's quotations from 
scripture prove that the Messiah will be glorious, but that the one whom the Christians 
call Christ was without glory and honor to the extent that he was crucified, thus 
incurring the last curse of God's law (Deut 21: 23). " Later in the Dialogue, the 
seriousness of this for Trypho is clarified when he states, 
You are right.. 
. 
that the whole of our nation waits for the Christ, and that all 
the scriptures which you have quoted profess him... But we doubt if the Christ 
was to be crucified in this ignoble way. For the one crucified is declared to be 
accursed in the law. Consequently, I am still not convinced on this point. It is 
clear that the scriptures proclaim that the Christ is destined to suffer. But we 
wish to learn if you can demonstrate if it was by a suffering accursed in the 
law. sb 
Once again, the issue of the Law rears it head. This makes perfect sense, in the 
light of Trypho's attitude toward the Law as essential for salvation. If the Law places 
a curse upon the crucified one, it would be impossible for Trypho to accept an 
accursed one as Messiah. But in Justin's mind, accepting the obsolescence of the old 
Law is part and parcel of accepting Jesus as Messiah. Indeed, the old Law is obsolete 
because Jesus is Messiah. But Trypho is still hung up on the Law. 
2. The Prediction of a Suffering Messiah 
This necessitates a certain plan of action on Justin's part. He thus argues, in 
much the same way as in the above section on the Law, that the Prophets actually 
"Dial. 89.3. 
ss Dial. 32.1. 
sa Dial. 89.1-2. EU 108L... ÖTL Kal TlaV T6 yEVOS 1111wV TÖV XpiaTÖV 4KUXfTQt, Ka. ÖTt TTQQQt 
al ypa4a(, aS WT Etc a1JT6V EtplIV rat, 6ILOXOYOÜ LEV... et & KQI ciTilitc otTWS QTQUpuMval 
TÖV XpLQTÖv, QTrOpOt tEV' glTLKQTäpaTOS yap Ö QTQUpot111EVOS IV TGl äp. XfyETQl dvav aaTE 
TtpÖS TOTO dKg tV 8UQTiE(aTWS ? XW. rra9TlT6v RN Tdv XpL T6v ön at ypa4ai Knpýaoouat, 
4atEp6v iaTly' EL & SL& TOO IV TW VÖlitil KEKQTgpaREVOU mieovT, (IOVX64EOa $ QOEiv, El lXElS 
Kal TrEpl TOÜTOU Q1To&LlaL. 
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predicted the crucifixion and death of Christ. If the Prophets had not predicted these 
things, Trypho and the Jews would be justified in their feelings of surprise about the 
crucifixion. But Justin states that the event of the crucifixion is a distinguishing mark 
(Td XapaK-rrlpiCov) which declares or announces (privvw) the Christ to all. And if this 
is the distinguishing mark of the Messiah, the only choice is belief in Jesus as the 
Messiah. 57 The crucifixion as a T6 Xapaic7p1Cov is related to the a4 payts. sa In its 
technical sense the a4payts refers to the imposition of the sign of the cross on the 
forehead of the candidate at the rite of baptism. The word was used by both secular 
and Christian writers, but our interest in the term centers on its use by Christian 
writers. 59 In Christian writers the term may denote two general things 60 First, a stone 
in a signet ring, the design or inscription which it bears, the stamp which it makes 
upon wax, and hence a seal which is an authentication, guarantee or proof. Second, it 
may denote a token of agreement or affirmation, a mark of ownership, a seal set upon 
a letter, parcel, book, or other object as a mark of ownership, and also a safeguard or 
protection against interference. 61 Thus, we see that it may mean that which closes or 
seals up and is equivalent to "completion" or "perfection, " in the sense of that which 
completes and sums up a process or a series 62 It could be that Justin has this idea of 
completion or perfection in mind when he describes the event of the crucifixion as a 
distinguishing mark (Td XapaicrilptCov) which declares or announces the Christ to all. 
Justin's position is that the Messiah could be none other than Jesus because the events 
57 Dial. 89.3. 
This connection is also made by G. W. H. Lampe, The Seal of the Spirit: A Study In the Doctrine of 
Baptism and Confirmation in the New Testament and the Fathers (London: Longman, Green and Co., 
1956) 7. The classic work on the subject is F. J. DOlger, Sphragis. Eine altchristliche Taufbe: etchnung 
in ihren Beziehungen zur profanen und religiösen Kultur des Altertums (Studien zur Geschichte und 
Kultur des Altertums; Paderborn: Druck und Verlag von Ferdinand Schöningh, 1911). See also, J. 
Danidlou, The Bible and the Liturgy (Liturgical Studies; Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame 
Press, 1956) 54-69. 
59 For its use by non-Christian writers see, DOlger, Sphragis; Daniflou, The Bible and the Liturgy. 
60 Lampe, The Seal of the Spirit, 8. 
6' These various uses are detailed in Danidlou, The Bible and the Liturgy, 54-60. 
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of his death prove that he is Messiah. The one who understands this understands the 
Prophets. "Whoever understands the Prophets, upon merely hearing that he was 
crucified, will say that this is he [the Christ] and no other. i63 
Trypho is intrigued by Justin's assertion that the Prophets predict a crucified 
Messiah. He thus states, 
Show us this [the prediction of a crucified messiah] therefore... from the 
scriptures, that you might seek to persuade us. For we know [that he was] to 
suffer and be led as a sheep. But prove to us that he had to be crucified and die 
such a dishonorable and ignoble death which is accursed in the law. For we 
cannot even bring ourselves to think of this 64 
Justin's reply to Trypho's challenge continues in the vein of understanding what the 
Prophets really wrote-the "true" meaning. Justin thus states, , you know.. 
. 
that 
whatever the Prophets said and did they revealed in parables and types, as you 
confessed to us; so it was not easy for most to comprehend all [of what they were 
saying], since they concealed the truth by these means, that the ones who are 
searching to find and to learn will do so with much labor. "65 In saying this, Justin is 
claiming that there is something that unlocks the hidden truth-the crucifixion. The 
hidden truth would have remained so were it not for the event. Thus, the event of the 
crucifixion of the incarnate Logos was revelation. Truth has been made manifest and 
revealed by this event. Again, without the event, the symbol is useless. He then 
proceeds to show Trypho a number of symbolic acts which portray the cross and 
crucifixion in the scriptures. 
62 Lampe, The Seal of the Spirit, 8. 
"Dial. 89.3. Kal ÖQOL VEVOT KWYL Tal TWV TTp*ý11TWV, TOÜTOV O1ICOVaLv. 6K ov, EL gb'ov 
dKoi, aELav 8Tt oirroc iaravpwiEvoc. 
64 Dial. 90.1. Kal nµaS ouv... Trpoß(oaaov 6K Twv ypa(wt', lVa QOL tTElaOtililEV Kal 1ý41EdS. 
7Ta8Ely yap Kal 
WS npdßaTov dx9faEa'Bal Ol8aµEV' El & Kal O'Tavpu)Mval KQl ooTWS ataxp6g 
Kal 4T(i1. WS ano6aie v SLQ TOÜ KEKaTlIpaR VOU 9v Ttý VÖpy Bavdrou, dn6Utlov hWtv. ýt'ý11(jv -yap 
o118' E(S EwotaV TOl1ToU Md' SUVQEt¬Oa. 
6S Dial. 90.2. Otaea... 8TI 6aa EITTOV Kal 4Tro(r)aav Ol TTpO Tat. !. h Kal 641oXoy1 0q Üµ v, 
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3. Examples of a Suffering Messiah 
Justin asserts that the actions of Moses and Joshua symbolically announced 
(rrpoaKflpuaadµEVOV auißoXLKws) the crucifixion of the Messiah. ° According to 
Justin, Moses is a type (TUrros) of the cross in Exod 17: 8-15. This is the narrative of 
the war with Amalek. When Moses held his arms up, Israel prevailed. But when 
Moses let his arms down, Amalek prevailed. This is clearly a type for Justin because 
"... if he [Moses] gave up this figure, which was imitating the cross, the people were 
vanquished, as it is written in the writings of Moses. But if he was remaining in this 
disposition, Amalek was defeated, and the one prevailing was prevailing through the 
cross. 9v67 
Joshua, on the other hand, is a type of the name of Jesus. Justin places great 
importance in the fact that the Hebrew name Joshua in Greek is 'IrlQovs. He thus asks 
Trypho to consider that it was Jesus (Joshua) who led the patriarchs into the promised 
land. 68 So the passage concerning the war with Amalek, 69 which records Joshua as 
victorious in this battle, was really a type of Christ who was also victorious over 
death 7° 
The cross was further announced through Jacob in the blessing pronounced 
over Joseph 71 Contained in that blessing is a phrase which refers to the Lord having 
the horns of a rhinoceros, 72 with which he will push the nations from one end of the 
TrapaßoXaiS Kai TVnOLs Q'TEKdXt* av, cils if 
AqSiWs Td lTXEiaTa (Mb lTdvTWV VOtlOlval, 
VnTrTOVTES TL& airrois dXlGELav, GIS Kat Troviaat To? S (nToDvras cv tv Kal p. a9Eiv. 
Dial. M. 
67 Dial. 90.4. Et 'yap &ESE& KEL TL TOD axýiiaTOS TOOTOU TOIL TÖV aTQUPÖV FLltoupIVOU. GIS 
'j ypaTTTaL EV Ta'LS MWua uS -i( a#LS' 6 AabS hTTdTO' cl FA &I TdýEL ? L(VE Tallrtj, 
'A. taAhK EVLKQTO TOaOUTOV, Kal iQX V UL TOD aiaupoO 
10'Xgcv. 
68 Dial. 75.2. 
69 Exod 17: 8-15. 
70 Dial. 111.1. 
" Dcut 33: 13-17. 
72 See, G. Q. Reijners, The Terminology of the Holy Cross to Early Christian Literature As Based Upon 
Old Testament Typology (Nijmegen: Dekker & Van de Vegt N. V., 1965) 97-107. 
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earth to another. 73 These horns represent (Rig oµai) the type (rvttoS) of the cross, 
while the reference to the pushing of the nations describes what is taking place among 
the nations 74 Justin clarifies this, by stating that people of all nations have been 
convicted and goaded into compunction by the mystery of the cross. They have thus 
turned from idols and demons to worship the true God. But the ones who do not 
believe are condemned and destroyed by the same figure of the cross. Just as when the 
people had come out of Egypt when Israel was victorious over Amalek by the sign of 
Moses' outstretched hands and by the imposition of the name Jesus upon the son of 
Nun. " 
Just as Moses' outstretched hands, Joshua's victory over Amalek, and the 
horns of the rhinoceros were types of the cross, so was the type (TVTroS) and sign 
(o1 
. 
iEiov) erected to counteract the effects of the serpents that bit Israel. 76 lt is here 
that Justin makes the link of the cross with salvation. He says that 
the type and the sign, which was erected to counteract the serpents, came into 
existence to bring to light the salvation of the ones believing that death was 
previously declared to come upon the serpent through the one who was about 
to be crucified, but salvation to the ones who had been bitten by it and those 
who fled for refuge to the one who was being crucif ied, the son of him who 
sent him into the world. 7 
Justin appeals to these four "types" of the cross because they show that the 
cross, in the writings of Moses, has an intimate relationship to salvation and victory. 
73 Dial. 91.2. KipaTQ IiOVOKiPWTOS TQ KIpaia 6TOÜ, EV aOTOls EOvn KEpaTIEt Q11Q ZWS d th 
QKPOU Ti S YTIS. 
74 Dial. 91.2. 
75 Dial. 91.3. KEpaTLUeEVTES fdp, TOÜT' iaTL KQTavWiVTES, Olt & 1TCIVTWV TWV EBVWV &a TONTOD 
TOD I. LUOTTTp(OU ELLS TtV BEOQEßELQV ETQTTTIOaV duo TWV 41QTQ(WV tt"V KQl Satg6VWV, TOIv 61 
QTTLQTOLS Tb 6T6 axfi. La Ely KQTdAUaLV Kat KQTQSIKTIV 8lXOOJTQL' ÖV TpoirOV it, Tý duu' 
AL'yt1TTTOU E EXAOVTL ÄQ({1 SLQ TE TOD Tll1TOU TfS EKTCLQEWS TWV XELP6V TOD MWUQEWS KQl Tf 
TOD Nauf ULOU ETTLKXýOEWS TOD ÖvÖllaTOS '1qQOÜ 6 'AJIGA jK gEV hTTQTO. iapau k SE EV(KQ. 
76 Dial. 91.4. 
77 Dial. 91.4. KQL 6L& TOD TVROU U Kal C 1µE(OU TOD KQTCI 'CV &aKbVTWV TÖV 'Jap&&Ä 60WV 1j 
QVd0EQLS 4aEVETQL 'YE'YEVTjR4VIj ETA QWTnptq TWV ITLQTEU6VTWV ÖTL &l TOD QTQUpota9ai 
j XAOVTOS OdvaTOS ycvi aea6at EKTOTE 1TPOEKnpP aOETO TQ 60L, CWTTIpLQ & TOIQ 
KQTaBaKVO[LIVOLS im' QUTOU KQl 1Tp004EÜ'yOUaL r TÖV EQTaVpWgEVOV UIÖV Q1lTOÜ TTEiltj, avTI EIs 
TÖV KÖQIAOV' 
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The above four types clearly show this, and it is in these types that Justin believes the 
Jews have a means of understanding that the man crucified on the cross is the Christ. 
But Justin is disgusted by the fact that, in spite of these signs described by Moscs, the 
Jews still refuse to believe. 79 
4. Recapitulation of the Curse 
Justin now furthers the discussion of the raising of the brazen serpent in the 
context of the Law in order to counteract Trypho's contention that Jesus is accursed 
by the Law because he was crucified. 79 He asks Trypho why God would command 
Moses to construct the serpent and set it up as a sign even though he had forbade the 
making of any image or likeness in the heavens or on the earth. Justin then repeats his 
belief that this is because it was the announcement of the mystery of the cross. Trypho 
and his companions are then challenged to refute Justin's interpretation, but no 
refutation is recorded. So, with respect to the brazen serpent, Justin concludes, 
"Therefore, when God commanded that a sign come into existence in the manner of 
the brazen serpent, he is innocent [of the charge of making graven images]; even so, a 
curse is established in the law upon men who are crucified. But no curse is established 
upon the Christ of God through whom all who have committed acts worthy of the 
"so curse are saved. 
The discussion on the curse continues in Dial. 95 where Justin claims that all 
men are under the curse. Both Jews and Gentiles fail to keep the whole Law. But God 
willed that the Christ would shoulder the curse of the whole human race on the cross 
for the remission of sins. The shouldering of the curse should force the Jews to bewail 
71 Dial. 93.5. 
79 Dial. 94. 
t0 Dial. 94.5. "OV'REp OVV Tp6TTOV TÖ aTI LELOV &( TOO xaXKOÜ Ö$EWT 'rEVWQ$at 6 OEb jKjXEUOE 
Kai dVaET(o$ iaT(V, OÜTW S Kat & TG) V611W KQTdpa KELTat KQT(l TWV C TaVpOVg4VWV dOpt rn w 
OIJK ETL& Kal KaTaL TOO XpLO'TOÜ TOIJ eEOL KaTdpa KEtTan, St' 0; QW(Et TTQVTaQ TOtls KaTdpaS 
dlta Trpd avTaS 
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their own sin, rather than accusing Jesus of being accursed. The fact that Jesus was 
crucified actually strengthens hope because that which was predicted to happen to 
Christ has actually taken place. 81 This is what Justin then proceeds to show in the 
section with the concentrated references to the Memoirs of the Apostles. 12 Referring 
especially to Psalm 22, Justin proves, by an appeal to the writings of the Apostles as 
witnesses to the events, that the prophecies contained in Ps 22 actually took place. 
Justin then comes full circle in his discussion on the curse by repeating his 
interpretations of the two goats, Moses' outstretched hands, and the victory of Joshua 
over Amalek. 83 Each show the importance of the cross as the means of salvation. 
Even though these types are expressed through various persons and events, the actual 
event which they prefigure is attributed to the suffering and crucified Christ who was 
not cursed by the law, but rather, showed that he alone could save those who hold 
firm to faith in him. 84 In this light Justin further explains the necessity of the 
crucifixion by focusing on the blood of the Messiah. Thus, the Passover was a sign 
that salvation was to come to humankind through the blood of Christ. For just as the 
blood of the Passover saved those who were in Egypt, so shall the blood of Christ 
save those who believe in him. 85 
With this description of the necessity of the crucifixion of Jesus, Justin has 
shown how the apparent disgrace of the crucifixion is turned into the glory of 
salvation for humankind. He has shown how something which the Jews understand as 
a curse must be understood as a blessing and hope. For just as the old Law brought a 
" Dial, 96.1. 
9' Dial. 99-107. See also above, pp. 82-86-184-201. 
33 Dial. III. 1. 
14 Dial. 111.2. o KQl Tb SVOµQ TTQUQ QPX? l SiSIEV, WÖlvouaa ÖTl &' a'TOÜ KaraXJcaQQt 
II. EXlotxwV. 6ov ira0r T6s 1lµ(ZV Kat QTQUPWBElV XptaTÖc 06 KQTijpd0n Onb TOO vö ioU. a 
IIÖVOT a ELV TOÜS gT) d La7aIL VOUS TT T TniaTELJs "Too W81jxou. 
1S Dial. 111.3-4. 
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curse because of humankind's inability to keep it, the new Law brought hope because 
it fulfilled and completed the old Law. All that was now rcquircd was faith. 
5. Subjugation of the First Advent 
But still Justin views the first advent of Jesus as somehow subjugated in 
importance to the second advent, 
But if he [Jesus] so shone forth and was so strong at his first advent (which 
was without honor and ugly and contemptible) that in no nation he is 
unknown, and citizens of all nations have repented of their old evil way of 
living, so that even the demons are submissive to his name, and all authorities 
and kingdoms fear his name more than they fear the dead; shall he not at his 
glorious advent destroy all the ones hating him and the ones who 
unrighteously left him, but give rest to his own, rewarding them with all they 
have looked for? 86 
Reference is here made to the second advent being even greater than the first. " For at 
that advent, Jesus' enemies will be destroyed, and his followers rewarded. This 
appears to be the glory of the second advent, of which Justin states that the Jews will 
recognize that the one they have pierced is indeed the messiah. 88 
The contrast between the first and second advents is employed by Justin as a 
means of showing Trypho that passages of scripture which speak of a glorious 
Messiah are references to this second advent. This is seen in an exchange between 
Justin and Trypho that is recorded in Dial. 32. In the preceding chapter Justin had just 
quoted Dan 7: 9-28 to Trypho, which stresses the glory of the Messiah. Trypho, quite 
naturally objects to this on the grounds that the one called Christ by Christians was 
"Dial. 121.3. Et SE 4V It dTl Up Kal deL&EI Kal iCOU0EVTjILIV0 Tnpth ITapovo(a a1 Toi) 
TOQOÜTOV EÄai. U47E Ka. to uaeV, 63 & p. i&EVi JiVEL dyvoeiaßaL airrbv Kal dttb vavT6T 
l, IETdvoLav T1EiTotT AaL d1Tb TY1S TTaXaLd KaKfI &do'TOU 'rivous TTOÄLTEIag, WOTE Kai Td 
SaLILÖVIa Ü1i0Td EaOaL 6ToÜ TO 6vollaTt KCl irdaag TQS dPxa Kal T&T (3aaiXc(aS TOUTOU Tb 
5voga TaAa wd1Ta TOUT dTroeavatTaT WmKEVai, oIJK & nav, 6s Tp61TOU & Tý && atToD 
TTapotx7.1 KaTaM: laet ithv rac TOBT IiLa fiaav, a atrröV Kal TODS a, rroD d&Kwc QttoaTdvTaT, TobT 
& Mow dvarrcIJQEL, dTrOSL86T airrciT Tal 7rpoa6oK6gcva lTQVTa; 
"Justin is still very conscious of the possibility that some Jews may still accept salvation before the 
second advent. He has a very strong commitment that a remnant of the Jews remains to be saved (Dial. 
32.2; 55.3; 64.2-3). See Stylianopoulos, Justin lfarryr and the Atasaic Law, 39-44 and Appendix 11 
where these passages and the eschatalogical remnant are discussed in greater detail. 11 Dial. 14.8; 32.2; 64.7. 
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without this glory and honor. 89 Justin's response is to claim that there should be two 
advents, one in disgrace and the other in glory. Justin admits that a failure to 
understand this basic point results in a lack of understanding with respect to the 
prophetic descriptions of the Messiah 90 
Ultimately, however, the glory of the second advent is shown to outshine the 
glory of the first advent because the second advent is the culmination of the plan of 
God. 91 Justin speaks fairly often of the divine otKOVOµta or plan. 92 In each 
occurrence93 of the terms Justin has in view the fact that all things that happened to 
Christ were in accordance with the will of the Father. Thus, for example, by his 
crucifixion, Christ fulfilled the Father's olKOVOlta of our redemption 94 And Jesus' 
birth through the virgin was in accordance with the divine otKOVoµta of our 
redemption. 95 In fact, the events of the life, death and resurrection of the Logos 
fulfilled the Father's plan of humankind's redemption. 6 
The first advent, therefore, may be described as being dependent upon the 
divine otKovoµia. But it would be difficult to maintain a plan for only part of Justin's 
argument on the advents. Thus, Justin also maintains that the second advent is vital in 
the Father's plan. The second advent is shown by Justin to be dependent on the first. 
He explains that even though Christ was pre-existent, he still became incarnate and 
was born of the virgin, in order that by this oiicovoµta he might conquer death and 
e9 Dial. 32.1. 
90 Dial. 32.2. 
91 Form more on the plan of God see above, pp. 92-96. 
92 Dial. 30.3; 31.1; 45.4; 67.6; 87.5; 103.3; 107.3; 120.1; 134.2; 141.4. 
93 With the exception of 107.3. 
94 Dial. 103.3. 
95 Dial. 120.1. 
96 Dial. 34; 43; 53; 60; 63; 74; 76; 92.6; 110; 128; 136. 
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bring it to an end, so that at the second advent the serpent would no longer have any 
power over those who believe in Christ and live according to his principles 97 
Thus, the second advent is not only presented as being dependent on the first, 
but as also fulfilling it. Much in the same way that the new Law fulfils the old Law. 
At the second advent the glory of the first will be recognized because no one will be 
able to deny the completion of God's plan through his Christ. 
Because the Jews did not understand this concept of the two advents, Justin 
believes they were hampered in their ability to understand what scripture truly says 
about the Christ, thus making it impossible for the Jews to recognize that Jcsus Is the 
Christ. 98 Justin's answer, therefore, to Trypho's denial that the Prophets predict a 
crucified Messiah is that the things which the Prophets said or did were often veiled 
(dTrEKdXuJav) in parables (lrapaßoaatS) and types (Tiprots). Consequently, it is not 
easy for most people to understand what they actually said 
99 The way to understand 
these parables and types, however, is through an understanding of the advents. If one 
understands that the advents are the reason why parables were spoken, 1°° then one is 
able to differentiate between prophecies of the first advent and prophecies of the 
second advent. Thus, the meaning of the words of the prophecy is dependent upon 
prior understanding that these two advents were foretold, and that they all fit into the 
plan of God. 
III. Baptism, Illumination, and Interpretation 
Justin believes that the Jews simply do not understand the true meaning of the 
scriptures, and as a result, they are unable to discern what scripture portrays. 1°' But 
Christians, on the other hand, are presented as being able to discern what the Jews 
91 Dial. 45.4. 
91 Dial. 89. 
99 Dial. 90.2. 
100 Dial. 52.1. 
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cannot. 102 This is not an arbitrary understanding on Justin's part, nor is it Justin's 
belief that Christians have received some sort of spiritual illumination, akin to the 
Prophets, which enables them to correctly discern scripture. Rather, Justin's assertion 
is based upon his thoroughly christological understanding of scripture. The key to 
Justin's meaning here is contained in what may be called his doctrine of 
illumination. 103 This doctrine of illumination is, in turn, helpful in understanding 
Justin's interpretation of scripture. 
It is necessary here to start, as background, with a passage from Justin's 1 
Apology, which links baptism and illumination. 104 In this passage Justin describes the 
Christian rite of baptism. Christian baptism has been described as the sine qua non of 
being a Christian in the second century. 103 This is to say that the time had not yet 
arrived when people could think of themselves as being saved yet unbaptized-the 
two went together quite naturally through a more or less set order. In the passage at 
hand we see Justin Martyr reflecting this order. 
Justin explains the manner in which Christians dedicate themselves to God 
after they had been made new through Christ. 106 The order of baptism, as Justin 
relates it, can be set out in four sections. 
(1) The candidate for baptism is one who is convinced of the truth of 
Christianity. In the words of Justin he or she is "persuaded and believe[s] that what 
we teach and say is true. " 107 Because of the conviction of the truth of Christianity the 
candidate resolves to live accordingly. 
101 Dial. 29.2; 38.2; 55.3; 112; 114.5. 
102 Dial. 39.1; 110.2. 
103 My designation. 
104 1 Apol. 61 & 65. 
105 J. P. Lewis, "Baptismal Practices in the Second and Third Century Church, " ResrQ 26 (1983) 1. 
°B 1 Apol. 61.1. 
107 / ApoL 61.2 
... 
TTEla041a1 KQL TriWTV1 XtV dAr8f TauTa Ta i4' hg 6v 6t8aaK6VcVa Kal 
Vy6geVa elvat. 
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(2) The candidate is then instructed to pray and entreat God with fasting for 
the remission of past sins. In this step, Justin points out that the local congregation 
prays and fasts along with the candidate. 108 
(3) The candidate is then brought to a place where there is water and "in the 
name of God, the Father and Lord of the universe, and of our Saviour Jesus Christ, 
and of the Holy Spirit" is baptized (ävayevvdw) in water. '" 
(4) Following the baptism Justin explains that the one who has been convinccd 
and assented to Christian teaching is brought to a place where all the brethren arc 
assembled in order that they may pray, ' 10 salute one another with a kiss, ' II and 
partake of the Eucharist. 12 
Historians of the early church have concluded that the catechctical instruction 
was a very important part of the rite of baptism. ' 13 Indeed, this can be traced in the 
Didache, 114 Hippolytus' Apostolic Tradition, ' 5 and into the later catechetical lectures 
of Cyril of Jerusalem, John Chrysostom, and Augustine of Hippo. This order of 
i°/ Apol. 61.2. 
109 / Apol. 61.3 iTr' 6V61AaTOT yap TOO TTQTP6T TGIV ÖXov Kal SECTTbtOU OEOÜ Kal TOI owri pos 
f1µ iv 'Irlaou Xpicrroi Kal m e*a-ros äyiov... 
10 / Apol. 65.1. 
I"/ Apol. 65.2. "The kiss of charity, the kiss of peace, or "the peace" (il etpijvrl), was enjoined by the 
Apostle Paul in his Epistles to the Corinthians, Thessalonians, and Romans, and thence passed into a 
common usage. It was continued in the Western Church, under regulations to prevent its abuse, until 
the thirteenth century" (A. Roberts & J. Donaldson, Ante Nicene Fathers [10 Vols.; Peabody: 
Hendrickson, 1994] 1.185, FN #3). 
112 / Apol. 65.3-66.4. 
3 L. W. Barnard, Justin Martyr. His Life and Thought (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1967) 135; E. Ferguson, "Baptismal Motifs in the Ancient Church, " Res: Q 7 (1963) 202-216; Lewis, 
"Baptismal Practices in the Second and Third Century Church"; E. F. Osborn, Justin Martyr, (BUT 
Gerhard Ebeling; Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr (Paul Seibeck], 1973) 179. J. N. D. Kelly, in his 
monumental Early Christian Creeds (London: Longmans, Green and Co., 1950) explains that there are 
several situations that arose in the life of the church that called for a statement of doctrine thus leading 
to development of declatory creeds. Of these situations baptismal catechism is said to be the most 
important. According to Kelly there are two moments that stand out in the ritual of baptism that call for 
this doctrinal statement. The first is the actual act of baptism while the second is the time of baptismal 
preparation or catechetical instruction which led up to the rendering of the creed (See Kelly, Chap. 2). 
G. Hinson ("Confessions or Creeds in the Early Christian Tradition, " RevErp 76 (197916) indicates 
that this procedure for baptism included five steps: 1) a preliminary presentation of Christian doctrine 
for inquirers; 2) a cetechumate of up to three years; 3) a concluding period of instruction and 
preparation for baptism; 4) baptism on Easter Sunday (or, in some cases Pentecost); and 5) instruction 
in the "mysteries" (Baptism and the Eucharist) following baptism. 
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baptism in 1 Apology lends support to this conclusion. This instruction was concerned 
with both moral behavior and doctrinal training. ' 16 In Justin we see that the candidate 
is "persuaded and believe[s] that what we teach and say is true, " and that the 
candidate is "instructed. "' 7 Later, in 1 Apol. 65, Justin indicates once again that the 
one who has been baptized has been convinced and has assented to Christian 
teaching. 18All of this implies some sort of catechetical instruction that was at least as 
important in the rite of baptism as the actual washing. ' 19 Justin calls this rite of 
baptism a new birth ((ivayevvdw)120 which was learned from the Apostles. 
While this passage has tremendous importance for information on the liturgy 
of the second century church, it is not in that capacity where its interest for us lies. In 
this passage Justin also alludes to another washing-a washing that is called 
illumination (ýWTLcµds). It is with Justin Martyr that we see for the first time the 
connection between baptism and illumination or enlightenment. 121 
114 1-6. 
113 16-19. 
116 S. G. Hall, Doctrine and Practice in the Early Church (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1991) 16-17. 
"" 1 Apol. 61.2 SlSdaicovrat. 
11e I Apol. 65.1. 
19 Barnard (Justin Martyr, 137) states that a period of pre-baptismal instruction is presupposed In 
Justin. 
120 1 Apol. 61.3. 
'_' Barnard, Justin Martyr, 141; Ferguson, "Baptismal Motifs in the Ancient Church, " 214; Lewis, 
"Baptismal Practices of the Second and Third Century Church, " 6; Osborn, Justin Martyr, 179. J. 
Ysebaert (Greek Baptismal Terminology: Its Origin and Early Development (Graecitas Christianorum 
Primmva; Nijmegen: Dekker & Van de Vegt N. V., 1962)157-178) points out that both the verb 
(xwriCEty) and the noun (4wnoµ6s) are used metaphorically in the NT of Christian belief as 
enlightenment (2 Cor 4: 4; Eph 1: 18; 2 Tim 1: 10). In Heb 6: 4 (cf. 10: 32) the verb Is used in the passive 
voice of the enlightenment received at baptism. However, 4)w riCcty only became a technical term for 
baptism from the second century onwards (Ignatius of Antioch, ad Rom. Inscript. ). Justin clearly 
uses dwTiCeLv in this technical way (I Apol. 61.13; 65.1; Dial. 39.2; 122.1,3), but he is the first to use 
the noun 4WTtv1163 specifically of baptism (I Apol 61.12). By the time of Clement Alexandria it Is 
used of baptism without further explanation. Lewis ("Baptismal practices of the Second and Third 
Century Church, " 6) states that the term is no doubt an echo of Heb 6: 4 and 10: 32 and which Clement 
explains as a description of baptism (Clement of Alexandria, Paed 1.6.26). But in Cyril of Jerusalem 
(Procat. I; Cat. 18.32) enlightenment is applied to the process of instruction before baptism. Irenaeus 
is explicit that it is the preaching of the truth which enlightens (Hoer. 1.10.2 cf. 4.14). From this time 
on 4XTLQµ6s becomes common, cf. Clement of Alexandria (Paed 1.6.26), Cf. Cyril of Jerusalem 
(Procat. 1-2) where a clear distinction is made between dipping in water and the illumination of the 
heart. Simon Magus, says Cyril, enjoyed only the former. 
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Justin believes that salvation occurs before baptism. 122 This is seen in five 
ways. The first two refer to the general context of Justin's extant writings while the 
final three refer to the specific context at issue. First. Justin urges repentance in all his 
writings. 123 Second, 124 Justin indicates that the acceptance of the doctrine of 
Christianity must be accompanied by repentance. 125 Christ died for those who are 
willing to repent. 126 This repentance is a condition of mercy, 127 and a prerequisite for 
baptism. 128 Third, there are several statements in 1 Apol. 61.2 that indicate a volitional 
repentance before the actual rite of baptism is performed. In 61.2 Justin states that 
those who have been taught and believe Christianity undertake to live accordingly. 
61.6 indicates that there must be repentance from past sins. 61.10 has two statements 
concerning the fact that the ones baptized are children of choice who have repented of 
past sins. 65.1 indicates that the one baptized is seen as a good citizen because of 
his/her good works. This dovetails with the statement in 61.2 which claims that 
Christians undertake to live accordingly. Fourth, Justin's uses a quotation from a 
passage in Isaiah129 to show how it is only those who repent who shall be saved. This 
passage has no mention of an external washing or baptism, but exhorts the readers to 
wash their souls. This washing cleanses from sin. Fifth, Justin indicates in 61.3 that 
candidates for baptism "wash themselves" (kouTpbv TroLoüvrai). This use of the 
122 For Justin's understanding of salvation see above, pp. 96.10S. 
123 Goodenough, The Theology of Justin Martyr. An Investigation Into the Consequences ofEarly 
Christian Literature and Its Hellenic and Judaistic In luences (Amsterdam: Philo Press, 1968) 263. Cf. 
Apol. 40.7; Dial. 95.3; 108.3; 118.1; 138.3. 
124 Goodenough, The Theology of Justin Martyr, 263. 
125 Dial. 26.1. 
116 Dial. 40.4. 
127 l 
. 
4pol. 28.2; Dial. 26.1; 141.2-3. 
12$ 1 Apol. 61; Dial 47.5. 
129 / Apol. 61.7 quotes Isa 1: 16-20. "Wash you, make you clean; put away the evil of your doings from 
you souls; learn to do well; judge the fatherless. and plead for the widow: and come and let us reason 
together saith the Lord. And though your sins be as scarlet, I will make them white like wool; and 
though they be as crimson; I will make them white as snow. But if ye refuse and rebel, the sword of the 
Lord hath spoken it. " Translation from A. Roberts & J. Donaldson, Ante-Nicene Fathers (10 Vols.; 
Peabody: Hendrickson, 1994) 1.183. 
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middle voice may be taken in one of two ways. 130 It could mean that the candidate 
goes under the water unassisted while the 3-fold formula is pronounced over him. 
But, more probable is the idea that the rite cannot be possible without the complete 
volition of the participant. 
These five ways in which Justin indicates that salvation precedes baptism. 
along with the implied period of catechetical instruction, fits well with Justin's use In 
this passage of illumination in connection with baptism. The washing that Is involved 
in the choice of being born again, and the repentance of sins is called Illumination. 
"And this washing is called illumination, because they who learn these things are 
illuminated in their understandings. And in the name of Jesus Christ, who was 
crucified under Pontius Pilate, and in the name of the Holy Spirit, who through the 
Prophets foretold all things about Jesus, he who is illuminated is washed. "3' 
In 1 Apol. 61 Justin claims that the external rite of baptism is the manner in 
which Christians show devotion (dvaTterjµL) to God. Although Justin describes the 
importance of this external rite for Christians, he stresses the washing of which Isaiah 
speaks. This washing is focused on an internal cleansing for sin. It is the internal 
washing that is called illumination, because by it individuals are illuminated in their 
understanding. '32 This understanding of baptism as illumination is continued, and 
even expounded more clearly in the Dialogue with Trypho. 
170 E. R. Goodenough, The Theology ofJustin Martyr, 266. For a good explanation on the uses of the 
Greek middle voice see S. E. Porter, Idioms of the Greek New Testament (Biblical Languages: Greek 2; 
Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1992. "... the Greek middle voice expresses more direct participation. specific 
involvement, or even some form of benefit of the subject doing the action" (p. 67). 
131 1 Apol. 61.12-13. KaAEITQL Se: TOÜTO Tb AoUTpOV 4GiTLOµ6S, k IýJT1(oµtvwv Tºjv &dvotav 
Twv Tavra µav8aV6VTWV. Kai Str' övdµaros & '1 fcoü Xp. aTOv, TO QTaupL4&vros Jn1 fovrtou 
1TLXdTOU, KQL iTr' 6V011aTOT mE13LaTOT QytoU, 6 &2L TCaV 1TpoiýT1T6V 1fpoE1ilpuuc Ta KQTJ T6V 
'I aoüv TrdVTa, 6 ýWTtCdl¬voS Xo1iETal. 
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A. Baptism 
Justin repeats his admonition to the readers of 1 Apol. 61.7 to wash their souls 
clean in Dial. 18.2.133 He relates this washing with the true (dXrlOtvds) circumcision. 
This is clearly an admonition to a spiritual obedience, since true circumcision is the 
lasting precept by which Abraham was saved. 134 Justin repeats his assertion that 
fleshly circumcision was not essential for all men, but only for Jews. '35 Fleshly 
circumcision is then compared to the Jewish baptism of cisterns which, "has nothing 
to do with this baptism of life. " 136 The comparison of the baptism of life with the 
baptism of cisterns is Justin's way of criticizing the minute regulations of the 
ceremonial use of the Miqweh in baptism. 137 The concern that thus comes to the fore 
with this comparison and with the above comparison to true circumcision, is a better 
baptism. 
Earlier in the Dialogue, this better baptism is clarified by an appeal, once 
again, to the washing mentioned in Isa 1, 
For Isaiah was not sending you to a bath, there to forgive murder and other 
sins which even all the water in the sea would be sufficient, but, as might have 
been expected, this was that saving bath of old which followed those who 
changed their minds and who were no longer cleansed by the blood of goats 
and sheep or ashes of an heifer or offerings of fine flour, but through the blood 
of Christ, and through his death, who died for this very reason... 139 
132 This fits well with Justin's doctrine of redemption as imparting saving knowledge. See above, pp. 
86-96. 
"' Again Justin quotes here the same passage (Isa 1: 16) that he quoted in I 
. 
pol. 61.7. 
" See above, pp. 229-233. 
'35 Dial. 19.1. 
136 Dial. 19.2. otiSEV yap np63 Td Od"La to Tovno T6 rf CwnS Imo. 
137 A. L. Williams, Justin Martyr. The Dialogue With Trypho: Translation, Introduction, and Notes. 
(London: SPCK, 1930). Williams states, "Justin has a side hit at the importance attributed by the Jews 
to the ceremonial use of the Miqweh (bath), and the minute regulations about its size. and the amount 
and nature of the water for it" (p. 38). On the Miqueh see Y. Magen. "The Ritual Baths (mlgva'ot) at 
Qedumim and the Observance of Ritual Purity Among the Samaritans, " in F. Manns and E. Alliata 
(eds. ), Early Christianity in Context: Monuments and Documents (Studium Biblicum Franciseanum 
Collectio Maior 38; Jerusalem: Franciscan Printing Press, 1993) 181-193. 
ua Dial. 13.1. Ol! yap 6j ye etc PaXawltov i gac ITTEITrEV 'Maa(ac dtroaouaogivot 1KEl TÖV 
4x3vov Kal Täc dAXac dµapTttaT, o"OS ois& T6 TES 9aadaarjT LKavdv tt&v G&Wp Ka0apiaat. dXXd, 
(is EtK6T, naXat TOÜTO . KEbYO Tb a rr1 ploy )JOUTp6V ýV, 0 due, T6 Tols liETaylV6GK0Uat Kai. 
IT1KETL a p. aaL Tp&yWV Kal TTpOdTWV u aiTo&I bagdkewc fi aclabd EWs TTpo#opals 
KaeapLCoµivoLc, dXXa TTCaTEL SLet TOD atll. aTOV TOD XptaroO Kai. TOO OavdTOU al&Too, bix- &(I 
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The baptism spoken of here is salvation. 139 In Dial. 14.1 Justin calls it a baptism of 
repentance instituted for the sins of the people, which alone can purify those who 
repent. The value of baptism which cleanses only the flesh and the body is said to be 
useless. Justin thus exhorts Trypho to wash his soul free of anger, avarice, jealously 
and hatred-this purifies the body. This is clearly a reference to a spiritual baptism 
that is possible only through salvation. 
Later in the Dialogue Justin refers to baptism in relation to salvation once 
more. In explaining that the rites of the Law found their end in Jesus, the new and 
eternal Law, Justin asserts that Christians have come to God through Jesus Christ. In 
so doing they have received not a carnal circumcision, but a spiritual circumcision. 
This spiritual circumcision is then said to have been received by means of baptism. 14° 
The validity of taking these references to baptism as synonymous with salvation is 
dependent upon their connection with the obsolescence of the old Law. The old Law 
could not cleanse from sin, but the new Law does-and this is through faith in the 
blood of Christ, not animals. That is why Justin encourages Trypho to be washed with 
the true baptism of life. It is only through faith in the blood of Jesus Christ that one 
may be purified with this washing. Thus it is entirely consistent that the baptism of 
life is synonymous with salvation. As Justin expresses to Trypho, "There is no other 
way than this, that you come to know this Christ and be cleansed by the cleansing 
proclaimed by Isaiah for the forgiveness of sins; and thus live a life free of sin. "ý4' 
Toirro diTiOavEv... 
19 This is supported in the same chapter where Justin quotes Isa 52: 10-15; 53: 1-12; and 54: 1.6 as 
christological prophecies of the death of Christ for salvation. This must be understood through Justin's 
apparent belief that salvation is primarily the impartation of saving knowledge. sec above, pp. 96-103. 
140 Dial 43.1-2. 
141 Dial. 44.4. E0M S' OUK &\XTl t'I aDTlj, Iva TOÜTOV TbV XptaTbV Jin yVöVTES Kat Xou d icvot 
Tb vTrjp ci4o(TEW; äµapTtwv &ä 'Haaiou Kr1PuJt9e`v XouTpbv dvaµapTýTw )oti v GtjvgTt. 
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According to Justin, true baptism is that cleansing from sin which cvcry person may 
receive through faith in Jesus Christ. 
A Illumination or Enlightenment 
Just as true baptism, with its emphasis on salvation, is intimately linked with 
Christ, so is illumination. Thus, Justin claims that some Jews are actually becoming 
disciples in the name of Christ, and are thus "being illuminated through the name of 
this Christ. " 142 Again, Justin does not describe what this illumination is here. But two 
things merit special attention in connection with this illumination. First, the ones who 
are being saved are illuminated, and second, Christ is the one who illuminates. The 
importance of these two observations will become clear as we proceed. 
Justin makes no more mention of this illumination until the last part of 
Dialogue. And it is in Dial. 122 that Justin's meaning of the term becomes apparent. 
The larger context of the chapter lies within the section dealing with Christians as true 
Israel. 143 Chapters 119-120 contain Justin's claim that the Jews are not true Israel, but 
that Christians, by virtue of their standing in Christ, actually are. In Dial. 121, Justin 
claims that it was prophesied that all nations would be blessed "in him". If all nations 
are blessed in Christ, and Christians from all nations believe in him, then, Justin 
reasons, Jesus is the Christ, and Christians are the ones who are blessed by him. It has 
been granted to Christians to hear, understand, and be saved by this Christ, and to 
recognize all the truths revealed by the Father. 144 In support of this, Justin offers Isa 
49: 6 as the Father speaking to Christ. '45 
12 Dial. 39.2. OWT. CbILEVOL SLQ TOD dvdµaToT TOD XptoTOD TotlTOU' 
113 Dial. 119-142. 
144 Dial. 121.4. dKoDaal Kal allWLVaL Kal QW vat Stil T01'TOU TOD XptaroD Kot Ta TOD TTQTp6T 
4MYLIC)VaL TTQvTa. 
"s "It is a great thing for thee to be called my servant, to raise up the tribes of Jacob, and turn again the 
dispersed of Israel, I have appointed thee for a light to the Gentiles, that thou mayest be their salvation 
unto the end of the earth. " 
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In Dial. 122 Justin anticipates Trypho's objection to Isa 49: 6 as boing a 
reference to Christians. Jews would understand it as referring to Jewish proselytes, but 
Justin answers that it refers to Christians "who have been illumined by Jesus. i146 This 
line of argument continues as Justin offers scripture that he says refer to Christ and 
concern the "illumined nations" (Christians). '" Finally Trypho and his companions 
speak. They protest that the passages which are quoted by Justin refer to the Law and 
to those who are illumined by it. 148 Justin's answer is worth quoting at length. 
For if the law was able to enlighten the nations, and the ones possessing it, 
why is there a need for a new covenant? But since God foretold that he would 
send a new covenant, and an eternal law and commandment, we will not 
understand this as of the old law and its proselytes, but of Christ and his 
proselytes-us Gentiles, whom he has enlightened, as he says somewhere, 
`Thus says the Lord, In an acceptable time I have heard you, and in a day of 
salvation I have helped you, and I have given you for a covenant of the people, 
to establish the earth, and to inherit the deserted. What then is the inheritance 
of Christ? Is it not the nations? What is the covenant of God? Is it not 
Christ? 149 
The fact that Christ is the new Covenant becomes very important here in 
connection with Justin's doctrine of illumination. Once again (as in Dial. 39.2 above) 
it is those who are saved through Christ who are illumined, and it is Christ who is the 
"illuminator". It is here where the rubber meets the road, so to speak, in Justin's 
doctrine of illumination. We can at once see the connection of salvation with 
illumination. The old Law could illumine neither the Gentiles nor the Jews who 
possessed it. There was need, therefore, of a new and eternal Law-Christ himself. 
He has illumined the Gentiles. In the context, this can mean nothing less than 
146 Dial. 122.1 Toils Slä 'hlaoü nE(ýWTtvµIVOUT. 
"' Dial. 122.3 TLLV iOvwv Twv irE(tcoTLaµiVWV. 
"s Dial. 122.4. 
149 Dial. 122.5-6 giidl El v011os FIXE TÖ 4WTiCELV Ta EBVTI Kal TOÜS IXOVTas allToV, TtS )(pcta 
KaLVTiS 51a84KT19; itrEt SE Katy v SLa9 cfl Kai V641oV alli>VLOV KQL tipöaiu a6 BEÖS 
TTpoEopuaaE TTijt ew, OÜXL TÖV TTaaal&V v iol, QKouaögEBa Kai TOl, S TipoQilXuTOV a, TOV, d)M 
TbV XpWQTÖV Kal TODS TipoaliWTOUS aliTOÜ, hAaT Ta lOvTl, OtP5 6ý6TLOEV, t. s TT06 Orlaty' 00TW 
XE'YEL KtlpLoS- KaLp(il &KT1 ETnjKOUad COU, Ka). IV ýIUpa QWTgp(ac iNoT1a& Cot, Kal JSWKQ CC 
fig SLaeT1im EBVWV, TOO KQTaaTfaaL rf t' 'ff v Kat KXnpovoµiav KanpovoµioaL Eptjµovs. 'is 
4V 
i KArlpovoµia TOD XpLOT0D; 
6)(I Tel OVT); Tic h SLCOTiKTI TOD OcoD; o is 6 XplaT67; 
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salvation. For salvation was the whole purpose of the Law, and by it Jews bclicvcd 
they were reconciled to God. 150 But now, through Christ, all may be reconciled to 
God because he illumines. 
Justin's doctrine of illumination may thus indicate one of two things, although 
the two are not necessarily mutually exclusive. First, it may indicate the fact that 
because of the baptismal catechism (which was synonymous with the act of baptism) 
the candidates are illuminated in their understanding. 1S1 Christ truly becomes the key 
by which all is understood. He makes sense of salvation history, and it is through him 
that Hebrew scripture is interpreted. 
Second, it may build upon the idea in Justin's 2 Apology of the spermatic 
Logos wherein illumination indicates that the candidate for baptism receives the 
whole Logos. 152 "For whatever the philosophers or lawgivers continually uttered well, 
they achieved by finding and contemplating part of the Word. But since they did not 
know all of the Word, which is Christ, they often contradicted themselves in what 
they said. "53 By becoming human the Logos thus completed the knowledge of the 
Father. 1S4 Thus, since the whole Logos has now come into a candidate's life, he or she 
was now empowered with a divine force which will enable them to live a truly moral 
life. 'ss "It is here [in baptism] that man receives the great enlightening from God 
which gives the power of the entire Logos in place of the defeated fragment which 
man naturally possesses. "' 56 
Aso Dial. 8-11. See also, pp. 166-172. 
's' Lewis, "Baptismal Practices of the Second and Third Century Church. " 6; Osborn Justin Martyr, 
179. 
"Z l Apol. 32.10; 33.6; 2 Apol. 10.8; Dial. 128.2. See above, pp. 127-136; Barnard. Justin Alartyr, 141; 
Goodenough, The Theology of Justin Martyr, 266-268. 
'53 2 Apol. 10.2 öaa yap KaAL del iokyCavro Kai Eüpov of 4ýtXo17o(ýOaviiS l 
Vo11o8ETjaaVTEc, KaTa X6'YoU 111po Sly EÜpIOEWs Kai Ocwptas 4QTi ffovrlWvTa afTOIc. Jlxta 1 
& ob TrdVTa TQ TOÜ X6-you iyv6plaav, ös ton XpLooTdc, Kai lVQVriQ EaurotS noJadKIT Eitrov. 
's' 1 Apol. 32.10; 33.6; 2 Apol. 10.8; Dial. 128.2. 
iss Barnard, Justin Martyr, 141. 
1 Goodenough, The Theology ofJustin Martyr. 266. 
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As stated, the two are not mutually exclusive. There is no denying that Justin 
is referring to an illumination of understanding. Because the will of humanity is 
involved in his concept of salvation this must be included. But of the second 
possibility in attempting to define Justin's doctrine of illumination Justin is less clear. 
Justin clearly regards the rite as external. Yet by indicating an illumination he is also 
assert. ing that something takes place spiritually, "in a sense which Justin does not 
explain. " 157 So, because there is a definite illumination of understanding and a claim 
by Justin that the external rite (taken as a whole) confers a spiritual benefit, I must 
conclude that the two may be held together in a way that Justin does not fully 
explain. '58 
C. Interpretation 
The fact that Justin's use of illumination here is a reference to salvation has 
implications for interpretation. It is clear that Justin is not speaking of a special 
inspiration that Christians receive in some supernatural way. Rather, Justin is 
speaking of the necessity and centrality of Christ in salvation. But this idea must also 
be understood in light of the interpretation of scripture. For if old Covenant governed 
the understanding and interpretation before the coming of the new Covenant, then 
Christ must govern the interpretation of scripture since he is the new Covenant which 
fulfills the old. 
Justin's doctrine of illumination goes hand in hand with what has already been 
presented concerning the centrality of Jesus as the new Covenant. Christ is the one 
157 Goodenough, The Theology of Justin Martyr, 266. 
15' K. McDonnell (The Baptism ofJesus in the Jordan: The Trinitarian and Cosmic Order of Salvation 
[Collegeville, MN: The Liturgical Press, 1996) 42) states, "Justin Martyr is in a bind. He feels 
constrained to talk about baptism, but he cannot make too much of it, as he has attacked the Jews for 
their exterior rites. How can he, then, comfortably talk about the exterior rites of Christians? " While 
McDonnell relates this to Jesus' baptism in the Jordan, it may also apply to the way he speaks of 
Baptism in general. As we have seen, the external rite encompasses more than simply the act of 
baptism, but includes a catechism. Further, Justin is more than likely claiming that the external rite 
confers a spiritual blessing that empowers the candidate to live a moral life. 
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who brings illumination to those who believe in him because he is the one of whom 
scripture speaks. Failure to believe in Jesus as the Christ virtually eradicates any hope 
of understanding the scriptures. But belief in Jesus as Messiah illuminates the believer 
to understand scripture, which ultimately prophesy about Christ. Christ is thus the key 
to understanding scripture. Christians, by virtue of their salvation, possess this key. 
But Jews, by virtue of their unbelief in Jesus as messiah, possess a key that no longer 
fits the lock-the old Law. 
This explains why the two major themes throughout the Dialogue are the Law 
and the Messiah. For if Jesus is the new Law and the Messiah, the Jews have the 
answers before their very eyes. 
IV. Evaluation of Justin's OT Interpretation 
In evaluating Justin's method of interpreting scripture one thing becomes very 
clear-the belief in and importance of the historical figure of Jesus as the Christ. 
Justin's interpretation is thoroughly christocentric. That is, it has Jesus as Messiah at 
the forefront of interpretation. The OT scriptures must be interpreted through an 
understanding of the events of his pre-existence, incarnation, death, resurrection and 
ascension to the right hand of the Father. A proper understanding of the Law and 
prophecy are built upon this foundation. 
Justin has expressed the importance of the Jesus of history to his interpretation 
in many ways throughout the Dialogue with Trypho. His argument from prophecy 
was designed to show that Jesus was the one of whom the Prophets spoke. He is the 
fulfillment of their predictions. That fulfillment is proved in the Memoirs of the 
Apostles. As records of the historical event of Jesus, the Memoirs show the various 
events in his life as corresponding to the various OT prophecies concerning him. The 
prophecies were spoken and they were actually fulfilled in the person and work of 
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Jesus. They are grounded in history because Jesus was a historical figure who existed 
at a particular era in human history. This is clear for all to sec because the events are 
recorded also for all to see and read. 
The christocentrism which Justin employs governs his scriptural 
interpretation. It gives him a foundation upon which to base his arguments as well as a 
focus upon which all things are directed. The Prophets spoke of a coming Messiah, 
Jesus came as Messiah and fulfilled all the prophecies. As Messiah, Jesus made the 
old Law obsolete and provided a new Law-a way of salvation for all, not just Jews. 
Without the historical reality of Jesus as Messiah, Justin's OT interpretation collapses. 
He stakes his whole method on this one incontrovertible fact. 
The stress on the historical reality of Jesus by Justin must not be 
underestimated if one is to properly evaluate Justin's exegesis. It is, in fact, the key in 
defining his exegesis as typological as opposed to allegorical. '59 Foundational to the 
typological interpretation of scripture is historical correspondence. This is in stark 
contrast to allegorical interpretation which treats the text as a mere symbol, or 
allegory of spiritual truths. 160 Typology does not mean that there is a relation between 
things invisible and visible, but there is a correspondence between historical realities 
at different stages in history. This definition has three important points that must be 
understood. 161 First, it is not a question of the hidden sense in the text of scripture, but 
the realities themselves which are the types. Second, it is a question of a relation 
159 D. L. Baker, "Typology and the Christian Use of the Old Testament, " SJT 29 (1976) 137; 1. 
Danitlou, "The Fathers and the Scriptures, " ECQ 10 (1954) 265-268; 1. N. D. Kelly, Early Christian 
Doctrines (rev. ed.; San Francisco: Harper, 1978) 70-72; Kugel and Greer, Early Biblical 
Interpretation, 153; G. W. H. Lampe, "The Reasonableness of Typology, " in G. W. H. Lampe and K. 
J. Wooldcombe, Essays on Typology (Studies in Biblical Theology; London: SCM, 1957) 31; R. A. 
Markus, "Presuppositions of the Typological Approach to Scripture, " CQR 158 (1957) 444-445; T. F. 
Torrance, "Early Patristic Interpretation of the Holy Scriptures, " in idem., Dnvine Meaning. Studies in 
Patristic Hermeneutics (Edinburgh: T&T Clark. 1995) 100-I04; K. J. Woolcombe, "The Biblical 
origins and Patristic Development of Typology, " in G. W. H. Lampe and K. J. Woolcombe, Essays in 
Tvpology (Studies in Biblical Typology; London: SCM, 1957) 39-40. 
"d J. N. D. Kelly, Early Christian Doctrines (rev. ed.; San Francisco: Harper, 1978) 70. 
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between realities both of which are historical, and not between historical realities and 
a timeless world. Third, the resemblance between the type and the anti-type, or the 
figure and the reality, is contributed not by anything in the persons or events in 
question, but by the fact that both form part of a single divine plan and both manifest 
the way the same God deals with his people. 
Justin's exegesis clearly fits each of these three important points. First, it is 
clear that Justin does not focus on some hidden meaning in the text. While it is true 
that, for Justin, Christ is the key that unlocks the meaning, that meaning is clear for all 
to see in light of Christ. He focuses on the reality of Christ as fulfillment of the OT 
types. Thus, his explanation of the sign of the serpent was a type of the cross shows 
that there is historical reference to the type. 162 Second, it is also clear that the 
relationship that Justin points out is a relationship between two historical realities. In 
other words, the connection Justin makes between Christ and something in the OT 
always corresponds to a reality. For example, the actions of Moses and Joshua are 
types of Christ because they display the victory which Christ also won on the cross. 163 
The connection is made between the historical reality of the Moses and Joshua and the 
historical reality of the crucifixion. Third, it is also clear that all things are considered 
to be under the divine oLKOVOµia or plan. 164 All this occurs as a fulfillment of the 
plan of the Father. He is at its beginning and end. 
It is thus clear that Justin's OT interpretation is typological in its outworking. 
It was stated at the beginning of this chapter that Justin's exegesis was not governed 
by any precise rules, but that it followed the needs that Justin was required to meet. In 
other words, it was a functional exegesis. This is what has been seen in this chapter. 
161 Danidlou, "The Fathers and Scripture, " 267-268. 
'62 Dial. 91.4. 
163 Dial. I 11. 
164 Dial. 30.3; 45.4; 67.6; 87.5; 103.3; 120.1; 134.2. 
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Justin's task in relating Christianity to the Jew Trypho required Justin to explain 
certain doctrines in Christianity which were scoffed at by the Jews. Justin attempted 
to use the same foundational documents as the Jews to show them that Jesus was, in 
fact, their Messiah. He appealed to historical realities which shows that he remains in 
the typological tradition. 
Appendix I 
Gospel Quotations and Allusions Found in the 
Dialogue with Trypho 
I. Passages in Dialogue with Trypho which are indicated by Justin to be 
contained in the Gospel or memoirs. ' 
A. Dial. 88.3, "And then, when Jesus had gone to the river Jordan, where John was 
baptizing, and when he had stepped into the water, a fire was kindled in the 
Jordan; and when He came out of the water, the Holy Ghost lighted on Him like a 
dove, [as] the apostles of this very Christ of ours wrote. " 
¢ Mat 3: 13-17; Mark 1: 9-11; Luke 3: 21-22. No canonical document 
mentions the fire igniting the waters. 
¢ Mention of the fire igniting the waters may have been learned from 
oral tradition or from some apocryphal work. The Ebionite Gospel and 
the Praedicatio Pauli both mention this phenomenon. 
B. Dial. 100.1, "... but also in the Gospel it is written that he said, 'AlI things have 
been delivered to me by my Father; and no one knows the Father except the Son; 
nor does anyone know the Son except the Father, and those to whom the Son will 
reveal him. "' 
¢ Mat 11: 27; Luke 10: 22 
C. Dial. 100.3, "Hence also, among His words he said, when he was discoursing 
about His future sufferings: `The Son of man must suffer many things, and be 
rejected by the Pharisees and Scribes, and be crucified, and on the third day rise 
again. ' " 
> Mat 16: 21; Mark 8: 31; Luke 9: 22. 
D. Dial. 100.4, "For [Christ] called one of his disciples-previously known by the 
name Simon-Peter; since he recognized Him to be Christ the Son of God, by the 
revelation of His Father. "
¢ Mat 10: 2; Mat 16: 16-17; Mark 3: 16; Luke 6: 13-14 
E. Dial. 100, Jesus is called "Son of God. " 
> Mat 4: 3; Mat 8: 29; Mat 16: 16-17; Mark 3: 11; Mark 14: 61; Luke 1: 35; 
John 3: 18; John 11: 27. 
Translations from A. Roberts & J. Donaldson (eds. ), Ante-Nicene Fathers (10 Vols.; Peabody, MA: 
Hendrickson, 1994). 1.194-270. 
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F. Dial. 100 Jesus is said to be "born of a Virgin. " 
¢ Mat 1: 23,25; Luke 1: 26-38; Luke 2: 7. 
G. Dial. 100.5, 
- 
"But the virgin Mary, filled with faith and joy, when the angel 
Gabriel announced to her the good tidings that the Spirit of the lord would come 
upon her, and the power of the highest would overshadow her, and therefore the 
Holy one born of her would be the Son of God, answered, 'Be it done according to 
they word. "' 
> Luke 1: 26-38. 
H. Dial. 101.3, "Those that beheld him on the cross wagged their heads, curled their 
lips in scorn, turned up their noses and said, "fie called himself the Son of God, 
let him come down from the cross and walkt Let God save him! " 
¢ Mat 27: 38-43; Mark 15: 27-32; Luke 23: 35-38. 
I. Dial. 102.5, "He kept silence, and chose to return no answer to any one In the 
presence of Pilate; as has been declared in the Memoirs of His apostles.. " 
¢ Mat 27: 14; Mark 15: 5; Luke 23: 9; John-No mention of Jesus' silence 
but records a conversation between Jesus and Pilate. 
J. Dial. 103.1, "For on that night when some of your nation, who had been sent by 
the Pharisees and Scribes, and teachers, came upon Him from the Mount of 
Olives, those whom scripture called butting and prematurely destructive calves 
surrounded Him. " 
> Mat 26: 47-56; Mark 14: 43-50; Luke 22: 47-53; John 18: 2-12. 
K. Dial. 103.6, "For this devil, when [Jesus] went up from the river Jordan, at the 
time when the voice spake to Him, `Thou art my Son: this day have I begotten 
Thee, ' is recorded in the memoirs of the apostles to have come to Him and 
tempted him, even so far as to say to him, `Worship me; ' and Christ answered 
him, `Get thee behind me Satan: thou shalt worship the Lord thy God and Him 
only shalt thou serve. ' " 
¢ Mat 3: 16-17; Mark 1: 10-11; Luke 3: 21-22. 
L. Dial. 103.6, "For this devil, when [Jesus] went up from the river Jordan, at the 
time when the voice spake to Him, `Thou art my Son: this day have i begotten 
Thee, ' is recorded in the memoirs of the apostles to have come to Him and 
tempted him, even so far as to say to him, `Worship me; ' and Christ answered 
him, ` Get thee behind me Satan: thou shalt worship the Lord thy God and Him 
only shalt thou serve. ' " 
> Mat 4: 9-10; Mark 1: 13; Luke 4: 7-8. 
M. Dial. 103.8, "For in the memoirs which I say were drawn up by His apostles and 
those who followed them, [it is recorded] that His sweat fell down like drops of 
blood while he was praying, and saying, `If it be possible, let this cup pass. "' 
Mat 26: 37-39; Mark 14: 33-35; Luke 22: 41-44; John 12: 27. 
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N. Dial. 104.2, "And this is recorded to have happened in the memoirs of His 
apostles. And I have shown that, after His crucifixion, they who crucified 1 Jim 
parted His garments among them. " 
¢ Mat 27: 35; Mark 15: 24; Luke 23: 34; John 19: 24. 
0. Dial. 105.1, "For I have already proved that he was the only-begotten of the 
Father of all things, being begotten in peculiar manner Word and power by Him, 
and having afterwards become man through the Virgin, as we have learned from 
the memoirs. " 
John 1 (? ) 
P. Dial. 105.1, "For I have already proved that he was the only-begotten of the 
Father of all things, being begotten in peculiar manner Word and power by Iiim, 
and having afterwards become man through the Virgin, as we have learned from 
the memoirs. " 
> Mat 1: 24-25; Luke 1: 26.38; Luke 2: 7. 
Q. Dial. 105.5, "For when Christ was giving up His spirit on the cross, Ile said, 
`Father, into Thy hands I commend My spirit, ' as I have learned also from the 
memoirs. " 
¢ Mat 27: 50; Mark 15: 37(In the Greek, Jesus' words in Luke are 
identical with those recorded by Justin. ); John 19: 30. 
R. Dial. 105.6, "For He exhorted His disciples to surpass the pharisaic way of living, 
with the warning, that if they did not, they might be sure they could not be saved: 
and these words are recorded in the memoirs: `Unless your righteousness exceed 
that of the Scribes and Pharisees, ye shall not enter the kingdom of heaven. ' " 
Mat 5: 20 (Justin's quote matches exactly the Greek of Matthew. ) 
S. Dial. 106.1, "... and when living with them [the apostles) sang praises to God, as 
is evident in the memoirs of the apostles. " 
Mat 26: 30; Mk 14: 26. 
T. Dial. 106.3, "And when it is said that He changed the name of one of the apostles 
to Peter; and it is written in the memoirs of Him that this so happened... "
Mat 10: 2; Mat 16: 16-17; Mark 3: 16; Luke 6: 13-14. 
U. Dial. 106.3, "... and it is written in the memoirs of Him that this so happened, as 
well as that he changed the names of other two brothers, the sons of Zebedee, to 
Boanerges, which means sons of thunder; " 
¢ Mat 3: 17 
V. Dial. 106.4, "Accordingly, a star arose in heaven at the time of His birth, as is 
recorded in the memoirs of His apostles, the magi from Arabia, recognizing the 
sign by this, came and worshipped Him. " 
¢ Mat 2: 10-11 
W. Dial. 107.1, And that he would rise again on the third day after the crucifixion, it 
is written in the memoirs that some of your nation, questioning Him, said, 'Show 
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us a sign; ' and he replied to them, ` An evil and adulterous generation scckcth after 
a sign; and no sign shall be given them, save the sign of Jonah. ' " 
Mat 12: 38-39; Mat 16: 1,4; Mark 8: 11-12; Luke 11: 29. 
II. Passages in Dialogue with Trypho which are indicated by Justin to be the 
words or commands of Jesus. 
A. Dial. 17.3, "For He appeared distasteful to you when he cried among you, '! t is 
written, My house is the house of prayer; but ye have made it a den of thievesl' " 
> Mat 21: 13; Mark 11: 17; Luke 19: 46. 
¢ Cf. Dial. 112.4. 
B. Dial. 17.4, "He overthrew also the tables of the money-changers in the temple, 
and exclaimed, `Woe unto you, Scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! Because yc pay 
tithe of mint and rue, but do not observe the love of God and justice. Ye whited 
sepulchers! Appearing beautiful outward, but are within full of dead men's 
bones. ' " 
¢ Mat 23: 23-27; Luke 11: 42-44. 
> Cf. Dial. 112.4. 
C. Dial. 17.4, "And to the Scribes, `Woe unto you Scribes! For ye have the keys, and 
ye do not enter in yourselves, and them that are entering in ye hinder; ye blind 
guides! " 
Mat 23: 13; Luke 11: 52. 
¢ Cf. Dial. 112.4. 
D. Dial. 35.3, "For he said, `many will come in my name, clothed outwardly in 
sheep's clothing, but inwardly they are ravening wolves. ' " 
¢ Mat 7: 15. 
E. Dial. 35.3, "And, `There shall be schisms and heresies. "' 
Quoted in no canonical document. 
¢ Also quoted in Didascalia, Didymus the Blind De trinitate 3.22, and 
Lactantius De Inst. 4.30. 
F. Dial. 35.3, "And, `Beware of the false prophets, who shall come to you clothed 
outwardly in sheep's clothing, but inwardly they are ravening wolves. ' " 
¢ Mat 7: 15. 
G. Dial. 35.3, "And, `Many false Christs and false apostles shall arise, and shall 
deceive many of the faithful. ' " 
¢ Mat 24: 5; Mat 24: 11; Mat 24: 24; Mark 13: 5-6; Luke 21: 8. 
H. Dial. 47.5, "Wherefore also our Lord Jesus Christ said, 'In whatsoever things I 
shall take you, in these I shall judge you. ' " 
¢ In no canonical document. Perhaps in Gospel of Hebrews. 
¢ Cf. John 12: 47-48. 
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I. Dial. 48.4, "... since we were enjoined by Christ Himself to put no faith in human 
doctrines, but in those proclaimed by the blessed prophets and taught by I limsclf. " 
> Mat 23: 1-36; Luke 11: 42-54. 
J. Dial. 49.3, "And, accordingly, our Lord in His teaching proclaimed that this very 
thing would take place, saying that Elijah would also come. " 
¢ Mat 11: 13-14; Mat 17: 10-13; Mark 9: 11-13; John 1: 19-28. 
K. Dial. 49.5, "Wherefore also our Christ said, [when He was] on earth, to those who 
were affirming that Elijah must come before Christ: 'Elijah shall come, and 
restore all things; but I say unto you, that Elijah has already come, and they knew 
him not, but have done to him whatsoever they chose. ' And it is written, 'Then the 
disciples understood that he spake to them about John the Baptist. '
¢ Mat 17: 10-13; Mark 9: 11-13. 
L. Dial. 51.3, "Moreover, He [Jesus] referred to the fact that there would be no 
longer in your nation any prophet, and to the fact that men recognized how that 
the New Covenant, which God formerly announced [His intention on 
promulgating, was then present, i. e., Christ Himself; and in the following terms: 
`The law of the prophets were until john the Baptist; from that time the kingdom 
of heaven suffereth violence, and violent take it by force. And if you can receive 
it, he is Elijah, who was to come. He that hath ears to hear, let him hear. "' 
¢ Mat 11: 12-15; Luke 16: 16. 
M. Dial. 76.4, "For He alone taught openly those mighty counsels which the father 
designed both for all those who have been and shall be well-pleasing to Him, and 
also for those who have rebelled against His will, whether men or angels, when he 
said, `They shall come from the east [and from the west], and shall sit down with 
Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob, in the kingdom of heaven: but the children of the 
kingdom shall be cast out into outer darkness. ' " 
¢ Mat 8: 11-12; Luke 7: 28-29. 
¢ Cf. Dial. 120.6; 140.4. 
N. Dial. 76.5, "And, `Many shall say to me in that day, lord, lord, have we not eaten, 
and drunk, and prophesied, and cast out demons in Thy name? And I will say to 
them, Depart from Me. ' " 
¢ Mat 7: 21-23; Luke: 25-27. 
0. Dial. 76.5, "Again, in other words, by which He shall condemn those who are 
unworthy of salvation, he said, `Depart into outer darkness which the Father has 
prepared for Satan and his angels. ' " 
> Mat 25: 41. 
P. Dial. 76.6, "And again, in other words, He said, 'I give unto you power to tread on 
serpents, and on scorpions, and on centipedes, and on all the might of the enemy. ' 
99 
¢ Mat 16: 17-18; Luke 10: 19. 
¢ No mention of "centipedes" in the canonical documents. 
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Q. Dial. 76.7, "For He exclaimed before His crucifixion: `The Son of man must 
suffer many things and be rejected by the Scribes and Pharisees, and be crucified, 
and on the third day rise again. ' " 
Mat 16: 21; Mark 8: 3 1; Luke 9: 22. 
R. Dial. 81.4, "Just as our Lord also said, `They shall neither marry nor be given in 
marriage, but shall be equal to the angels, the children of the God ofthe 
resurrection. ' " 
D Mat 22: 30; Mark 12: 25; Luke 20: 34.36. 
S. Dial. 82.1-2, "And just as there were false prophets contemporaneous with your 
holy prophets, so are there now many false teachers amongst us, of whom our 
Lord forewarned us to beware; so that in no respect are we deficient, since we 
know that He foreknew all that would happen to us after His resurrection from the 
dead and ascension to heaven. For He said we would be put to death, and hated for 
His name's sake; and that many false prophets and false Christs would appear in 
His name, and deceive many: and so it has come about. " 
Mat 7: 15; Mat 24: 5,9,11,24; Mark 13: 5-6,9; Luke 21: 12,18. 
T. Dial. 88.8, "... but then the Holy Ghost, and for man's sake, as i formerly stated, 
lighted on Him in the form of a dove, and there came at the same instant from the 
heavens a voice, which was uttered also by David when he spoke, personating 
Christ, what the father would say to Him: 'Thou art My Son: this day have I 
begotten Thee; ' [the Father] saying that His generation would take place for men, 
at the time when they would become acquainted with Him: 'Thou art My Son: this 
day I have begotten thee. ' " 
¢ Mat 3: 16-17; Mark 1: 10-11; Luke 3: 21-22. 
U. Dial. 93.2, "And hence I think that our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ spoke well 
when He summed up all righteousness and piety in two commandments. They arc 
these: `Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy 
strength, and thy neighbor as thyself. ' " 
¢ Mat 22: 37-40; Mark 12: 29-31; Luke 10: 27. 
V. Dial. 96.3, "And in addition to all this we pray for you, that Christ may have 
mercy upon you. For He taught us to pray for our enemies also, saying, 'Love 
your enemies; be kind and merciful, as your heavenly Father is. ' " 
¢ Mat 5: 38; Luke 6: 36. 
W. Dial. 99.1, "For when crucified, He spake, `0 God, my God, why hast Thou 
forsaken me? ' " 
Mat 27: 46; Mark 15: 34. 
X. Dial. 99.2, "For on the day on which he was to be crucified, having taken three of 
His disciples to the hill called Olivet, situated opposite to the temple in Jerusalem, 
He prayed in these words: 'Father, if it be possible, let this cup pass from me. ' 
And again He prayed: 'Not as I will, but as Thou wilt; ' showing by this that he 
had become truly a suffering man. " 
Mat 26: 37-39; Mark 14: 33-36; Luke 22: 41-42; John 12: 27. 
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Y. Dial. 101.2, "For when on earth He acted in the very same manner, and answered 
to the one who addressed Him as'Good Master: ' `Why callest thou me good? One 
is good, my Father who is in heaven. ' " 
Mat 19: 16-17; Mark 10: 17-18; Luke 18: 18-19. 
Z. Dial. 112.4, "... will they not deserve to hear what our Lord Jcsus Christ said to 
them [Trypho's teachers]: `Whited sepulchers, which appear beautiful outward, 
and within are full of dead men's bones; which pay tithe of mint, and swallow a 
camel: ye blind guides! ' " 
Mat 23: 1-36; Luke 11: 42-54. 
> Cf. Dial. 17.3-4. 
AA. Dial. 120.6, " `For they shall come, ' He said, 'from the west and from the cast, 
and shall sit down with Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob in the kingdom of heaven; 
but the children of the kingdom shall be cast out into outer darkness. ' " 
¢ Mat 8: 11-12; Luke 7: 28-29. 
¢ Cf. Dial. 76.4; 140.4. 
BB. Dial. 122.1, "For Christ would have borne witness even to them; but now you 
are become twofold more the children of hell, as he said Himself. " 
> Mat 23: 15. 
CC. Dial. 125.1, "... but I speak all things simply and candidly, as my Lord said: 
`A sower went forth to sow the seed; and some fell by the wayside, and some 
among thorns, and some on stony ground, and some on good ground. ' " 
¢ Mat 13: 3-9; Mark 4: 3-9; Luke 8: 5-8. 
DD. Dial. 125.4, "But He destroyed and overthrew the devil, having proved him to 
be wicked, in that he asked to be worshipped as God, contrary to the Scripture; 
who is an apostate from the will of God. For He answers him, `It is written, Thou 
shalt worship the Lord thy God, and Him only shalt thou serve. ' " 
¢ Mat 4: 10; Luke 4: 8. 
EE. Dial. 140.4, "And our Lord, according to the will of Him that sent Him, who is the 
father and lord of all, would not have said, `The shall come from the east, and 
from the west, and shall sit down with Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob in the 
kingdom of heaven. But the children of the kingdom shall be cast out into outer 
darkness. ' " 
¢ Mat 8: 11-12; Luke 7: 28-29. 
Cf. Dial. 76.4; 120.6. 
III. Passages in Dialogue with Trypho which contain no indication of source. 
A. Dial. 12.2, "The Lawgiver is present, yet you do not see Him; to the poor the 
Gospel is preached, the blind see, yet you do not understand. " 
¢ Mat 11: 4-5; Luke 7: 22. 
B. Dial. 23.3, "For if there was no need of circumcision before Abraham, or of the 
observances of Sabbaths, of feasts and sacrifices, before Moses; no more need of 
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them is there now, after that, according to the will of God, Jcsus Christ the Son of 
God has been born without sin, of a virgin sprung from the stock of Abraham. " 
> Born of a virgin-Mat 1: 23,25; Luke 1: 26-38; 2: 7. 
¢ Descendant of Abraham-Mat 1: 1-17. 
C. Dial. 27.3, " 'For they are all gone aside, ' He [God] exclaims, 'they arc all 
become useless. There is none that understands, there is not so much as one. With 
their tongues they have practiced deceit, their throat is an open sepulcher, the 
poison of asps is under their lips, destruction and misery are in their paths, and the 
way of peace they have not known. ' " 
¢ Rom 3: 10-17. 
¢ The Romans passage contains various OT quotations: Ps 14: 1-3; 53: 1- 
3; 5: 9; 140: 3; 10: 7; Isa 59: 7. 
D. Dial. 30.3, "... Jesus Christ, crucified under Pontius Pilate, governor of Judea... " 
¢ Mat 27; Mark 15; Luke 8: 1; John 19. 
E. Dial. 32.3, "In order, therefore, that the matter inquired into may be plainer to 
you, I will mention to you other words also spoken by the blessed David, from 
which you will perceive that the Lord is called the Christ by the Holy Spirit of 
prophecy; and that the Lord, the father of all, has brought Him again from the 
earth, setting Him at His own right hand, until He makes His enemies His 
footstool; which indeed happens from the time that our Lord Jesus Christ 
ascended to heaven, after he rose again from the dead... " 
¢ Ascension-Mark 16: 19; Luke 24: 5 1; Acts 1: 2,9-11. 
Placed at Father's right hand-Mark 16: 19; Acts 2: 33-36; 5: 31; 7: 55- 
56; Rom 8: 33-34; Col 3: 1; Heb 1: 3,13; 8: 1; 10: 12; 12: 2; 1 Pet 3: 21- 
22. 
¢ Enemies His footstool-Acts 2: 33-36; 7: 49; 1 Cor 15: 25-27; Eph 1: 22; 
Heb 1: 13; 2: 8; 10: 13. 
¢ Resurrection from dead-Mat 16: 2 1; 28; Mark 8: 31; 16; Luke 9: 22; 
24; John 20. 
F. Dial. 41.1, "And the offering of the fine flour, sirs, which was prescribed to be 
presented on behalf of those purified from leprosy, was a type of the bread of the 
Eucharist, the celebration of which our Lord Jesus Christ prescribed, in 
remembrance of the suffering which he endured on behalf of those who are 
purified in soul from all iniquity, in order that we may at the same time thank God 
for having created the world, with all things therein, for the sake of Man, and for 
delivering us from the evil in which we were, and for utterly overthrowing 
principalities and powers by Him who suffered according to His will. " 
¢ Mat 16: 26-29; Mark 14: 22-25; Luke 22: 15-20; 1 Cor 11: 23-25. 
G. Dial. 49.3, "He [John the Baptist] cried, as he sat by the river Jordan, `I baptize 
you with water to repentance; but He that is stronger than I shall come, whose 
shoes I am not worthy to bear: He shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost and with 
fire: whose fan is in His hand, and He will thoroughly purge His floor, and will 
gather the wheat into the barn; but the chaff He will burn up with unquenchable 
fire. ' " 
> Mat 3: 11-12; Mark 1: 7-8; Luke 3: 16-17; John 1: 26-27. 
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H. Dial. 49.4, "And this very prophet your King Herod had shut up in prison; and 
when his birth-day was celebrated, and the niece of the same Herod by her 
dancing had pleased him, he told her to ask whatever she pleased. Then the 
mother of the maiden instigated her to ask the head of john, who was in prison; 
and having asked it, [Herod] sent and ordered the head of lohn to be brought in on 
a charger. " 
Mat 14: 6-11; Mark 6: 21-28. 
I. Dial. 51.1-2, "If the prophets had not ceased, so that there were no more in your 
nation, Trypho, after this John, it is evident that what I say in reference to Jesus 
Christ might be regarded perhaps as ambiguous. But if John came first calling on 
men to repent, and Christ, while [John] still sat by the river Jordan, having come, 
put an end to this prophesying and baptizing and preached also Himself, saying 
that the kingdom of heaven is at hand, and that He must suffer many things from 
the Scribes and Pharisees, and be crucified, and on the third day rise again, and 
would appear again in Jerusalem, and would again cat and drink with His 
disciples; and foretold that in the interval between His [first and second) advent, 
as I previously said, priests and false prophets would arise in His name, which 
things do actually appear; then how can they be ambiguous, when you may be 
persuaded by the facts? " 
> Prophets ceasing in Israel-Mat 11: 13; Luke 7: 16. 
> John as forerunner-Mat 3: 1-12; 11: 7-19; Mark 1: 2-8; Luke 3: 1-18; 
7: 24-35; John 1: 19-28. 
John exhorting men to repent-Mat 3: 2; Mark 1: 4; Luke 3: 3. 
Jesus predicting his suffering at the hands of the scribes and Pharisees, 
to be crucified, and rise again on third day-Mat 16: 21; Mark 8: 31; 
Luke 9: 22. 
> Jesus appears at Jerusalem to eat and drink with his disciples-Mark 
16: 14; Luke 24: 36-43. 
¢ Prediction of Jesus that there would arise heresies and false prophets in 
his name-Mat 7: 15; 24: 5,11,25; Mark 13: 5-6; 21: 22; Luke 21: 8. 
These passages contain no mention of heresies, but only false prophets. 
J. Dial. 53.5, "And truly our Lord Jesus Christ, when He intended to go into 
Jerusalem, requested His disciples to bring to Him a certain ass, along with its 
foal, which was bound in an entrance of a village called Bethpage; and having 
seated Himself on it, He entered Jerusalem. " 
¢ Mat 21: 1-9; Mark 11: 1-10; Luke 19: 28-40. 
K. Dial. 53.5, "Moreover, the prophet Zechariah foretold that this same Christ would 
be smitten, and His disciples scattered: which also took place. For after His 
crucifixion, the disciples that accompanied Him were dispersed, until He rose 
from the dead, and persuaded them that so it had been prophesied concerning 
Him, and that He would suffer; and being thus persuaded, they went into all the 
world, and taught6 these truths. " 
¢ Mat 18: 16-20; Mark 16: 9-20; Luke 24: 44-53. 
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L. Dial. 77.4, "For at the time of His birth, Magi who came from Arabia worshipped 
Him, coming first to Herod, who then was sovereign in your land, and whom the 
Scripture calls king of Assyria on account of his ungodly character. " 
Mat 2: 1-12. Does not state that the Magi came form Arabia, but from 
the east. 
M. Dial. 78.1, "Now this King Herod, at the time when the Magi came to him from 
Arabia, and said they knew from a star which appeared in the heavens that a King 
had been born in your country, and that they had come to worship Him learned 
from the elders of your people that it was thus written regarding Bethlehem in the 
prophets: `And thou, Bethlehem, in the land of Judah, art by no means least 
among the princes of Judah; for out of thee shall go forth the leader who shall feed 
my people. ' " 
Mat 2: 2-6. 
N. Dial. 78.2, "Accordingly, the Magi from Arabia came to E3ethlchcm and 
worshipped the Child, and presented Him with gifts, gold and frankincense, and 
myrrh; but returned not to Herod, being warned in a revelation after worshipping 
the Child in Bethlehem. "
> Mat 2: 9-12. 
0. Dial. 78.3, "And Joseph, the spouse of Mary, supposing her to be pregnant by 
intercourse with a man, i. e., from fornication, was commanded in a vision not to 
put away his wife; and the angel who appeared to him told him that what is in her 
womb is of the Holy Ghost. " 
Mat 1: 18-21. 
P. Dial. 78.4, "Then he was afraid, and did not put her away; but on the occasion of 
the first census which was taken in Judea, under Cyrenius, he went up from 
Nazareth, where he lived, to Bethlehem, to which he belonged, to be enrolled; for 
his family was of the tribe of Judah, which then inhabited that region. Then along 
with Mary he is ordered to proceed into Egypt, and remain there with the Child 
until another revelation warn them to return into Judea. " 
> Mat 2: 13; Luke 2: 1-5. 
Q. Dial. 78.5, "But when the Child was born in Bethlehem, since Joseph could not 
find a lodging in that village, he took up his quarters in a certain cave near the 
village; and while they were there Mary brought forth the Christ and placed Him 
in a manger, and here the Magi who came from Arabia found Him. " 
¢ Mat 2: 1-25; Luke 2: 7. The cave as the birthplace is mentioned in no 
canonical document. Matthew states that the birth was in a "house" 
(oiidav). 
R. Dial. 78.7, "So Herod, when the Magi from Arabia did not return to him, as he 
had asked them to do, but had departed by another way to their own country, 
according to the commands laid on them; and when Joseph, with Mary and the 
Child, had now gone into Egypt, as it was revealed to them to do; as he did not 
know the Child whom the Magi had gone to worship, ordered simply the whole of 
the children then in Bethlehem to be massacred. " 
¢ Mat 2: 12-16. 
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S. Dial. 81.4, "And further, there was a certain man with us, whose name was John, 
one of the apostles of Christ, who prophesied, by a revelation that was made to 
him, that those who believed in our Christ would dwell a thousand years in 
Jerusalem; and that thereafter the general, and, in short, the eternal resurrection 
and judgment of all men would take place. " 
Rev 20: 4-5. 
T. Dial. 88.1, "And let this be proof to you, namely, what i told you was done by the 
Magi from Arabia, who as soon as the Child was born came to worship slim... " 
¢ Mat 2: 9-12. 
U. Dial. 88.2, ".. Xbr even at His birth he was in possession of His power; and as Ile 
grew up as all other men, by using the fitting means, He assigned its own [requirements] to each development, and was sustained by all kinds of 
nourishment, and waited for thirty years, more or less, until John appeared before 
Him as the herald of His approach, and preceded Him in the way of baptism, as I 
have already shown. " 
Possessed his powers at birth-No canonical document. 
¢ Grew up like any other man-Circumcised (Luke 2: 21); Grew and 
became strong (Luke 2: 40); Continued in subjection to his parents (Luke 2: 5 1). 
> Exercised appropriate powers at each stage of growth-Luke 2: 40 (7) 
¢ Waited thirty years-No canonical document. 
¢ John as herald-Mat 3: 11-12; 11: 13-14; 17: 10-13; Mark 1: 7-8; 9: 11- 
13; Luke 3: 16-17; John 1: 19-20,26-27. 
V. Dial. 88.7, "For when John remained by the Jordan, and preached the baptism of 
repentance, wearing only a leather girdle and a vesture made of camels' hair, 
eating nothing but locusts and wild honey, men supposed him to be Christ; but he 
cried to them, `I am not the Christ, but the voice of one crying; for He that is 
stronger than I shal I come, whose shoes I am not worthy to bear. ' " 
¢ Mat 3: 1-6,11; Mark 1: 4-7; Luke 3: 3,15-16; John 1: 19-23,25-27. 
W. Dial. 88.8, "And when Jesus came to the Jordan, He was considered to be the son 
of Joseph the carpenter; and he appeared without comeliness, as the Scriptures 
declared; and He was deemed a carpenter (for He was in the habit of working as a 
carpenter among men, making ploughs and yokes; by which He taught the 
symbols of righteousness and an active life)... " 
¢ Mat 13: 55; Mark 6: 3; Luke 4: 22; John 6: 42. 
> None of the above mention that Jesus used to work as a carpenter 
making ploughs and yokes. 
X. Dial. 94.5, "Just as God commanded the sign to be made by the brazen serpent, 
and yet He is blameless; even so, though a curse lies in the law against persons 
who are crucified, yet no curse lies on the Christ of God, by whom all that have 
committed things worthy of a curse are saved. " 
¢ Gal 3: 13. 
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Y. Dial. 97.1, "For indeed the Lord remained upon the tree almost until evening, and 
they buried Him at eventide; then on the third day He rose again. " 
> Remained on cross until evening-Mat 27: 57; Mark 15: 42. 
> Rose from the dead on third day-Mat 28; Mark 16; Luke 24; John 20. 
Z. Dial. 97.4, "For when they crucified Him, driving in the nails, they picrccd His 
hands and feet; and those who crucified Him parted His garments among 
themselves, each casting lots for what he chose to have, and receiving according 
to the decision of the lot. " 
Mat 27: 35; Mark 15: 24; Luke 23: 33-34;. John 19: 18,24. 
AA. Dial. 115.6, "... in order that, when you are judged with the very same 
judgment by God, you may have a much heavier account to render for your great 
audacities, whether evil actions, or bad interpretations which you obtain by 
falsifying the truth. For with what judgment you judge, it is righteous that you be 
judged withal" 
Mat 7: 1-2; Luke 6: 37-38. 
Appendix II 
The Purpose and Destination of the Dialogue with Trypho 
At a perfunctory level of understanding, the interpretation of scripture in 
Justin's Dialogue with Trypho presents us with interpretive issues directed toward a 
Jewish audience. Thus it appears clear that Justin's choice and use of certain OT texts 
are made because of the presuppositions of his audience, who are Jews. The Dialogue 
has often been described as a foundational document for an understanding of the 
theological discussions and contacts between Christians and Jews of the second 
century. ' This is based on the foundational understanding that the intended audience 
of the Dialogue was Jews, as a defense of the Christian faith to them. 
This traditional view concerning the intended audience of the Dialogue was 
held by the majority of scholars until the twentieth century. But since then it has been 
faulted for being uncritical. 2 But it is not difficult to assert that the Dialogue was 
written to and for the Jews of the second century. Any casual reading of the document 
reveals its focus on the Law, the Jewish messianic hope, and the concept of Israel as 
the chosen people of God. Further, the two main participants, Justin, a Christian, and 
' L. W. Barnard, Justin Martyr. His Life and Thought (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1967) 
39-52; E. Flesseman Van Leer, Tradition and Scripture in the Early Church (Van Gorcum's 
Theologische Bibliotheek; Assen: Van Gorcum, 1954) 71-72; W. A. Shotwell, The Biblical Exegesis of 
Justin Martyr (London: SPCK, 1965) 2; G. N. Stanton, "Aspects of Early Christian-Jewish Polemic 
and Apologetic, " NTS 31 (1985) 378; D. Trakatellis, "Justin Martyr's Trypho, " /ITR (1986) 287. 
2 See e. g., C. H. Cosgrove, "Justin Martyr and the Emerging Christian Canon, " i 'C (1982) 211. 
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Trypho, 3 a Jew, tends to support the idea that the target audience is Jewish. 'These 
appear to be distinctly Jewish concerns in order to convince them that the messianic 
expectation of Israel is found in Jesus. 
In spite of this, however, the present century has offered several reasons for 
arguing against the traditionally held understanding of Jewish addressees. In this vein, 
some have argued for a pagan audience, 4 some for a gentile Christian audicncc, s and 
some for a combined Jewish and Christian audience 6 The major arguments for 
denying Jewish addressees will be summarized and examined below. ' 
I. Pagan Destination 
A. The Address to Marcus Pompeius 
The possibility that the Dialogue is addressed to a man named Marcus 
Pompeius has been used to deny Jewish addressees and posit pagan addressees. 
Marcus is explicitly referred to in Dial. 141.5 as W 4(Xraie MdpKE iioµlY ¬. Earlier 
in the Dialogues there is simply a reference to 4(XTaTE. In spite of the fact that only 
141.5 makes explicit reference to Marcus, Nilson takes the term 4(XTaTc to be a 
3 The information Justin gives us about Trypho can be collected from Dial. 1.1-3; 9.3; 16.2; 18.3; 38.1; 
94.4. From this data L. W. Barnard ("The Old Testament in the Writings of Justin Martyr, " VT 14 
[1964] 395-396) describes Trypho as a Jew who fled from the war in Palestine, spending much time in 
Greece and Corinth. His culture was Gentile because he states that he was instructed by Corinthus the 
Socratic in Argos. Trypho distinguishes himself from 'our teachers' and includes himself among those 
who have been warned against entering into discussions with Christians. Barnard believes this to be a 
good indication that Trypho was a layman and not a Rabbi-a fact corroborated by his lack of 
knowledge of the Hebrew language. Trypho's "conception of Judaism will represent a position 
different from the strict Palestinian Pharisaic orthodoxy which was being enforced following on the 
reconstruction of Jamnia after 70 AD. " (p. 396) 
4 E. R. Goodenough, The Theology ofJustin Martyr. An Investigation Into the Conceptions of Early 
Christian Literature and Its Hellenic and Judaistic Influences (Amsterdam: Philo Press, 1968); A. 
Harnack, "Judentum und Judenchristentum in Justin Dialog mit Tryphon, " TU 39 (1913) 47-98; N. 
Hyldahl, Philosophie und Christentum. Eine Interpretation der Einleitung rum Dialog Justins (Acta 
Theologica Danica 9; Copenhagen: Munksgaard, 1966); J. Nilson, "To Whom Is Justin's Dialogue with 
Trypho Addressed? " TS 38 (1977) 538-546. 
s Cosgrove, "Justin Martyr and the Emerging Christian Canon. "
6 T. Stylianopoulos, Justin Martyr and the Mosaic Law (SBL Dissertations 20; Missoula: Scholars 
Press, 1972) 10-20; 169-195. 
1 must acknowledge, at the outset, a relative dependence upon Stylianopoulos's oustanding Appendix 
in Justin Martyr and the Mosaic Law, 169.195. 
Dial. 8.3. 
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reference to him as well 
-9 Nilson believes he has good reason for so doing because of 
the mutilated state of the Greek text of the Dialogue. 10 Thus, if one considers the 
mutilated state of this text it would not be hard to conceive of the Dialogue as 
originally featuring an introductory dedication which included the name of the 
addressee. " Nilson accepts this possibility and posits Marcus Pompeius in the 
position of addressee. Because the name Marcus Pompeius is strongly Roman, it 
suggests, therefore, that Marcus is a Roman, and, as such, a Gentile. Thus, if he is a 
Roman and the Dialogue is addressed to him, the hypothesis that the Dialogue is 
addressed to a pagan audience gains considerable weight and argues against a Jewish 
audience. '2 
Four criticisms of this point have been offered. First, it is entirely possible that 
the name Marcus Pompeius could belong to a Gentile Christian or even a Jew. '3 For 
"... the adoption of Greek and Roman names by Jews in hellenistic times was not 
unusual as in the case of Flavius Josephus. The name Marcus is a good Jewish 
name. " 14 Second, the name only explicitly appears once in the entire Dialogue, and 
there is evidence that the work went through more than one edition. " Third, the 
references in 8.3 and 141.5 really say nothing about the addressees of the Dialogue. 
° Nilson, "To Whom is Justin's Dialogue with Trypho Addressed? " 540. 
10 Concerning the mutilation of the text of the Dialogue, the details are well-known. They centre 
mainly in the lost part of the Introduction and lacuna in lxxiv. 3 and a more serious lacuna in Ixxiii 
where the exposition of Ps. 96 is suddenly interrupted and not resumed. From a quotation by Euscbius 
(He. 4.18.6-8) and internal evidence (Dial. 56.16; 85.4; 92.5) it is apparent that the discussion was 
presented as lasting two days or more. But there is no trace in the Dialogue either of the ending of the 
first day or the beginning of the second. See, H. P. Schneider, "Some Reflections on the Dialogue of 
Justin Martyr With Trypho, " SJT 15 (1962) 166. 
" This possibility is also asserted by E. R. Goodenough, The Theologl+ofJustln Martyr, 97. 
12 Nilson, "To Whom is Justin's Dialogue with Trypho Addressed? " 540. 
13 Cosgrove, "Justin Martyr and the Emerging Christian Canon, " 212; Stylianopoulos, Justin Martyr 
and the Mosaic Law, 170. 
" Stylianopoulos, Justin Martyr and the Mosaic Law, 170, footnote N 10. See also, U. C. Kee; E. Albu, 
C. Lindberg, W. J. Frost & D. L. Robert, Christianity: A Social and Cultural Nlstory (2 ed.; Upper 
Saddle River, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1998)1 I. 
" Cosgrove, "Justin Martyr and the Emerging Christian Canon, " 212. Cosgrove does not offer any 
support for his assertion of multiple editions and it is difficult to see where he is headed with the point. 
Perhaps he intends to imply that the name could actually be a scribal addition. 
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They are simply isolated references which add nothing to a work that focuses on the 
encounter between a Jew and a Christian. " Goodenough's suggestion that the 
Dialogue originally contained a dedication which included the name of the addressee 
and a key to the purpose of the book has neither textual nor internal support. But, in 
light of the probability that the Dialogue is an imitation of Platonic style, '? the work 
may begin as it does for maximum dramatic effect. This would mean, then, that the 
question of the identity of Marcus Pompeius, much like the identity of Luke's 
Theophilus, '8 recedes into the background with minimal significance on the question 
of the addressee(s) of the work. Thus, both the dedication (if it did exist) and the two 
references to the stated addressee may merely be a literary gesture. 19 Fourth, Dial. 
80.3 presents strong evidence for moving away from a single addressee, as well as 
confirming the formality of Justin's address to Marcus. 
In Dial. 80.3 Justin says to Trypho, "But so that you know that I do not say 
this to you alone, I promise to create a whole book, as far as I am able, of all the 
arrangements we will make, in which I also will write all that I confess to you. "`* This 
is the only place in the entire Dialogue where Justin takes note of his own intention in 
writing it. The wider context of chapter 80 is on Christian eschatalogical hope. 
Trypho questions Justin as to whether he actually believes in the rebuilding of 
Jerusalem, the millennium, and the resurrection, or whether he has simply asserted 
these in order to win the argument. Justin states that he says exactly what he means 
and that, in order to prove it, he will commit their discussion to writing. This passage 
16 Stylianopoulos, Justin Martyr and the Mosaic Law, 170-171. 
I' i argue this above, pp. 118-123. 
11 Luke 1: 3; Acts 1: 1. 
19 This was suggested by R. Hirzel, Der Dialog: ein literarhistorischer Versuch (Leipzig, 1895) 
11.368ff. See Stylianoploulos, Justin Martyr and the Mosaic Law, 171. 
20 Dial. 80.3.6TL S' on 94' 111WV p. 6VWV TOÜTO X ycty $iC iniaTaaßE, TWV yE Vcvfjg wv fitrLv 
X ywv dndvTwv, chs 8i vaµts sou. QiivraILV trottjvoµal, & ois Kai Toüro 6 to7wyoyvTd µc, 8 ual 
npös üµä4 bµoaoyw. Eyypd4sw. 
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in itself does not prove who the addressees of the Dialogue are, it is merely an 
incidental point in the work. But the passage does show that the work appears to be 
directed at a wider audience than simply Trypho and his friends. 21 This wider 
audience argues against a single addressee such as Marcus Pompeius which certainly 
does not rule out the possibility of the audience being Jewish. 
B. The Philosophical Prologue 
The philosophical prologue of Dial. 1-9 is also used to argue against a Jewish 
audience. Justin's introductory presentation here of Christianity as the true 
philosophy, in comparison with the "many-headed" versions of philosophy which 
neglect God, 22 is said to create a setting in the Dialogue which is much more 
appealing to a Gentile than a Jewish audience 23 Nilson states that in the prologue 
"Philosophy is given a position of highest esteem; indeed, it is the category under 
which revelation itself is treated. Discussing revelation in terms of philosophy would 
give a Gentile audience a way to relate revelation to their own cultural background 
and appeal to those who had been disillusioned by its inability to fulfill its promise" 4 
The argument continues that for a Jew philosophy is not a category for discussing 
revelation. 
Goodenough takes issue with the discontinuity between the prologue, which 
discusses philosophical questions, and the main body, which discusses issues arising 
out of the Jewish-Christian debate. 5 He concludes that the Dialogue must therefore 
be recognized as addressed to a man interested in philosophy and not as a record of 
controversy. Thus, the Dialogue is a vindication of revelation over philosophy. The 
main body of the Dialogue shows the unity of this revelation, which disagreements 
21 Stylianoploulos, Justin Martyr and the Mosaic Law, 172-173. 
22 See above, p. 127-136. 
23 Nilson, "To Whom is Justin's Dialogue with Trypho Addressed? " 540. 
24 Nilson, "To Whom is Justin's Dialogue with Trypho Addressed? " 540. 
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between Christians and Jews may set into question. This concept of the purpose of the 
Dialogue, thus prefers a pagan reader. 26 
Nilson's position above that philosophy is not a category for a Jew to discuss 
revelation is somewhat misleading. The question which must be asked of Nilson's 
assertion is this; Does Justin present philosophy as the category to discuss revelation? 
The answer must be no. Justin defines philosophy as knowledge of all that exists 37 In 
Justin's concept of God, existence was dependent upon God as the First Cause, the 
Unmoved Mover, or as the Unbegotten and Incorruptible 2' Thus, everything which 
exists does so because of him and according to his will, and is dependent upon his 
sovereignty. In defining philosophy, therefore, as knowledge of that which exists 
Justin was postulating a definition which had knowledge of God at the very center. I` le 
was actually defining philosophy as knowledge of God. 
In defining philosophy as knowledge of God (or a search for the knowledge of 
God) Justin also indicates that revelation is where this knowledge is attained. The 
whole point of the inclusion of the discussion with the old man in the Dialogue is to 
show Trypho where one may attain knowledge of God. This knowledge cannot be 
attained through philosophy because philosophers have not fulfilled the requirements 
of seeing and hearing. The sources of this knowledge are the Prophets and the 
Memoirs of the Apostles. 
According to Justin this is how knowledge of God is attained. This is the 
revelation. In this light, Nilson's assertion that revelation is discussed within 
philosophical categories must be radically revised and placed within its contextual 
understanding. Nilson misunderstands the fact that Justin desires to show that 
2s Goodenough, The Theology ofJustin Martyr, 96-100. 
2B Goodenough, The Theology ofJustin Martyr, 100. 
27 Dial. 3.4. For a discussion of Justin's understanding of philosophy see pp. 125-145. 
2$ See above, pp. 58-66. 
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contemporary philosophy is inadequate for discussing revelation, and posits a 
corrective definition of philosophy in its place. In so doing revelation is discussed in 
terms of witness, not philosophical categories. Thus Nilson's argument is inconsistent 
with the context of the prologue. 
Goodenough recognizes the fact that Justin places revelation over 
contemporary philosophy, yet he still posits a pagan audience. tie does so by 
maintaining that the prologue shows that the whole is to be seen not as a record of 
controversy but as addressed to a man interested in philosophy, thus it must be 
addressed to a pagan. The obvious question here is; Why can't a Jew be interested in 
philosophy? Of Trypho we know that he had philosophic training, for upon his 
meeting with Justin he started the conversation because he was taught in Argos by 
Corinthius the Socratic to converse with anyone wearing a philosopher's cloak. 29 
From the first chapter of the Dialogue it is easy to deduce that Trypho was most likely 
a Hellenistic Jew 30 And this would certainly not rule out the possibility that Trypho 
could be interested in philosophy. Further, as Stylianopoulos queries, "must the 
Dialogue's philosophical aspects exclude this document from being a record of a 
controversy, or a text book for controversy, against Judaism? "31 There is no reason to 
discount the understanding that the Dialogue may well arise out of the Jewish- 
Christian debate and still contain philosophical interests sustained by the larger 
cultural climate. 
29 Dial. 1.2. 
30 Goodenough himself recognizes that Trypho was indeed a Jew interested in philosophy. Sce E. R. 
Goodenough, Jewish Symbols in the Graeco-Roman Period Vol. l: The Archeological Evidence From 
Palestine (New York: Pantheon, 1953) 42-53. The relationship between hellenistic Judaism and 
philosophy is also discussed in J. Danidlou, Gospel Message and Hellenistic Culture (A History of 
Early Christian Doctrine Before the Council of Nicaea, Vol. 2; ET J. A. Baker, London: Darton. 
Longman & Todd/Philadelphia: Westminster, 1973) 323-333. 
31 Stylianopoulos, Justin Martyr and the Mosaic Law, 188. 
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Another argument used to cast doubt upon an intended audience that is Jewish 
is the manner in which Justin employs OT scripture. This assertion generally has two 
parts. First, it is argued that because the quotations of OT scripture arc so long and 
numerous and never alluded to as common knowledge of the participants, this rules 
out Jewish addressees. Certainly Justin could approach the OT with a common 
knowledge as to its contents if the audience was Jewish. But this characteristic is only 
understandable if the audience had little or no familiarity with the texts. 32 
The second part of this argument centers on Justin's exclusive use of the 
Septuagint in his quotations. Justin's use of the Septuagint was during a time of 
increasing Jewish resentment over the Christian appropriation of their sacred texts. If 
Justin was addressing his Dialogue to Jews it is thus argued that he would be ill- 
advised to use the Septuagint because of Jewish discontent. But if Justin was 
addressing his Dialogue to a Gentile audience his use of the Septuagint would not be 
surprising. 
These arguments, however, fail to convince. The length of the citations of 
scriptural passages is not necessarily indicative of a pagan audience. As 
Stylianopoulos points out, a comparison between the OT citations in the Apology and 
in the Dialogue shows that the citations in the Apology, a work unquestionably 
addressed to pagans, are actually much less extensive. 33 In fact, the Dialogue appears 
to presuppose a familiarity with and even intimate knowledge with Judaism which 
cannot be presupposed of a wider Graeco-Roman audience. 34 Both knowledge of the 
OT and the Mosaic Law are presupposed in the Dialogue, as is knowledge of the 
32 Nilson, "To Whom is Justin's Dialogue with Trypho Addressed? " 541. See also Cosgrove, "Justin 
Martyr and the Emerging Christian Canon, " 215-216. 
33 Stylianopoulos, Justin Martyr and the Mosaic Law, 193. 
34 Stylianopoulos, Justin Martyr and the Mosaic Law, 192. 
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Gospels. Each of these topics is introduced into the discussion with no explanation "i 
Further, some passages in the Dialogue even presuppose knowledge of OT contcxts. 36 
The extensive use of scripture by Justin certainly does not argue against the 
address of the Dialogue to a pagan audience. 7 But, by the same token, the primary 
stated purpose of the Dialogue was to commend the Christian faith to a group of icws, 
and this was done by an appeal to a mutual respect for the OT scriptures. This appeal 
gave the arguments force because they proceeded from a common ground. On the 
other hand, however, arguments from scripture tended to lose some of their force 
when Christian addressed them to pagans. 3a Because the acceptance of scripture is 
assumed by both Jew and Christian in the Dialogue, the main issue is proper 
interpretation of said scripture. Thus, the extensive use of OT scripture tends to argue 
against a pagan audience. 
The issue of Justin's use of the Septuagint must be considered on internal 
grounds. Nilson does recognize39 that official Jewish rejection of the Septuagint was 
not until long after the Dialogue was written. 40 And I agree that Justin does reflect the 
Jewish discontent with the Septuagint during the middle of the second century. 41 But 
the way in which Justin deals with these issues surrounding the Septuagint show that 
they are not of great consequence to him. 
" See Dial. 8.4; 9.1; 10.2; cf. 1.3. 
36 See e. g., Dial. 10.3-4 where Gen 17: 14 is quoted. The references to the purchased slaves and to 
circumcision as a "covenant" presuppose the wider context of Gen 17. 
"A. Harnack ("Die Altercatio Simonis Judaei et Theophili Christiani nebst Untersuchungen aber die 
antijüdische Polemik in der alten Kirche, " TU 1 [1883]) argued that any adWrsus Judseos literature in 
the second century can not be used as evidence of any real Jewish-Christian polemic. In fact, }iamack 
argues that there was no real relations between Jews and Christians at this time. Because of this he sees 
adversus Judaeos literature as necessarily directed toward a pagan audience. See M. Simon, Verus 
Israel. A Study in the Relations Between Christians and Jews in the Roman Empire (135-425) (ET III. 
McKeating; The Littman Library of Jewish Civilization; Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1986) 136- 
141. 
39 Simon, Verus Israel, 139. 
"Nilson, "To Whom is Justin's Dialogue with Trypho Addressed? " 542. 
40 Simon, Verus Israel, 299. "From the third century onwards the Jews as a community seem to have 
abandoned it and substituted for it new translations, in particular, that of Aquila. " 
" See Dial. 43; 68; 71. 
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The Dialogue reveals only one OT passage which Trypho objects to Justin 
quoting from the Septuagint, Isa 7: 10-17.2 All other differences in translation 
between the Hebrew and Greek text are pointed out by Justin himself. 43 The Isaiah 
passage hinges on the insertion of "virgin" in the Septuagint in place of the E{ebrew 
"young woman. " While it is true that Justin argues for the accuracy of the Septuagint 
translation, 44 he also points out that his point is proven even without it. This is done in 
two ways. First, Justin is aware that he will get nowhere in trying to admit passages 
into the discussion which Trypho will not admit as genuine. This being the case, he 
states that he will only use scriptures which the Jews admit as genuine 45 In other 
words, he will only use scriptures with which Trypho will have no objection. Even 
after Trypho asks Justin to list the passages which Justin claims were deleted by the 
Jews, 46 Justin claims that these will not be admitted because they make no difference 
to what has already been proven in the Dialogue by scriptures accepted by Trypho. 47 
The second way in which Justin argues that his point about Christ is proven is 
through the occurrence of an event. Dial. 84 is illustrative of this. There the 
discussion is on the difference in translation oflsa 7: 14. Justin makes the point that 
the irrefutable proof of what he is asserting is that it actually took place. This, in 
effect, places the stress of the issue on the proof from prophecy. It is after the event 
occurs that it is properly understood. And this is no less true for the virgin birth of 
Christ. 
So, the argument that Justin's use of the Septuagint militates against a Jewish 
audience is weakened. In the grand scheme of things Justin is perfectly willing to 
'z DiaL 43; 66; 67; 68; 71; 84. 
43 Gen 49: 10 (Dial. 120); Ps 81: 1-8 (Dial. 124); Deut 32: 7-9 (Dial. 131). In Dial. 72.73, at Tr)pho's 
request, Justin also lists passages which he claims the elders omitted from their translation. Tr)pho Is 
presented as being ignorant of these. 
" Dial. 43; 66; 67; 68; 71. 
45 Dial. 71. 
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prove his points, and he believes that he has, with appeals to passages which the Jews 
accept as genuine. He is perfectly aware of the Jewish disdain for certain translations. 
But the fact that he believes he can prove his argument without appeal to these 
passages hows that the Septuagint is not problematic in his argument. Further, his 
emphasis on the event proving the proper interpretation Is key in understanding that 
the differences in translation fade into the background of the larger picture. 
D. Appeals to Gentiles 
Also used to argue against a Jewish audience is the hypothesis that certain 
passages of the Dialogue seem to ring out as appeals to Gentiles, not Jews. T. Zahn 
was the first to suggest that Dial. 23.3; 24.3; and 32.5 are addressed to Gentile 
readers 48 Later Harnack suggested the same for Dial. 29.1; 64.2; 80.3; and 119.4. 9 
Both Cosgrove and Stylianopoulos have shown the inadequacy of the hypothesis held 
by these scholars. 50 Each requires examination. 
1. Dialogue 23.3 
And when no one was answering [I continued], "Wherefore, 0 Trypho, I 
proclaim to you, and to the ones who may want to become proselytes, the 
divine message which I heard from that [old] man. Do you not see that the 
elements are idle and keep no sabbaths? Stay as you were at birth! For if there 
was no need of circumcision before Abraham... [they are] not [needed] 
x, 51 now... 
The key to this passage being understood as an address to pagans is the use of 
the term rrpornjXvroL ("proselytes"). Zahn views this term in a purely technical sense 
designating only Gentile converts to Judaism, and not Jewish or Gentile converts to 
16 Dial. 71-73. 
" Dial. 73.6. 
"T. Zahn, "Studien zu Justin III, " ZKG 8 (1885-1886) 56-61. 
49 Harnack, "Judentum und Judenchristentum in Justins Dialog mit Tryphon, "S 1.52, footnote N2. 
so Cosgrove, "Justin Martyr and the Emerging Christian Canon, " 212-215; Stylianopoulos, Juslin 
Martyr and the Mosaic Law, 173-187. The above summary and criticism depends on these sources. 
Kai µrlSjv µnSEVbs änoKptvoµ¬vov ßtä TauTd aoi, Tpi4wv, Kai Toil BouXoµdvots 
lrpovrlXürOLc yEv. aOat K11p1ZW iyw 6Eiov X6-yov, by nap' EKEIVOU AKOUQa TOt! flvbpo. t pdic 8n 
T& QTOIXEIa Ol'K dp'yet OÜ& aaßßaT(CCL. I1EiVQTE ( yn'tvTlaN. EZ yap trpb TOO 'Appaajl ouc 
ijv XPEia T EpLTOµns... Oi)& vtv... 
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Christianity. So, Zahn identifies the irpoaýXv-rms here as Gentile converts to 
Judaism, who are not yet full proselytes but only "fearers of God". 32 These proselytes, 
according to Zahn, have not yet been circumcised because Justin supposedly alludes 
to this when he states, "Stay as you were at birth", that is, uncircumcised 53 
Zahn's argument is unconvincing for three reasons. First, Justin does not use 
the term TrpoarjXiToi or the phrase #ßovµEVo1 -röv AEöv in the technical sense 
which Zahn intimates. 54 Second, the same is true of the phrase (ýoßovLEVOL Töv Ot6v, 
which is used in a general, rather than a technical, sense. " Third, the distinction that 
Zahn wishes to maintain between Justin's address to Trypho and his address to 
Trypho's friends is difficult to maintain. Throughout the Dialogue the distinction is 
rather between Trypho and his teachers, 56 not between Trypho and his companions. 
Thus, the appeal to "Stay as you were at birth" (uncircumcised) includes Trypho and 
his companions. 57 
2. Dialogue 24.3 and 29.1 
These are parallel passages and may be examined together. 
Come with me, then, all the ones fearing God, the ones wanting to see the 
good of Jerusalem. Come, let us proceed to the light of the Lord. For he has 
liberated his people, the house of Jacob. Let us gather together in Jerusalem. H 
S2 Dial. 10.4.4OP06RevoL TbV 6E6v 
s' Dial. 23.3. µEivaTE WS 'yE'ytVija8E. 
54 This is seen in Dial. 28.2 and 122.5 where irpooijXuroc and npoa Xuatg are clearly used for 
converts to the Christian faith. 
ss The general usage of the phrase is indicated in Dial. 24.3; 98.5; and especially 106.1-2. 
36 Dial. 9.1; 36.2; 38.1-2; 62.2; 68.7; 71.1; 110.1; 112.4-5; 117.4; 120.5; 134.1; 137.2; 140.2; 142.2. 
s' Stylianopoulos (Justin Martyr and the Mosaic Law, 176) notes that Dial. 28.1-2 totally shatters 
Zahn's view because it contains all these above elements together. "Justin here not only uses the 
noun TrpoarjXUO iS in connection with his inviting Trypho and his companions to become Christian 
proselytes, but also groups Trypho and his companions together without distinction, as the plural in 
both Trypho's and Justin's lips indicates. Most telling of all is the implicit contrast which Justin draws 
on the one hand between himself, an uncircumcised gentile (dnEp(TµrlTOT) and, on the other hand, 
those whom he is here addressing, Trypho and his companions who are circumcised Jews. "
SB Dial. 24.3. SEUTE OW illOL 1TdVTEV OL 4OfWgEVOL TÖV BE6V, oL O XOVTES T& dyaea 
'IEpoucCIX L ESE V. SEÜTE, TrbPEu6(BgEV T(J 4 rl KUplOU' dVt KE Yap TÖV XabV G1lTOÜ, TeV OZKOV 
'laKWf. BEUTE TT&VTa T& Eev1, awaX0 Lev Els 'lepouaaXýll... 
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Let us glorify God together with all the nations, for he is concerned about us. 
Let us glorify him through the King of glory, through the Lord of power. For 
he was gracious towards the nations, and he receives our sacrifices more 
gratefully than yours. 59 
Here we have to do unambiguously with gentiles (ra i0vr ). The horatory 
subjunctive is used in both these passages as indicating the direct audience of the 
passage-Gentiles. The question is, however, whether these references signify pagan 
Gentiles, and not rather Christian Gentiles. 
Basing their argument on an article by D. Gill, 60 Cosgrove and Stylianopoulos 
point out that although the hortatory Soýäawgcv of 29.1 appears to include Trypho 
and his companions, the passage closes with a contrasting our/your motif which 
makes this unlikely. Further, the probability that these are Christian Gentiles here is 
further demonstrated by the wider use of the term Z0vrl in the Dialogue. b1 If this is 
the case, then the call of Dial. 29.1 is not to conversion, but to worship. 2 
Dial. 24.3 also contains the hortatory subjunctive, in this case Mme. 
Stylianopoulos explains that this passage presupposes the contrast between the true 
and false Israel which is prevalent throughout the Dialogue 63 24.1 shows this contrast 
in its references to those who believe in the "blood of circumcision"M and thosc who 
99 Dial. 29.1. toEltaWl1EV TÖV 0E6v, älla Tll E8V7I awEX06VTa, ÖTt Kat /SµaQ IQEQKIt CtT0' 
Bold wIIEV 6T6v &l TOO ßaJLX W3 TT1S 66 r c. W TOO KUplou TWV 8VVdj1(WV. t &Krln Yt 
Kal EIS Tä EBVTj, Kal Tac etas f&lov iTap' rlµwv Xa dvct. 
60 D. Gill. "A Liturgical Fragment in Justin, Dialogue 29.1. " HTR 59 (1966) 98-100. 
61 Justin uses the term E9vrl in the Dialogue primarily as a designation for Christians. The term is 
Septuagintal language derived from prophetic texts which Justin quotes as predictions of the true Israel, 
the church, now fulfilled (Dial. 11.3-5; 24.4; 26.2-4; 28.5; 30.2-3; 118-141). Justin can use the same 
term to designate unbelieving pagans in general (Dial. 10.3; 17.1; 21.1) but in each case the fact that 
they are unbelievers is made clear. See Stylianopoulos, Justin Martyr and the Mosaic Law, 179-180. 
62 The idea that this is a call to worship is furthered by Gill ("A Liturgical Fragment in Justin, Dialogue 
29.1") who believes 29.1 to be a liturgical fragment inserted into the Dialogue at this point by Justin. 
Stylianopoulos (Justin Martyr and the Mosaic Law, 177-178), based on Gill's assertion, sees no reason 
why the same cannot be said for 24.3. 
63 Stylianopoulos, Justin Martyr and the Mosaic Law, 178-179. True Israel is treated in concentration 
in Dial. 119-125 and 130-141. The theme is also present throughout the Dialogue breaking In at many 
points of the discussion (Dial. 11.4-5; 32.5; 39.1-5; 43.2). 
64 Tb alga rfic niptTo. L c 
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have believed in "the blood of salvation 
. 
', 65 The "righteous nation" and the "faith- 
keeping people"66 of 24.2 are the Gentiles who, unlike Israel, have alrcady respondcd 
to God's call. The theme of true and false Israel is actually the subject of the larger 
context of both of these passage. 7 This corroborates the probability that references 
to E6v-9 in 24.3 and 29.1 are to Christian Gentiles, not pagans. 
3. Dial. 32.5 
But all this I said to you in digression, in order that you may now be 
convinced of that which has been prescribed against you by God, that you arc 
foolish sons.. 
. 
Stop leading yourselves astray, and those hearing you, and 
learning from us, the ones having been made wise (enlightened) by the grace 
of Christ 68 
The important reference here is Justin's appeal for Trypho and his companions 
to stop leading themselves astray, as well as the ones hearing them. So, the question 
is, who are the ones hearing the Jews and consequently being lead astray by them. 
Zahn's conclusion that they are, like Trypho's friends, students of Jewish teachers has 
been adequately dismissed above 69 But this does not dismiss the possibility that they 
are pagans. This possibility is in fact confirmed upon a closer examination of the 
passage. There appears to be three distinct groups here. Justin includes himself in "the 
ones having been enlightened by the grace of Christ, " which must be a reference to 
Christians. The Jews are set off from the Christians as "yourselves" (KQI EairrojS), 
while the other group is set off from these as the ones being lead astray by the Jews 
(Kai TOÜS vµWV QKouovraS rrXav vT¬ ). The only option, therefore, is that they are, 
in fact, pagans. 
65 äliiaTL auT1jptc 
66 EAvoc S&Kalov and nabs cuXdaawv IriaTLv 
67 Dial. 24-26 and 28-30. 
68 Dial. 32.5. Kai Taüra U TrävTa a lXEyov iv napEKßdaEat AEyw np6c 41dT. Eva 46tl roTt 
TTELUeEVTES Tl, ) Eipi141EV() KQA' bR((V IJTTÖ TOO eEOO, ölt Tltol. dmtv(TO( 19TC... RaWr1aßc Kal 
EaUTOÜc Kai TOÜS U9(5V dKO60VTaS TiXaVWVTET, Kal trap' i4L6V F1aVedVOVTES TWV Qo. ýtaOVTWV 
dr TTjc TOD XpLUTOÜ XdPLTOS. 
69 See above, p. 282. 
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Given the fact that pagans are in view here, does this argue for a pagan 
destination? The probability for this is low. This is most likely a remark made in 
passing by Justin. The isolated remark is quite lost in the entire Dialogue, and arguing 
that this rather insignificant remark is indicative of the audience as a whole violates 
Justin's straight-forwardness and boldness in the work. 7° In other words, a writer with 
Justin's passion and candor is not likely to leave matters of important concern merely 
in the background. Thus, Dial. 32.5 simply contains an indirect and allusive reference 
to pagans who are receptive to Judaism but cannot be considered the addressees of the 
Dialogue. 
4. Dialogue 64.2 
and in fact, I do the same to all men of every nation, who wish to examine 
along with me, or make inquiry at me, regarding this subject. 71 
Harnack's claim that this passage implies a pagan readership is easily 
overcome. It is quite obvious that Justin is simply indicating that, despite Trypho's 
belligerence, he will continue his explanation just as he would for any other person. 
He is not addressing Gentiles here, he is simply indicating his willingness to engage 
any person in conversation about the Christian faith, the passage does not disclose the 
addressees of the Dialogue. 
S. Dialogue 119.4 
Wherefore, we are not a contemptible people, nor a tribe of barbarians, nor 
just any nation as the Carians or the Phrygians, but the chosen people of God 
who appeared to those who did not seek him. "Behold, " He said, "I am God to 
a nation that has not called upon my name. " For, this is really the nation 
promised to Abraham b+ God, when he told him that he would make him a 
father of many nations. 2 
7° See Stylianopoulos, Justin Mary and the Mosaic Law, 183. footnote #45. 
71 Dial. 64.2. Kal Tö airrö Kal np63 ndvTac dlTWOT TovT k ttavrös yi us dOPOriwv. wCTIT(Iv 
A mAdvEaOai µov tTEpi Tovrwv ßovXoµtvouS rpdtrnw. 72 Dial. 119.4. ollKOÜV OLK EUKaT#p6VTOs 6f»L65 is itv oV& ßdppapov (gOkov O%& biota Kap* v 
il l'ptrywv Zevi, QXM Kal hgdT itcVlaTO 6 BEÖS Kal iv$avt tycv1jO1) To/i IIA 4rcpwrfz 1v 
avTÖV. 'I8oü @Ebs Etµl, 4)rja(. Tý OWL, of 6c iTrcKaXXaav1o To övoµd µov. too -fdp lane 
&EIVO Tb EBvoS. a ITd=a= Tla 'Aßpaali 6 k6s VýaXETo, Kai tra-ripa troXv tOlwv 9tacw 
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Harnack's contention that Justin has pagans in view here is contradicted by 
two things. First, it is clear that Justin identifies himself with the group here in view. 
Thus leading us to believe that he has Christians in mind. Second, this is confirmed by 
the preceeding context of the passage. Justin, in Dial. 119.3 has already 
identified iµets as those who are already God's people ("But we are not only a 
people, but a holy people"). Therefore, the references in 119.4 to personal pronouns in 
the first person plural are further explanation of the initial i g6s of 119.3. 
From the foregoing it must be concluded that arguments for pagan addressees 
of the Dialogue with Trypho based on the above passages are unconvincing. 
E. The Literary Form of the Dialogue 
This point argues that the literary form of the Dialogue, which is neither 
Jewish nor Christian, but pagan and Greek, implies that this document has been 
written for cultured pagan readers. But several things argue strongly against such a 
conclusion. This point is fundamentally flawed in that it identifies the question of 
cultural setting with that of the addressees. 73 The mistake here is that a literary feature 
indicating cultural milieu of the Dialogue also indicates the actual addressees of the 
Dialogue. But, as Styianopoulos explains, "... just as a Christian or a Jew living in the 
Graeco-Roman world, as well as a pagan, can be expected to share the philosophical 
concerns of the age, so also a Christian or a Jew, as well as a pagan, can equally be 
expected to find the literary form of the dialogue attractive. "74 We must not forget that 
Justin himself wrote the Dialogue as a Christian. Further, the Jews had already 
E1TYy'Y'YE l XaTo 
73 Stylianopoulos, Justin Martyr and the Mosaic Law, 191. 
14 Stylianopoulos, Justin Martyr and the Mosaic Law, 191. 
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adopted Greek literary forms prior to Justin's Dialogue, and Christians employed such 
forms as is evidenced in the Greek epistolary style of NT letters. " 
The above five arguments may be considered the classical arguments for a 
pagan readership of the Dialogue with Trypho. But these arguments appear to be 
decisively controverted by the evidence presented above. In addition to the above five 
points J. Nilson has provided three others that demand consideration if we are to 
property dismiss the pagan readership hypothesis. 76 
F. Other Arguments for a Pagan Readership 
1. Misconceptions About Christianity 
Nilson notes five times in the Dialogue where Justin complains about the Jews 
spreading misconceptions about Christianity. " Justin accuses the Jews of 
disseminating their slanders "into all the earth", 78 and not only among the Jews. In 
other words, the Gentiles are hearing these misconceptions and are being deceived by 
them. Nilson believes that this points to a widespread proselytization effort of the part 
of the Jews. He suggests that it would be very unlikely that Christians would allow 
this type of thing to continue without some sort of challenge. Thus, he posits the 
Dialogue as Justin's attempt, in the form of a dialogue with a Jew, to correct these 
Gentile misunderstandings. 
While it may be true that Christians in general desired to correct these Gentile 
misconceptions about Christianity, it does not necessarily follow that the Dialogue is 
an attempt to do so. It is perfectly understandable that Justin makes these accusations 
against the Jews in a document that is addressed to Jews. In fact, this would be a more 
0* 
's Cosgrove, "Justin Martyr and the Emerging New Testament Canon, " 212. Cosgrove uses, as a 
reference for the Christian use of the Greek epistolary style, H. D. Betz, "The Literary Composition and 
Function of Paul's Letter to the Galatians, " N7S 21 (1975) 353-379. 
76 Nilson, "To Whom is Justin's Dialogue with Trypho Addressed? " S42-546. 
" Dial. 17; 32; 93; 108; 117. 
71 Dial. 17.1.69 naaav Tr}v yfiv 
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likely explanation. Here Justin is simply voicing his objections that the Jews arc 
spreading these misconceptions about Christianity. He is confronting the Jews on a 
point of order. 
2. The Theme of Forgiveness 
Nilson also believes that the theme of forgiveness in the Dtalgue is something 
that should not be taken lightly when considering its audience. The admission of one 
of Trypho's companions in Dial. 94 concerning the correct interpretation of the 
brazen serpent is key here. The significance of this admission is relative to the 
meaning of the serpent as it is given by Justin. The serpent was a foreshadowing of 
forgiveness of sins through Jesus who died on the cross. Nilson appeals to J. 
Parkes79who claims that it was exactly this lack of a doctrine of forgiveness of sins 
that put Judaism at a disadvantage vis-a-vis Christianity in appealing to Gentile 
converts. Therefore, in the context of a proselytization effort by both Christianity and 
Judaism, Justin was showing to pagans that even the Jews admit their lack of a 
doctrine of forgiveness. 
The problem here is that Christians would employ the same argument in 
appeals to Jews. The foundational theme in presenting Christianity's supremacy over 
Judaism is the fact that the old covenant has been surpassed by the new covenant 
because the old covenant could not supply forgiveness of sins. To assume that pagans 
were in view because of this theme and not Jews relegates the universality of the new 
covenant. Certainly this argument alone does not necessarily rule out pagan 
addressees, 80 but neither does it argue against a Jewish audience. In fact, one would 
be more inclined to see this as more indicative of a Jewish audience in view of the 
79 J. Parkes, The Conflict of the Church and the Synagogue (New York: 1964) 115-116. 
80 The combined force of the arguments presented above and below, however, do. 
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fact that the Jews were conscious of their sinful standing before God and their nccd 
for forgiveness. 
3. Historical Context of the Dialogue 
Nilson also claims that while the Dialogue is showing the superiority of 
Christianity over Judaism, it also formulating a response to a common pagan 
objection to Christianity, that is, that it was a religion without roots in antiquity that 
would commend it to Gentiles. Justin is thus doing in the Dialogue what he had done 
already in the First Apology. He is showing the antiquity of Christianity by 
appropriating for it the antiquity of Judaism. 
The problems with this line of argument are similar to the problems with the 
theme of forgiveness argument-it does not necessarily argue for a pagan readership. 
It would make perfect sense, in a dialogue with a Jew, for Justin to argue the 
connection of Christianity with Judaism. Throughout the Dialogue Justin maintains 
his respect and historical connection with Judaism through his dependence on the 
Prophets. He desires to maintain this link with Judaism as the common ground upon 
which he may pursue the discussion. If Justin was aiming this line of argument at the 
pagans then why would he make a point, at the outset of his discussion with Trypho, 
of maintaining that the Jews and Christians worship the same God? " The whole point 
here is that this is the foundation upon which Justin's argument for the superiority of 
Christianity over Judaism progresses. Therefore, the Jews are not expected to forsake 
the God of their fathers, but only to recognize the difference between the old and new 
covenants. 
"Dial. I I. 
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4. Tertullian's Adversus Judaeos 
A final argument presented by Nilson is based on what he calls the scholarly 
concensus that the Dialogue with Trypho was a source for Tertullian's Adversus 
Judaeos. 82 Tertullian's work is a reconstruction of a dispute between a Christian and a 
Jewish proselyte, whom Tertullian describes as" a man from the Gentiles and not 
from the race of the Jews of Israel. s83 The intended audience of Tertullian's treatise 
was not the Jewish community at Carthage but sympathetic pagans who might be 
confronted and confused by missionaries from both religions. Nilson thus reasons, In 
light of Tertullian's audience, a document which had been composed earlier for a 
similar audience for a similar purpose would naturally commend itself to him as a 
source. 
Cosgrove points out the problem here of the disputability ofNilson's first two 
"ifs". 84 But even if these two "ifs" may be granted, it only allows for the possibility 
that this may have been addressed to pagans, not a probability. Could Tertullian not 
have made use of any sources which he found helpful, regardless of their original 
purposes? Just because one document uses another as a source, does not mean that 
they both had the same target audience in mind. 
Based on the examination and criticisms above of the arguments for a pagan 
address of the Dialogue the hypothesis must be rejected. This leaves us to the task of 
offering a better hypothesis. The two obvious choices, therefore, are a Christian 
audience, 85 or a Jewish audience. 86 
82 As scholarly consensus Nilson offers only J. Quasten, Patrology (3 Vols.; Utrecht, 1953) 2.269. Ile 
does mention that T. D. Barnes (Tertullian: A Historical and Literary Study (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1971] 175-176) disputes Tertullian's dependence on Justin's Dialogue as a source for 
his Adversus Judaeos. 
83 Tertullian, Adversus Judaeos 1.2. homo ex gentibus nec de prosapia Isradlturt ludaeus 
" The first "if' is if Tertullian did rely on Justin's work. The second "ir is if Justin's Dialogue is 
aimed at pagans who are confused between missionaries from both religions. See Cosgrove, "Justin 
Martyr and the Emerging Christian Canon, " 215. 
°S Cosgrove, "Justin Martyr and the Emerging Christian Canon". 
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II. Christian Destination 
Cosgrove also concludes that a pagan destination for the Dialogue is 
uncompelling. In its place he offers 3 main reasons why he would offer an exclusively 
Christian destination. 87 Because these arguments are best understood and criticized as 
a whole I will delineate all three and then offer criticisms. 
A. The Address to Gentiles in Dialogue 24.3 and 29.1 
It was understood above88 that these two passages are undoubtedly references 
to Gentiles. Cosgrove believes that because these verses suggest the necessity of 
positing at least a partly Christian audience, the Jewish hypothesis is obviated by the 
fact that the Dialogue's preoccupation with issues of the Jewish/Christian debate is 
adequately explained by an exclusive Christian audience. 89 
B. The Liturgical Styling of Dialogue 24.3 and 29.1 
Again, using the same passages as above, Cosgrove argues that because 
Dialogue 24.3 and 29.1 are liturgical fragments inserted by Justin90 that this would 
make it very awkward for Jewish readers 91 
C. Justin's Portrayal of Jews 
Here Cosgrove argues that Justin portrays Trypho and Jews in general in such 
a derogatory way that it is difficult to conceive of his Dialogue as an evangelistic 
96 Stylianopoulos, Justin Martyr and the Mosaic Law. It should be noted that Cosgrove correctly points 
out that Stylianopoulos's position is that the Dialogue is addressed to Christians and Jews. But this is 
maintained by Stylianopoulos because he believes that any document written within the Christian 
community, no matter who the addressees were, would naturally commend itself to other Christians (p. 
32). 
Bý Cosgrove, "Justin Martyr and the Emerging Christian Canon. " 217-218. 
to See above, pp. 283-286. 
Cosgrove, "Justin Martyr and the Emerging Christian Canon, " 217. 
90 See Gill, ""A Liturgical Fragment in Justin Martyr, " 98.100; Stylianopoulos, Justin Martyr and tu 
Mosaic Law, 184. 
91 Cosgrove, "Justin Martyr and the Emerging Christian Canon, " 217. 
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appeal to Jews. At points Trypho and his companions are cast in an cxtremcly 
unfavorable light. 92 
D. Criticism's of Cosgrove's Position 
There is no difficulty with positing an address to Christians in Dialogue 24.3 
and 29.1. However, Cosgrove makes quite a leap from these two references to 
Christians to his claim that they virtually rule out a Jewish audience. The 
inconsistency in this argument is immediately seen when one examines the references 
to a Jewish audience. 3 Cosgrove bases his argument here on a number of points that 
makes an exclusively Christian audience the "least problematic. "94 But Stylianopoulos 
has, in a similar vein, argued that a combined Jewish/Christian audience can also be 
described as "least problematic. "95 Stylianopoulos delineates items of specifically 
Jewish concern in the Dialogue. In this light, Cosgrove's contention that the Jewish 
hypothesis is obviated by its preoccupation with issues of the Jewish/Christian debate 
being adequately explained by an exclusive Christian audience is called into question. 
Cosgrove's contention that the insertion of the liturgical fragments at Dial. 
24.3 and 29.1 would make it awkward for Jewish readers is not a very strong evidence 
for an exclusively Christian audience. The simple insertion here of a liturgical 
fragment does not necessarily rule out a Jewish audience for the entire work. In fact, 
the insertion of these calls to Christian worship do fit in with the actual context of an 
appeal to Jews. 
Dial. 24 follows directly after a lengthy presentation by Justin concerning the 
inadequacy of the Mosaic Law. 6 Therein Justin speaks of the true meaning of the 
91 Dial. 14.2; 134.2; 30.2. 
See e. g., Dial. 9.1; 11.1; 16.4; 17.1; 19.2; 21; 22; etc. 
94 Cosgrove, "Justin Martyr and the Emerging Christian Canon, " 218-219. 
°S Stylianopoulos, Justin Martyr and the Mosaic Law, 32-44. Stylianopoulos's arguments will be 
presented below. 
6 Dial. 11-23. 
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precepts that the Jews were to follow. Thus, the rite circumcision was necessary only 
for the Jews, to mark them off. 97 But since circumcision was not necessary for 
salvation, the Jews are in need of the true Christian circumcision 98 In the same 
manner, sacrifices to God were instituted so that this weak people (the Jews) would 
not fall into idolatry, and the sabbaths so that they would remember God " 
A similar line of argument is followed by Justin in Dial. 20-23 with regard to 
dietary laws, the Sabbath, sacrifices and oblations. Justin's reason for the lengthy 
discussion on these Jewish rites is summed up in Dial. 23 where he states, "Therefore, 
we must conclude that God, who is immutable, ordered these and similar things to be 
done only because of sinful men...... 10° This emphasizes Justin's point that they have 
no salvific value but are only instituted temporarily. 101 
Dial. 24 follows directly after this lengthy argument, and is indeed dependent 
on it. As confirmation of this, Justin clearly states what he means, "this blood of 
circumcision has been rendered useless, and we have now come to trust in the blood 
of salvation, [there is] now another covenant, and another law has come out of 
Zion. " 102 Here circumcision is presented as representing the entire discussion on the 
Jewish rites which preceded. The thrust is upon the old covenant being made obsolete 
by a new covenant. Thus, the circumcision of Christ is to preferred over the 
circumcision of Moses, and those who receive this circumcision will become a 
righteous nation-'03 Here is where the liturgical fragment is inserted. It is most 
97 Dial. 19.2. 
98 Dial. 19.3. 
99 Dial. 19.6. 
10° Dial. 23.2. &' aiT(aV Si TtV TWV CLjopTwXL V dvOP67T w TbV afrrdv dvTa dcl ioirra KQ1 Td 
TOLaÜTa iVTETdXeaL 6ILOX 'EIV 
'°' cf. Dial. 10-12 where Justin stresses the new and eternal covenant which is instituted with the 
coming of Jesus. 
102 Dial. 24.1. T6 aigu Ti1S nEPLTOR S &E(VrI KQTijpyfTat, Kat altlaTn QWTTIpiio 
TTETrLUTe KalLEV- 
QAT1 SLQATjKTl Ta VÜV, Kal CIAAOT 41fiXGEV 4K EtWV V6. LOQ. 
103 Dial. 24.2. The allusion here to Christians being the true Israel cannot be missed. 
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certainly a call for those who have received the circumcision of Christ to worship. 
And in the context it fits perfectly with Justin's line of argument. 
Rather than appearing here as an awkward insertion, I would argue that Justin 
is simply showing here that true worship of God is only possible by those who have 
made the realization that the old Law is abolished. The call to worship is made to 
those who can truly worship God. In light of the preceeding context Justin is 
assuming that they would understand this. There is no awkwardness here for a Jewish 
readership. Justin cannot call Jews to true worship. So, in calling Christians to true 
worship he is building on the previous discussion that only they, and not the Jews, can 
worship. It is an appeal that must be understood in its context. The call to worship in 
Dial. 29.1 is made on the same grounds. 
Cosgrove also argues for an exclusively Christian audience on the basis of his 
belief that the Jews are presented in an extremely unfavorable light. But this argument 
cannot explain passages where Justin is especially conciliatory. Certainly there are 
passages where Justin is especially harsh with Trypho and his friends. ' 04 But the 
Dialogue is not totally defined by polemics against the Jews. As Stylianopoulos 
points out, 105 when compared with the ancient literature of Adversus Judaeos from 
Barnabas to Chrysostom's homilies against the Jews, the amazing thing about Justin's 
Dialogue is its distinct effort to be conciliatory, not its uncompromising spirit. 106 In 
this regard, it is quite significant that the Dialogue does not conclude with the 
conversion of Trypho and his companions. This state of affairs does not result in 
104 Aal. 14.2; 134.2; 30.2. 
pos Stylianopoulos, Justin Martyr and the Mosaic Law, 35. 
106 See e. g., the many occasions where Justin refers to Trypho and his companions as "friends" (Dial. 
8.4; 10.1; 68.2; 72.1; 85.7; 142.1). Justin even addresses them as "brothers" (58.3; 137.1). Justin also 
wishes to sustain the dialogue even when Trypho, at times, seems to tax Justin's patience by reclaiming 
points already conceded (67.7,11; cf. 38.2; 44.1; 64.2). Further, in 79.2, when Trypho is ready to break 
off the discussion, Justin accommodates to his anger. 
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denouncement by a "cascade of polemics"' 07 against Trypho. The door is left open. 
When this is considered in light of Tertullian's Adversus Judaeos, which was written 
for Christians as a sort of handbook to refute the Jews, the conciliatory tone of the 
Dialogue suggests that the author is writing not only for the benefit of those who arc 
on his side, the Christians, but also for those to whom he ostensibly appeals to, the 
Jews. )°8 
III. Other Arguments for a Jewish Audience 
With the pagan destination well refuted and Cosgrove's confident assertion of 
an exclusively Christian audience cast in doubt we now examine the final reasons for 
asserting a Jewish/Christian audience. 
A. Jewish-Christian Polemics 
The shared respect by both Trypho and Justin of the OT scriptures has an 
important corollary. The very existence of Adversus Judaeos literature, combined 
with the fact that the adversary in such works was sketched as a Jew implies that 
Christians were bothered by Jewish questions and that the Jewish community was not 
totally indifferent to the Jewish-Christian debate. 
With respect to Justin's Dialogue, two reasons make this argument stronger. t°9 
First, Justin shows a remarkable acquaintance with post-biblical Judaism. It has been 
shown by W. Shotwell that Justin uses post-biblical haggadic material not simply in 
order to refute it but also incorporated it into his own argument much like a rabbinic 
teacher would. ' 10 Of itself, this fact does not necessarily imply that Justin wrote the 
Dialogue for the Jews. But it does show Justin's unusual proximity to the faith which 
he as an apologist attempts to refute, as well as indicating a genuine interest at a real 
107 Stylianopoulos, Justin Martyr and the Mosaic Law, 35. 
i° Stylianopoulos, Justin Martyr and the Mosaic Law, 36. 
109 Stylianopoulos, Justin Martyr and the Mosaic Law, 37-38. 
110 W. A. Shotwell, The Biblical Exegesis ofJustin Martyr (London: SPCK, 1965) 88.89. 
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discussion with his opponents. Again, it may be reiterated that the amazing thing here 
is not the polemics against the Jews, but the effort to walk on as much of the 
opponents ground as Justin seems to do. 
Second, Justin is a strong testimony to a variegated Jewish Christian 
community in his time, "' and he hints that successful missionary activity was 
occurring between Christians and Jews, and between Jewish Christians and Gentile 
Christians. The setting of the Dialogue is a proselytic encounter between a Christian 
and a Jew. 112 Not only does Justin call for Trypho's conversion throughout the 
Dialogue, but Trypho also shows interest in Justin converting to Judaism. ' 13 Justin Is 
aware of Jewish and Jewish Christian attempts to convince Gentile Christians to 
observe the Mosaic Law. ' 14 In this respect he seems to assume that some of these 
attempts were successful. ' 15 So, in Justin's time, there are traces of actual 
proselytizing activity not only between Jews and Christians, but also between Jewish 
Christians and Gentile Christians. The setting of the Dialogue as a literary genre 
seems to presuppose a concrete situation, where this proselytizing was occurring. If 
this was the case, it may be possible that the Dialogue with Trypho was Justin's 
contribution to this mission field, i. e., as a writing addressed to Jews, as well as to 
Christians. 
Stylianopoulos has pointed out that Dial. 47 would find interest among a 
variety of Jews and Christians: ' 16 (1) Jews who were receptive to the Christian faith; 
(2) Christians who wanted to defend their rejection of the Mosaic Law; (3) Gentile 
Christians who doubted the legitimacy of rejecting the Mosaic Law; (4) Jewish 
Dial. 47.2ff. 
12 Dial. 8.2,4. 
"' Dial. 8.4,47.1. 
"' Dial. 47.1-3. 
115 Dial. 47.4. 
116 Stylianopoulos, Justin Martyr and the Mosaic Law, 38, footnote #73. 
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Christians who lived within the Gentile church but still practiced the Law; (5) Jewish 
Christians who lived apart from the gentile church and tried to induct Gentile 
Christians to observe the Mosaic Law. 
B. Eschatalogical Remnant of Jews 
Perhaps the strongest evidence for a Jewish audience is Justin's conviction 
that a remnant of the Jews, according to God's plan, remains yet to be saved., 17 
According to Stylianopoulos, even though this receives explicit formulation several 
times in the Dialogue, it has gone largely unnoticed but explains both Justin's 
persistence in trying to convert Trypho as well as his hope of success in such efforts. 
The significant passages in this respect are Dial. 32.2; 55.3; 64.2-3. 
1. Dial. 32.2 
But now I am bringing all my proofs by all the words that I adduce from the 
passages of scripture, which are held by you to be holy and to belong to the 
prophets, because I hope that some of you can be found to belong to [the seed] 
which, according to the grace given by the Lord of Sabaoth is left over unto 
eternal salvation. ' 18 
Here there are two very important indications regarding the purpose and intent 
of the Dialogue. Justin indicates here that the purpose of the Dialogue is to 
demonstrate the truth of Christian claims using the same scripture which the Jews 
accept. The intent is likewise to convince some of the Jews of the truth of these 
claims. Justin's repeated calls for Trypho's conversion is explicitly based on the idea 
of the remnant as is Justin's application of this theme to the Jews of his time. 
According to Justin, not all Jews will accept the Christian interpretation of scripture. 
but only those Jews who according to God's plan included in the eschatalogical 
remnant. 
1' Stylianopoulos, Justin Martyr and the Mosaic Law, 39-4. 
"a Dial. 32.2. vüv SE Slä ncivrwv TCZv aöywv d6 Twv trap' vµiv ayiwv Kal trpotlTlxi; w ypa v 
Täs ndaas äno8E(FELc nOLO Ial ganiCWV Tlvä ýl üµQP 6 vaa8at ti,, pE®rjval 4K rot KQTd TI)v 
QiTÖ TOO KVpLOV Zapaie 1TEpLXEl4BEVTOS Etc ThjV aiWVloV QWTTIptQV. 
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God, because of your iniquity, hid from you the ability to perceive the wisdom 
that there is in his words, with the exception of them who, after the grace of 
his abundant kindness, "He left, " as Isaiah said, "a seed" for salvation, in order 
that your race should not perish completely, like the men of Sodom and 
Gomorrah. 19 
Here, after explaining that God has hidden the true meaning of scripture from 
the Jews because of their iniquity, Justin explains that a small number of Jews will be 
given understanding through God's grace. This is based on the Prophet Isaiah's 
promise that of an eschatalogical remnant from Judaism will remain so that Israel may 
not be totally lost. 
3. Dial. 64.2-3 
Trypho, if I were fond of strife and superficial like you, I should not continue 
to join in this discussion with you... But now, since I fear the judgment of 
God, I am in no hurry to express my opinion about any one of your race, 
whether he is not of those who can be saved in accordance with the grace of 
the Lord of Sabaoth. Therefore even though you act maliciously, I will 
continue answering... That therefore they from your race who are saved by this 
man, and are in his portion, you would, if you had paid attention to the 
passages from the scriptures which I have cited, have already understood. 120 
This passage virtually summarizes Justin's intentions in the Dialogue. First, 
Justin is convinced that the scriptures proclaim salvation through Jesus alone, even for 
Jews. Second, Justin believes he is in no position to judge who is and who is not to be 
included in the eschatalogical remnant. Thus, Trypho and his companions, or any 
other Jew for that matter, may still be converted according to God's plan for the 
119 Dial. 55.3. &ü ThV 1 gETEpaV KQKLav thr , cpu sEV 6 AEbS 6ý' l tL(ZV T6 8I vaßAat VOEIV Thy 
Q4LaV TýV EV TOIS XOYOIS aUTOÜ, TrX1 V TLVWV, OLT Ka. T& XQPLV TTIS iroXwTrXayXv(as aUTOÜ, WT 
I4Tj 'Haaias, 4YKaTEXLTTE arT pia ELS awTT1plav, lva gT\ WS EOSOgtTWV Kal ro41oppacwv TiXEov 
Kal T6 J 1ETEpOV 'YEVOS 
QTr6XTrTaL. 
120 Dial. 64.2-3. 'A Tpi 4 wv, Ei bgOLWT WtV 4LXEpLOTOS Kai KEV6T &fffºpXov, OiK 451, In 
lipoaEREVOV KOLVWV4)V Ü LÜI TWV X6j'WV.. 
. 
VÜV R. 6TEL KpLOtV 9EOÜ USOLKa, o WM 
d1roýa(vEaGal TrEp'L 65EV6S Twv dnb KupioU EaßawO vwOfval övvaOvwv, &6 Knv iµttS 
iiovrjpevrja0e, npoa LEV(... dlToKpLY6gCVOT... ön ovty Kal of awCbµciol dtr6 Too YEvouc ToD 
Ü4LETEPOU SLC TOÜTOU QWSOVTaL Kal iV Tq TOIJTOU lLEpi& Elai, ToIS npoXEÄE'r41Evotc VTT' Iµov 
dTT6 TWV yp#Wv el 1TPOaCaXTIKELTE, IVEVOTKELTE (1V 46n 
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eschatalogical remnant. Third, the zeal and patience of Justin is according to the same 
conviction concerning the remnant. 
Justin's seriousness concerning the matter of the eschatalogical remnant 
cannot be doubted. He makes several references to his responsibility to communicate 
the truth and to the fact that he will be accountable for it in the day of judgement. 121 
Indeed, as Stylianopoulos claims, ' 22 the Dialogue may have been written by Justin as 
an expression of his conviction about the eschatalogical remnant and his desire to do 
his part for the rescue of the remnant according to God's will. 
IV. Conclusion 
The conclusion concerning the intended audience of the Dialogue with 7Y)pho 
should be clear from the preceding discussion. The arguments for a pagan audience 
have been well-criticized and refuted. Cosgrove's assertion of an exclusively 
Christian audience is plausible on the face of it, but his contention that it is least 
problematic fails to convince-especially in light of Stylianopoulos's important 
contributions concerning the non-polemic tone of the Dialogue and the esehatalogieal 
remnant. 
In this light, I agree with Stylianopoulos's hypothesis that the Dialogue was 
written for a Jewish audience in the context of missionary activity between Jews and 
Christians. But because the Dialogue was written within the Christian community it 
would naturally commend itself to a Christian audience. Justin, realizing this, may 
have had Jewish Christians as well as Gentile Christians in mind. It has been shown 
that the Dialogue answers issues that would be a concern to each of these groups. 
Therefore, even though the Dialogue has primarily a Jewish audience in mind, a 
combined Jewish/Christian audience can reasonably be posited. 
121 Dial. 38.2; 44.1; 68.1. 
122 Stylianopoulos, Justin Martyr and the Mosaic Law, 44. 
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